AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
Athletes Biographies

49KG – 🇦🇲 HAYRIK NAZARYAN – ARMENIA (ARM)
Date Of Birth : 30/08/1995
Club : Working Shift Sport Company
Coach : Marat Karoyan
Residence : Yerevan
Number of bouts : 60
Began boxing : 2002
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 6th place – 49KG Lost to Sultan Abduraimov (KAZ) 12:3 in the quarter-final; Won against Danilo Pleshkov (UKR) AB 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Armenian Youth National Championships 1st place – 49KG Won against Andranik Peleshyan (ARM) by points in the final; Won against Taron Petrosyan (ARM) by points in the semi-final
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 7th place – 49KG Lost to Keith Flavin (IRL) 30:6 in the quarter-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 7th place – 46KG Lost to Georgian Tudor (ROM) 15:14 in the quarter-final; Won against Dmitriy Asanov (BLR) 22:14 in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 5th place – 46KG Lost to Timur Pirdamov (RUS) 17:4 in the quarter-final; Won against Zsolt Csonka (HUN) RSC 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Armenian Junior National Championships 1st place – 46KG

49KG – 🇦🇺 ROBERT TRIGG – AUSTRALIA (AUS)
Date Of Birth : 03/01/1994
Place Of Birth : Mount Gambier
Height : 154cm
Club : Mt. Gambier Boxing Club
Coach : Colin Cassidy
Region : South Australia
Began boxing : 2010
2012 – Oceanian Youth Championships (Papeete, TAH) 1st place – 49KG Won against Martin Dexon (NRU) by points in the final
2012 – Australian Youth National Trials 1st place – 49KG Won against Jahmarley Dawson (AUS) RSC 2nd round in the final
2012 – Australian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Liam Pope (AUS) 21:9 in the semi-final
2011 – Australian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Jackson Woods (AUS) RSC 1st round in the final; Won against Billy Ward (AUS) 11+:11 in the semi-final

49KG – 🇧🇾 ANTON CHERNAMAZ – BELARUS (BLR)
Date Of Birth : 02/10/1995
2012 – Belarussian Youth National Championships 1st place – 49KG
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 9th place – 49KG Lost to Muradzhon Akhmadaliyev (UZB) 18:9 in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 7th place – 46KG Lost to Svyatoslav Demkin (UKR) 8:3 in the quarter-final; Won against Mihail Cvasiuc (MDA) 11:8 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Belarussian Junior National Championships 1st place – 46KG Won against Anton Nakhankov (BLR) 3:0 in the final; Won against Yuriy Korotin (BLR) by points in the semi-final

49KG – 🇧🇬 TINKO BANABAKOV – BULGARIA (BUL)
Date Of Birth : 22/04/1994
Height : 170cm
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Club : Ivailo
Residence : Veliko Tarnovo
Number of bouts : 40
Began boxing : 2009
2012 – Bulgarian Youth National Cup 1st place – 49KG Won against Gyursel Boz (BUL) AB 2nd round in the final; Won against Petar Petrov (BUL) 25:9 in the semi-final
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 3rd place – 49KG Lost to Muradzhon Akhmadaliyev (UZB) by points in the semi-final; Won against Natig Kazimov (AZE) 19:13 in the quarter-final; Won against Samet Mert Celiksoy (TUR) 12:9 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 2nd place – 49KG Lost to Sebastian Saciri (SRB) 5:4 in the final; Won against Dejan Cajic (GER) 4:2 in the semi-final; Won against Stefan Markovic (BIH) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2012 – Bulgarian U22 National Championships 1st place – 49KG Won against Shaban Dimitrov (BUL) RSC 2nd round in the final; Won against Valeriy Bodurov (BUL) 13:6 in the semi-final
2012 – 2nd Bulgarian National Team Championships 1st place – 49KG Won against Georgi Georgiev (BUL) 15:10 in the final; Won against Gyursel Boz (BUL) 22:7 in the semi-final
2012 – Belgrade Winner Tournament (Belgrade, SRB) 5th place – 52KG Lost to Magomed Abdurakhmanov (RUS) 13:4 in the quarter-final
2012 – Bulgarian Youth National Championships 1st place – 49KG Won against Vasko Sandov (BUL) 15:11 in the final; Won against Valeriy Bodurov (BUL) 10:7 in the semi-final; Won against Miroslav Atanasov (BUL) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2012 – 1st Bulgarian National Team Championships 5th place – 49KG Lost to Aleksandar Aleksandroff (BUL) 14:2 in the quarter-final
2011 – Bulgarian Youth National Championships 1st place – 49KG Won against Nayhan Nazifov (BUL) 16:13 in the final; Won against Shaban Dimitrov (BUL) 9:7 in the semi-final; Won against Gyursel Boz (BUL) 11:6 in the quarter-final

49KG – 🇨🇦 EVAN GILLARD – CANADA (CAN)
Date Of Birth : 01/10/1994
Height : 168cm
Club : Motor City Boxing Club
Coach : Don Nelson
Number of bouts : 41 (33-0-8)
Began boxing : 2007
Occupation : Student
Nickname : EZ-E
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 2nd place – 49KG Lost to Yusup Gazayev (RUS) 14:10 in the final; Won against Dejan Cajic (GER) 11:10 in the semi-final; Won against Aleksandar Baykov (RUS) 12:6 in the quarter-final
2012 – Ontario Youth State Championships 1st place – 49KG
2012 – Canadian Youth National Championships 1st place – 49KG Won against Chris Damiani (CAN) 22:6 in the final
2011 – Ontario Youth State Championships 1st place – 49KG
2011 – Canadian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 49KG Lost to Brody Pigeon (CAN) 9:9 in the final; Won against Oktay Kazimoglu (CAN) 5:3 in the semi-final; Won against Matt Harris (CAN) 12:4 in the quarter-final
2010 – Ontario Junior State Championships 1st place – 46KG
2010 – Canadian Junior National Championships 3rd place – 46KG Lost to Fabrice Cormier (CAN) 13:5 in the semi-final; Won against Parwis Payman (CAN) 7:6 in the quarter-final
2009 – Canadian Junior National Championships 1st place – 39KG Won against Philippe Tavoue (CAN) RSC 2nd round in the final
49KG –  🇨🇳 LU BIN – CHINA (CHN)
Date Of Birth : 18/10/1994
Residence : Jinan Military Region
2012 – Ordos International Tournament (Ordos, CHN) 2nd place – 49KG Lost to Jiang Jinyong (CHN) by points in the final; Won against Temirtas Zhusupov (KAZ) by points in the semi-final
2012 – Chinese Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Zhang Kaitian (CHN) by points in the final; Won against Li Zhun (CHN) by points in the semi-final; Won against Ren Chengcheng (CHN) by points in the quarter-final
2012 – Chinese National Championships 3rd place – 49KG Lost to Wu Zhonglin (CHN) 15:10 in the semi-final; Won against Lu Kangjian (CHN) 15:7 in the quarter-final
2011 – Chinese Youth National Championships 3rd place – 49KG Lost to Wulan Tuolehazi (CHN) by points in the semi-final

49KG –  🇹🇼 CHEN TSUNG CHUN – CHINESE TAIPEI (TPE)
Date Of Birth : 10/11/1995
2012 – Taiwan President's Cup (Hualien, TPE) 1st place – 49KG
2011 – Taiwan President's High School Cup (Taipei, TPE) 1st place – 46KG Won against Chang Hsiang Wen (TPE) by points in the final; Won against Chen Yen Chun (TPE) by points in the semi-final

49KG –  🇪🇨 ANDY CRUZ GOMEZ – CUBA (CUB)
Date Of Birth : 12/08/1995
Height : 160cm
Residence : Matanzas
Began boxing : 2008
2012 – Cuban Youth National Championships 1st place – 49KG

49KG –  🇨🇩 MUDISU NZUZI – DR OF CONGO (DRC)
Date Of Birth : 13/05/1995
2012 – DR of Congolese Youth National Selection Tournament 1st place – 49KG
2012 – DR of Congolese National Championships 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Alain Baruti (DRC) by points in the semi-final

49KG –  🇪🇨 ISAAC FERNANDO PINTO SEGURA – ECUADOR (ECU)
Date Of Birth : 11/10/1995
Residence : Los Rios
2012 – La Romana Cup (La Romana, DOM) 7th place – 49KG Lost to Victor Manuel Santillan (DOM) 16:13 in the quarter-final
2012 – Ecuadorian Youth National Games 1st place – 49KG Won against Alex Mucushigua (ECU) by points in the final; Won against Jean Caicedo (ECU) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Golden Belt Junior Tournament (Portoviejo, ECU) 3rd place – 50KG Lost to Elvis Rodriguez (DOM) 7:0 in the semi-final
2011 – Ecuadorian Junior National Championships 1st place – 50KG Won against Edison Grefa (ECU) 3:2 in the final
2010 – Golden Belt Junior Tournament (Portoviejo, ECU) 1st place – 46KG Won against Angel Litardo (ECU) AB 2nd round in the final

49KG –  🇬🇧 JACK BATESON – ENGLAND (ENG)
Date Of Birth : 03/06/1994
Height : 170cm
Coach : Mark Bateson; John Dyer; Phil Sellars
Number of bouts : 57 (52-0-5)
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**MARCUS GEVIA – FRANCE (FRA)**

- **Date Of Birth**: 12/08/1994
- **Club**: Union Pugilistique de Saint Denis
- **Number of Bouts**: 30 (20-1-9)
- **Began boxing**: 2004
- **Residence**: La Reunion

2012 – Tammer Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 3rd place – 49KG Lost to Jack Bateson (ENG) 9:7 in the semi-final; Won against Kirill Serikov (EST) 20:8 in the quarter-final

2012 – Indian Ocean Youth Cup (Saint-Denis, REU) 1st place – 49KG Won against Didier Cornet (MRI) by points in the final

2012 – French Youth National Championships 1st place – 49KG Won against Dylan Beccu (FRA) 19:7 in the final; Won against Anthony Chapat (FRA) 15:13 in the semi-final

2011 – African Zonal Championships (Saint-Denis, REU) 1st place – 49KG Won against Didier Cornet (MRI) by points in the final

2011 – Indian Ocean Islands Games (Roche Caiman, SEY) 3rd place – 49KG Lost to Lalainarabendan (MAD) 18:14 in the semi-final; Won against Mohamed Abderemane (COM) 20:5 in the quarter-final

2010 – Reunion Junior Championships (Saint-Pierre, REU) 1st place – 52KG Won against Samuel Abrador (REU) by points in the final

---

**DEJAN CAJIC – GERMANY (GER)**

- **Date Of Birth**: 07/08/1994
- **Club**: Champs Boxing Ravensburg
- **Number of bouts**: 54 (37-0-17)

---
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**Begun boxing**: 2003
**Residence**: Leeds
**Nickname**: Babyface

**Family background**: His father is his coach in the club

2012 – Tammer Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 2nd place – 49KG Lost to Polipalli Lalitha Prasad (IND) 14:10 in the final; Won against Marcus Gevia (FRA) 9:7 in the semi-final; Won against Istvan Lakatos (HUN) AB 3rd round in the quarter-final

2012 – British National Championships (London, ENG) 1st place – 49KG Won against Ashley Williams (WAL) 21:17 in the final; Won against Jack Malik (ENG) 15:7 in the semi-final

2012 – English National Championships 1st place – 49KG Won against Jack Malik (ENG) 5:0 in the final; Won against Anthony Dillon (ENG) 24:15 in the semi-final

2011 – Commonwealth Youth Games (Douglas, IOM) 1st place – 49KG Won against Rahul Poonia (IND) 13:6 in the final; Won against Didier Cornet (MRI) DQ 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Shaffi Bakari (KEN) 21:4 in the quarter-final

2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) 7th place – 49KG Lost to Oleksandr Ivanov (UKR) 15:14 in the quarter-final; Won against Viktor Agateljan (CZE) 14:5 in the first preliminary round

2011 – IRL-ENG Youth Dual Match3 – 49KG Won against Joe Sweeney (IRL) 17:6

2011 – IRL-ENG Youth Dual Match2 – 49KG Won against Evan Metcalfe (IRL) 16:15

2011 – IRL-ENG Youth Dual Match1 – 49KG Won against Hugh Myers (IRL) 16:10

2011 – British Youth National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Motherwell, SCO) 1st place – 49KG Won against Ieuan Regan (WAL) 5:0 in the final

2011 – English Youth National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Rochester, ENG) 1st place – 48KG Won against Sean Burke (ENG) 17:6 in the final

2010 – British Junior Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Sheffield, ENG) 1st place – 44KG Won against Ieuan Regan (WAL) 20:16 in the final
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49KG – POLIPALLI LALITHA PRASAD – INDIA (IND)
Date Of Birth : 18/07/1995
Coach : Mahavir Singh
Region : Andhra Pradesh
2012 – Tammer Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 1st place – 49KG Won against Jack Bateson (ENG) 14:10 in the final; Won against Ashley Williams (WAL) 17:14 in the semi-final
2012 – Indian Youth National Championships 1st place – 49KG Won against K. Sagar (IND) 14:5 in the final; Won against Anand (IND) 13:5 in the semi-final; Won against Amit Panghal (IND) 9:7 in the quarter-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 5th place – 48KG Lost to Asror Vohidov (TJK) 16:13 in the quarter-final; Won against Luke McCormack (ENG) 15:10 in the second preliminary round; Won against Hugh Joyce (IRL) 12:4 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Indian Junior National Championships 1st place – 48KG Won against Kakara Shyam Kumar (IND) 16:10 in the final; Won against Ronunsanga (IND) 17:10 in the semi-final; Won against D. Ajay (IND) 13:3 in the quarter-final
2011 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 10th place – 48KG Lost to Oleksandr Melenyuk (UKR) 2:1 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Indian Junior National Championships 1st place – 48KG Won against Amit Kumar Srivastava (IND) 3:1 in the final; Won against Tara Chand (IND) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Kavinder Bisht (IND) 7:0 in the quarter-final
2009 – Indian Schoolboys National Championships 1st place – 46KG Won against A. Bommy Singh (IND) 15:3 in the final; Won against Samla Pusing (IND) 8:1 in the semi-final
2008 – Indian Schoolboys National Championships 1st place – 46KG Won against A. Bommy Singh (IND) 16:9 in the final; Won against Vivek Das (IND) 15:5 in the semi-final

49KG – JUN ENGKENG – INDONESIA (INA)
Date Of Birth : 14/01/1995
Club : DKI Jakarta
2012 – Indonesian Youth National Championships 1st place – 49KG Won against Deki Kangking (INA) by points in the final; Won against Yudhistira (INA) by points in the semi-final
49KG – MENSEN WINNER MELKIAS BALLO – INDONESIA (INA)
Date Of Birth : 29/05/1995
Residence : Timur
2012 – Indonesian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 46KG Lost to Achmad Wike (INA) by points in the final; Won against Asrul Surdin (INA) by points in the semi-final

49KG – HOUMAN TAGHANI HOULAR – IRAN (IRN)
Date Of Birth : 19/06/1994
2012 – Iranian Youth National Championships 1st place – 49KG

49KG – KEITH FLAVIN – IRELAND (IRL)
Date Of Birth : 20/06/1995
Club : Paulstown
2012 – Irish U23 National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Shane Roche (IRL) 32:20 in the final; Won against Myles Casey (IRL) 21:8 in the semi-final; Won against Aidan Metcalfe (IRL) WO in the quarter-final
2012 – Irish Youth National Championships 1st place – 49KG Won against Adam Courtney (IRL) 15:10 in the final; Won against Thomas Waite (IRL) 9:7 in the semi-final; Won against Patrick Kavanagh (IRL) AB 2nd round in the quarter-final
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 3rd place – 49KG Lost to Yusup Gazayev (RUS) 12:10 in the semi-final; Won against Karol Judin (POL) 19:5 in the quarter-final
2012 – Petr Mitsik Youth Tournament (Ivano-Frankovsk, UKR) 3rd place – 49KG Lost to Yaroslav Yavorsky (UKR) 3:2 in the semi-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 46KG Lost to Shatlykmurat Muradov (TKM) RSCH 1st round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 6th place – 46KG Lost to Olzhas Kalaubek (KAZ) 7:3 in the quarter-final; Won against Jack Brunton (SCO) 5:0 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Irish Junior National Championships 3rd place – 46KG Lost to Kurt Walker (IRL) 5:4 in the semi-final; Won against Jamie Lonergan (IRL) 10:4 in the quarter-final

49KG – GIANLUCA CONSELMO – ITALY (ITA)
Date Of Birth : 02/03/1994
Place Of Birth : Siracusa
Club : A.S.D. Pol. Melluzzo Totip
Coach : Salvatore Melluzzo
Number of bouts : 45 (21-13-11)
2012 – ITA-HUN Youth Dual Match1 – 49KG Won against Arnold Dinok (HUN) by points
2012 – CAN-ITA Youth Dual Match2 – 49KG Lost to Brody Pigeon (CAN) 23:17
2012 – CAN-ITA Youth Dual Match1 – 49KG Won against Brody Pigeon (CAN) 20:14
2012 – Petr Mitsik Youth Tournament (Ivano-Frankovsk, UKR) 3rd place – 49KG Lost to Yaroslav Yavorsky (UKR) 3:2 in the semi-final
2012 – FRA-ITA Youth Dual Match – 49KG Lost to Anthony Chapat (FRA) 14:12
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Tournament (Kaunas, LTU) 5th place – 49KG Lost to Vadim Kudryakov (UKR) 15:11 in the quarter-final
2012 – POL-ITA Youth Dual Match – 49KG Lost against Oskar Luzny (POL) WO
2011 – Italian Youth National Championships 1st place – 49KG Won against Angelo Perrone (ITA) RSCH 3rd round in the final
2009 – Italian Junior National Championships 1st place – 46KG Won against Angelo Perrone (ITA) 9:1 in the final
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49KG – KOSEI TANAKA – JAPAN (JPN)
Date Of Birth : 15/06/1995
Height : 162cm
2012 – Japanese Youth National Athletic Meeting 1st place – 49KG Won against Yuga Saitoh (JPN) RSC 3rd round in the final; Won against Taku Kuwabara (JPN) 11:6 in the semi-final
2011 – Japanese Interscholastic Athletic Meeting 2nd place – 49KG Lost to Naoya Inoue (JPN) by points in the final

49KG – ABDALLAH MAHER SHAMON – JORDAN (JOR)
Date Of Birth : 03/12/1994
2012 – Jordanian Youth National Championships 1st place – 49KG
2012 – Giraldo Cordova Cardin Memorial Tournament (Havana, CUB) 7th place – 49KG Lost to Daniel Matellon (CUB) 23:8 in the quarter-final
2011 – Arab Games (Doha, QAT) 2nd place – 49KG Lost to Hassan Ali Nasser (IRQ) 12:10 in the final; Won against Yahya Al-Rafiq (YEM) 14:10 in the semi-final; Won against Ramy El-Awadi (EGY) 12:11 in the quarter-final
2011 – Asian Championships (Incheon, KOR) 7th place – 49KG Lost to Alisher Mahmudov (UZB) 20:7 in the quarter-final
2011 – Jordanian Youth National Championships 1st place – 49KG

49KG – YERMEK MADIYEV – KAZAKHSTAN (KAZ)
Date Of Birth : 07/05/1995
Residence : Dzhambul Region
2012 – Zhetsus Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) 5th place – 49KG Lost to Dulat Bekbaulov (KAZ) 6+:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Adilet Kurmetov (KAZ) 16:12 in the second preliminary round; Won against D. Otizbayev (KAZ) 21:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 7th place – 49KG Lost to Vladimir Tolochkin (RUS) 18:17 in the quarter-final
2011 – Kazakh Youth National Championships 1st place – 46KG Won against Adilet Kurmetov (KAZ) by points in the final; Won against Mussa Tursyngaliyev (KAZ) by points in the semi-final

49KG – ADILET KURMETOV – KAZAKHSTAN (KAZ)
Date Of Birth : 12/11/1994
Club : VKO
2012 – Zhetsus Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) 13th place – 49KG Lost to Yermek Madiyev (KAZ) 16:12 in the second preliminary round; Won against A. Bizhanov (KAZ) RSC 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 3rd place – 49KG Lost to Vadim Kudryakov (UKR) 18:17 in the semi-final; Won against Yan Kurylenko (UKR) 20:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Dmitro Rafalskiy (UKR) 23:14 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Kazakh Youth National Championships 2nd place – 46KG Lost to Ermek Madiyev (KAZ) by points in the final; Won against Karshyga Baltabayev (KAZ) by points in the semi-final

49KG – ABDALLA ATHUMANI – KENYA (KEN)
Date Of Birth : 12/11/1994
2012 – Kenyan Youth National Championships 1st place – 49KG

49KG – LEE YE CHAN – KOREAN REPUBLIC (KOR)
Date Of Birth : 01/11/1994
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Height : 172cm
Club : Gyeonggi Physical Education High School
2012 – Korean National Sports Festival 1st place – 49KG

49KG – ALMAMBET ALIBEKOV – KYRGYZSTAN (KGZ)
Date Of Birth : 26/07/1995
Coach : Shailo Atazov
Residence : Osh
2012 – Kadyrov Memorial Tournament (Grozniy, RUS) 7th place – 49KG Lost to Bator Sagaluyev (RUS) 18:9 in the quarter-final
2012 – Kyrgyz Youth National Spartakyaad 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Roman Sadirzhan Ulu (KGZ) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Kyrgyz Youth National Championships 7th place – 52KG Lost to Bektur Otogonov (KGZ) 4:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Zhollubay Abdimomun Ulu (KGZ) 3:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Bektsultan Zhusupov (KGZ) RSCI 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 48KG Lost to Takuma Inoue (JPN) 12:10 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Almaty Junior Tournament (Almaty, KAZ) 1st place – 48KG
2011 – Farukh Shanazarov Junior Tournament (Shymkent, KAZ) 1st place – 48KG
2011 – Kyrgyz Junior National Championships 1st place – 48KG

49KG – DMITRIJS ZAHAROV – LATVIA (LAT)
Date Of Birth : 11/01/1995
Height : 166cm
Club : Lokomotiv Daugavpils BJSS
Residence : Daugavpils
Number of bouts : 68 (52-0-16)
Education : Daugavpils High School 16
2012 – Latvian Youth National Championships 1st place – 49KG Won against Oskars Rancans (LAT) by points in the final
2012 – Kadyrov Memorial Tournament (Grozniy, RUS) 5th place – 49KG Lost to Khasanbay Dusmatov (UZB) 18:3 in the quarter-final
2012 – Latvian National Olympiad 1st place – 49KG Won against Aigars Jeseris (LAT) 11:8 in the final; Won against Atis Sefers (LAT) AB 2nd round in the semi-final
2012 – Governor Cup (St. Petersbourg, RUS) 7th place – 49KG Lost to Dmitriy Gulyayev (RUS) 22:7 in the quarter-final
2012 – Umakhanov Memorial Tournament (Makhachkala, RUS) 3rd place – 49KG Lost to Khamza Nametov (RUS) 17:3 in the semi-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Tournament (Kaunas, LTU) 7th place – 49KG Lost to Dejan Cajic (GER) 11:9 in the quarter-final
2011 – Riga Open Tournament (Riga, LAT) 1st place – 49KG Won against Oskars Rancans (LAT) by points in the final; Won against Konstantins Sumorukovs (LAT) by points in the semi-final; Won against Andrejs Demcenko (LAT) by points in the quarter-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 46KG Lost to Dorjinamjin Amartuvshin (MGL) 34:5 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Latvian Youth National Olympiad 3rd place – 49KG Lost to Oskars Rancans (LAT) 5:3 in the semi-final; Won against Konstantins Sumorukovs (LAT) 4:1 in the semi-final
2010 – Riga Open Junior Tournament (Riga, LAT) 1st place – 46KG Won against Oskars Rancans (LAT) by points in the final; Won against Raitis Rizdziks (LAT) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Latvian Junior National Championships 1st place – 40KG Won against Olegs Scernbakovs (LAT) by points in the final; Won against Vladislavs Lebedinec (LAT) by points in the semi-final
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49KG – 🇲🇷 DIDIER CORNET – MAURITIUS (MRI)
Date Of Birth : 10/08/1994
2012 – Mauritian Youth National Championships 1st place – 49KG Won against Samuel Herbu (MRI) RSC 2nd round in the final; Won against Kanetish Rawoojee (MRI) RSC 3rd round in the semi-final
2012 – Indian Ocean Youth Cup (Saint-Denis, REU) 2nd place – 49KG Lost to Marcus Gevia (FRA) by points in the final
2012 – African Cup of Nations (Gaborone, BOT) 3rd place – 49KG Lost to Lebogang Pilane (RSA) 18:15; Lost to Ahmed Meziane (ALG) 18:15; Won against Achraf Jebali (TUN) 18:10; Won against Marcus Edou Ngoua (GAB) 14:12
2012 – AIBA African Olympic Qualification Tournament (Casablanca, MAR) participant – 49KG Lost to Juliano Maquina (MOZ) 24:14 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Mauritian National Championships 1st place – 49KG Won against Donovan Gerie (MRI) 3:1 in the final; Won against Steven-Jean Louis (MRI) RSC 1st round in the semi-final
2012 – Bocskai Memorial Tournament (Debrecen, HUN) 5th place – 49KG Lost to Shin Jong Hun (KOR) 16:4 in the quarter-final
2011 – African Zonal Championships (Saint-Denis, REU) 2nd place – 49KG Lost to Marcus Gevia (REU) by points in the final
2011 – Commonwealth Youth Games (Douglas, IOM) 3rd place – 49KG Lost to Jack Bateson (ENG) DQ 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Charles Keama (PNG) 22:16 in the quarter-final

49KG – 🇲🇳 GANDULAM MUNGUN-ERDENE – MONGOLIA (MGL)
Date Of Birth : 24/06/1994
Coach : Nadmid Galtbaatar
Club : Erdenet
Residence : Ulanbaatar
Began boxing : 2008
2012 – Mongolian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 49KG Lost to Erdenebat Tsendbaatar (MGL) 16:10 in the final; Won against Dorjnamjin Amartuvshin (MGL) by points in the semi-final
2012 – Mongolian National Championships 3rd place – 49KG Lost to Dorjnamjin Amartuvshin (MGL) by points in the semi-final; Won against J. Shijirbaatar (MGL) by points in the quarter-final; Won against B. Tsogt bileg (MGL) by points in the first preliminary round; Won against Ts. Ganbayar (MGL) by points in the first preliminary round
2011 – Mongolian Ethnic Children Games 1st place – 49KG
2011 – Mongolian National Championships 3rd place – 49KG Lost to Ariunbold Ganselem (MGL) 3:1 in the semi-final; Won against O. Tsogt saruu (MGL) 6:0 in the quarter-final; Won against B. Ochir khuu (MGL) 4:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against B. Munkh-Orgil (MGL) 6:3 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Chita International Junior Tournament (Chita, RUS) 2nd place – 46KG
2010 – Mongolian Junior National Championships 1st place – 46KG
2009 – Mongolian Junior National Championships 3rd place – 46KG
2009 – Mongolian Ethnic Children Games 3rd place – 46KG

49KG – 🇵🇭 JAKE DAJAY BORNEA – PHILIPPINES (PHI)
Date Of Birth : 02/06/1995
Place Of Birth : Arakan, South Cotabato
Height : 162cm
Club : PSC ABAP Boxing Gym Manila
Began boxing : 2010
2012 – Filipino National Games (Manila, PHI) 1st place – 46KG
2011 – Filipino Junior National Championships (Tagbilaran, PHI) 1st place – 46KG
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### 2011 – Mindanao Area Boxing Tournament (Panabo, PHI) 1st place – 46KG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>49KG</th>
<th>JADE DAJAY BORNEA – PHILIPPINES (PHI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date Of Birth : 02/06/1995</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place Of Birth : Arakan, South Cotabato</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height : 162cm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Club : PSC ABAP Boxing Gym Manila</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Began boxing : 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2011 – Filipino Junior National Championships (Tagbilaran, PHI) 1st place – 48KG

### 2011 – Mindanao Area Boxing Tournament (Panabo, PHI) 1st place – 48KG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>49KG</th>
<th>JANTONY ORTIZ MARCANO – PUERTO RICO (PUR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date Of Birth : 21/07/1994</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place Of Birth : Humacao</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Club : Junquitos BC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coach : Jose Laureano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family background : His elder brother Antonio Ortiz is also a boxer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2012 – 30th Summer Olympic Games (London, GBR) 11th place – 49KG

Lost to David Ayrapetyan (RUS) 15:13 in the second preliminary round; Won against Sulemanu Tetteh (GHA) 20:6 in the first preliminary round

### 2012 – AIBA American Olympic Qualification Tournament (Rio de Janeiro, BRA) 1st place – 49KG

Won against Carlos Quipo (ECU) 10:8 in the final; Won against Carlos Suarez (TRI) 23:4 in the semi-final; Won against Eduard Bermudez (VEN) 12:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Santos Vasquez (USA) 15:8 in the first preliminary round

### 2012 – CAN-PUR Dual Match – 49KG

Won against Emilien Boucher (CAN) 15:5

### 2012 – Independence Cup (Santiago de los Caballeros, DOM) 7th place – 49KG

Lost to Carlos Quipo (ECU) RSCI 2nd round in the quarter-final; Won against Alvaro Vargas (GUA) 17:8 in the first preliminary round

### 2012 – Puerto Rican National Championships 1st place – 49KG

### 2011 – Panamerican Games (Guadalajara, MEX) 3rd place – 49KG

Lost to Yosvany Veitia (CUB) 14:9 in the semi-final; Won against Gilberto Pedroza (PAN) 17:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Junior Leonadro Zarate (ARG) 10:5 in the first preliminary round

### 2011 – La Romana Cup (La Romana, DOM) 5th place – 49KG

Lost to Juan Gabriel Medina (DOM) 15:8 in the quarter-final

### 2011 – Cheo Aponte Tournament (Caguas, PUR) 3rd place – 49KG

Lost to Carlos Quipo (ECU) by points in the semi-final; Won against Angel Acosta (PUR) by points in the quarter-final

### 2011 – Juan Venegas Tournament (San Juan, PUR) 1st place – 49KG

Won against Angel Acosta (PUR) 11:7 in the final; Won against Jonathan Quint (CAN) 9:5 in the semi-final

### 2011 – 1st Panamerican Games Qualifier (Cumana, VEN) 2nd place – 49KG

Lost to Juan Gabriel Medina (DOM) 17:6 in the final; Won against Junior Zarate (ARG) 10:6 in the semi-final; Won against Michael Benadosso (USA) 16:5 in the quarter-final; Won against David Jimenez (CRC) 5:0 in the first preliminary round

### 2011 – Puerto Rican National Championships 1st place – 49KG

Won against Waldemar Pagan (PUR) by points in the final; Won against Angel Pagan (PUR) by points in the semi-final

### 2010 – Golden Belt Junior Tournament (Portoviejo, ECU) 1st place – 48KG

Won against Sparkinson Almonte (DOM) 10:3 in the final; Won against Jean Caicedo (ECU) 6:2 in the semi-final

### 2009 – Panamerican Junior Championships (Quito, ECU) 3rd place – 46KG

Lost to Dagoberto Aguero (DOM) 11:6 in the semi-final; Won against Juan Mina (ECU) 9:6 in the quarter-final
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49KG – 🇵🇷 ORLANDO GONZALEZ – PUERTO RICO (PUR)
Date Of Birth : 20/08/1995
2012 – Panamerican Youth Championships (Portoviejo, ECU) 1st place – 49KG Won against Jean Caicedo (ECU) 14:13 in the final; Won against Victor Santillan (DOM) 31:18 in the semi-final
2012 – Cheo Aponte Tournament (Rio de Janeiro, BRA) 3rd place – 49KG Lost to Carlos Caraballo (PUR) by points in the semi-final
2012 – MEX-PUR Dual Match – 49KG Won against Jose Alberto Burgos (MEX) 16:14
2011 – Puerto Rican Junior National Championships 3rd place – 48KG Lost to Jorge Cosme (PUR) by points in the semi-final

49KG – 🇷🇺 PAVEL GUNCHENKO – RUSSIA (RUS)
Date Of Birth : 20/01/1994
Residence : Novokuznetsk
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 10th place – 49KG Lost to Muradzhon Akhmadaliyev (UZB) 27:19 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Russian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 49KG Lost to Yusup Gazayev (RUS) 19:15 in the final; Won against Monge Sam (RUS) 17:9 in the semi-final; Won against Kirill Nikiforov (RUS) 22:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Tavriz Shirvani (RUS) 10:8 in the first preliminary round

49KG – 🇸🇰 VILIAM TANKO – SLOVAKIA (SVK)
Date Of Birth : 17/05/1995
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 5th place – 49KG Lost to Muhammet Unlu (TUR) 14:6 in the quarter-final
2012 – Slovakian Youth National Championships 1st place – 49KG Won against Juraj Didi (SVK) RSC 1st round in the final
2011 – Slovakian National Championships 1st place – 49KG Won against Marek Denisjuk (SVK) RSC 3rd round in the final
2011 – Slovakian National Championships 1st place – 49KG Won against Marek Denisjuk (SVK) RSC 3rd round in the final
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) participant – 48KG Lost to Muhammet Unlu (TUR) 10:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Olympic Expectations Junior Tournament (Galanta, SVK) 2nd place – 48KG Lost to Viktor Galos (HUN) 8:5 in the final
2011 – Slovakian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 49KG Lost to Matus Zubko (SVK) 5:3 in the final; Won against Adam Rigo (SVK) AB 3rd round in the semi-final
2010 – Slovakian Junior National Championships 1st place – 43KG Won against Tadeas Senko (SVK) 12:4 in the final; Won against Angel Rizov (SVK) 17:3 in the semi-final

49KG – 🇱🇰 MURUKKUWADURAGE ROSHAN SANDARUWAN – SRI LANKA (SRI)
Date Of Birth : 1994
Coach : Amila Aravinda
Club : Slimline BC
Began boxing : 2007
2012 – Clifford Cup (Colombo, SRI) 1st place – 49KG Won against P.G.E. Madushan (SRI) 15:11 in the final
2012 – Sri Lankan Youth National Championships 2nd place – 49KG Lost to D.G.R.I. Warnasuriya (SRI) 14:10 in the final
2012 – Sri Lankan National Championships 11th place – 49KG Lost to A.M.C.N. Adikari (SRI) RSC 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Sri Lankan Junior National Championships 2nd place – 48KG
2011 – Stubbs Shields Championships (Colombo, SRI) 2nd place – 49KG
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2010 – Sri Lankan Junior National Championships 2nd place – 46KG Lost to M.A.M.T. Eranga (SRI) 8:1 in the final
2009 – Sri Lankan National Schoolboys Meeting 1st place – 46KG
2008 – Stubbs Shields Championships (Colombo, SRI) 1st place – 43KG

49KG – 🇹🇯 BEHRUZ UMARKULOV – TAJKISTAN (TJK)
Date Of Birth : 04/06/1995
Residence : Sugd Region
2012 – Tajik Youth National Spartakjad 1st place – 49KG Won against Muhhamadkhodja Yakubov (TJK) by points in the final; Won against Fayzhamad Malakhebekov (TJK) by points in the semi-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 7th place – 46KG Lost to Dmitro Zamotayev (UKR) 14:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Bek Kamchybekov (KGZ) 10+:10 in the second preliminary round; Won against Omer Koc (TUR) 13:10 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Tajik Junior National Championships 1st place – 46KG

49KG – 🇹🇭 KANTAPONG CHAISUWAN – THAILAND (THA)
Date Of Birth : 12/11/1994
2012 – Thai Youth National Open Championships 1st place – 49KG

49KG – 🇹🇷 MUHAMMED UNLU – TURKEY (TUR)
Date Of Birth : 15/02/1995
Height : 160cm
Club : Fenerbahce
Coach : Turgay Karasu
Number of bouts : 80
Began boxing : 2007
2012 – Pedro Saez Benediko Tournament (Simferopol, UKR) 2nd place – 49KG Lost to Jakhongir Kurbanov (UZB) 18:6 in the final; Won against Oleg Brykin (UKR) RSCI 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Erdenet Gansukh (MGL) 10:8 in the quarter-final
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 1st place – 49KG Won against Muradzhon Akhmadaliyev (UZB) 13:10 in the final; Won against Vladimir Tolochkin (RUS) 18:9 in the semi-final; Won against Viliam Tanko (SVK) 14:6 in the quarter-final
2012 – Turkish Youth National Championships 2nd place – 49KG Lost to Samet Mert Celiksoy (TUR) by points in the final; Won against Talga Dogan (TUR) by points in the semi-final; Won against Umut Soylemez (TUR) 25:10 in the quarter-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 11th place – 48KG Lost to Oleksandr Melenyuk (UKR) 6:5 in the second preliminary round; Won against Tarik Ibrahim (GER) 15:5 in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 3rd place – 48KG Lost to Luke McCormack (ENG) 9:6 in the semi-final; Won against Yegor Kurbanov (BLR) 9:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Viliam Tanko (SVK) 10:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 48KG Lost to Oleksandr Melenyuk (UKR) 0+:0 in the semi-final; Won against Hugh Joyce (IRL) 1:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Natigh Kazimov (AZE) 1+:1 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Turkish Junior National Championships 1st place – 48KG Won against Ercan Yildiz (TUR) by points in the final; Won against Necat Kansiz (TUR) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) participant – 46KG Lost to Shamil Chechenov (RUS) 2:1 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Turkish Junior National Championships 1st place – 46KG Won against Osman Kuzu (TUR) 1:0 in the final; Won against Samet Mert Celiksoy (TUR) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Ridvan Guven (TUR) 2:0 in the quarter-final
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2009 – European Schoolboys Championships (Anapa, RUS) participant – 41.5KG Lost to Oleksiy Zinchenko (UKR) 9:0 in the first preliminary round

49KG – 🇹🇲 SHATLYKMYRAT MURADOV – TURKMENISTAN (TKM)

**Date Of Birth : 09/07/1995**

2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 9th place – 49KG Lost to Vadim Kudryakov (UKR) 14:6 in the first preliminary round

2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 6th place – 49KG Lost to Yusup Gazayev (RUS) 13:8 in the quarter-final

2012 – Turkmen Youth National Championships 2nd place – 49KG Lost to Shohrat Jumayev (TKM) by points in the final; Won against Arslan Hojamuradov (TKM) by points in the semi-final

2012 – Turkmen National Championships 1st place – 49KG Won against Agamurat Amangeldiyev (TKM) by points in the final; Won against Shohrat Jumayev (TKM) by points in the semi-final

2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 46KG Lost to Elnur Shafizade (AZE) 19:12 in the second preliminary round; Won against Keith Flavin (IRL) RSCH 1st round in the first preliminary round

2011 – Turkmen Junior National Championships 1st place – 46KG

49KG – 🇺🇬 FAZIL JUMA KAGGWA – UGANDA (UGA)

**Date Of Birth : 09/05/1995**

2012 – Ugandan Youth National Championships 1st place – 49KG

49KG – 🇺🇦 IHOR SOPINSKIY – UKRAINE (UKR)

**Date Of Birth : 19/01/1994**

**Club : Boryspil**

**Coach : Serhiy Kinash; Oleksandr Polishchuk**

**Residence : Brovari**

**Number of bouts : 75 (62-0-13)**

**Began boxing : 2007**

2012 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships 1st place – 49KG Won against Dmitro Rafalskiy (UKR) 9+:9 in the final; Won against Maksim Chulyacheyev (UKR) 14:12 in the semi-final; Won against Denis Kurilenko (UKR) 16:11 in the quarter-final

2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 1st place – 49KG Won against Olzhas Kalaubek (KAZ) 12+:12 in the final; Won against Movsar Isayev (RUS) 9:5 in the semi-final; Won against Rustam Musayev (AZE) 16:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Farid Alakbarov (AZE) 10:6 in the first preliminary round

2011 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 5th place – 49KG Lost to Koryun Soghomonyan (ARM) 16:7 in the quarter-final

2011 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 49KG Lost to Oleksandr Ivanov (UKR) 6:1 in the semi-final; Won against Aslan Ovakimyan (UKR) 7:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Bogdan Starchenko (UKR) 2:0 in the first preliminary round

49KG – 🇺🇦 VADIM KUDRYAKOV – UKRAINE (UKR)

**Date Of Birth : 19/05/1994**

**Club : Simferopol**

**Coach : Ivan Vagner**

**Residence : Simferopol**

**Number of bouts : 98 (80-0-18)**

**Began boxing : 2006**

2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 1st place – 49KG Won against Sultan Abdraimov (KAZ) 10:7 in the final; Won against Adilet Kurmetov (KAZ) 18:17 in the
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49KG – NORBERTO TORRES – UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (USA)
Date Of Birth : 22/02/1994
Residence : Orlando
2012 – USA National PAL Championships 2nd place – 49KG Lost to Leroy Davila (USA) 21:15 in the final
2011 – USA National Olympic Trials 7th place – 49KG Lost to Eros Correa (USA) 20:13 in the quarter-final; Lost to David Carlton (USA) 20:18 in the challengers bracket
2011 – USA National Championships 3rd place – 49KG Lost to Louie Byrd (USA) 17:11 in the semi-final; Won against Marco Rangel (USA) 22:18 in the quarter-final
2011 – USA National Golden Gloves Tournament 3rd place – 49KG Lost to Oscar Mojica (USA) by points in the semi-final; Won against Jeremy Morales (USA) by points in the quarter-final; Won against Thomas Yang (USA) by points in the first preliminary round

49KG – MURADZHON AKHMADALIYEV – UZBEKISTAN (UZB)
Date Of Birth : 02/11/1994
Residence : Tashkent Region
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 2nd place – 49KG Lost to Muhammet Unlu (TUR) 13:10 in the final; Won against Tinko Banabakov (BUL) by points in the semi-final; Won against Abrar Ali (IRQ) RSC 3rd round in the quarter-final; Won against Pavel Gunchenko (RUS) 27:19 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 3rd place – 49KG Lost to Sultan Abduraimov (KAZ) 10:7 in the semi-final; Won against Dmitro Zamotayev (UKR) 16:15 in the quarter-final; Won against Natig Kazimov (AZE) 17:6 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Sydney Jackson Memorial Tournament (Tashkent, UZB) 10th place – 49KG Lost to David Ayrapetyan (RUS) 11:10 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 1st place – 49KG Won against Yusup Gazayev (RUS) 28:15 in the final; Won against Keith Flavin (IRL) 16:11 in the semi-final; Won against Natig Kazimov (AZE) 15:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Anton Chernamaz (BLR) 18:9 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Uzbek Youth National Championships 1st place – 49KG
2010 – Uzbek Junior National Championships 1st place – 46KG

49KG – ROBERTSON JOSE PEREZ – VENEZUELA (VEN)
Date Of Birth : 22/04/1995
2012 – Venezuelan Youth National Championships 1st place – 49KG

52KG – HENRIK MOKOYAN – ARMENIA (ARM)
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Date Of Birth : 16/11/1994
Club : Sport School of Community Arabkir
Coach : Melkon Papyan
Residence : Yerevan
Number of bouts : 50
Began boxing : 2002
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Madiyar Zhanuzakov (KAZ) WO in the semi-final; Won against Svyatoslav Demkin (UKR) 9:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Sahm Qarrar Kadhim Al-Ezirej (IRQ) 19:10 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Armenian Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Hayk Asliyan (ARM) by points in the final; Won against Artyom Adamyan (ARM) by points in the semi-final
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 6th place – 52KG Lost to Bakhtovar Nazirov (RUS) 12:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Hojat Hochotov (TKM) 22:7 in the first preliminary round
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 2nd place – 46KG Lost to Oleksandr Melenyuk (UKR) 4:1 in the final; Won against Danil Shamsutdinov (RUS) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Dean Walsh (IRL) 3:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Yegor Kurbanov (BLR) 4:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Aurimas Salatka (LTU) 4:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Armenian Junior National Championships 1st place – 46KG
2008 – European Schoolboys Championships (Novi Sad, SRB) 2nd place – 38.5KG Lost to Artem Melkonyan (RUS) 11:3 in the semi-final; Won against David Bogdan (HUN) 13:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Albert Illic (SRB) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final

52KG – LIAM POPE – AUSTRALIA (AUS)
Date Of Birth : 21/04/1995
Place Of Birth : Buderim
Height : 175cm
Club : Nerang PCYC
Coach : Chris Carden
Region : Queensland
Began boxing : 2009
2012 – Australian Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Ryan McShane (AUS) 17:14 in the final; Won against Robert Trigg (AUS) 21:9 in the semi-final
2012 – Queensland Youth National State Championships 1st place – 52KG
2009 – Australian Schoolboys National Championships 3rd place – 46KG Lost to Alex Cooper (AUS) 13:10 in the semi-final

52KG – TURAL AHMADOV – AZERBAIJAN (AZE)
Date Of Birth : 30/07/1994
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Cengiz Onat (TUR) 13:11 in the final; Won against Khakimjon Ubaydullayev (UZB) 17:11 in the semi-final; Won against Mark Szeros (HUN) 18:14 in the quarter-final
2012 – Gamzayev Memorial Tournament (Izberbash, RUS) 1st place – 56KG Won against Farid Agamoglanov (AZE) 13:3 in the final; Won against Oleg Feryulin (RUS) 10:5 in the semi-final; Won against Nazhmuddin Ilyasov (RUS) 10:5 in the quarter-final
2012 – Korotkov Memorial Tournament (Khabarovsk, RUS) 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Yaroslav Nalivayko (RUS) 14:7 in the final; Won against Semen Stepanov (RUS) 13:8 in the semi-final; Won against Kim Chun Hok (PRK) 21:7 in the quarter-final
2012 – Great Silk Way Tournament (Baku, AZE) 2nd place – 49KG Lost to Salman Alizade (AZE) 13:9 in the final; Won against Khamza Nametov (RUS) 15+:15 in the semi-final
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52KG – YEGOR KURBANOV – BELARUS (BLR)
Date Of Birth : 04/01/1995
Residence : Baranovich
2012 – Belarussian Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG
2012 – Danas Pozniaskas Youth Tournament (Kaunas, LTU) 7th place – 52KG Lost to Oleksandr Melenyuk (UKR) 10:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Hadi Srour (NOR) 10:9 in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 7th place – 48KG Lost to Maksim Mashkevich (BLR) 2:1 in the quarter-final
2011 – Belarussian Junior National Championships 1st place – 48KG Lost to Henrik Mokoyan (ARM) 4:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Thomas Wilson (EGNG) 5:3 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Belarussian Junior National Championships 6th place – 46KG Lost to Maksim Mashkevich (BLR) 2:1 in the quarter-final

52KG – ILIYAN ILIEV – BULGARIA (BUL)
Date Of Birth : 02/04/1995
Height : 162cm
Club : Pobeda Chernomorets
Residence : Burgas
Number of bouts : 43
Began boxing : 2008
2012 – Bulgarian Youth National Cup 1st place – 52KG Won against Zdravko Mihaylov (BUL) 27:12 in the final; Won against Valeri Bodurov (BUL) 18:7 in the semi-final
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 7th place – 52KG Lost to Kamran Malikov (AZE) 30:26 in the quarter-final
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2012 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 1st place – 52KG
Won against Nikita Kuznetsov (RUS) 4:1 in the final; Won against Milan Osadkovski (SRB) 10:2 in the semi-final
2012 – Bulgarian U22 National Championships 1st place – 52KG
Won against Mihail Kurtev (BUL) 14:2 in the final; Won against Nayhan Nazifov (BUL) 13:4 in the semi-final
2012 – 2nd Bulgarian National Team Championships 6th place – 52KG
Lost to Georgi Andonov (BUL) 14+:14 in the quarter-final
2012 – Bulgarian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 52KG
Lost to Zdravko Mihaylov (BUL) 14:6 in the final; Won against Vadet Marinov (BUL) AB 3rd round in the semi-final
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) participant – 54KG
Lost to Gleb Bakshi (UKR) 10:8 in the second preliminary round; Won against Justas Mazajevas (LTU) 9:7 in the first preliminary round
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 5th place – 50KG
Lost to Thomas Ward (ENG) 6:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Bariscan Bozkurt (TUR) 5:0 in the first preliminary round

52KG – 🇨🇦 MICHAEL MONTGOMERY – CANADA (CAN)
Date Of Birth : 19/06/1995
Height : 162cm
Club : Beverly Bronx Boxing Gym
Coach : Sheldon Hinton
Number of bouts : 18 (14-0-4)
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 7th place – 52KG
Lost to Hadi Srour (NOR) 12:8 in the quarter-final
2012 – Canadian Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG
Won against Jason Downey (CAN) 17:10 in the final

52KG – 🇨🇳 ZHANG KAITIAN – CHINA (CHN)
Date Of Birth : 13/02/1994
2012 – Chinese Youth National Championships 2nd place – 52KG
Lost to Lu Bin (CHN) by points in the final; Won against Zhen Guanjie (CHN) by points in the semi-final; Won against Zhang Guo (CHN) by points in the quarter-final

52KG – 🇹🇼 CHEN YAO CHUN – CHINESE TAIPEI (TPE)
Date Of Birth : 06/09/1994
2012 – Taipei City Cup International Tournament (Taipei, TPE) 1st place – 52KG
Won against Takanao Fukita (JPN) 17:8 in the final; Won against Tran Tuan Hai (VIE) 8:4 in the semi-final; Won against Ganbold Zobayar (MGL) 10:5 in the quarter-final
2011 – Taiwan President's High School Cup ((Taipei, TPE) 1st place – 50KG
Won against Hsia Nin Pieng (TPE) by points in the final; Won against Huang Chia Feng (TPE) by points in the semi-final

52KG – 🇨🇺 JORGE LUIS CORDERO – CUBA (CUB)
Date Of Birth : 17/07/1994
Height : 160cm
Began boxing : 2009
2012 – Kadyrov Memorial Tournament (Grozniy, RUS) 6th place – 52KG
Lost to Ibragim Ashkabov (RUS) 12:9 in the quarter-final
2012 – Cuban Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 1st place – 52KG
Won against Bakhtovar Nazirov (RUS) 8:6 in the final; Won against Hugh Joyce (IRL) 12:8 in the semi-final; Won against Aydar Netoleyev (RUS) 12:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Rustam Bayramduriyev (TKM) RSCI 3rd round in the first preliminary round
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Olivier Bukasa Tshibangu – DR OF CONGO (DRC)

Date Of Birth : 13/02/1994

2012 – DR of Congolese Youth National Selection Tournament 1st place – 52KG
2011 – All Africa Games (Maputo, MOZ) participant – 56KG Lost to Jessie Lartey (GHA) 23:8 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Zone3 African Championships (Yaoundé, CMR) 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Romeo Braexir Lemboumba (GAB) by points in the semi-final

52KG – OLIVIER SIMPSON – ENGLAND (ENG)

Date Of Birth : 08/03/1994

Club : Kelly's ABC
2012 – British Youth National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Liverpool, ENG) 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Jack Budge (ENG) 18:16 in the final; Won against Ryan McCutcheon (SCO) 20:9 in the semi-final
2012 – English Youth National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Batley, ENG) 1st place – 51KG Won against Sam Cox (ENG) 28:17 in the final
2011 – CYP Tournament Class B (Leeds, ENG) 1st place – 50KG Won against Sean Burke (ENG) 20:9 in the final

52KG – SAMUEL KISTOHURRY – FRANCE (FRA)

Date Of Birth : 01/03/1995

Club : Ussap Boxe
Number of Bouts : 47 (41-0-6)
Began boxing : 2005
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 7th place – 52KG Lost to Nikita Kuznetsov (RUS) 15:6 in the quarter-final
2012 – POL-FRA Dual Match – 52KG Won against Grzegorz Brynda (POL) 2:1
2012 – FRA-ITA Youth Dual Match – 52KG Won against Giulio Di Gioia (ITA) 24:21
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Tournament (Kaunas, LTU) 1st place – 52KG Won against Viktor Komkov (LTU) 16:13 in the final; Won against Giulio Di Gioia (ITA) 13:11 in the semi-final; Won against Malik Muradov (AZE) 19:9 in the quarter-final
2012 – French Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Terry Le Couviour (FRA) 20:11 in the final; Won against Amin Cassagne (FRA) 23:12 in the semi-final; Won against Valentin Jamet (FRA) 16:7 in the quarter-final
2012 – FRA-POL Youth Match – 52KG Won against Lukasz Niemczyk (POL) 18:5
2011 – FRA-CRO Junior Dual Match 1st place – 54KG Won against Luka Klaric (CRO) AB 1st round
2011 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Bakhtovar Nazirov (RUS) 11:5 in the semi-final
2011 – French Junior National Championships 3rd place – 48KG Lost to Tristan Pongerard (FRA) by points in the semi-final
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
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2010 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Subotica, SRB) 1st place – 49KG
Won against Nikita Fedorchenko (RUS) 7:4 in the final; Won against Ivan Lokhmotkin (RUS)
1+:1 in the semi-final; Won against Stephen Tracey (IRL) 8:2 in the quarter-final
2010 – French Junior National Championships 1st place – 46KG Won against Yohann
Amerand (FRA) by points in the final; Won against Abdul Suliev (FRA) by points in the semi-
final; Won against Quentin Vinot (FRA) by points in the quarter-final

52KG – 🇬🇪 GIORGIY GABODZE – GEORGIA (GEO)
Date Of Birth : 09/12/1995
2012 – Georgian Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 6th place – 52KG Lost to
Madiyar Zhanuzakov (KAZ) 11:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Alhaib Falah (ISR) 11:5 in
the first preliminary round
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 49KG Lost to
Olzhas Kaluabek (KAZ) 13:10 in the semi-final; Won against Jeyhun Ibrahimli (AZE) 11:9 in the
quarter-final
2011 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) participant – 48KG Lost to Hugh Joyce (IRL)
5:2 in the first preliminary round

52KG – 🇩🇪 RICHARD GOMAN – GERMANY (GER)
Date Of Birth : 24/01/1994
Club : TSV Bayer 04 Leverkusen
Number of bouts : 81 (54-2-25)
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 1st place – 52KG Won against
Bakhtovar Nazirov (RUS) 11+:11 in the final; Won against Nikita Kuznetsov (RUS) 13:9 in
the semi-final; Won against Viktor Komkov (LTU) 11:10 in the quarter-final; Won against
Tomasz Smerdel (POL) 18:4 in the first preliminary round
2012 – German Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Abdulsamet
Ekici (GER) 18:10 in the final; Won against Batu Coskun (GER) 21:9 in the semi-final
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) participant – 52KG Lost to Grzegorz
Kozlowski (POL) 12:10 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 5th place – 52KG Lost to
Vasiliy Vetkin (RUS) 15:7 in the quarter-final
2011 – German Youth National Championships 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Omar El-Hag
(GER) 14:3 in the final; Won against Slawa Liskow (GER) 6:2 in the semi-final
2010 – IRL-GER Junior Dual Match – 57KG Won against Jack Butterly (IRL) 5:0
2010 – GER-SWE Junior Dual Match – 57KG Won against Alban Kuci (SWE) 2:1
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) participant – 54KG Lost to Zaven
Ayvazyan (ARM) 4:1 in the first preliminary round
2010 – German Junior National Championships 1st place – 54KG Won against Johannes
Gielow (GER) 6:3 in the final; Won against David Todorovic (GER) 6:1 in the semi-final; Won
against Rudi Osso (RUS) 16:2 in the quarter-final
2009 – ENG-GER Junior Dual Match – 54KG Won against Qais Ashfaq (ENG) 5+:5
2009 – IRL-GER Junior Dual Match – 54KG Lost to Daniel McGaw (IRL) 2+:2
2009 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Yerevan, ARM) 5th place – 50KG Lost to Sergey
Sobyliniskiy (RUS) 4:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Yassine Lakhal (MAR) 6:1 in the
second preliminary round; Won against Abgar Abgaryan (ARM) 5:2 in the first preliminary
round
2009 – Carpathian Junior Cup (Morshin, UKR) 2nd place – 50KG Lost to Tigran Tovmasyan
(UKR) 4:1 in the final; Won against Yakub Meredov (TKM) 4:1 in the semi-final; Won against
Yevgeniy Kushnir (UKR) 3:2 in the quarter-final
2008 – European Schoolboys Championships (Novi Sad, SRB) 6th place – 50KG Lost to
Magomed Shabanov (RUS) 12:2 in the quarter-final
52KG – DHEERAJ SINGH – INDIA (IND)
Date Of Birth : 02/11/1994
Residence : Pune
2012 – Tammer Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Elie Konki (FRA) 17:11 in the final; Won against Charlie Edwards (ENG) 19:14 in the semi-final
2012 – Indian Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Anbazhagan Silambarasan (IND) 15:8 in the final; Won against Y. Venkateramana (IND) 14:7 in the semi-final; Won against Kavinder Bisht (IND) 24:12 in the quarter-final
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Bakhtovar Nazirov (RUS) 15:4 in the semi-final; Won against Babek Ahmadov (AZE) 20:7 in the quarter-final
2011 – Indian Youth National Championships 9th place – 52KG Lost to Asad Asif Khan (IND) 4:3 in the second preliminary round; Won against Ichusape Zeliang (IND) RSC 1st round in the first preliminary round
2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 1st place – 52KG Won against Allyor Noraliyev (UZB) 1:0 in the final; Won against Farid Ismailov (AZE) 2:0 in the semi-final; Won against Amir Khadim Ghanim (IRQ) 3:2 in the quarter-final
2010 – Indian Junior National Championships 9th place – 52KG Lost to Amit Kene (IND) 1:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Ganesh Bike (IND) 13:0 in the first preliminary round
2009 – Indian Sub-Junior National Championships 1st place – 46KG Won against Clyde Fernandes (IND) 3:2 in the final; Won against Rahul Punia (IND) 8:4 in the semi-final; Won against Sukraj Rai (IND) 12:6 in the quarter-final

52KG – ANBAZHAGAN SILAMBARASAN – INDIA (IND)
Date Of Birth : 11/09/1995
Coach : T. Narayannan
Residence : Tamilnadu
2012 – Indian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Dheeraj Singh (IND) 15:8 in the final; Won against Harish Kumar (IND) 15:11 in the semi-final; Won against Bound Benjamin (IND) 15:7 in the quarter-final
2011 – Indian Junior National Championships 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Sandeep Bagri (IND) 11:7 in the final; Won against C. Lalchhantluanga (IND) 9:6 in the semi-final; Won against Chain Singh (IND) 8:5 in the quarter-final
2010 – Indian Junior National Championships 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Sunny Kumar (IND) 5:2 in the semi-final; Won against Vivek Subba (IND) 2:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Hawa Singh (IND) RSC 1st round in the first preliminary round
2008 – Indian Sub-Junior National Championships 7th place – 42KG Lost to Lakminandan Chutia (IND) WO in the quarter-final; Won against Deepak Solanki (IND) 22:1 in the first preliminary round

52KG – ALDOMS SUGURO – INDONESIA (INA)
Date Of Birth : 05/11/1995
Club : DKI Jakarta
Awards : Best boxer trophy in the 2012 Indonesian Youth National Championships
2012 – Indonesian Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Jeriko Mensen Ballo (INA) by points in the final; Won against Mohamed Ramadhan (INA) by points in the semi-final

52KG – ARI AUGUSTIAN – INDONESIA (INA)
Date Of Birth : 01/08/1995
Residence : Kalimantan
2012 – Indonesian Junior National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Jill Kema Tomasiro Mandagi (INA) by points in the final; Won against Samuel Franciscus (INA) by points in the semi-final

52KG – 🇮🇷 MOHAMMAD MARDI GHESHLAGHI – IRAN (IRN)
Date Of Birth : 28/02/1994
2012 – Iranian Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG

52KG – 🇮🇪 KURT WALKER – IRELAND (IRL)
Date Of Birth : 07/03/1995
Club : Canal
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 6th place – 52KG Lost to Bakhtovar Nazirov (RUS) 14:12 in the quarter-final
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 7th place – 52KG Lost to Azamat Zhansarbayev (KAZ) 10:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Farid Agamoglanov (AZE) 24:12 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Irish Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Eugene Brady (IRL) 22:7 in the final; Won against Scott Hanway (IRL) 23:12 in the semi-final; Won against Hugh Joyce (IRL) 18:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Aidan Metcalfe (IRL) 12:6 in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 9th place – 46KG Lost to Timur Pirdamov (RUS) 7:3 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Irish Junior National Championships 1st place – 46KG Won against Calm Molloy (IRL) 9:4 in the final; Won against Keith Flavin (IRL) 5:4 in the semi-final
2011 – SCO-IRL Junior Dual Match – 46KG Lost to Reece McFadden (SCO) 3:2

52KG – 🇮🇱 ALHAIB FALAH – ISRAEL (ISR)
Date Of Birth : 24/06/1995
Coach : Ishmail Hammad
Club : Golden Gloves Nazareth Stars
2012 – Makar Mazay Memorial Tournament (Mariupol, UKR) 11th place – 52KG Lost to Roman Sadirzhan Ulu (KGZ) 11:8 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 52KG Lost to Giorgiy Gabodze (GEO) 11:5 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Israeli Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Alexandr Bondarov (ISR) 9:4 in the final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 46KG Lost to Bek Kamchymbekov (KGZ) 18:9 in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) participant – 46KG Lost to Araz Gulmammadov (AZE) 14:0 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Israeli Junior National Championships 1st place – 48KG Won against Sameh Aswad (ISR) by points in the final; Won against Vladimir Salamonov (ISR) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Uman Liberation Junior Tournament (Uman, UKR) participant – 46KG Lost to Vitaliy Solyanyuk (UKR) 6:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 9th place – 46KG Lost to Oleksandr Melenyuk (UKR) 5:2 in the first preliminary round
2009 – European Schoolboys Championships (Anapa, RUS) participant – 38.5KG Lost to Ibragim Melikov (AZE) 21:1 in the first preliminary round

52KG – 🇮🇹 GIULIO DI GIOIA – ITALY (ITA)
Date Of Birth : 06/03/1994
Place Of Birth : Bari
Club : A.S.D. Acc. Pugilistica Portoghese
Coach : Antonio Portoghese
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
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Number of bouts : 41 (21-2-18)

2012 – Italian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Claudio Grande (ITA)
24:13 in the semi-final; Won against Ciro Di Matteo (ITA) RSCI 2nd round in the quarter-final
2012 – ITA-HUN Youth Dual Match2 – 52KG Lost to Mark Szoros (HUN) by points
2012 – ITA-HUN Youth Dual Match1 – 52KG Lost to Mark Szoros (HUN) by points
2012 – CAN-ITA Youth Dual Match2 – 52KG Won against Samuel Robichon (CAN) 20:11
2012 – CAN-ITA Youth Dual Match1 – 52KG Won against Samuel Robichon (CAN) 23:14
2012 – Petr Mitsik Youth Tournament (Ivano-Frankovsk, UKR) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to
Yaroslav Ivanov (UKR) 4:1 in the semi-final
2012 – FRA-ITA Youth Dual Match – 52KG Lost to Samuel Kistohurry (FRA) 24:21
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Tournament (Kaunas, LTU) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to
Samuel Kistohurry (FRA) 13:11 in the semi-final; Won against Arai Sanamov (GEO) 8+:8 in
the quarter-final
2012 – POL-ITA Youth Dual Match – 52KG Won against Tomasz Smerdel (POL) 3:0
2011 – Italian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Andrea Aaron Contu
(ITA) 9:6 in the final; Won against Ivan Pilone (ITA) 18:13 in the semi-final; Won against
Gabriele Gangi (ITA) 9:8 in the quarter-final
2011 – POL-ITA Youth Dual Match2 – 52KG Lost to Grzegorz Kozlowski (POL) WO
2011 – POL-ITA Youth Dual Match1 – 52KG Lost to Grzegorz Brynda (POL) 3:0
2011 – Mostar Youth Tournament (Mostar, BIH) 3rd place – 51KG Lost to Atilia Mate (HUN)
4:3 in the semi-final
2009 – Italian Junior National Championships 3rd place – 50KG Lost to Stefano Gasparri
(ITA) 9:4 in the semi-final
2008 – Italian Schoolboys National Championships 3rd place – 48KG Lost to Edoardo Lozza
(ITA) 18:17 in the semi-final

52KG – 🇯🇵 SHOJI SAITOH – JAPAN (JPN)
Date Of Birth : 05/08/1994
Height : 169cm
2012 – Japanese Youth National Athletic Meeting 1st place – 52KG Won against Masaya
Kobayashi (JPN) 10:8 in the final; Won against Ryuya Sakai (JPN) 7:5 in the semi-final
2012 – Japanese High School Selection Tournament 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Nobuuki
Kanazawa (JPN) 13:8 in the final; Won against Keita Kawano (JPN) 12:9 in the semi-final

52KG – 🇪🇸 ADEL MAHMoud DARWEESH AL-MATBOULI – JORDAN (JOR)
Date Of Birth : 10/09/1994
2012 – Jordanian Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG
2012 – Giraldo Cordova Cardin Memorial Tournament (Havana, CUB) 5th place – 52KG Lost
to Robeisy Ramirez (CUB) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final
2012 – AIBA Asian Olympic Qualification Tournament (Astana, KAZ) 7th place – 52KG Lost
to Katsuaki Susa (JPN) 21:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Lin Yu Che (TPE) 25:21 in the
first preliminary round
2011 – Jordanian Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG

52KG – 🇰🇿 OLZHAs KALAUBEK – KAZAKHSTAN (KAZ)
Date Of Birth : 17/11/1995
Club : Yuko
2012 – Zhetsyu Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Kuanys
Nurmukanov (KAZ) WO in the final; Won against Madiyar Zhanuzakov (KAZ) 10+:10 in the
semi-final; Won against Azamat Zhansarbayev (KAZ) 7+:7 in the quarter-final; Won against
B. Zarlibayev (KAZ) 21:11 in the second preliminary round; Won against D. Zholdibekov
(KAZ) 18:4 in the first preliminary round
MADIYAR ZHANUZAKOV – KAZAKHSTAN (KAZ)

Date Of Birth : 04/05/1995

Residence : Astana

2012 – Zhetysu Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Olzhas Kalaubek (KAZ) 10+:10 in the semi-final; Won against A. Kadirbekov (KAZ) 11:4 in the quarter-final; Won against Kamran Malikov (AZE) 16:13 in the second preliminary round; Won against M. Zhorabay (KAZ) 16:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Kamran Malikov (AZE) 14:8 in the final; Won against Henrik Mokoyan (ARM) WO in the semi-final; Won against Giorgiy Gabodze (GEO) 14:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Ivan Solovyov (UKR) 12:10 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) participant – 52KG Lost to Aydar Netoleiev (RUS) 13:5 in the second preliminary round; Won against Nicolae Zgircea (MDA) 9:4 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 6th place – 52KG Lost to Bakhtovar Nazirov (RUS) 17:15 in the quarter-final; Won against Oleksandr Melenyuk (UKR) 14:8 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Kazakh Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Beknur Ozhanov (KAZ) by points in the final; Won against Sagyndyk Moldashev (KAZ) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Kazakh Junior National Championships 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Beknur Ozhanov (KAZ) by points in the final; Won against Mellat Tilegenov (KAZ) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Kazakh Junior National Championships 7th place – 48KG Lost to M. Raimkulov (KAZ) 9:4 in the quarter-final
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52KG – 🇸🇰 ERICK NDUNGU – KENYA (KEN)
Date Of Birth : 04/07/1995
Club : Metro
Residence : Nairobi
2012 – Kenyan Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG
2012 – Kenyan National Boxing League 5th place – 49KG Lost to Jackson Okwiri (KEN) 8:5 in the quarter-final
2012 – Kenyan National Intermediate Championships 1st place – 49KG Won against Lemid Thiongo (KEN) 2:1 in the final

52KG – 🇰🇷 HAM SANG MYEONG – KOREAN REPUBLIC (KOR)
Date Of Birth : 10/11/1995
Height : 165cm
Club : Gyeonggi Physical Education High School
2012 – Korean National Sports Festival 1st place – 52KG
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Cengiz Onat (TUR) 12:7 in the semi-final; Won against Manish Kaushik (IND) 17:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Nursultan Nisanbayev (UZB) 11:10 in the second preliminary round; Won against Aleko Lursmanashvili (GEO) 18:6 in the first preliminary round

52KG – 🇸🇰 ZHANYBEK MUSAYEV – KYRGYZSTAN (KGZ)
Date Of Birth : 16/02/1994
Club : Spartak
Residence : Bishkek
2012 – Issyk-Kul Games (Karakol, KGZ) 1st place – 52KG Won against Bektur Otogonov (KGZ) by points in the final; Won against Altynbek Ysmanov (KGZ) by points in the semi-final
2012 – Duisenkul Shopokov Memorial Tournament (Bishkek, KGZ) 11th place – 52KG Lost to Roman Sadirzhan Ulu (KGZ) 11:9 in the second preliminary round; Won against Nursultan Abdurakhimov (KAZ) 5:0 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Kyrgyz Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Maksat Zhanyshbek Ulu (KGZ) 5:0 in the final; Won against Bektur Otogonov (KGZ) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Iskender Daminov (KGZ) 5:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Beksultan Ibragimov (KGZ) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Kyrgyz National Spartakyad 2nd place – 49KG Lost to Roman Sadirzhan Ulu (KGZ) by points in the final; Won against Altynbek Ysmanov (KGZ) by points in the semi-final

52KG – 🇱🇹 VIKTOR KOMKOV – LITHUANIA (LTU)
Date Of Birth : 14/03/1994
Coach : V. Murauskas
Club : Silute
Residence : Kaliningrad, Russia
Number of bouts : 80
2012 – Lithuanian National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Ruslanas Jefremovas (LTU) 22:+22 in the final; Won against Mindaugas Bankauskas (LTU) 23:13 in the semi-final; Won against Vadim Galaibo (LTU) AB 1st round in the quarter-final
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 5th place – 52KG Lost to Richard Goman (GER) 11:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Mark Szoros (HUN) 16:12 in the first preliminary round
2012 – POL-LTU Youth Dual Match – 52KG Won against Tomasz Smerdel (POL) 3:0
2012 – Lithuanian Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Deividas Lipnickas (LTU) RSC 1st round in the final; Won against Reinoldas Smiglevicius (LTU) WO in the semi-final; Won against Mantas Kruminas (LTU) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
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2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Samuel Kistohurry (FRA) 16:13 in the final; Won against Oleksandr Melenyuk (UKR) 15:13 in the semi-final; Won against Almog Briga (ISR) 14:11 in the quarter-final; Won against Erik Agateljan (CZE) 12:5 in the first preliminary round

2011 – Nikiforov & Denisov U17 National Cup (Chelyabinsk, RUS) participant – 52KG Lost to Gabil Mamedov (RUS) 17:7 in the first preliminary round

2011 – Amber Gloves Tournament (Kaliningrad, RUS) 1st place – 52KG Won against Adilzhan Amangeldy (KAZ) by points in the final

2011 – LTU-POL Youth Dual Match – 52KG Won against Dawid Jagodzinski (POL) 3:0

2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) 3rd place – 49KG Lost to Gabil Mamedov (RUS) 16:6 in the semi-final; Won against Stefan Caslarov (ROM) 18:12 in the quarter-final; Won against Umit Zengin (TUR) 20:9 in the first preliminary round

2011 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 3rd place – 49KG Won against Hugh Myres (IRL) 10:6 in the quarter-final

2011 – Slovakian Youth Grand Prix (Komarno, SVK) 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Oliver Lakatos (HUN) 18:12 in the final; Won against Viktor Agateljan (CZE) 8:6 in the semi-final

2011 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Venetik Eranosyan (GEO) 12:2 in the semi-final; Won against Roman Formanek (SVK) 8:7 in the quarter-final

2011 – Lithuanian Youth National Championships 6th place – 52KG Lost to Eriekas Gumbrevicius (LTU) 4+:4 in the quarter-final

2010 – Lagutin Junior Tournament (Moscow, RUS) 1st place – 50KG Won against Marat Pirayev (RUS) 14:1 in the final; Won against Vusal Gezalov (RUS) 8:1 in the semi-final

2009 – Amber Gloves Junior Tournament (Kaliningrad, RUS) 1st place – 48KG Won against Aleksandr Morokhin (RUS) by points in the final; Won against Genadijs Jegorovs (LAT) 6:2 in the semi-final

52KG – DONOVAN GERIE – MAURITIUS (MRI)
Date Of Birth : 01/11/1995
2012 – Mauritian Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Geraldo Peronet (MRI) by points in the final; Won against Jeff Armoogum (MRI) by points in the semi-final

2012 – Mauritian National Championships 2nd place – 49KG Lost to Didier Comet (MRI) 3:1 in the final; Won against Michael Wing Tim (MRI) 6:1 in the semi-final

2011 – Mauritian Junior National Championships 1st place – 50KG Won against Yannick Agathe (MRI) by points in the final; Won against Samuel Dadar (MRI) by points in the semi-final

52KG – NICOLAE ZGIRCEA – MOLDOVA (MDA)
Date Of Birth : 22/05/1995
Coach : Veaceslav Simac
Residence : Balti
2012 – Moldovan Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Alexandr Usatenco (MDA) by points in the final; Won against Vasilie Covali (MDA) by points in the semi-final

2012 – Kichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 7th place – 52KG Lost to Maksim Gorb (UKR) 19:11 in the quarter-final

2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) participant – 52KG Lost to Madiyar Zhanuzakov (KAZ) 9:4 in the first preliminary round

2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 6th place – 52KG Lost to Pawel Polski (POL) 7:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Hugh Nevin (IRL) 11:10 in the first preliminary round
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
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52KG – 🇲🇳 ENKHDELGER KARKHUU – MONGOLIA (MGL)
Date Of Birth : 10/02/1995
Coach : A. Gantulga
Club : Aldar
Began boxing : 2009
2012 – Ordos International Tournament (Ordos, CHN) 5th place – 52KG Lost to Hong Hong
(CHN) by points in the quarter-final
2012 – Mongolian Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against A.
Sahybatja (MGL) 18:11 in the final; Won against M. Nurlan (MGL) by points in the semi-final
2012 – Mongolian National Championships 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Tugstsogt Nyambayar
(MGL) by points in the final; Won against J. Erkin (MGL) by points in the semi-final; Won
against P. Sanchir (MGL) by points in the quarter-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 11th place – 50KG Lost to Viktor
Petrov (UKR) 20:14 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Mongolian Ethnic Children Games 3rd place – 46KG
2011 – Mongolian Children Games 1st place – 52KG
2011 – Mongolian Junior National Championships 1st place – 50KG Won against Tulga
Khurelbaatar (MGL) 3:2 in the final; Won against O. Mingol (MGL) RSCI 2nd round in the
semi-final; Won against M. Zolboo (MGL) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2011 – Mongolian National Championships 13th place – 52KG Lost to T. Myagmarsuren
(MGL) 8:1 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Mongolian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 49KG
2010 – Mongolian Junior National Championships 1st place – 46KG

52KG – 🇳🇴 HADI HASSAN SROUR – NORWAY (NOR)
Date Of Birth : 16/11/1995
Height : 179cm
Club : Tonsbergkameratene
Number of bouts : 45
Began boxing : 2004
2012 – Angered City Boxing Cup (Gothenburg, SWE) 1st place – 52KG Won against Klas
Janson (SWE) 2:1 in the final
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to
Bakhtovar Nazirov (RUS) 14:9 in the semi-final; Won against Michael Montgomery (CAN)
12:8 in the quarter-final
2012 – Pirkka Youth Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Aleksey Alayev
(RUS) 5:0 in the semi-final
2012 – Nordic Youth Championships (Stockholm, SWE) 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Fredrik
Lundgaard Jensen (DEN) 19:8 in the final; Won against Roni Eho (FIN) RSC 3rd round in the
semi-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Tournament (Kaunas, LTU) participant – 52KG Lost to
Yegor Kurbanov (BLR) 10:9 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Norwegian Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Sahand
Lahadfozzian (NOR) 23:9 in the final
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) participant – 48KG Lost to
Vladislav Krasnosheyn (RUS) 8:4 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Pirkka Junior Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 1st place – 48KG Won against Dzahar
Abukhanov (RUS) 5:0 in the final
2011 – Nordic Youth Championships (Lahti, FIN) 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Iyad Snounou
(DEN) 13:11 in the final
2011 – Halmstad Junior Box Cup (Halmstad, SWE) 1st place – 48KG Won against Adam
Salkert (SWE) 3:0 in the final

52KG – 🇵🇭 IAN CLARK BAUTISTA – PHILIPPINES (PHI)
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52KG – 🇵🇷 JEYVER CINTRON OCASIO – PUERTO RICO (PUR)

Date Of Birth : 08/02/1995
Club : Escuela Albergue Olimpico Club
Handedness : Left

Family background : His father Javier Cintron is a former boxer while his mother is a boxing referee

2012 – Puerto Rican Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG
2012 – Panamerican Youth Championships (Portoviejo, ECU) 1st place – 52KG Won against Segundo Padilla (ECU) 19:16 in the final; Won against Darwin Perez (DOM) 21:13 in the semi-final
2012 – 30th Summer Olympic Games (London, GBR) 7th place – 52KG Lost to Misha Aloyan (RUS) 23:13 in the quarter-final; Won against Juliao Henriques Neto (BRA) 18:13 in the second preliminary round; Won against Oteng Oteng (BOT) 14:12 in the first preliminary round
2012 – AIBA American Olympic Qualification Tournament (Rio de Janeiro, BRA) 1st place – 52KG
2012 – CAN-PUR Dual Match – 52KG Won against Kenny Lally (CAN) 13:10
2012 – MEX-PUR Dual Match – 52KG Won against Juan Carlos Rodriguez (MEX) 19:9
2012 – Independence Cup (Santiago de los Caballeros, DOM) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Dagoberto Aguero (DOM) 4:1 in the semi-final; Won against Jose Meza (ECU) 5:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Dyuulus Yakovlev (RUS) 24:16 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Puerto Rican National Championships 1st place – 52KG
2011 – Golden Belt Junior Tournament (Portoviejo, ECU) 3rd place – 48KG Lost to Victor Santillan (DOM) 11:10 in the semi-final
2011 – Panamerican Junior Championships (Tena, ECU) 3rd place – 48KG Lost to Elvis Rodriguez (DOM) 22:13 in the semi-final; Won against Miguel Shiguango (ECU) 17:11 in the quarter-final
2011 – Puerto Rican Junior National Championships 1st place – 48KG Won against Jorge Cosme (PUR) by points in the final; Won against Armando Mendez (PUR) by points in the semi-final

52KG – 🇷🇺 NIKITA KUZNETSOV – RUSSIA (RUS)

Date Of Birth : 21/01/1995
Residence : Nizhniy Tagil

2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Richard Goman (GER) 13:9 in the semi-final; Won against Samuel Kistohurry (FRA) 15:6 in the quarter-final; Won against James Viscount (WAL) 16:15 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 2nd place – 52KG
Lost to Iliyan Iliev (BUL) 4:1 in the final; Won against Reece McFadden (SCO) 6:2 in the
semi-final; Won against Edin Sejdinovic (SLO) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final
2012 – Russian Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG
Won against Bakhtovar Nazirov (RUS) 12+:12 in the final; Won against Kirill Rastorguyev (RUS) 17:8 in the semi-
final; Won against Ivan Chirkov (RUS) 18:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Aydar Netoleyev (RUS) 22:9 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Nikiforov & Denisov U17 National Cup (Chelyabinsk, RUS) participant – 52KG
Lost to Mirzodzhon Irisboiyev (RUS) 5:3 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Russian Junior National Championships 7th place – 48KG
Lost to Mikhail Lunkin (RUS) 3:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Magomed Sokuyev (RUS) 9:1 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Uman Liberation Junior Tournament (Uman, UKR) 3rd place – 48KG
Lost to Dmitro Zamotayev (UKR) 5:3 in the semi-final; Won against Vitaliy Soloyanik (UKR) 3:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Ivan Martinuyk (UKR) RSC 3rd round in the first preliminary round
52KG – BAKHTOVAR NAZIROV – RUSSIA (RUS)
Date Of Birth : 16/05/1994
Residence : Langepas
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 2nd place – 52KG
Lost to Richard Goman (GER) 11+:11 in the final; Won against Hadi Srour (NOR) 14:9 in the semi-
final; Won against Kurt Walker (IRL) 14:12 in the quarter-final
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 2nd place – 52KG
Lost to Jorge Cordero (CUB) 8:6 in the final; Won against Azamat Zhansarbayev (KAZ) 9+:9 in the semi-
final; Won against Henrik Mokoyan (ARM) 12:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Maksim Gorb (UKR) 11:9 in the first preliminary round
2012 – RUS-CUB Youth Dual Match – 52KG
Won against Jorge Cordero (CUB) by points
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 2nd place – 52KG
Lost to Tural Ahmadov (AZE) 16:9 in the final; Won against Dheeraj Singh (IND) 15:4 in the semi-final; Won against Madyr Zhanuzakov (KAZ) 17:15 in the quarter-final
2011 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 2nd place – 52KG
Lost to Vanja Bacic (SRB) 9:6 in the final; Won against Samuel Kistohurry (FRA) 11:5 in the semi-
final
2011 – Russian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 52KG
Lost to Vasilii Vetkin (RUS) 3+:3 in the final; Won against Yevgeniy Baklashkin (RUS) 5:4 in the semi-final; Won against Shamil Magomedov (RUS) 8:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Artem Khotenov (RUS) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 3rd place – 52KG
Lost to Alibek Adilzhan (KAZ) 3:2 in the semi-final; Won against Vasilii Vetkin (RUS) 1:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Gheorghe Dascal (MDA) 5:1 in the first preliminary round
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 1st place – 48KG
Won against Vladimir Vyetoshkin (UKR) 3:0 in the final; Won against Mark Leach (ENG) 1:+1 in the semi-final; Won against Armen Darchinyan (ARM) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Yasin Yilmaz (TUR) 6:3 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Russian Junior National Championships 1st place – 48KG
Won against Artem Melkonyan (RUS) 4:0 in the final; Won against Aleksandr Pechenin (RUS) 4:1 in the semi-final; Won against Yevgeniy Baklashkin (RUS) 10:2 in the quarter-final
2010 – Vladimir Strizhov Junior Tournament (Nadym, RUS) 1st place – 46KG
Won against Maksim Mashkevich (RUS) RSC 1st round in the final; Won against Almat Bayzak (KAZ) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Viktor Yeloza (RUS) AB 1st round in the quarter-final
2009 – Russian Junior National Championships 2nd place – 46KG Lost to Magomed-Rashid Dzhabrailov (RUS) by points in the final; Won against Roman Kovalev (RUS) by points in the semi-final

52KG –  🇷🇸 MILAN ZIVKOVIC – SERBIA (SRB)
Date Of Birth : 13/09/1994
Height : 160cm
Club : Toplicanin Prokuplje
Coach : Slobodan Mitic
Number of bouts : 41
Began boxing : 2007
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 10th place – 56KG Lost to Hakan Dogan (TUR) 20:10 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Serbian National Championships 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Milos Baltic (SRB) 12+:12 in the final; Won against Nemanja Sabljov (SRB) 16:3 in the semi-final
2011 – Serbian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 56KG Lost to Vanja Bacic (SRB) 11:7 in the final; Won against Milan Simic (SRB) 2:1 in the semi-final
2011 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 6th place – 49KG Lost to Arman Smailov (KAZ) 6:2 in the quarter-final
2010 – Vojvodanske Glove Youth Tournament (Subotica, SRB) 3rd place – 49KG Lost to Nikita Fedorchenko (RUS) RSC 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Gabor Molnar (HUN) 5:1 in the quarter-final
2008 – European Schoolboys Championships (Novi Sad, SRB) 3rd place – 41.5KG Lost to Kamran Malikov (AZE) RSCO 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Gor Yeritsyan (ARM) 10:3 in the quarter-final

52KG –  🇸🇰 ROMAN FORMANEK – SLOVAKIA (SVK)
Date Of Birth : 08/08/1994
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 5th place – 52KG Lost to Cengiz Onat (TUR) 12:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Ahmed Tebai (TUN) 11:6 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Slovakian Grand Prix (Nitra, SVK) 1st place – 52KG Won against Oliver Lakatos (HUN) 29:19 in the final
2012 – Slovakian Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Ladislav Matus (SVK) 26:13 in the final
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) 6th place – 52KG Lost to Venetik Eranosyan (GEO) 14:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Almog Briga (ISR) 14:11 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Slovakian Grand Prix (Nitra, SVK) 1st place – 52KG Won against Zsolt Dobradi (HUN) 13:8 in the final
2011 – Slovakian Youth Grand Prix (Komarno, SVK) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Oliver Lakatos (HUN) 17:16 in the semi-final
2011 – Slovakian Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Rudolf Benkovsky (SVK) 11:1 in the final
2011 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 7th place – 52KG Lost to Viktor Komkov (LTU) 8:7 in the quarter-final
2010 – SVK-CZE Dual Match – 49KG Won against Viktor Agateljan (CZE) 7:1
2010 – Slovakian National Championships 1st place – 49KG Won against Matus Zubko (SVK) 10:8 in the final
2010 – Olympic Expectations Junior Tournament (Usti nad Labem, CZE) 2nd place – 50KG Lost to Robert Judas (HUN) 5:0 in the final; Won against Erik Agateljan (CZE) 0+:0 in the semi-final
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2010 – Slovakian Junior National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Julius Dome (SVK) RSC 2nd round in the final; Won against Anton Lakatos (SVK) RSC 3rd round in the semi-final

52KG – 🇸🇷 CLIVE ROSHAN HETTIARACHCHI – SRI LANKA (SRI)
Date Of Birth : 24/04/1994
Began boxing : 2006
2011 – Stubbs Shields Championships (Colombo, SRI) 2nd place – 52KG
2010 – Sri Lankan Cadet National Championships 1st place – 50KG
2010 – Stubbs Shields Championships (Colombo, SRI) 1st place – 50KG
2008 – Stubbs Shields Championships (Colombo, SRI) 1st place – 48KG
2007 – Stubbs Shields Championships (Colombo, SRI) 1st place – 44KG
2007 – T.B. Jayah Boxing Meeting (Colombo, SRI) 1st place – 44KG

52KG – 🇹🇯 ASROR VOHIDOV – TAJIKISTAN (TJK)
Date Of Birth : 20/10/1995
Place Of Birth : Isfara
Height : 155cm
Coach : Fathullobek Fathulloyev
Began boxing : 2005
Awards : He was awarded the AIBA Junior Boxer of the Year Trophy in 2011.
2012 – Tajik Youth National Spartakayd 1st place – 52KG Won against Shavkatbek Negmatov (TJK) by points in the final; Won against Khasan Mirzoyev (TJK) by points in the semi-final
2012 – AIBA Asian Olympic Qualification Tournament (Astana, KAZ) 3rd place – 49KG Lost to Naoya Inoue (JPN) 21:16 in the semi-final; Won against Hassan Ali Nasser (IRQ) 13:11 in the quarter-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 1st place – 48KG Won against Vladislav Krasnosheyn (RUS) 20:9 in the final; Won against Oleksandr Melenyuk (UKR) 13:3 in the semi-final; Won against Lalith Prasad Polipalli (IND) 16:13 in the quarter-final; Won against Erik Petrosyan (ARM) RSC 3rd round in the second preliminary round; Won against Liam Wilson (AUS) 13:9 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Batken Junior Tournament (Batken, KGZ) 1st place – 48KG
2011 – Tajik Junior National Championships 1st place – 48KG

52KG – 🇹🇭 SUTHIN MASUK – THAILAND (THA)
Date Of Birth : 24/06/1995
2012 – Thai Youth National Open Championships 1st place – 52KG

52KG – 🇹🇷 CENGIZ ONAT – TURKEY (TUR)
Date Of Birth : 04/02/1995
Height : 175cm
Club : Fenerbahce
Coach : Mustafa Genc; Levent Yildirim
Number of bouts : 152
Began boxing : 2005
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 1st place – 52KG Won against Tural Ahmadov (AZE) 13:11 in the final; Won against Kamran Malikov (AZE) 10:6 in the semi-final; Won against Roman Formanek (SVK) 12:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Adem Dincer (TUR) 8:5 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 52KG Lost to Svyatoslav Demkin (UKR) 7:3 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Feliks Stamm Memorial Tournament (Warsaw, POL) 7th place – 52KG Lost to Alexandr Riscan (MDA) 11:8 in the quarter-final
2012 – Turkish Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Murat Mut (TUR) 23:11 in the final; Won against Kerem Kansu (TUR) 21:8 in the semi-final; Won against Hasan Turan (TUR) WO in the quarter-final; Won against Volkan Karpuz (TUR) 17:7 in the second preliminary round; Won against Adem Dincer (TUR) 15:13 in the first preliminary round

2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Felix Eumir Marcial (PHI) 9:7 in the final; Won against Han Sang Myeong (KOR) 12:7 in the semi-final; Won against Wladyslaw Baryshnik (GER) 10:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Tulga Khurelbaatar (MGL) 13:4 in the second preliminary round; Won against Callum French (ENG) 9:8 in the first preliminary round

2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 5th place – 52KG Lost to Danil Shamsudinov (RUS) 10:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Tomas Stankevicius (LTU) 11:4 in the second preliminary round; Won against Mark Szoros (HUN) 10:7 in the first preliminary round

2011 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Nadir Hakverdiyev (AZE) 1:0 in the semi-final; Won against Jeyhun Ibrahimli (AZE) 2:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Tarlan Abdulov (AZE) 8:1 in the first preliminary round

2011 – Turkish Junior National Championships 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Murat Mut (TUR) by points in the final; Won against Cengiz Onat (TUR) by points in the semi-final; Won against Ugur Dagaslani (TUR) 8:1 in the first preliminary round

2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 7th place – 52KG Lost to Khakimjon Ubaydullayev (UZB) 17:11 in the quarter-final

2012 – Turkish Youth National Championships 2nd place – 52KG Won against Emin Toprak (TUR) 25:16 in the semi-final; Won against Emirhan Usta (TUR) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final

2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 5th place – 52KG Lost to Pat McCormack (ENG) 9:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Serghei Capanji (MDA) 17:4 in the first preliminary round

2011 – Turkish Junior National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Cengiz Onat (TUR) by points in the final; Won against Ugur Dagaslani (TUR) by points in the semi-final

2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) participant – 50KG Lost to Dzhahrail Vizirkhanov (RUS) 10:5 in the second preliminary round; Won against Shoma Kase (JPN) 20:4 in the first preliminary round

2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 5th place – 50KG Lost to Pat McCormack (ENG) 9:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Serghei Capanji (MDA) 17:4 in the first preliminary round

2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) participant – 50KG Lost to Ramal Yusifzade (AZE) 2:1 in the first preliminary round

2009 – European Schoolboys Championships (Anapa, RUS) 9th place – 48KG Lost to Shamil Malsagov (RUS) 12:4 in the first preliminary round

52KG – Rustam Bayramdurdyiev – Turkmenistan (TKM)

Date Of Birth : 12/02/1994
Residence : Ashgabat

2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 56KG Lost to Nurettin Onat (TUR) 20:9 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 9th place – 52KG Lost to Jorge Cordero (CUB) RSCI 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Turkmen Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Hojat Hochotov (TKM) by points in the final; Won against Serdar Rovshenov (TKM) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Turkmen Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Zafar Saporov (TKM) by points in the final; Won against Dastan Kenjayev (TKM) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 7th place – 48KG Lost to Yagub Nuriyev (RUS) 2:0 in the quarter-final

52KG – ROGERS SEMITALA – UGANDA (UGA)
Date Of Birth : 31/08/1994
Club : COBAP
Residence : Kampala
2012 – Ugandan Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG
2012 – Inter-Cities Championships (Nairobi, KEN) 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Isaac Mejor (KEN) by points in the final
2011 – Inter-Cities Championships (Kampala, UGA) 1st place – 52KG Won against Isaac Mejor (KEN) by points in the final
2011 – Ugandan National Open Championships 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Ibrahim Keya (UGA) by points in the final

52KG – OLEKSANDR MELENYUK – UKRAINE (UKR)
Date Of Birth : 25/08/1995
Club : Energodar
Coach : Volodymyr Nenashev
Residence : Zaporizhya
Number of bouts : 200 (190-0-10)
Began boxing : 2005
2012 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Maksim Gorb (UKR) 16:8 in the final; Won against Ivan Solovyov (UKR) 27:9 in the semi-final; Won against Svyatoslav Demkin (UKR) WO in the quarter-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Tournament (Kaunas, LTU) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Viktor Komkov (LTU) 15:13 in the semi-final; Won against Yegor Kurbanov (BLR) 10:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Jim Andreas Bertelsen (NOR) 17:5 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 13th place – 52KG Lost to Madiyar Zhanuzakov (KAZ) 14:8 in the first preliminary round
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 3rd place – 48KG Lost to Asror Vohidov (TJK) 13:3 in the semi-final; Won against Shokhrubek Nabiyeve (UZB) 13:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Muhammet Unlu (TUR) 6:5 in the second preliminary round; Won against Terauri Rowan Taurei (PYF) 19:4 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 2nd place – 48KG Lost to Masud Yusifzada (AZE) 3:2 in the final; Won against Muhammet Unlu (TUR) 0+:0 in the semi-final; Won against Azizbek Abdalairov (UZB) 2:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Polipalli Lalitha Prasad (IND) 2:1 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Uman Liberation Junior Tournament (Uman, UKR) 1st place – 46KG Won against Olzhas Kalaubek (KAZ) 4:3 in the final; Won against Vladislav Krasnosheyn (RUS) 5:1 in the semi-final; Won against Volodimir Fedorak (UKR) 7:0 in the quarter-final
2011 – Zaporižhya Regional Championships (Zaporizhya, UKR) 1st place – 46KG Won against Svyatoslav Demkin (UKR) by points in the final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 1st place – 46KG Won against Henrik Mokoyan (ARM) 4:1 in the final; Won against Guseyn Narimanli (AZE) 1:0 in the semi-final;
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Won against Vadim Patosca (MDA) 6:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Falah Alhaib (ISR) 5:2 in the first preliminary round
2009 – European Schoolboys Championships (Anapa, RUS) 1st place – 38.5KG Won against Nikita Sergeyev (RUS) 8:5 in the final; Won against Shant Manukyan (ARM) 9:1 in the semi-final; Won against Yasin Ensari (TUR) 7:3 in the quarter-final
2009 – Ukrainian Schoolboys National Championships 1st place – 38.5KG Won against Artem Bakhtmet (UKR) 5:0 in the final; Won against Andriy Seredyuk (UKR) 5:0 in the semi-final

52KG – MAKSIM GORB – UKRAINE (UKR)
Date Of Birth : 04/11/1994
Coach : Oleksandr Maltsev
Residence : Kremenchug
Number of bouts : 80 (65-0-15)
Began boxing : 2008
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Kamran Malikov (AZE) 16:11 in the semi-final; Won against Nicolae Zgircea (MDA) 19:11 in the quarter-final
2012 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Oleksandr Melenyuk (UKR) 16:8 in the final; Won against Bogdan Starchenko (UKR) 16:9 in the semi-final; Won against Azat Gabidullin (UKR) 17:13 in the quarter-final
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) participant – 52KG Lost to Bakhtovar Nazirov (RUS) 11:9 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 7th place – 52KG Lost to Yasin Yilmaz (TUR) 14:8 in the quarter-final
2011 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Vladislav Vyetoshkin (UKR) 7:3 in the final; Won against Glib Kindzerovskiy (UKR) 4:1 in the semi-final; Won against Mikhaylo Kharchikov (UKR) 13:11 in the quarter-final; Won against Igor Khudenko (UKR) 5:1 in the second preliminary round; Won against Yevhen Omelyanenko (UKR) RSC 1st round in the first preliminary round

52KG – EDMUNDO GUZMAN – UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (USA)
Date Of Birth : 06/04/1995
Residence : Las Cruces
2012 – USA National Championships 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Charles Williams (USA) 16:6 in the final; Won against Brent Venegas (USA) 16:13 in the semi-final; Won against Alan Burns (USA) 23:19 in the quarter-final

52KG – KHAKIMJON UBAYDULLAYEV – UZBEKISTAN (UZB)
Date Of Birth : 13/01/1994
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Tural Ahmadov (AZE) 17:11 in the semi-final; Won against Murat Mut (TUR) 17:11 in the quarter-final
2012 – Sydney Jackson Memorial Tournament (Tashkent, UZB) 5th place – 52KG Lost to Shahriyor Isakov (UZB) 16:12 in the quarter-final; Won against Zakhidjon Khurbayev (UZB) 12:11 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Uzbek Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG

52KG – MIRAZIZBEK MIRZAKHALILOV – UZBEKISTAN (UZB)
Date Of Birth : 27/02/1995
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 52KG Lost to Olzhas Kalaubek (KAZ) 15:8 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Uzbek Youth National Championships 2nd place – 52KG
52KG – JOSE ALFARO – VENEZUELA (VEN)  
Date Of Birth : 09/06/1995  
2012 – Panamerican School Games (Guatemala City, GUA) 1st place – 54KG Won against Marvin Reyes (GUA) 18:16 in the final; Won against Elyson Marquez (NCA) 17:7 in the semi-final  
2011 – Panamerican Junior Championships (Tena, ECU) 3rd place – 50KG Lost to Sparkinson Almonte (DOM) 8:5 in the semi-final

52KG – JAMES VISCOUNT – WALES (WAL)  
Date Of Birth : 17/02/1995  
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 11th place – 52KG Lost to Nikita Kuznetsov (RUS) 16:15 in the first preliminary round  
2012 – British Youth National Championships 1995 Born Boxers (Liverpool, ENG) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Luke McCormack (ENG) 9:5 in the semi-final  
2011 – Pirika Junior Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 1st place – 52KG Won against Saku Juvonen (FIN) 5:0 in the final; Won against Roni Eho (FIN) 5:0 in the semi-final  
2011 – SCO-WAL Junior Dual Match – 52KG Lost to Craig McIntyre (SCO) 6:5  
2010 – British Junior Championships 1995 Born Boxers (Sheffield, ENG) 1st place – 48KG Won against James Foster (ENG) 20:12 in the final  
2009 – British Schoolboys Championships (Swansea, WAL) 1st place – 40KG Won against Kieran Cain (SCO) 9:5 in the final; Won against Connor McKinnon (ENG) 8:7 in the semi-final

56KG – KHALIL LITIM – ALGERIA (ALG)  
Date Of Birth : 06/03/1994  
Residence : Setif  
2012 – Tammer Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 5th place – 56KG Lost to Sean McGoldrick (WAL) 14:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Mikko Lehtinen (FIN) 10:8 in the first preliminary round  
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 9th place – 56KG Lost to Gabil Mamedov (RUS) 11:8 in the first preliminary round  
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 56KG Lost to Almog Briga (ISR) WO in the first preliminary round  
2012 – Algerian Youth National Cup 1st place – 56KG Won against Bachir Nedjar (ALG) by points in the final; Won against Amirouche Ait Beka (ALG) by points in the semi-final  
2011 – Algerian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Djoudi Ziani (ALG) by points in the semi-final  
2011 – Algerian Youth National Cup 1st place – 56KG Won against A.E.K. Zenini (ALG) by points in the final; Won against Reda Benbaziz (ALG) by points in the semi-final  
2010 – Algerian Junior National Cup 1st place – 50KG Won against Amazigh Amroune (ALG) by points in the final

56KG – TARON SOGHOMONYAN – ARMENIA (ARM)  
Date Of Birth : 01/03/1995  
Club : Dinamo Sport Company  
Coach : Samvel Soghomonyan  
Number of bouts : 65  
Began boxing : 2002  
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 11th place – 56KG Lost to Vladislav Vyetoshkin (UKR) 17:11 in the first preliminary round  
2012 – Armenian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 56KG Lost to Zaven Ayvazyan (ARM) by points in the final; Won against Viktor Hovsepyan (ARM) by points in the semi-final
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56KG – ZAVEN AYVAZYAN – ARMENIA (ARM)
Date Of Birth : 04/10/1994
Club : Armenia Sport Association
Coach : Malo Soukyasyan
Residence : Lori Region
Number of bouts : 67
Began boxing : 2005

2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 56KG Lost to Nursultan Nisanbayev (UZB) 16:8 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Armenian Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG Lost to Yevgeniy Baklashkin (RUS) 22:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Vladislav Vyetoshkin (UKR) 20:10 in the first preliminary round
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 6th place – 56KG Lost to Alim Abbasov (AZE) 4:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Richard Goman (GER) 4:1 in the first preliminary round
2009 – Armenian Junior National Championships 1st place – 50KG
2008 – European Schoolboys Championships (Novi Sad, SRB) 5th place – 44.5KG Lost to Khuseyn Baysangurov (RUS) 12:5 in the quarter-final

56KG – NATHANIEL MAY – AUSTRALIA (AUS)
Date Of Birth : 19/07/1995
Place Of Birth : Bunbury
Height : 165cm
Club : Denning Boxing Gym
Coach : Peter Stokes
Residence : Western Australia
Number of bouts : 42
Began boxing : 2009

2012 – Oceanian Youth Championships (Papeete, TAH) 1st place – 56KG Won against Alphonse Deireragea (NRU) by points in the final; Won against Shannon McSkimming (NZL) 19:9 in the semi-final
2012 – Australian Youth National Trials 1st place – 56KG Won against Dylan Cooney (AUS) 18:8 in the final
2012 – Australian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Matthew Casboult (AUS) 22:19 in the semi-final; Won against Jesse Williams (AUS) 11:5 in the quarter-final
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2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 57KG Lost to Ilyas Isayev (RUS) 17:5 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Australian Junior National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Ryan Goodes (AUS) 3:1 in the final; Won against Alex Cooper (AUS) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final
2011 – Western Australian Junior Championships 1st place – 57KG

56KG – NASRADDIN MAMMADOV – AZERBAIJAN (AZE)
Date Of Birth : 12/03/1995
2012 – Zhetyus Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) 1st place – 56KG Won against Alibek Adilzhan (KAZ) WO in the final; Won against Baurzhan Ibraimov (KAZ) 17:13 in the semi-final; Won against A. Brusenskiy (KAZ) 17:9 in the quarter-final; Won against T. Hamit (KAZ) 12:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 5th place – 56KG Lost to Gabil Mamedov (RUS) 14:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Tekin Inak (TUR) 15:10 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 2nd place – 56KG Lost to Alibek Adilzhan (KAZ) 12:8 in the semi-final; Won against Mukhammad Sirozhev (UKR) 20:14 in the quarter-final; Won against Rasul Dzhovbatyrov (RUS) 17:6 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) participant – 56KG Lost to Alexei Guilbert (CUB) 12:5 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 11th place – 56KG Lost to Omar El-Hag (GER) 18:7 in the final; Won against Aleko Lursmanashvili (GEO) 19:12 in the quarter-final; Won against Tin Jankovic (CRO) RSCH 1st round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 2nd place – 56KG Lost to Ajay Kumar (IND) 14:3 in the final; Won against Alibek Adilzhan (KAZ) 12:9 in the semi-final; Won against Stanislav Gatsko (UKR) 13:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Arslan Magomedov (RUS) 15:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 5th place – 52KG Lost to Felix Eumir Marcial (PHI) 14:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Stanislav Gatsko (UKR) 17:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Danil Shamsudinov (RUS) 11:6 in the semi-final; Won against Aleko Lursmanashvili (GEO) 19:12 in the quarter-final; Won against Tin Jankovic (CRO) RSCH 1st round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 5th place – 52KG Lost to Nadir Hakverdiyev (AZE) 2:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Andrew Tham (SCO) 4:1 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Azeri Junior National Championships 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Tarlan Abdulov (AZE) by points in the final

56KG – DMITRIY SAPON – BELARUS (BLR)
Date Of Birth : 04/06/1994
Residence : Brest
2012 – Belarussian Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 7th place – 56KG Lost to Arturs Smajs (LAT) 12:8 in the quarter-final
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) participant – 52KG Lost to Samson Sykes (ENG) 13:9 in the second preliminary round; Won against Joshua John (WAL) 13:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 52KG Lost to Anton Gubskiy (UKR) 15:8 in the first preliminary round
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2011 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) participant – 52KG Lost to Burgut Khodjibayev (UZB) 9:1 in the first preliminary round
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 6th place – 50KG Lost to Artur Nersisyan (ARM) 4:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Leonard Curti (ROM) 6:3 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Belarussian Junior National Championships 2nd place – 50KG Lost to Nver Ayrapetyan (BLR) 8:0 in the final; Won against Aleksandr Kovalenko (BLR) 16:2 in the semi-final

56KG – KOSTADIN MINEV – BULGARIA (BUL)
Date Of Birth : 01/03/1994
Height : 169cm
Club : BC Yambol
Residence : Yambol
Number of bouts : 56
Began boxing : 2005
2012 – Bulgarian Youth National Cup 2nd place – 56KG Lost to Tsvetan Hadzhiivanov (BUL) 7:6 in the final; Won against Alben Emilov (BUL) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final
2012 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 2nd place – 56KG Lost to Magomed-Rashid Dzhabrailov (RUS) 10:2 in the final; Won against Gabor Danyi (HUN) 9:8 in the semi-final; Won against Serif Gurdijeljac (SRB) DQ 2nd round in the quarter-final
2012 – Bulgarian U22 National Championships 7th place – 56KG Lost to Dimitar Georgiev (BUL) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2012 – 2nd Bulgarian National Team Championships 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Stefan Ivanov (BUL) 27:6 in the semi-final; Won against Alkan Bakhtishen (BUL) WO in the quarter-final
2012 – Bulgarian Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Tsvetan Hadzhiivanov (BUL) 11:6 in the final; Won against Hristo Zlatev (BUL) RSC 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Vekil Naydenov (BUL) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final
2012 – 1st Bulgarian National Team Championships 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Detelin Dalakliev (BUL) AB 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Blagoy Ivanov (BUL) AB 3rd round in the quarter-final; Won against Yordan Yulyanov (BUL) AB 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Bulgarian Youth National Championships 6th place – 56KG Lost to Orhan Hyuseinov (BUL) 14:4 in the quarter-final

56KG – BRADLEY WILCOX – CANADA (CAN)
Date Of Birth : 1994
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 5th place – 56KG Lost to Omar El-Hag (GER) 12:6 in the quarter-final
2012 – Canadian Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Jorge Puebla (CAN) 10:7 in the final; Won against Philippe Trudel (CAN) 13:7 in the semi-final
2011 – Canadian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Jason Downey (CAN) 5:3 in the semi-final; Won against Colin Adams (CAN) 14:7 in the quarter-final
2010 – Canadian Junior National Championships 1st place – 48KG Won against Ty Pineo (CAN) 7:2 in the final; Won against Jorge Puebla (CAN) 9:2 in the semi-final; Won against Jordan Leblanc (CAN) 8:1 in the quarter-final
2009 – Canadian Junior National Championships 1st place – 53KG Won against Cody Brown (CAN) 11:9 in the final; Won against Jorge Puebla (CAN) 3:1 in the semi-final

56KG – SHAN JUN – CHINA (CHN)
Date Of Birth : 07/08/1994
Residence : Yunnan Providence
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2012 – Chinese Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Gong Yuting (CHN) by points in the final; Won against Zhang Pengzhi (CHN) by points in the semi-final; Won against Wang Jiancheng (CHN) by points in the quarter-final
2011 – Chinese Youth National Championships 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Xia Lingjie (CHN) by points in the semi-final

56KG –  Lin Sheng Ling – CHINESE TAIPEI (TPE)
Date Of Birth : 01/07/1995
2012 – Taiwan President's High School Cup (Hualien, TPE) 1st place – 60KG Won against Huang Tao Yu (TPE) by points in the final; Won against Lin Tsung Min (TPE) by points in the semi-final; Won against Pan Chi Cheng (TPE) by points in the quarter-final
2012 – Taipei City Cup International Tournament (Taipei, TPE) 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Mario Fernandez (PHI) 19:5 in the semi-final; Won against Jagadish Alongovan (MAS) 10:5 in the quarter-final
2011 – Taiwan President's High School Cup (Taipei, TPE) 3rd place – 54KG Lost to Chien Chi Ying (TPE) by points in the semi-final

56KG –  Mislav Berc – CROATIA (CRO)
Date Of Birth : 21/09/1994
2011 – Croatian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 56KG Lost to Rudolph Leonard Kralj (CRO) 7:5 in the final; Won against Rikardo Rrasi (CRO) 11:9 in the semi-final; Won against Ante Opacak (CRO) 13:9 in the quarter-final
2010 – Croatian Junior National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Mario Mrazovic (CRO) RSC 2nd round in the final; Won against Tomislav Babic (CRO) 9:0 in the semi-final

56KG –  Alexei Guibert Villalon – CUBA (CUB)
Date Of Birth : 30/11/1995
Height : 164cm
Residence : Havana
Began boxing : 2009
2012 – Kadyrov Memorial Tournament (Grozniy, RUS) 2nd place – 56KG Lost to Alikhan Avtorkhanov (RUS) 13:9 in the final; Won against Vislan Dalkhayev (RUS) 10:9 in the semi-final; Won against Dmitro Salasenko (UKR) 18:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Nikita Fedorchenko (RUS) 10:9 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Cuban Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Magomed-Rashid Dzhabrailov (RUS) 8+:8 in the semi-final; Won against Aydar Imangeldiyev (KAZ) 15:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Nasraddin Mammadov (AZE) 12:5 in the first preliminary round
2012 – RUS-CUB Youth Dual Match – 56KG Won against Shamil Askerov (RUS) by points
2011 – Roberto Balado Cup (Havana, CUB) 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Leordan Nunez (CUB) 30:28 in the final; Won against Olandy Regaldo (CUB) 35:22 in the semi-final; Won against Jorge Cordero (CUB) 17:13 in the quarter-final; Won against Johan Vargas (COL) 31:14 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Cuban Junior National Championships 1st place – 52KG

56KG –  Viktor Agateljan – CZECH REPUBLIC (CZE)
Date Of Birth : 18/08/1994
Club : SKP Usti nad Labem
2012 – Sokolov Youth Tournament (Sokolov, CZE) 1st place – 56KG Won against Erik Agateljan (CZE) WO in the final; Won against Hadi Sultani (GER) by points in the semi-final
2012 – POL-CZE Youth Dual Match – 56KG Lost to Marek Pietruczuk (POL) 3:0
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56KG – FREDRIK LUNDGAARD JENSEN – DENMARK (DEN)

Date Of Birth : 17/11/1995
Club : Pandrup BK
Number of bouts : 40

2012 – Angerded City Youth Boxing Cup (Gothenburg, SWE) 1st place – 56KG Won against Turkijan Diljaj (SWE) WO in the final; Won against Samali Hosseinbor (SWE) 3:0 in the semi-final
2012 – HSK Youth Box Cup (Hillerød, DEN) 1st place – 56KG Won against Enrico Le Cruz (NED) 7:0 in the final; Won against Henri RasimaeKi (FIN) 5:0 in the semi-final
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 7th place – 56KG Lost to Chris Nevin (IRL) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final; Won against Marek Pietruczuk (POL) 19:8 in the first preliminary round
2012 – DEN-EST Dual Match – 52KG Won against Sven Sakson (EST) 14:6
2012 – Danish Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG
2012 – Nordic Youth Championships (Stockholm, SWE) 1st place – 52KG Won against Hadi Srour (NOR) 19:8 in the final; Won against Ali Rezai (SWE) 20:16 in the semi-final
2011 – Danish Junior National Championships 1st place – 50KG
2010 – Danish Junior National Championships 1st place – 46KG Won against Tor Nordahl (DEN) 15:5 in the final
2009 – Danish Schoolboys National Championships 2nd place – 42KG Lost to Mahmoud Khattab (DEN) 5:0 in the final

56KG – SPARKINSON STARLING ALMONTÉ – DOMINICAN REPUBLIC (DOM)
Date Of Birth : 24/09/1995
Height : 175cm
Club : Guerreros de Quita Suenos
Coach : Carlos Wilson Almonte
Number of bouts : 70
Began boxing : 2006
Family background : His father is his coach in the club
2012 – La Romana Cup (La Romana, DOM) 2nd place – 56KG Lost to William Encarnacion (DOM) 20:10 in the final; Won against Adalberto Zorillo (PUR) RSC 1st round in the semi-final
2012 – Panamerican Youth Championships (Portoviejo, ECU) 1st place – 56KG Won against Ludy Tenorio (ECU) 13:9 in the final; Won against Elias Gonzalez (ARG) 23:10 in the semi-final
2012 – Dominican Republic Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Andison Ramirez (DOM) RSC 1st round in the final; Won against Warberson Melendez (DOM) AB 1st round in the semi-final
2011 – Dominican Republic Junior National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Erikson Vargas (DOM) RSC 1st round in the final; Won against Aneury Satunino (DOM) AB 1st round in the semi-final
2011 – Panamerican Junior Championships (Tena, ECU) 1st place – 50KG Won against Jean Caicedo (ECU) 8:6 in the final; Won against Jose Alfaro (VEN) 8:5 in the semi-final
2010 – Golden Belt Junior Tournament (Portoviejo, ECU) 2nd place – 48KG Lost to Anthony Ortiz (PUR) 10:8 in the final; Won against Diego Encalada (ECU) 7:5 in the semi-final
2010 – Dominican Republic Junior National Championships 1st place – 48KG

56KG – PATRICK KISALU MUNONGO – DR OF CONGO (DRC)
Date Of Birth : 07/07/1994
2012 – DR of Congolese Youth National Selection Tournament 1st place – 56KG
2012 – DR of Congolese National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Kayembe Tshibangu (DRC) DQ 2nd round in the final; Won against Mutshandayi Djerba (RDC) WO in the semi-final

56KG – PATMcCORMACK – ENGLAND (ENG)
Date Of Birth : 08/06/1995
Club : Birtley
2012 – FRA-ENG Youth Dual Match – 56KG Won against Elias Friha (FRA) 11:8
2012 – English Youth National Championships 1995 Born Boxers (Batley, ENG) 1st place – 54KG Won against Jack Rann (ENG) 22:8 in the final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 1st place – 50KG Won against Naveen Kumar (IND) 8:4 in the final; Won against Viktor Petrov (UKR) 10:4 in the semi-final; Won against Gheorghe Jugan (ROM) 10:3 in the quarter-final; Won against Alibek Basala (KAZ) 9:4 in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 1st place – 50KG Won against Yusup Gazayev (RUS) 13:10 in the final; Won against John Nevin (IRL) 7:4 in the semi-final; Won against Murat Mut (TUR) 9:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Stanislav Bradac (CZE) 15:6 in the first preliminary round
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2011 – English Junior National Championships 1995 Born Boxers (Rochester, ENG) 2nd place – 50KG Lost to Archie Sharp (ENG) 5:3 in the final
2010 – British Junior Championships 1995 Born Boxers (Sheffield, ENG) 1st place – 44KG Won against Monty Lee (WAL) 31:9 in the final; Won against James Kelly (ENG) by points in the semi-final

56KG – ⚑ ELIAS FRIHA – FRANCE (FRA)
Date Of Birth : 27/04/1994
Club : Vie Au Grand Air de St. Maur
Number of Bouts : 49 (39-1-9)
Began boxing : 2008
2012 – POL-FRA Dual Match – 56KG Draw against Sylwester Kozlowski (POL)
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 2nd place – 56KG Lost to Omar El-Hag (GER) 12:8 in the final; Won against Chris Nevin (IRL) 12:10 in the semi-final; Won against Batu Coskun (GER) 17:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Cristiano Fernandes (POR) 19:5 in the first preliminary round
2012 – FRA-ENG Youth Dual Match – 56KG Lost to Pat McCormack (ENG) 11:8
2012 – FRA-ITA Youth Dual Match – 56KG Lost to Stefano Gasparri (ITA) 19:15
2012 – French Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Malik Farhany (FRA) 21:20 in the final; Won against Christophe Lopez (FRA) 9:8 in the semi-final; Won against Mohamed Fartas (FRA) 16:11 in the quarter-final
2012 – FRA-POL Youth Dual Match – 56KG Lost to Pat McCormack (ENG) 11:8
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) 7th place – 56KG Lost against Theo Krechlok (GER) 17:9 in the semi-final; Won against Viktor Barak (ISR) 10:6 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 1st place – 56KG
2010 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Subotica, SRB) 1st place – 56KG Won against Saitam Kaewsuksai (SUI) 3rd round in the semi-final
2009 – French Junior National Championships 1st place – 54KG Won against Malik Farhany (FRA) by points in the final; Won against Habib Selimi (FRA) 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Kamel Hamech (FRA) by points in the quarter-final

56KG – ⚑ ALEKO LURSMANASHVILI – GEORGIA (GEO)
Date Of Birth : 25/05/1995
2012 – Georgian Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 11th place – 56KG Lost to Nursultan Nisanbayev (UZB) 16:8 in the second preliminary round; Won against Aydar Imangeldiyev (KAZ) 10+:10 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 10th place – 56KG Lost to Omar Abdul Majid (SWE) 17:15 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 7th place – 56KG Lost to Alibek Adilzhan (KAZ) 11:7 in the quarter-final; Won against D. Abdurakhmonov (UZB) 10:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 52KG Lost to Han Sang Myeong (KOR) 18:6 in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 7th place – 52KG Lost to Nasraddin Mammadov (AZE) RSC 19:12 in the quarter-final; Won against Armando Ibrahimi (SRB) 2nd round in the second preliminary round; Won against Katin Asenov (BUL) 11:6 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) participant – 50KG Lost to Orkhan Aliyev (AZE) 2:1 in the first preliminary round

56KG – OMAR EL-HAG – GERMANY (GER)
Date Of Birth : 01/01/1994
Club : Berliner TSC
Number of bouts : 51 (46-0-5)
Began boxing : 2008
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 1st place – 56KG Won against Elias Friha (FRA) 12:8 in the final; Won against Viktor Agateljan (CZE) 13:7 in the semi-final; Won against Bradley Wilcox (CAN) 12:6 in the quarter-final
2012 – German Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Slavoljub Cajic (GER) 23:10 in the final; Won against Fabian Kumar (GER) RSC 3rd round in the semi-final; Won against Oleg Pachomenko (GER) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Michal Zatorsky (SVK) 15:6 in the semi-final; Won against Stefano Gasparri (ITA) 15:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Nasraddin Mammadov (AZE) 18:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Eimantas Staniunas (LTU) 15:5 in the semi-final; Won against Jessy Brown (CAN) 10+:10 in the quarter-final
2011 – German Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Oliver Goman (GER) 14:3 in the final; Won against Slawa Liskow (GER) 26:3 in the semi-final
2011 – Berlin Youth City Championships (Berlin, GER) 1st place – 52KG
2010 – IRL-GER Junior Dual Match – 52KG Won against Patrick Nevin (IRL) 7:2
2010 – GER-POR Junior Dual Match – 52KG Won against Francisco Brito (POR) RSC 1st round
2010 – GER-SWE Junior Dual Match – 52KG Won against Roberto Omerovic (SWE) 14:6
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lwow, UKR) 6th place – 52KG Lost to Farid Ismailov (AZE) 2:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Artem Kisel (BLR) 3:2 in the first preliminary round
2010 – German Junior National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Patrick Hill (GER) 7+:7 in the final; Won against Manuel Wagner (GER) 10:3 in the semi-final; Won against Marcel Drescher (GER) AB 1st round in the quarter-final
2010 – Berlin Junior City Championships (Berlin, GER) 1st place – 52KG
2009 – German Junior National Championships 3rd place – 48KG Lost to Johannes Gielow (GER) 22:18 in the semi-final; Won against Angelino Bruehl (GER) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2009 – Berlin Junior City Championships (Berlin, GER) 1st place – 48KG

56KG – MOHAMED HUSSAIN UDDIN – INDIA (IND)
Date Of Birth : 12/02/1994
Region : Andhra Pradesh
2012 – Tammer Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 7th place – 56KG Lost to Omar Abdul Majid (SWE) 22:18 in the quarter-final; Won against Drin Sadriu (SUI) 17:5 in the first preliminary round
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2012 – Indian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 56KG Lost to Aman Indora (IND) 13:12 in the final; Won against Mahesh Kumar Yadav (IND) 10:6 in the semi-final; Won against L. Amarjit Singh (IND) 17:7 in the quarter-final
2011 – Indian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 56KG Lost to Ayaj Kumar (IND) 5:2 in the final; Won against Nagesh Kharare (IND) 8:6 in the semi-final; Won against Arjun Singh (IND) 11:6 in the quarter-final
2010 – Indian Junior National Championships 9th place – 52KG Lost to Ashish Sharma (IND) 5:2 in the first preliminary round
2009 – Indian Sub-Junior National Championships 3rd place – 48KG Lost to Govarthan (IND) 5:3 in the semi-final; Won against Nagesh Kharare (IND) 6:5 in the quarter-final

56KG – ABHAY SINGH MAAN – INDIA (IND)
Date Of Birth : 04/09/1995
Club : Haryana
2012 – Indian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Aman Indora (IND) 16:12 in the semi-final; Won against Ashish Gautam (IND) 14:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Moi Rangthem Tondonba (IND) RSC 2nd round in the second preliminary round; Won against Sanjeev Sharma (IND) RSC 1st round in the first preliminary round
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 54KG Lost to Sam Ball (SCO) 17:11 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Indian Junior National Championships 3rd place – 48KG Lost to Amit Kumar Srivastava (IND) 3:1 in the semi-final; Won against M. Venkat Ramana (IND) 5:3 in the quarter-final; Won against Umesh Vishwakarma (IND) 2+:2 in the first preliminary round

56KG – MUHAMMAD PALDERAMA HAN – INDONESIA (INA)
Date Of Birth : 26/06/1995
Residence : Sumatera
2012 – Indonesian Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Ongen Saknosiwi (INA) by points in the final; Won against Andrew Ricardo Amanupuyo (INA) by points in the semi-final

56KG – ONGEN SAKNOSIWI – INDONESIA (INA)
Date Of Birth : 1994
Residence : Banten
2012 – Indonesian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 56KG Lost to Muhammad Palderama Han (INA) by points in the final; Won against Joko (INA) by points in the semi-final

56KG – ANDREW RICARDO AMANUPUNYO – INDONESIA (INA)
Date Of Birth : 15/08/1994
Residence : Sulawesi
2012 – Indonesian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Muhammad Palderama Han (INA) by points in the semi-final

56KG – HOUMAN GHAVIDEH – IRAN (IRN)
Date Of Birth : 08/07/1995
2012 – Iranian Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG

56KG – SAHM QARRAR KADHIM AL-EZIREJ – IRAQ (IRQ)
Date Of Birth : 13/03/1995
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2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 6th place – 56KG Lost to Hakan Dogan (TUR) 17:15 in the quarter-final; Won against Mohamed Chaouari (TUN) 15:11 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 52KG Lost to Henrik Mokoyan (ARM) 19:10 in the first preliminary round
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 2nd place – 46KG Lost to Clay Waterman (AUS) 14:13 in the final; Won against Dmitro Zamotayev (UKR) 16:13 in the semi-final; Won against Elnur Shafizade (AZE) 13:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Chihebeddine Bordji (ALG) 21:12 in the second preliminary round; Won against Ismail Metioui (MAR) 17:9 in the first preliminary round

56KG – CHRIS NEVIN – IRELAND (IRL)
Date Of Birth : 16/05/1994
Club : Holy Family Drogheda
2012 – Irish U23 National Championships 3rd place – 56KG Lost to John Meli (IRL) 14:7 in the semi-final; Won against Joel Scullion (IRL) DQ 3rd round in the quarter-final
2012 – IRL-SCO Youth Dual Match – 56KG Won against Scott McCormack (SCO) 13:11
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Elias Friha (FRA) 12:10 in the semi-final; Won against Fredrik Lundgaard Jensen (DEN) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final; Won against Craig McIntyre (SCO) 13:6 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Irish Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Joseph Fitzpatrick (IRL) 17:12 in the final; Won against Ian Byrne (IRL) 17:5 in the semi-final; Won against Joseph Lawrence (IRL) RSC 1st round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) participant – 56KG Lost to Nursultan Nisanbayev (UZB) 8:2 in the semi-final
2011 – IRL-SCO Youth Dual Match – 56KG Lost to Mark McKeown (SCO) 19:5
2011 – Irish Youth National Championships 13th place – 56KG Lost to Orin McDermott (IRL) DQ 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2010 – IRL-SWE Junior Dual Match – 54KG Won against Jakob Oldelius (SWE) 7:1
2010 – IRL-GER Junior Dual Match – 54KG Won against Alexander Auer (GER) 1:0
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) participant – 52KG Lost to David Rizoiu (ROM) 3:1 in the semi-final
2010 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Burak Tastan (TUR) by points in the semi-final
2009 – IRL-ENG Junior Dual Match – 50KG Won against Connor Nixon (ENG) 6:5
2009 – Israeli Youth National Championships 2nd place – 46KG Lost to Stephen Mulholland (IRL) by points in the final; Won against Patrick Joyce (IRL) 7:2 in the semi-final

56KG – ALMOG BRIGA – ISRAEL (ISR)
Date Of Birth : 02/12/1994
Coach : Jakob Shmueli
Club : Golden Gloves Or Iguda
2012 – Makar Mazay Memorial Tournament (Mariupol, UKR) 7th place – 56KG Lost to Stanislav Bilogurov (UKR) WO in the quarter-final
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 7th place – 56KG Lost to Vladislav Vyotoshkin (UKR) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final; Won against Khalil Litim (ALG) WO in the first preliminary round
2012 – Israeli Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Abraham Vidozki (ISR) RSC 1st round in the final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 6th place – 52KG Lost to Viktor Komkov (LTU) 14:11 in the quarter-final; Won against Ali Rezai (SWE) 12+:12 in the first preliminary round
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56KG – STEFANO GASPARRI – ITALY (ITA)
Date Of Birth : 30/10/1994
Place Of Birth : Tarquinia
Club : Gruppo Sportivo Fiamme Oro
Coach : Alberto Antonelli; Giulio Coletta
Number of bouts : 34 (22-2-10)
2012 – Italian Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Gabriele Ardu (ITA) 14:5 in the final; Won against Matteo Antonioli (ITA) 8:5 in the semi-final; Won against Ermanno Brosio (ITA) 19:5 in the quarter-final
2012 – ITA-HUN Youth Dual Match2 – 56KG Draw against Viktor Galos (HUN)
2012 – ITA-HUN Youth Dual Match1 – 56KG Won against Roland Galos (HUN) by points
2012 – Petr Mitsik Youth Tournament (Ivano-Frankovsk, UKR) 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Shamil Askerov (RUS) 5:0 in the semi-final
2012 – FRA-ITA Youth Dual Match – 56KG Won against Elias Friha (FRA) 19:15
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 7th place – 56KG Lost to Omar El-Hag (GER) 15:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Mindaugas Bankauskas (LTU) 15:10 in the first preliminary round
2012 – POL-ITA Youth Dual Match – 56KG Lost to Marek Pietruczek (POL) 3:0
2011 – Italian Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Antonio Pirozzi (ITA) 19:11 in the final; Won against Edoardo Loazza (ITA) WO in the semi-final; Won against Sebastian Mendizabal (ITA) 11:6 in the quarter-final
2009 – Italian Junior National Championships 2nd place – 50KG Lost to Estefano Guerrini (ITA) 8:5 in the final; Won against Giulio Di Gioia (ITA) 9:4 in the semi-final
2008 – Italian Schoolboys National Championships 1st place – 44.5KG Won against Francesco Stabile (ITA) 27:26 in the final

56KG – YUTA AKIYAMA – JAPAN (JPN)
Date Of Birth : 23/09/1994
Height : 177cm
2012 – Japanese Youth National Athletic Meeting 2nd place – 56KG Lost to Ryuji Kanaka (JPN) 9:6 in the final; Won against Fuga Tanaka (JPN) 7:5 in the semi-final
2012 – Japanese High School Selection Tournament 1st place – 56KG Won against Issei Nakamura (JPN) 9:5 in the final; Won against Yamato Tsuchida (JPN) 18:4 in the semi-final

56KG – OBADA MOHAMMAD MUSTAFA AL-KASBEH – JORDAN (JOR)
Date Of Birth : 30/07/1994
2012 – Jordanian Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG
2012 – Giraldo Cordova Cardin Memorial Tournament (Havana, CUB) 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Norlan Yera (CUB) 31:15 in the semi-final; Won against Bilel M'Hamdi (TUN) 19:16 in the quarter-final
2011 – Jordanian Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG

56KG – ALIBEK ADILZHAN – KAZAKHSTAN (KAZ)
Date Of Birth : 20/03/1994
Residence : Astana
2012 – Zhetyus Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) 2nd place – 56KG Lost to Nasraddin Mammadov (AZE) WO in the final; Won against Aydar Imangaliyev (KAZ) 11:10 in the semi-final; Won against A. Brusenskiy (KAZ) 17:9 in the quarter-final; Won against B. Askanbay
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(KAZ) RSC 1st round in the second preliminary round; Won against Dinmukhamed Khamid
(KAZ) 12:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 1st place – 56KG Won against
Nasraddin Mammadov (AZE) 12:8 in the final; Won against Vladislav Vyetoshkin (UKR)
17:12 in the semi-final; Won against Erzhan Ordabayev (KAZ) 22:15 in the quarter-final; Won
against Botirjon Nematjonov (UZB) 10:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 10th place – 56KG Lost to
Yevgeniy Baklashkin (RUS) 14:8 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 56KG Lost to
Nasraddin Mammadov (AZE) 12:9 in the semi-final; Won against Aleko Lursmanashvili
(GEO) 11:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Ramil Mammadov (AZE) 13:5 in the first
preliminary round
2011 – Kazakh Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Aydar
Imangaliyev (KAZ) by points in the final; Won against Serzhan Atyraubay (KAZ) by points in
the semi-final
2011 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) participant – 56KG Lost to
Dawid Michelus (POL) 11:3 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Pavlyukov Youth Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 1st place – 56KG Won against
Burgut Khodjibayev (UZB) 3:2 in the final; Won against Bakhtovar Nazirov (RUS) 3:2 in the
semi-final; Won against Yasin Yilmaz (TUR) 6:3 in the quarter-final
2010 – Eurasian Junior Games (Kazan, RUS) 2nd place – 50KG Lost to
Artem Melkonyan (RUS) 5:2 in the final

56KG – AYDAR IMANGALIYEV – KAZAKHSTAN (KAZ)
Date Of Birth : 25/03/1994
Residence : Almaty
2012 – Zhetyso Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) 3rd place – 56KG Won against Alibek
Adilzhan (KAZ) 11:10 in the semi-final; Won against M. Ahmedov (KAZ) 13:12 in the quarter-
final; Won against Sultan Zhanysyrov (KGZ) 22:8 in the second preliminary round; Won
against T. Abdraimov (KAZ) AB 1st round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 56KG Lost to
Aleko Lursmanashvili (GEO) 10+:10 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 1st place – 52KG Won against
Burgut Khodjibayev (UZB) 3:2 in the final; Won against Bakhtovar Nazirov (RUS) 3:2 in the
semi-final; Won against Yasin Yilmaz (TUR) 6:3 in the quarter-final
2011 – Kazakh Youth National Championships 2nd place – 56KG Lost to Alibek Adilzhan
(KAZ) by points in the final; Won against Nikolay Shvab (KAZ) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 1st place – 56KG Won against
Elias Friha (FRA) by points in the final; Won against Anar Aliyev (AZE) by points in the semi-
final
2011 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 2nd place – 56KG Lost to
Yuriy Shestok (UKR) 9:7 in the final; Won against Sergey Makarikhin (KAZ) 15:9 in the semi-
final; Won against Ilkin Guliyev (AZE) 22:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Aleko
Chodashvili (GEO) 5:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 7th place – 50KG Lost to Ramal
Yusifzade (AZE) 5:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Laziz Suleymanov (UZB) 6:1 in the first
preliminary round
2010 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 50KG Lost to Koskar Safarli (AZE)
by points in the semi-final
2010 – Kazakh Junior National Championships 1st place – 50KG

56KG – BENSON WANYONYI NAMALWA – KENYA (KEN)
Date Of Birth : 11/11/1995
2012 – Kenyan Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG
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56KG – 🇰🇷 KIM DU RAE – KOREAN REPUBLIC (KOR)
Date Of Birth : 24/11/1995
Height : 174cm
Club : Chungbuk Physical Education High School
2012 – Korean National Sports Festival 1st place – 56KG

56KG – 🇧🇪 ALTYNEBK ABYLASHIMOV – KYRGYZSTAN (KGZ)
Date Of Birth : 27/08/1994
Coach : A. Sabatarov
Residence : Karakol
2012 – Kyrgyz Youth National Spartakyad 1st place – 56KG Won against Kumarbek Amalbekov (KGZ) by points in the final; Won against Iskender Daminov (KGZ) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Kyrgyz Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Nurgazy Samagan Ulu (KGZ) 3:2 in the final; Won against Zhakhangir Mamatov (KGZ) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Temirlan Osmanov (KGZ) 3:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Khakimzada Akulbek Ulu (KGZ) 3:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Timur Bektenov (KGZ) AB 3rd round in the first preliminary round

56KG – 🇱🇹 MINDAUGAS BANKAUSKAS – LITHUANIA (LTU)
Date Of Birth : 17/03/1994
Number of bouts : 40
2012 – Lithuanian National Championships 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Viktor Komkov (LTU) 23:13 in the semi-final; Won against Eimantas Burba (LTU) by points in the quarter-final
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 7th place – 56KG Lost to Viktor Agateljan (CZE) WO in the quarter-final
2012 – POL-LTU Youth Dual Match – 56KG Lost to Marek Pietruczuk (POL) 3:0
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 56KG Lost to Erzhan Ordabayev (KAZ) 24:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Lithuanian Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Vitalijus Liasko (LTU) 17:9 in the final; Won against Adomas Lapinskas (LTU) 16:7 in the semi-final; Won against Raimondas Beleckas (LTU) WO in the quarter-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) participant – 56KG Lost to Stefano Gasparri (ITA) 15:10 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Slovakian Youth Grand Prix (Komarno, SVK) 4th place – 56KG Lost to Laszlo Babos (HUN) 13:8 in the semi-final; Lost to Rafael Duchon (CZE) 12:9 in the bronze medal contest
2011 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 7th place – 56KG Lost to Theo Krechlok (GER) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2011 – Lithuanian Youth National Championships 13th place – 56KG Lost to Ignas Kuodelis (LTU) WO in the first preliminary round
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 10th place – 50KG Lost to Artur Nersisyan (ARM) 4:2 in the first preliminary round
2010 – POL-LTU Junior Dual Match – 54KG Lost to Konrad Dabrowski (POL) 2:1
2010 – Ricardas Tamulis Junior Tournament (Kaunas, LTU) 1st place – 52KG Won against Eimantas Stanionis (LTU) 3:0 in the final; Won against Vladimir Smakov (EST) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Marius Kosarovas (LTU) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2010 – Lithuanian Junior National Championships 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Eimantas Stanionis (LTU) 7:0 in the final; Won against Ruslan Firidunov (LTU) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Jonas Raudonis (LTU) RSC 3rd round in the quarter-final
2009 – Ricardas Tamulis Junior Tournament (Kaunas, LTU) 3rd place – 54KG Lost to Evaldas Necelis (LTU) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Aleksandr Briuchovetskij (LTU) 4:1 in the quarter-final
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2009 – Lithuanian Junior National Championships 3rd place – 48KG
Lost to Tomas Sinkevicius (LTU) by points in the semi-final; Won against Deivydas Kasperavicius (LTU) by
points in the quarter-final
2008 – Lithuanian Schoolboys National Championships 5th place – 42KG
Lost to Kestutis Pukas (LTU) 3:0 in the quarter-final

56KG – 🇲🇴 YANISH HURPERSAD – MAURITIUS (MRI)
Date Of Birth : 29/11/1995
Club : QB
Awards : Best boxer of the 2011 Mauritian Junior National Championships
2012 – Mauritian Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG
Won against Christopher Paul (MRI) by points in the final; Won against Adrien Rouget (MRI) by points in the semi-final
2012 – African Cup of Nations (Gaborone, BOT) 3rd place – 56KG
Lost to Tirafalo Seoko (BOT) 20:14; Won against Antonio Valdo (MOZ) 12:11; Lost to Ayabonga Sonjica (RSA) 23:9
2012 – Mauritian National Championships 1st place – 56KG
Won against Jonathan Goder (MRI) 8:5 in the final; Won against Kinsley Sylva (MRI) AB 2nd round in the semi-final
2011 – Mauritian Junior National Championships 1st place – 57KG
Won against Cledi Gaspard (MRI) by points in the final; Won against Louis Alvino (MRI) by points in the semi-final

56KG – 🇲🇽 DIEGO DE LA HOYA VILLEGAS – MEXICO (MEX)
Date Of Birth : 13/08/1994
Height : 167cm
Club : 2030
Region : Baja California
Number of bouts : 250 (230-0-20)
Began boxing : 2000
2012 – Tournament of Champions Mr. Mexico (Mexico City, MEX) 2nd place – 56KG
Lost to Sergio Chirino (MEX) by points in the final
2012 – Mexican National Olympiad 1st place – 56KG
Won against Aaron Alameda (MEX) by points in the final; Won against Raul Curiel Garcia (MEX) by points in the semi-final; Won
against Jose Luis Avila (MEX) by points in the quarter-final
2012 – Independence Cup (Santiago de los Caballeros, DOM) 2nd place – 56KG
Lost to Oscar Valdez (MEX) 4:1 in the final; Won against Andy Duran (DOM) 4:1 in the semi-final; Won
against Patrice Berque (HAI) AB 3rd round in the quarter-final
2011 – Mexican National Championships 1st place – 56KG
Won against Gilberto Meza (MEX) 13:6 in the final
2010 – Mexican Junior National Olympiad 3rd place – 50KG
Lost to Cristian Mendoza (MEX) by points in the semi-final; Won against Brian Alexis Gonzalez (MEX) 5:3 in the quarter-final
2009 – Mexican Junior National Olympiad 2nd place – 46KG
Lost to Aaron Alameda (MEX) by points in the final; Won against Joselito Velazquez (MEX) by points in the semi-final; Won
against Gustavo Alan Morales (MEX) by points in the quarter-final
2008 – Mexican Schoolboys National Olympiad 1st place – 40KG
Won against Jose Alberto Zaleta Reyes (MEX) by points in the final; Won against Jose Samuel Gonzalez (MEX) by
points in the semi-final; Won against Daniel Antonio Pena (MEX) by points in the quarter-final

56KG – 🇲🇳 NOROVBAL OTGONTUMUR – MONGOLIA (MGL)
Date Of Birth : 28/03/1995
Coach : B. Erdenebayar
Club : Khangaitan
Began boxing : 2005
2012 – Erlian Youth International Tournament (Erlian, CHN) 1st place – 56KG
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56KG – SHANNON McSKIMMING – NEW ZEALAND (NZE)
Date Of Birth : 25/09/1995
Club : Nuki’s Taupo
Coach : Gavin Nicholson
Residence : Central North Island
Number of bouts : 52
2012 – New Zealand Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Sean Farrelly (NZL) 40:25 in the final
2012 – Oceanian Youth Championships (Papeete, TAH) 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Nathaniel May (AUS) 19:9 in the semi-final; Won against Noa Haititio (PYF) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2012 – New Zealand Youth National Trials 1st place – 56KG Won against Luke Jefferies (NZL) 14:10 in the final
2011 – New Zealand Junior National Championships 1st place – 54KG Won against Blinky Elliott (NZL) RSC 2nd round in the final; Won against Connaire Sullivan (NZL) 42:9 in the semi-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 52KG Lost to Sultan Zhanyshov (KGZ) 20:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – North Island Junior Golden Gloves Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against David Roe (NZL) 17:13 in the final; Won against Tauwhitu Webster (NZL) 14:10 in the semi-final
2010 – New Zealand Junior National Championships 1st place – 48KG Won against Jordan Bennett (NZL) 21:9 in the final
2009 – New Zealand Schoolboys National Championships 2nd place – 42KG Lost to Manaen Pohi (NZL) 16:15 in the final; Won against Ryan Scaife (NZL) 25:14 in the semi-final

56KG – JONAS BACHO – PHILIPPINES (PHI)
Date Of Birth : 26/07/1994
Place Of Birth : Babatngon, Leyte
Height : 176cm
Club : PSC ABAP Boxing Gym Manila
Began boxing : 2008
2012 – Filipino National Games (Manila, PHI) 3rd place – 56KG
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56KG – MAREK PIETRUCZUK – POLAND (POL)
Date Of Birth : 02/04/1994
Height : 170cm
Club : Victoria Ostroleka
Coach : Mieczyslaw Mierzejewski
Number of bouts : 84 (75-1-8)
Began boxing : 2007
2012 – POL-CZE Youth Dual Match – 56KG Won against Viktor Agateljan (CZE) 3:0
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) participant – 56KG Lost to Fredrik Lundgaard Jensen (DEN) 19:8 in the first preliminary round
2012 – POL-LTU Youth Dual Match – 56KG Won against Mindaugas Bankauskas (LTU) 3:0
2012 – POL-FRA Youth Dual Match – 56KG Won against Christophe Lopez (FRA) 3:0
2012 – Polish Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Andrzej Wasilewski (POL) 14:8 in the final; Won against Radomir Obrusniak (POL) by points in the semi-final; Won against Michal Furmaniak (POL) by points in the quarter-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 9th place – 56KG Lost to Michal Zatorsky (SVK) 16:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – POL-ITA Youth Dual Match – 56KG Won against Stefano Gasparri (ITA) 3:0
2011 – Michal Szczepan Youth Tournament (Raszn, POL) 1st place – 56KG Won against Mariusz Zalewski (POL) WO in the final
2011 – Polish Youth National Championships 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Sylwester Kozlowski (POL) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Patryk Maciak (POL) 5:0 in the quarter-final

56KG – FREDDY ORTIZ – PUERTO RICO (PUR)
Date Of Birth : 12/02/1994
Club : Junquito BC
2012 – Puerto Rican Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG
2012 – Cheo Aponte Tournament (Rio de Janeiro, BRA) 1st place – 56KG Won against Robinelson De Jesus Vieira (BRA) WO in the final; Won against Joshua Ortiz (PUR) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Cheo Aponte Tournament (Caguas, PUR) 6th place – 52KG Lost to Eddie Valenzuela (GUA) by points in the quarter-final
2011 – Juan Venegas Tournament (San Juan, PUR) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Dagoberto Aguero (DOM) 11:7 in the semi-final; Won against Erick Pabon (PUR) 14:8 in the quarter-final
2011 – 2nd Panamerican Games Qualifier (Quito, ECU) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Jose Luis Meza (ECU) 15+:15 in the semi-final
2011 – Puerto Rican National Championships 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Jose Martinez (PUR) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Golden Belt Junior Tournament (Portoviejo, ECU) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Ludy Tenorio (ECU) 24:14 in the semi-final
2009 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Yerevan, ARM) participant – 48KG Lost to Bidhuri Gaurav (IND) 7:2 in the first preliminary round
2009 – Panamerican Junior Championships (Quito, ECU) 1st place – 48KG Won against Cristian Teran (ECU) 20:18 in the final; Won against Luis Salazar (DOM) 10:6 in the semi-final

56KG – MAGOMED-RASHID DZHABAITALOV – RUSSIA (RUS)
Date Of Birth : 07/05/1994
Residence : Khadzhalmakhi, Dagestan
2012 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 1st place – 56KG Won against Kostadin Minev (BUL) 10:2 in the final; Won against Scott McCormack (SCO) 8:0 in the semi-final; Won against Vanja Bacic (SRB) 4:1 in the quarter-final

50
56KG – YEVENIY BAKLASHKIN – RUSSIA (RUS)
Date Of Birth : 22/10/1994
Residence : Moscow
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 2nd place – 56KG Lost to Magomed-Rashid Dzhabrailov (RUS) 12:6 in the final; Won against Armando Martinez (CUB) 21:12 in the semi-final; Won against Zaven Ayvazyan (ARM) 22:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Alibek Adilzhan (KAZ) 14:8 in the first preliminary round
2012 – RUS-CUB Youth Dual Match – 56KG Won against Armando Martinez (CUB) by points
2011 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 1st place – 56KG Won against Zvezdan Vasic (SRB) 16:2 in the final; Won against Nikolay Armautov (RUS) 14:6 in the semi-final; Won against Gabor Danyi (HUN) AB 1st round in the quarter-final
2011 – Russian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Bakhtovar Nazirov (RUS) 5:4 in the semi-final; Won against Narek Darchinyan (RUS) 3:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Andranik Grigoryan (RUS) 12:4 in the second preliminary round; Won against Pavel Nikonov (RUS) 12:5 in the first preliminary round
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52KG – Lagutin Junior Tournament (Moscow, RUS) 1st place – 52KG
Won against Aleksey Viktorov (RUS) 9:0 in the final; Won against Dmitriy Borisov (RUS) 10:0 in the semi-final; Won against Yevgeniy Khokhlov (RUS) 4:0 in the quarter-final
2010 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 48KG
Lost to Savet Baglaulet (KAZ) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Russian Junior National Championships 5th place – 48KG
Lost to Bakhtovar Nazirov (RUS) 10:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Ramil Ryabikov (RUS) 7:3 in the first preliminary round

56KG – CRAIG McINTYRE – SCOTLAND (SCO)
Date Of Birth : 09/06/1995
Club : Dennistoun
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) participant – 56KG
Lost to Chris Nevin (IRL) 13:6 in the first preliminary round
2012 – British Youth National Championships 1995 Born Boxers (Liverpool, ENG) 2nd place – 56KG
Lost to Callum French (ENG) 16:8 in the final; Won against Jack Rann (ENG) 14+:14 in the semi-final
2012 – Scottish Youth National Championships 1995 Born Boxers (Edinburgh, SCO) 1st place – 56KG
Won against Craig Scott (SCO) 19:9 in the final; Won against Brandon Singh (SCO) 13:11 in the semi-final
2011 – SCO-WAL Junior Dual Match – 52KG
Won against James Viscount (WAL) 6:5

56KG – VANJA BACIC – SERBIA (SRB)
Date Of Birth : 13/10/1994
Height : 171cm
Club : Spartak Subotica
Coach : Tomislav Antelj
Number of bouts : 105
Began boxing : 2007
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 11th place – 56KG
Lost to Richard Horvath (HUN) 16:15 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 5th place – 56KG
Lost to Magomed-Rashid Dzhabrailov (RUS) 4:1 in the quarter-final
2012 – Serbian National Championships 1st place – 56KG
Won against Nenad Dimitrijevic (SRB) 11+:11 in the final; Won against Milan Simic (SRB) 12:2 in the semi-final; Won against Milan Savic (SRB) 8:5 in the quarter-final
2012 – AIBA European Olympic Qualification Tournament (Trabzon, TUR) participant – 56KG
Lost to Veaceslav Gojan (MDA) 14:5 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Grand Prix Usti nad Labem (Usti nad Labem, CZE) participant – 56KG
Lost to Erik Huliev (CZE) 16:11 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 2nd place – 56KG
Lost to Vislan Dalkhayev (RUS) 13:10 in the final; Won against Nemanja Sabljov (SRB) RSC 3rd round in the semi-final
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) 7th place – 52KG
Lost to Grzegorz Kozlowski (POL) 18:11 in the quarter-final; Won against Eriks Gumbrēvičs (LTU) 12:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Serbian Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG
Won against Milan Zivkovic (SRB) 11:7 in the final; Won against Lazar Kostic (SRB) 9:2 in the semi-final
2011 – Belgrade Winner Tournament (Belgrade, SRB) 2nd place – 52KG
Lost to Purevdorj Serdamba (MGL) 17:6 in the final; Won against Stefan Ivanov (BUL) 8:3 in the semi-final
2011 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 6th place – 52KG Lost to Burgut Khodjibayev (UZB) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Gennadijs Jegorovs (LAT) 5:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Subotica, SRB) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Chris Phelan (IRL) 5:1 in the quarter-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lviv, UKR) 6th place – 48KG Lost to Vladislav Vyetroskikh (UKR) 8:1 in the quarter-final
2009 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Zabalg, SRB) 1st place – 48KG Won against Jawad Nsiss (FRA) 2:0 in the final; Won against Arslan Kadyrov (RUS) 5:0 in the semi-final
2009 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Yerevan, ARM) 11th place – 46KG Lost to Magomed-Rashid Dzhabrailov (RUS) 12:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – European Schoolboys Championships (Novi Sad, SRB) 6th place – 40KG Lost to Vahe Sargsyan (ARM) 21:8 in the quarter-final
2008 – Serbian Schoolboys National Championships 1st place – 40KG Won against Marko Rajicic (SRB) by points in the final

56KG – BADAHAMULLE GEDARA DAMITHTA NIRMAL SATHYAJITH – SRI LANKA (SRI)
Date Of Birth : 15/04/1994
Club : Vidyarthya College BC
Coach : Bandula Wickramasinghe
Began boxing : 2007
2012 – Stubb’s Shields Championships (Colombo, SRI) 2nd place – 56KG
2011 – Stubb’s Shields Championships (Colombo, SRI) 2nd place – 60KG
2010 – Sri Lankan Junior National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against G.W.G.S.A. Bandara (SRI) RSCI 2nd round in the final
2009 – Sri Lankan Cadet National Championships 1st place – 52KG
2009 – Stubb’s Shields Championships (Colombo, SRI) 2nd place – 52KG
2009 – L.V. Jayweera Boxing Meeting (Colombo, SRI) 1st place – 50KG

56KG – OMAR ABDUL MAJID – SWEDEN (SWE)
Date Of Birth : 03/06/1994
Club : Helsingborgs BK
2012 – Tammer Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Sean McGoldrick (WAL) 15:12 in the semi-final; Won against Mohamed Hussain Uddin (IND) 22:18 in the quarter-final; Won against Emil Sadykov (RUS) 21:14 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Swedish National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Tom Nilsson (SWE) 15:13 in the final; Won against Mohammed Farah (SWE) 25:18 in the semi-final
2012 – Nordic Youth Championships (Stockholm, SWE) 1st place – 56KG Won against Lyad Snounou (DEN) 21:17 in the final; Won against Niazz Ahmadi (FIN) 18:11 in the semi-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 2nd place – 56KG Lost to Michal Zatorsky (SVK) 11:9 in the final; Won against Arturs Smajs (LAT) 13:8 in the semi-final; Won against Viktor Agateljan (CZE) 12:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Aleko Lursmanashvili (GEO) 17:15 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Swedish Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Tom Nilsson (SWE) 15:10 in the final; Won against Leonard Fatalla (SWE) WO in the semi-final
2011 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 11th place – 60KG Lost to Akhmadiyar Issak (KAZ) 15:8 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Nordic Youth Championships (Lahti, FIN) 1st place – 60KG Won against Henrik Enroth (FIN) 8:7 in the final; Won against Khalid Khattab (DEN) 16:1 in the semi-final
2011 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Edgaras Skurdelis (LTU) 6:4 in the semi-final; Won against Nikita Farions (LAT) 10:2 in the quarter-final
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
Athletes Biographies

56KG – ⚽️ ALI GHOSSOUN – SYRIA (SYR)
Date Of Birth : 18/02/1995
Began boxing : 2007
2011 – Syrian Junior National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Ali Al-Biko (SYR) by points in the final; Won against Fadi Assaf (SYR) by points in the semi-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 52KG Lost to Chemseddine Kramou (ALG) 17:8 in the first preliminary round
2012 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 11th place – 54KG Lost to Artem Melkonyan (RUS) 16:7 in the second preliminary round; Won against Shamurad Cherkezov (TKM) 6:4 in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 2nd place – 54KG Lost to Norbert Herczeg (HUN) 16:11 in the final; Won against Yevgeniy Oleynik (BLR) 8:5 in the semi-final; Won against Taron Soghomonyan (ARM) 10:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Tornike Chincharauli (GEO) AB 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 7th place – 54KG Lost to John Stokes (IRL) 2:0 in the quarter-final
2011 – Turkish Junior National Championships 1st place – 54KG Won against Fatih Celik (TUR) by points in the final; Won against Bilal Gokdemir (TUR) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Turkish Junior National Championships 3rd place – 54KG Lost to Abdul Haris Zaman (TUR) 9:2 in the semi-final; Won against Yunus Celik (TUR) 3:1 in the quarter-final
2009 – European Schoolboys Championships (Anapa, RUS) 3rd place – 50KG Lost to Danil Tonchinsky (RUS) 4:0 in the semi-final; Won against Andrei Grigoras (MDA) 4:1 in the quarter-final

56KG – ⚽️ SHAVKATBEK NEGMATOV – TAJIKISTAN (TJK)
Date Of Birth : 18/09/1995
2012 – Tajik Youth National Spartakyad 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Asror Vohidov (TJK) by points in the final; Won against Maksudsho Sichatskyoyev (TJK) by points in the semi-final
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) participant – 56KG Lost to Michal Zatorsky (SVK) 14:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 7th place – 56KG Lost to Nursultan Nisanbayev (UZB) 12:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Rustam Bayramurdiev (TKM) 20:9 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Turkish Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Tekin Inak (TUR) 25:18 in the final; Won against Berkat Said Ozdogan (TUR) 20:9 in the semi-final; Won against Hakan Dogan (TUR) 21:15 in the quarter-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 11th place – 54KG Lost to Artem Melkonyan (RUS) 16:7 in the second preliminary round; Won against Shamurad Cherkezov (TKM) 6:4 in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 2nd place – 54KG Lost to Norbert Herczeg (HUN) 16:11 in the final; Won against Yevgeniy Oleynik (BLR) 8:5 in the semi-final; Won against Taron Soghomonyan (ARM) 10:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Tornike Chincharauli (GEO) AB 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 7th place – 54KG Lost to John Stokes (IRL) 2:0 in the quarter-final
2011 – Turkish Junior National Championships 1st place – 54KG Won against Fatih Celik (TUR) by points in the final; Won against Bilal Gokdemir (TUR) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Turkish Junior National Championships 3rd place – 54KG Lost to Abdul Haris Zaman (TUR) 9:2 in the semi-final; Won against Yunus Celik (TUR) 3:1 in the quarter-final
2009 – European Schoolboys Championships (Anapa, RUS) 3rd place – 50KG Lost to Danil Tonchinsky (RUS) 4:0 in the semi-final; Won against Andrei Grigoras (MDA) 4:1 in the quarter-final
2008 – European Schoolboys Championships (Novi Sad, SRB) 2nd place – 46KG Lost to Tigran Uzliyan (RUS) 13:2 in the final; Won against Angelino Joerling (GER) 11:8 in the semi-final; Won against Senad Karic (BIH) 17:8 in the quarter-final
2008 – Turkish Schoolboys National Championships 1st place – 46KG Won against Serkan Mus (TUR) by points in the final

56KG – HAKAN DOGAN – TURKEY (TUR)
Date Of Birth : 01/11/1995
Height : 170cm
Club : Bagcilar GSIM
Coach : Isa Dastan
Number of bouts : 60
Began boxing : 2005
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 2nd place – 56KG Lost to Gabil Mamedov (RUS) 19:15 in the final; Won against Jakhongir Davydov (UZB) 16:14 in the semi-final; Won against Sahm Qarar Khadim Al-Ezirej (IRQ) 17:15 in the quarter-final; Won against Milan Zivkovic (SRB) 20:10 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Turkish Youth National Championships 5th place – 56KG Lost to Nurettin Onat (TUR) 21:15 in the quarter-final

56KG – YAZMYRAT GURBANOV – TURKMENISTAN (TKM)
Date Of Birth : 16/03/1995
Residence : Ashgabat
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 56KG Lost to Mukhammad Sirozhev (UKR) 17:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) participant – 56KG Lost to Armando Martinez (CUB) 12:5 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Turkmen Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Hairulla Jorakuliyev (TKM) by points in the final; Won against Ikhtiyar Masharipov (TKM) by points in the semi-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 50KG Lost to Aidan McGlynn (SCO) 15:11 in the second preliminary round; Won against Richard Konnyu (HUN) 13:12 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 7th place – 50KG Lost to Almas Shyntemiruly (KAZ) 7:4 in the quarter-final
2011 – Turkmen Junior National Championships 1st place – 50KG
2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 6th place – 46KG Lost to Olzhas Kalubek (KAZ) 5:2 in the quarter-final
2010 – Turkmen Junior National Championships 2nd place – 44KG Lost to Serdar Rovshanov (TKM) by points in the final

56KG – EMMANUEL NSUBUGA – UGANDA (UGA)
Date Of Birth : 12/10/1995
Residence : Kampala
2012 – Ugandan Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG
2012 – Inter-Cities Championships (Nairobi, KEN) 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Ismael Osir (UGA) by points in the semi-final

56KG – VLADISLAV VYETOSHKIN – UKRAINE (UKR)
Date Of Birth : 23/06/1994
Coach : Ivan Yastrub
Residence : Khmelnitskiy
Number of bouts : 90 (70-0-20)
Began boxing : 2006
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Alibek Adilzhan (KAZ) 17:12 in the semi-final; Won against Almog Briga (ISR) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final; Won against Taron Soghomonyan (ARM) 17:11 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 56KG Lost to Mukhammad Sirozhev (UKR) 12:10 in the final; Won against Anton Gubskiy (UKR) 15:10 in the semi-final; Won against Serhiy Savenko (UKR) AB 2nd round in the quarter-final
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) participant – 56KG Lost to Zaven Ayzazyan (ARM) 20:10 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 6th place – 56KG Lost to Nasraddin Mammadov (AZE) 13:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Peyman Yusifli (AZE) 8:4 in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) 11th place – 52KG Lost to Joseph Fitzpatrick (IRL) 14:13 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Vasilii Vetkin (RUS) 17:4 in the final; Won against Joseph Fitzpatrick (IRL) 19:9 in the semi-final; Won against Grzegorz Brynda (POL) 15:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Iyad Snounou (DEN) 10:6 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Maksim Gorb (UKR) 7:3 in the final; Won against Valeriy Kulbida (UKR) RSC 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Konstantin Kogut (UKR) 5:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Mikita Pogribnyak (UKR) AB 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 2nd place – 48KG Lost to Bakhtovar Nazirov (RUS) 3:0 in the final; Won against Maksim Bodak (BLR) 4:0 in the semi-final; Won against Vanja Bacic (SRB) 8:1 in the quarter-final

56KG – **MUKHAMMADZHON SIROZHEV – UKRAINE (UKR)**
Date Of Birth : 26/05/1994
Coach : Viktor Demchenko
Residence : Kharkiv
Number of bouts : 120 (110-0-10)
Began boxing : 2008
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 6th place – 56KG Lost to Nasraddin Mammadov (AZE) 20:14 in the quarter-final; Won against Yazmurat Gurbanov (TKM) 17:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Maksim Gorb (UKR) 7:3 in the final; Won against Valeriy Kulbida (UKR) RSC 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Konstantin Kogut (UKR) 5:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Mikita Pogribnyak (UKR) AB 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 2nd place – 48KG Lost to Bakhtovar Nazirov (RUS) 3:0 in the final; Won against Maksim Bodak (BLR) 4:0 in the semi-final; Won against Vanja Bacic (SRB) 8:1 in the quarter-final

56KG – **GARY SALAZAR – UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (USA)**
Date Of Birth : 18/01/1995
Residence : Fresno, California
2012 – USA National PAL Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Dennis Galarza (USA) 36:20 in the final; Won against D’Andres Hockerson (USA) 36:21 in the semi-final; Won against Hector Valdez (USA) 28:18 in the quarter-final; Won against Jorge Ruiz (USA) 19:12 in the first preliminary round
2012 – USA National Championships 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Joet Gonzalez (USA) 7:5 in the semi-final; Won against Julio Parra (USA) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final; Won against Quantavious Green (USA) RSC 2nd round in the second preliminary round; Won against Jonathan Perez (USA) RSC 1st round in the first preliminary round
2011 – USA Junior National Olympiad 1st place – 54KG Won against D’Andres Hockerson (USA) 33:13 in the final

56KG – **JAKHONGIR DAVYDOV – UZBEKISTAN (UZB)**
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
Athletes Biographies

Date Of Birth : 09/03/1994
Residence : Dzhizak Region
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Hakan Dogan (TUR) 16:14 in the semi-final; Won against Michal Zatorsky (SVK) 12:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Mihail Alioshev (BUL) KO 1st round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Sydney Jackson Memorial Tournament (Tashkent, UZB) 1st place – 56KG Won against Dostonbek Abdurakhmanov (UZB) by points in the final; Won against Ruziboy Farmanov (UZB) 10:8 in the semi-final; Won against Saidbek Azimjanov (UZB) 16:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Rafikjon Sultanov (UZB) 15:14 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Uzbek Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG
2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) participant – 54KG Lost to Zafar Saparov (TKM) 5:4 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Uzbek Junior National Championships 1st place – 54KG
2009 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Yerevan, ARM) participant – 48KG Lost to Yosvany Silva (CUB) 10:8 in the first preliminary round
2009 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 48KG Lost to Ramal Yusifzade (AZE) 9:4 in the semi-final; Won against Soltan Pashazade (AZE) 10:6 in the quarter-final
2009 – Uzbek Junior National Championships 1st place – 48KG

56KG – NURSULTAN NISANBAYEV – UZBEKISTAN (UZB)
Date Of Birth : 27/01/1995
2012 – Shokhr Boltekuly Tournament (Aktau, KAZ) 9th place – 56KG Lost to Kanat Koptleuov (KAZ) 11:9 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Nasraddin Mammadov (AZE) 19:10 in the semi-final; Won against Nurettin Onat (TUR) 12:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Aleko Lursmanashvili (GEO) 16:8 in the second preliminary round; Won against Zaven Ayvazyan (ARM) 16:8 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 9th place – 56KG Lost to Magomed-Rashid Dzhabrailov (RUS) 14:4 in the second preliminary round; Won against Chris Nevin (IRL) 8:2 in the first preliminary round
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 11th place – 52KG Lost to Han Sang Myeong (KOR) 11:10 in the second preliminary round; Won against Katin Asenov (BUL) 15:9 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) participant – 52KG Lost to Andriy Chayka (UKR) 3:1 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Uzbek Junior National Championships 1st place – 52KG

56KG – LEONARDO ENRIQUE PADILLA – VENEZUELA (VEN)
Date Of Birth : 29/10/1995
2012 – Panamerican School Games (Guatemala City, GUA) 1st place – 57KG Won Rene De Leon (GUA) 16:7 in the final
2012 – Venezuelan Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG

60KG – AMIROUCHE AIT BEKA – ALGERIA (ALG)
Date Of Birth : 15/07/1994
Residence : Bejaia
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Elnur Abdurakhimov (UZB) 15:7 in the semi-final; Won against Ignas Kuodelis (LTU) 13:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Bogdan Vikazin (BLR) 10+:10 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Algerian Youth National Cup 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Khalil Litim (ALG) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Algerian Junior National Cup 1st place – 48KG Won against Arezki Missaoui (ALG) by points in the final
60KG – ARMEN DARCHINYAN – ARMENIA (ARM)
Date Of Birth : 30/04/1994
Club : Badalyan Sport Club
Coach : Bagram Avoyan
Number of bouts : 55
Began boxing : 2002
2012 – Armenian Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Vahe Sargsyan (ARM) by points in the final; Won against Henrik Hovhanesyan (ARM) by points in the semi-final
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 6th place – 60KG Lost to Kristian Stepanov (RUS) 15:4 in the quarter-final; Won against Artem Melkonyan (RUS) 6:5 in the first preliminary round
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 5th place – 48KG Lost to Bakhtovar Nazirov (RUS) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Denis Klochko (ISR) 3:1 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Armenian Junior National Championships 1st place – 48KG

60KG – ISAIAH FARR – AUSTRALIA (AUS)
Date Of Birth : 23/12/1995
Place Of Birth : South Brisbane
Height : 169cm
Club : Bethania Boxing Club
Coach : Mark Wilson
Region : Queensland
Began boxing : 2010
2012 – Oceanian Youth Championships (Papeete, TAH) 1st place – 60KG Won against Jordan Tuihaa (PYF) by points in the final; Won against Laynoa Noho (PYF) AB 3rd round in the semi-final
2012 – Australian Youth National Trials 1st place – 60KG Won against Shane Carroll (AUS) 14:8 in the final; Won against Pete Vandergulik (AUS) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final
2012 – Australian Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Aaron Crossan (AUS) 6+:6 in the final; Won against Shane Carroll (AUS) 16:12 in the semi-final
2012 – Queensland Youth National State Championships 1st place – 60KG
2011 – Australian Junior National Championships 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Ashley Bobbin (AUS) 5+:5 in the semi-final; Won against Joseph Arnaud (AUS) 5+:5 in the quarter-final

60KG – SERGEY KULCHYNISKII – BELARUS (BLR)
Date Of Birth : 09/05/1994
Residence : Brest
2012 – Belarusian National Championships 13th place – 64KG Lost to Maxim Visloukh (BLR) 19:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Belarusian Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 5th place – 60KG Lost to Sofiane Oumiha (FRA) 16:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Genadijs Jegorovs (LAT) 15:4 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Belarusian Junior National Championships 3rd place – 54KG Lost to Vitaliy Drozdov (BLR) 7:3 in the semi-final; Won against Pavel Kim (BLR) 19:0 in the quarter-final

60KG – DMITRIY RAZHKO – BELARUS (BLR)
Date Of Birth : 28/02/1995
Residence : Minsk
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 5th place – 57KG Lost to Ismail Askerov (RUS) 14:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Zdravko Popov (BUL) 12:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Belarussian Junior National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Aleksey Borisov (BLR) 3:0 in the final; Won against Vladislav Kasimov (BLR) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Vladislav Strizhov Junior Memorial Tournament (Nadym, RUS) 6th place – 57KG Lost to Daulet Mamonov (RUS) 3:2 in the quarter-final
2009 – European Schoolboys Championships (Anapa, RUS) 9th place – 52KG Lost to Bogdan Boldyrev (RUS) 9:1 in the first preliminary round

60KG – JOEDISON JESUS TEIXEIRA – BRAZIL (BRA)
Date Of Birth : 28/01/1994
Residence : Sao Paulo
2012 – Brazilian Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Matheus Correia (BRA) RSC 3rd round in the final; Won against Andre Silva (BRA) RSC 1st round in the semi-final
2012 – Panamerican Youth Championships (Portoviejo, ECU) 1st place – 60KG Won against Wilson Villacis (ECU) 16:14 in the final; Won against Huascar Ramirez (DOM) 19:15 in the semi-final
2012 – Brazilian National Championships 5th place – 60KG Lost to Robson Conceicao (BRA) 28:13 in the quarter-final; Won against Gilvan Lopes (BRA) AB 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2012 – South American Championships (Rancagua, CHI) 1st place – 60KG Won against Arley Leal (COL) 3:0 in the final; Won against Miguel Garcia (ECU) 2:1 in the semi-final, Won against Isaac Gutierrez (CHI) 2:1 in the quarter-final
2011 – Golden Belt Youth Tournament (Portoviejo, ECU) 1st place – 60KG Won against Christian Fajardo (ECU) 7:6 in the final; Won against Placido Ramirez (COL) RSCH 1st round in the semi-final
2011 – Brazilian National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Anderson Jackson Duraes (BRA) RSC 3rd round in the final; Won against Ariclebson Santos (BRA) 39:20 in the semi-final; Won against Vitor Oliveira (BRA) 35:30 in the quarter-final; Won against Israel Silva (BRA) 29:27 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Revolution Youth Cup (Sao Paulo, BRA) 1st place – 60KG Won against Rafael Viana (BRA) RSC 2nd round in the final
2011 – Independence Cup (Santiago de los Caballeros, DOM) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Wellington Arias (DOM) 4:1 in the semi-final; Won against Edwar Marriaga (COL) 14:11 in the semi-final
2010 – Brazilian Junior National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Max Santos (BRA) 14:5 in the final; Won against Mateus Lima (BRA) AB 2nd round in the semi-final
2009 – Brazilian Junior National Championships 2nd place – 54KG Lost to Anderson Sampaio (BRA) 7:6 in the final; Won against Romario Souza (BRA) 15:11 in the semi-final
2009 – Panamerican Junior Championships (quito, ECU) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Robeisy Ramirez (CUB) 26:11 in the semi-final

60KG – PETAR DRAGANOV – BULGARIA (BUL)
Date Of Birth : 13/10/1994
Height : 178cm
Club : Pobeda Chernomorets
Residence : Burgas
Number of bouts : 28
Began boxing : 2010
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
Athletes Biographies

2012 – Bulgarian Youth National Cup 1st place – 60KG Won against Hristo Serbezov (BUL)
RSC 2nd round in the final; Won against Andrey Kumbarov (BUL) RSC 3rd round in the semi-final; Won against Teoman Feyzula (BUL) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 7th place – 60KG Lost to Farid Ismailov (AZE) 21:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Abdullah Nevruz (TUR) RSC 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Alexandros Tsanikidis (GRE) RSC 2nd round in the final; Won against Zoltan Szirtes (HUN) 7:3 in the semi-final
2012 – Bulgarian U22 National Championships 10th place – 64KG Lost to Aleksandar Georgiev (BUL) 11:8 in the first preliminary round
2012 – 2nd Bulgarian National Team Championships 6th place – 64KG Lost to Nikola Nikolov (BUL) 14:3 in the quarter-final
2012 – Bulgarian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Stanimir Dikelov (BUL) WO in the final; Won against Teodor Nikolov (BUL) RSC 3rd round in the semi-final; Won against Anton Dimitrachkov (BUL) 31:8 in the quarter-final
2012 – Bulgarian Youth National Cup 1st place – 60KG Won against Hristo Serbezov (BUL) RSC 2nd round in the final; Won against Andrey Kumbarov (BUL) RSC 3rd round in the semi-final; Won against Teoman Feyzula (BUL) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 7th place – 60KG Lost to Farid Ismailov (AZE) 21:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Abdullah Nevruz (TUR) RSC 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Alexandros Tsanikidis (GRE) RSC 2nd round in the final; Won against Zoltan Szirtes (HUN) 7:3 in the semi-final
2012 – Bulgarian U22 National Championships 10th place – 64KG Lost to Aleksandar Georgiev (BUL) 11:8 in the first preliminary round
2012 – 2nd Bulgarian National Team Championships 6th place – 64KG Lost to Nikola Nikolov (BUL) 14:3 in the quarter-final
2012 – Bulgarian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Stanimir Dikelov (BUL) WO in the final; Won against Teodor Nikolov (BUL) RSC 3rd round in the semi-final; Won against Anton Dimitrachkov (BUL) 31:8 in the quarter-final
2011 – Bulgarian Youth National Championships 5th place – 60KG Lost to Denislav Suslekov (BUL) WO in the quarter-final

60KG – 🇨🇦MICHAEL ABBRUSCATO – CANADA (CAN)
Date Of Birth : 12/07/1994
Height : 171cm
Club : Fight Club Canada
Coach : Billy Irwin
Number of bouts : 28 (23-0-5)
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 5th place – 60KG Lost to Khuseyn Baysangurov (RUS) 15+:15 in the quarter-final
2012 – Toronto Super Show Showdown (Toronto, CAN) 1st place – 60KG Won against Kdee Warner (CAN) WO in the final
2012 – Canadian Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Rega Jihad (CAN) 22:13 in the final; Won against Jessy Brown (CAN) RSC 3rd round in the semi-final
2011 – Ontario Youth State Championships 1st place – 60KG

60KG – 🇨🇳WANG BO – CHINA (CHN)
Date Of Birth : 30/10/1994
2012 – Chinese Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Zhao Fei (CHN) by points in the final; Won against Lu Yi (CHN) by points in the semi-final; Won against Apudureyimu Maimaiti (CHN) by points in the quarter-final

60KG – 🇭🇷LUKA MAZAR – CROATIA (CRO)
Date Of Birth : 29/04/1995
Club : Osijek
2012 – Croatian Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Matija Segaric (CRO) RSC 2nd round in the final; Won against Josip Leko (CRO) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Croatian Junior National Championships 6th place – 57KG Lost to Mario Videlko (CRO) 4+:4 in the quarter-final
2008 – Croatian Schoolboys National Championships 2nd place – 44.5KG Lost to Toni Bednjane (CRO) 12+:12 in the final

60KG – 🇭🇷KRESIMIR MAJCEN – CROATIA (CRO)
Date Of Birth : 28/04/1995
Club : Gladijator
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
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2012 – Golden Glove of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 3rd place – 69KG
Lost to Denis Memetovic (SRB) 18:1 in the semi-final; Won against Cristian Adrian Lacatus (ROM) 7:4 in the quarter-final

60KG – 🇨🇺 LUIS OLIVA GENER – CUBA (CUB)
Date Of Birth : 05/04/1994
Height : 169cm
Residence : Matanzas
Began boxing : 2009
2012 – Cuban Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG
2009 – Cuban Junior National Games 3rd place – 48KG Lost to Raidel Pedroso (CUB) by points in the semi-final

60KG – 🇨🇩 CHRISTIAN MZAU MPAKA – DR OF CONGO (DRC)
Date Of Birth : 02/05/1995
2012 – DR of Congolese Youth National Selection Tournament 1st place – 60KG

60KG – 🇪🇨 LUDY BRAYAN TENORIO – ECUADOR (ECU)
Date Of Birth : 04/03/1995
Residence : Orellana
2012 – Ecuadorian Youth National Games 1st place – 60KG Won against Leonel Wilson Villacis (ECU) by points in the final; Won against Jefferson Juet (ECU) by points in the semi-final
2012 – Panamerican Youth Championships (Portoviejo, ECU) 2nd place – 56KG Lost to Sparkinson Almonte (DOM) 13:9 in the final
2011 – Golden Belt Junior Tournament (Portoviejo, ECU) 1st place – 54KG Won against Lazaro Caceres (COL) 6:0 in the final; Won against Luis Torres (PUR) 8:2 in the semi-final
2011 – Panamerican Junior Championships (Tena, ECU) 1st place – 54KG Won against Luis Torres (PUR) 14:7 in the final; Won against Valdeir de Campos (BRA) 15:4 in the semi-final
2010 – Golden Belt Junior Tournament (Portoviejo, ECU) 1st place – 52KG Won against Jairo Arboleda (ECU) by points in the final; Won against Freddy Ortiz (PUR) 24:14 in the semi-final

60KG – 🇬🇧 TED CHEESEMAN – ENGLAND (ENG)
Date Of Birth : 20/08/1995
Club : Fisher Downside ABC
Residence : London
2012 – British Youth National Championships 1995 Born Boxers (Liverpool, ENG) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Sam Ball (SCO) 33:29 in the final; Won against Romeo Romaeo (WAL) WO in the semi-final
2012 – English Youth National Championships 1995 Born Boxers (Batley, ENG) 1st place – 60KG Won against Tion Gibbs (ENG) 29:6 in the final
2011 – English Junior National Championships 1995 Born Boxers (Rochester, ENG) 1st place – 54KG Won against Eric Sutton (ENG) by points in the final

60KG – 🇫🇮 HENRIK ENROTH – FINLAND (FIN)
Date Of Birth : 07/04/1994
2012 – Tammer Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 7th place – 60KG Lost to Spatay Yegembayev (KAZ) 13:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Nagash Arjun Kharare (IND) 13:8 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Ruska Tournament (Rovaniemi, FIN) 1st place – 60KG Won against Mikael Perhomaa (FIN) 20:8 in the final; Won against Richard Needham (WAL) 23:19 in the semi-final
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2012 – Pyynikki Youth Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 1st place – 60KG Won against Ruslan Viktorov (FIN) 5:0 in the final; Won against Niila Mommo (FIN) 5:0 in the semi-final
2012 – Nordic Youth Championships (Stockholm, SWE) 1st place – 60KG Won against Bager Mohammadi (SWE) 15:12 in the final
2012 – Gee Bee Tournament (Helsinki, FIN) 7th place – 60KG Lost to Ildar Vaganov (RUS) 13:6 in the quarter-final
2012 – Finnish National Championships 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Rashid Vaganov (RUS) 13:6 in the semi-final; Won against Mikael Perhomaa (FIN) 14:11 in the quarter-final; Won against Jesse Jouhi (FIN) 13:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Riga Open Tournament (Riga, LAT) 5th place – 60KG Lost to Nazir Balayev (RUS) by points in the quarter-final; Won against Aivis Kavals (LAT) by points in the first preliminary round
2011 – Tammer Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 5th place – 60KG Lost to Joseph Cordina (WAL) 15:7 in the quarter-final
2011 – FIN-SWE Dual Match – 60KG Lost to Tobias Persson (SWE) 13:6
2011 – Finnish Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Ruslan Viktorov (FIN) 18:7 in the final; Won against Jani Syrjäelae (FIN) 29:9 in the semi-final
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) participant – 60KG Lost to Gor Yeritsyan (ARM) 10:2 in the second preliminary round; Won against Vjaceslav Skreivers (LAT) 10:4 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Pyynikki Youth Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 1st place – 60KG Won against Ruslan Viktorov (FIN) 3:2 in the final; Won against Jani Syrjäelae (FIN) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Jakob Oldelius (SWE) 3:2 in the quarter-final
2011 – Nordic Youth Championships (Lahti, FIN) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Omar Abdul Majid (SWE) 8:7 in the final; Won against Finn Olav Ulvund (NOR) 7:4 in the semi-final
2011 – Finnish National Championships 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Petteri Froejdrom (FIN) 4:1 in the semi-final; Won against Tony Nyholm (FIN) 4:1 in the quarter-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) participant – 57KG Lost to James Damian Chereji (ROM) 2:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Pyynikki Junior Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 2nd place – 57KG Lost to Joakim Heiskari (FIN) 4:1 in the final
2010 – Finnish National Championships (Lahti, FIN) 2nd place – 57KG Lost to Omar Abdul Majid (SWE) 4:1 in the final; Won against Joakim Heiskari (FIN) 4:1 in the semi-final
2009 – Pyynikki Junior Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 2nd place – 54KG Lost to Charles Flynn (SCO) 5:0 in the final; Won against Janis Plasins (LAT) 5:0 in the semi-final
60KG – **SAHAN AYBAY** – GERMANY (GER)

**Date Of Birth :** 24/05/1995

**Club :** ABC Rheinkamp

**Number of bouts :** 40 (25-4-11)

- **2012** – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) participant – 60KG
  - Lost to Mark McKeown (SCO) 13:10 in the first preliminary round
- **2012** – German Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG
  - Won against Rudi Osso (GER) 27:13 in the final;
  - Won against Erem Aggul (GER) 14:10 in the semi-final;
  - Won against Cihan Ince (GER) 14:12 in the quarter-final
- **2010** – German Junior National Championships 3rd place – 52KG
  - Lost to Patrick Hill (GER) 9:5 in the semi-final;
  - Won against Markus Barthel (GER) 7:4 in the quarter-final

---

60KG – **ALEXANDROS TSANIKIDIS** – GREECE (GRE)

**Date Of Birth :** 28/07/1994

**Height :** 169cm

**Club :** Athletic Club Alexandros Acharnon

**Number of bouts :** 74

- **Began boxing :** 2006
- **2012** – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 3rd place – 60KG
  - Lost to Yasin Yilmaz (TUR) 12:11 in the semi-final;
  - Won against Nikolay Shvab (KAZ) 15:10 in the quarter-final;
  - Won against Fehmi Menevse (TUR) 17:6 in the first preliminary round
- **2012** – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 1st place – 60KG
  - Lost to Petar Draganov (BUL) RSC 2nd round in the final;
  - Won against Danil Shamsutdinov (RUS) 6:1 in the semi-final;
  - Won against Sam Ball (SCO) 13:4 in the quarter-final
- **2012** – AIBA European Olympic Qualification Tournament (Trabzon, TUR) participant – 60KG
  - Lost to Vladimir Saruhanyan (ARM) 16:12 in the second preliminary round;
  - Won against Gregor Debeljak (SLO) 16:14 in the first preliminary round
- **2012** – Feliks Stamm Tournament (Warsaw, POL) 3rd place – 60KG
  - Lost to Bunyamin Aydin (TUR) 14:10 in the semi-final;
  - Won against Luben Todorov (BUL) 15:10 in the quarter-final
- **2012** – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 6th place – 60KG
  - Lost to Pavel Borisov (RUS) 6:5 in the quarter-final;
  - Won against Artem Kisel (BLR) 16:4 in the first preliminary round
- **2012** – Strandja Memorial Tournament (Pazardjik, BUL) 3rd place – 60KG
  - Lost to Luben Todorov (BUL) 13:9 in the semi-final;
  - Won against Vladimir Saruhanyan (ARM) 14:12 in the quarter-final
- **2011** – European Students Championships (Moscow, RUS) participant – 60KG
  - Lost to Petru Apostol (MDA) 11:10 in the first preliminary round
- **2011** – Greek Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG
- **2011** – Zlatko Hrbić Memorial Tournament (Zagreb, CRO) 2nd place – 60KG
  - Lost to Tomas Vano (SVK) 1:0 in the final;
  - Won against Maksim Dadashev (RUS) 3+:3 in the semi-final;
  - Won against Mahmoud Eshaish (JOR) 4:0 in the quarter-final
2011 – Bocskai Memorial Tournament (Debrecen, HUN) participant – 60KG Lost to Janos Torok (HUN) 7:4 in the first preliminary round
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) participant – 57KG Lost to Kazimierz Legowski (POL) 3:1 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Greek Junior National Championships 1st place – 57KG
2009 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Yerevan, ARM) participant – 48KG Lost to Bagdat Uaidayev (KAZ) KO 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2008 – European Schoolboys Championships (Novi Sad, SRB) participant – 48KG Lost to Istvan Viszneki (HUN) 9:4 in the first preliminary round

60KG – CRISTIAN ANTONIO LOPEZ – GUATEMALA (GUA)
Date Of Birth : 19/03/1994
2012 – Central American Championships (San Jose, CRC) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Eduardo Sanchez (CRC) 13:10 in the semi-final

60KG – NAGASH ARJUN KHARARE – INDIA (IND)
Date Of Birth : 02/05/1994
Region : Maharashtra
2012 – Tammer Tournament (Tampere, FIN) participant – 60KG Lost to Henrik Enroth (FIN) 13:8 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Indian Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Sunil (IND) 11:9 in the final; Won against Sukraj Rai (IND) 15:8 in the semi-final; Won against M. Priya Kumar (IND) 14:6 in the quarter-final
2011 – Indian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Mohamed Hussain Uddin (IND) 8:6 in the semi-final; Won against Ashish Gautam (IND) 10:4 in the quarter-final
2010 – Indian Junior National Championships 5th place – 54KG Lost to Mukesh Kumar (IND) 2:2 in the quarter-final
2009 – Indian Sub-Junior National Championships 5th place – 48KG Lost to Mohamed Hussain Uddin (IND) 6:5 in the first preliminary round

60KG – WELDY MABILAKA – INDONESIA (INA)
Date Of Birth : 29/01/1995
Residence : Timur
2012 – Indonesian Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Tommy Laksamana Putra (INA) by points in the final; Won against Guntur Setia (INA) by points in the semi-final

60KG – TOMMY LAKSAMANA PUTRA – INDONESIA (INA)
Date Of Birth : 01/03/1995
Residence : Sumatera
2012 – Indonesian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Weldy Mabilaka (INA) by points in the final; Won against Junaidin (INA) by points in the semi-final

60KG – PARVIZ KARAM ZEHI – IRAN (IRN)
Date Of Birth : 18/05/1995
2012 – Iranian Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG

60KG – AMEER KHADIM GHANIM – IRAQ (IRQ)
Date Of Birth : 02/03/1994
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) participant – 60KG Lost to Nikolay Shvab (KAZ) 21:14 in the first preliminary round
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60KG – HUGH NEVIN – IRELAND (IRL)
Date Of Birth : 22/04/1995
Club : Cavan
2012 – IRL-SCO Youth Dual Match – 60KG Lost to Sam Ball (SCO) 18:17
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Khuseyn Baysangurov (RUS) 17:9 in the semi-final; Won against Ignas Kuodelis (LTU) 12:11 in the quarter-final; Won against Dmitrij Ivanov (EST) 16:5 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Irish Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Dylan Carr (IRL) 9:7 in the final; Won against Craig Ronan (IRL) RSCI 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Stephen Webb (IRL) 12:3 in the quarter-final; Won against Eryk Batuik (IRL) RSC 1st round in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) participant – 52KG Lost to Nicolae Zgircea (MDA) 11:10 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) participant – 52KG Lost to Jeyhun Ibrahimli (AZE) 3:1 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Irish Junior National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Sean Higgison (IRL) 4+:4 in the final; Won against Paddy Nolan (IRL) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final

60KG – DENIS KLOCHKO – ISRAEL (ISR)
Date Of Birth : 09/05/1995
Coach : Vitaliy Kaganov
Club : Apoel Bat Yam
2012 – Israeli Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Giris Avvad (ISR) RSC 2nd round in the final
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) participant – 54KG Lost to Dawid Lawicki (POL) 13:10 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Israeli Junior National Championships 1st place – 54KG Won against Mohamad Nagam (ISR) by points in the final; Won against Michael Abshalom (ISR) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Uman Liberation Junior Tournament (Uman, UKR) 6th place – 57KG Won against Serhiy Semenyuk (UKR) 7:3 in the first preliminary round
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) participant – 48KG Lost to Armen Darchinyan (ARM) 3:1 in the first preliminary round
2009 – European Schoolboys Championships (Anapa, RUS) 6th place – 46KG Lost to Galik Boyan (ARM) 6:2 in the quarter-final

60KG – KENJI FUJITA – JAPAN (JPN)
Date Of Birth : 19/01/1994
2012 – Japanese National Athletic Meeting 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Daisuke Narimatsu (JPN) 16:8 in the final; Won against Kotaro Teraoka (JPN) 12:6 in the semi-final
2012 – Taipei City Cup International Tournament (Taipei, TPE) 1st place – 60KG Won against Supriadi (INA) 16:6 in the final; Won against Dashdorj Anand (MGL) 15:5 in the semi-final; Won against Darwin Tindahan (PHI) 17:7 in the quarter-final
2011 – Japanese National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Daisuke Narimatsu (JPN) 23:16 in the final; Won against Kenki Toda (JPN) 19:10 in the semi-final
2011 – Japanese Interscholastic Athletic Meeting 1st place – 60KG Won against Shuya Masaki (JPN) by points in the final
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2011 – Japanese National Trials 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Shota Nakayama (JPN) 10:9 in the final; Won against Daiki Asai (JPN) RSC 3rd round in the semi-final
2011 – President’s Cup (Jakarta, INA) participant – 60KG Lost to Charlie Suarez (PHI) 14:6 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Japanese National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Shota Nakayama (JPN) 4:3 in the final
2010 – Japanese Interscholastic Athletic Meeting 1st place – 60KG Won against Hiroki Inoue (JPN) by points in the final
2010 – Japanese High School Selection Tournament 1st place – 54KG Won against Fuya Nara (JPN) RSC 3rd round in the final
2009 – Japanese Interscholastic Athletic Meeting 1st place – 54KG Won against Sho Nakazawa (JPN) by points in the final

60KG – AHMAD HUSSEIN SULEIMAN ELAYDI – JORDAN (JOR)
Date Of Birth : 28/04/1995
2012 – Jordanian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 60KG

60KG – TIMUR PIRNAZAROV – KAZAKHSTAN (KAZ)
Date Of Birth : 17/03/1994
Residence : Karaganda Region
2012 – Zhetysu Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Sultanbek Esenov (KAZ) WO in the final; Won against Akhmadiyar Issak (KAZ) 14:8 in the semi-final; Won against D. Kemelbekov (KAZ) 18:15 in the quarter-final; Won against Yerbolat Yermekov (KAZ) 15:7 in the second preliminary round; Won against A. Nukanov (KAZ) 16:9 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 1st place – 60KG Won against Elnur Abdurakhimov (UZB) 18:8 in the final; Won against Aliyor Noraliyev (UZB) 14:10 in the semi-final; Won against Abubakar Aydamirov (RUS) 20:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Eduard Vaga (BLR) AB 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Kazakh Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Ablay Alikhanov (KAZ) by points in the final; Won against Amir Saltayev (KAZ) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Kazakh Junior National Championships 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Akylbek Zholamanov (KAZ) by points in the final; Won against Nikolay Shvab (KAZ) by points in the semi-final; Won against A. Shagirov (KAZ) 3:2 in the quarter-final

60KG – AKHMADIYAR ISSAK – KAZAKHSTAN (KAZ)
Date Of Birth : 13/02/1994
Club : Yuko
2012 – Zhetysu Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Timur Pirnazarov (KAZ) 14:8 in the semi-final; Won against Ashkhat Nametkerim (KAZ) 13:11 in the quarter-final; Won against Samat Zhusupov (KGZ) 16:10 in the second preliminary round; Won against A. Sarsebek (KAZ) 18:10 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 60KG Lost to Elvin Ahmadli (AZE) 8:6 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 7th place – 60KG Lost to Yoangel Moya (CUB) 13+:13 in the quarter-final; Won against Daur Gabriya (GEO) RSC 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Kazakh Youth National Championships 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Ablay Alikhanov (KAZ) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Kristian Stepanov (RUS) 11:7 in the semi-final; Won against Edgaras Skurdelis (LTU) 13:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Omar Abdul Majid (SWE) 15:8 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 7th place – 56KG Lost to George Bates (IRL) 7:5 in the quarter-final
2010 – Eurasian Junior Games (Kazan, RUS) 1st place – 57KG Won against Naim Azizov (TJK) 7:2 in the final; Won against Eral Ysyralbekov (KGZ) 10:1 in the semi-final
2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) participant – 57KG Lost to Elnur Abdurakhimov (UZB) 5:3 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 2nd place – 57KG Lost to Kristian Stepanov (RUS) by points in the final; Won against Savas Duman (TUR) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Kazakh Junior National Championships 1st place – 57KG

60KG – JULIAN N. ONYIMBO – KENYA (KEN)
Date Of Birth : 18/02/1995
2012 – Kenyan Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG

60KG – HONG IN PYO – KOREAN REPUBLIC (KOR)
Date Of Birth : 23/08/1995
Height : 167cm
Club : Taewon High School
2012 – Korean National Sports Festival 1st place – 60KG
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 2nd place – 57KG Lost to Aliyor Noraliyev (UZB) 9:7 in the final; Won against Arsen Ablayev (UKR) 13:12 in the semi-final; Won against Arashi Morisaka (JPN) 17:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Iman Ahmadli (AZE) 13:8 in the first preliminary round

60KG – ESEN RAKHMATOV – KYRGYZSTAN (KGZ)
Date Of Birth : 14/04/1994
Coach : Vadim Roslov
Residence : Bishkek
2012 – Kyrgyz Youth National Spartakyad 1st place – 60KG Won against Ilyas Mukanbetov (KGZ) by points in the final; Won against Kushnazar Zhumaliyev (KGZ) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Kyrgyz Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Erzhan Turgunbekov (KGZ) 3:2 in the final; Won against Adilet Batyraliyev (KGZ) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Telman Fazliyev (KGZ) 4:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Aleksandr Podrygin (KGZ) RSC 3rd round in the second preliminary round; Won against Iskender Aitmamatov (KGZ) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Kyrgyz National Spartakyad 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Nursultan Pazylov (KGZ) by points in the semi-final

60KG – SERGEJS MARCENKO – LATVIA (LAT)
Date Of Birth : 1995
Height : 170cm
Club : Daugava Riga
Residence : Riga
Number of bouts : 36 (29-0-7)
Education : Riga School 40
2012 – Latvian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Arturs Smajs (LAT) by points in the final
2012 – Latvian National Olympiad 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Artjoms Ramlavs (LAT) 5:0 in the final; Won against Janis Tkacuks (LAT) 11:7 in the semi-final
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) participant – 63KG Lost to Krisztian Sinko (HUN) 11:4 in the first preliminary round
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2010 – Riga Open Junior Tournament (Riga, LAT) 1st place – 60KG Won against Gatis Zeile (LAT) by points in the final; Won against Ilja Guks (LAT) by points in the semi-final

60KG – IGNAS KUODELIS – LITHUANIA (LTU)
Date Of Birth : 28/08/1994
Number of bouts : 40
2012 – Lithuanian National Championships 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Edgaras Skurdelis (LTU) AB 3rd round in the semi-final
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 7th place – 60KG Lost to Hugh Nevin (IRL) 12:11 in the quarter-final
2012 – POL-LTU Youth Dual Match – 60KG Won against Krystian Kulak (POL) 3:0
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 7th place – 60KG Lost to Amirouche Ait Beka (ALG) 13:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Timur Halilov (TKM) 8:5 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Lithuanian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Justinas Cekauskas (LTU) 8:7 in the final; Won against Tomas Stankevicius (LTU) 10:9 in the semi-final; Won against N. Zobolotnyj (LTU) 18:2 in the quarter-final
2011 – Lithuanian Youth National Championships 7th place – 56KG Lost to Justinas Cekauskas (LTU) 4:3 in the quarter-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) participant – 54KG Lost to Konrad Dabrowski (POL) 1:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Ricardas Tamulis Junior Tournament (Kaunas, LTU) 2nd place – 54KG Lost to Kestutis Pukas (LTU) 3:0 in the final; Won against Rolandas Baltrimavicius (LTU) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Gordans Fedotovs (LAT) 2:1 in the quarter-final
2010 – Lithuanian Junior National Championships 1st place – 54KG Won against Tomas Sinkevicius (LTU) 4:2 in the final; Won against Vaznys Ignas (LTU) 4:0 in the semi-final; Won against Aidas Makarovas (LTU) WO in the quarter-final
2009 – Ricardas Tamulis Junior Tournament (Kaunas, LTU) 6th place – 54KG Lost to Evaldas Necelis (LTU) 4:1 in the quarter-final
2009 – Lithuanian Junior National Championships 3rd place – 48KG Lost to Deividas Girulis (LTU) by points in the semi-final; Won against Aleksandr Briuchoveckij (LTU) by points in the quarter-final

60KG – JEAN-LUC DAVID ROSALBA – MAURITIUS (MRI)
Date Of Birth : 18/11/1995
2012 – Mauritian Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Ashley Agathe (MRI) RSC 1st round in the final; Won against Jason Patrick (MRI) by points in the semi-final
2012 – Mauritian National Championships 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Jean John Colin (MRI) 8:0 in the semi-final

60KG – RAUL CURIEL GARCIA – MEXICO (MEX)
Date Of Birth : 06/12/1995
Height : 175cm
Club : Idea Borreguera
Region : Tamaulipas
Number of bouts : 75 (71-0-4)
Began boxing : 2005
2012 – Mexican National Olympiad 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Diego De La Hoya (MEX) by points in the semi-final; Won against Lorenzo Lara (MEX) by points in the quarter-final
2011 – Panamerican School Games (Havana, CUB) 1st place – 54KG
2011 – Mexican Junior National Olympiad 2nd place – 54KG Lost to Leonardo Baez (MEX) 10:9 in the final; Won against Alexis Hilario (MEX) 17:11 in the semi-final; Won against Gustavo Lopez Perez (MEX) by points in the quarter-final
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60KG – ALEXANDRU SOCOLOV – MOLDOVA (MDA)
Date Of Birth : 11/08/1995
Coach : Petru Caduc
Club : Grimancautsi
2012 – Moldovan Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Andrei Bovbalan (MDA) by points in the final; Won against Vladimir Gradinar (MDA) by points in the semi-final
2012 – Moldovan Prime Ministry Tournament (Briceni, MDA) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Vadim Ivanciuc (MDA) by points in the final
2012 – Petr Mitsik Youth Tournament B Group (Ivano-Frankovsk, UKR) 1st place – 60KG Won against Ridvan Nemattulayev (UKR) 5:0 in the final; Won against Anatoliy Opanasyuk (UKR) 5:0 in the semi-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) participant – 50KG Lost to Ramal Yusifzade (AZE) AB 2nd round in the first preliminary round

60KG – AMARSANAA BADAR-UUGAN – MONGOLIA (MGL)
Date Of Birth : 22/01/1995
Coach : S. Battulga
Club : Khangard
Began boxing : 2009
2012 – Mongolian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 60KG Lost to N. Erdenebayar (MGL) by points in the semi-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 5th place – 60KG Lost to Shamil Malsagov (RUS) 14:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Yosif Panov (BUL) 12:4 in the second preliminary round; Won against Mehmet Ates (TUR) RSCI 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) participant – 60KG Lost to Adilet Alibek (KAZ) 2:1 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Mongolian Junior National Championships 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Kh. Bilembek (MGL) 4:1 in the semi-final; Won against A. Baterdene (MGL) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final
2011 – Mongolian National Championships 7th place – 60KG Lost to Enkhjargal Ireedui (MGL) 5:0 in the quarter-final; Won against G. Galbadrakh (MGL) 7:1 in the second preliminary round; Won against G. Enkhsaikhan (MGL) 2:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Mongolian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 54KG
2010 – Mongolian Junior National Championships 1st place – 54KG

60KG – EUMIR FELIX MARCIAL – PHILIPPINES (PHI)
Date Of Birth : 29/10/1995
Place Of Birth : Lunzuran, Zamboanga City
Height : 173cm
Club : PSC ABAP Boxing Gym Manila
Residence : Zamboanga City
Began boxing : 2008
2012 – Sydney Jackson Memorial Tournament (Tashkent, UZB) 6th place – 60KG Lost to Bobur Aytbayev (UZB) 6:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Shakhboz Mukhammerov (UZB) 14:13 in the first preliminary round
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 1st place – 52KG Won against Cengiz Onat (TUR) 9:7 in the final; Won against Eduard Vaha (BLR) RSC 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Nasraddin Mammadov (AZE) 14:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Henrik Hovhanesyan (ARM) 11:9 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Filipino Junior National Championships 1st place – 52KG
2010 – Filipino Junior National Championships 1st place – 50KG
60KG – DANIEL ADAMIEC – POLAND (POL)
Date Of Birth : 05/04/1995
Height : 180cm
Club : Kielce
Coach : Grzegorz Nowaczek
Number of bouts : 110 (100-0-10)
Began boxing : 2005
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 10th place – 60KG Lost to Sofiane Oumiha (FRA) 16:4 in the first preliminary round
2012 – POL-LTU Youth Dual Match – 60KG Won against Dmitrijus Bogdanavicius (LTU) 3:0
2012 – Polish Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Krystian Kulak (POL) 10+:10 in the final; Won against Patryk Milewicz (POL) by points in the semi-final; Won against Pawel Zarnoch (POL) 19:10 in the quarter-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 7th place – 46KG Lost to Guseyn Narimanli (AZE) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final; Won against Hrysostomos Hadjidimitriou (CYP) 2:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Polish Junior National Championships 5th place – 46KG Lost to Krystian Machela (POL) 3:1 in the quarter-final

60KG – KHUSEYN BAYSANGUROV – RUSSIA (RUS)
Date Of Birth : 06/11/1994
Residence : Moscow
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 1st place – 60KG Won against Sofiane Oumiha (FRA) 14:9 in the final; Won against Hugh Nevin (IRL) 17:9 in the semi-final; Won against Michael Abbruscato (CAN) 15+:15 in the quarter-final
2012 – Russian Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Kristian Stepanov (RUS) 6:3 in the final; Won against Yagub Nuriyev (RUS) 14:9 in the semi-final; Won against Tigran Uzliyan (RUS) 16:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Valeriy Grigoryan (RUS) 19:4 in the first preliminary round
2012 – RUS-CUB Youth Dual Match – 60KG Won against Yoangel Moya (CUB) by points
2011 – Nikiforov & Denisov U17 National Cup (Chelyabinsk, RUS) 1st place – 60KG Won against Tigran Uzliyan (RUS) 19:10 in the final; Won against Artem Melkonyan (RUS) 12:9 in the semi-final; Won against Ilyas Isayev (RUS) 11:4 in the quarter-final; Won against Bogdan Boldyrev (RUS) RSC 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Russian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Kristian Stepanov (RUS) 10:3 in the final; Won against Maksim Shmyglev (RUS) 3:2 in the semi-final; Won against Dmitriy Yun (RUS) WO in the quarter-final; Won against Tigran Uzliyan (RUS) 11:5 in the second preliminary round; Won against Ilez Gireyev (RUS) 9:2 in the first preliminary round
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 1st place – 57KG Won against Ilya Polovynka (UKR) 4+:4 in the final; Won against Konrad Gor Yeritsyan (ARM) 4:0 in the semi-final; Won against Stanislav Makhlin (ISR) AB 2nd round in the quarter-final; Won against Stephen Myers (IRL) 4:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Russian Junior National Championships 2nd place – 57KG Lost to Tigran Uzliyan (RUS) 6:5 in the final; Won against Pavel Borisov (RUS) 5:2 in the semi-final; Won against Valeriy Bolgov (RUS) 6:1 in the quarter-final
2009 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Yerevan, ARM) 3rd place – 48KG Lost to Theo Krechlok (GER) 8:7 in the semi-final; Won against Yosvany Silva (CUB) 7+:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Azat Khachatryan (ARM) 5:3 in the second preliminary round; Won against Rejen Reza (SWE) 3:2 in the first preliminary round
2008 – European Schoolboys Championships (Novi Sad, SRB) 1st place – 44.5KG Won against Mikhaylo Kharchikov (UKR) 23:14 in the final; Won against Saidi Rayi (AZE) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Zaven Ayvazyan (ARM) 12:5 in the quarter-final
60KG – DANIL SHAMSUTDINOV – RUSSIA (RUS)
Date Of Birth : 30/11/1995
Residence : Magnitogorsk
2012 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Alexandros Tsanikidis (GRE) 6:1 in the semi-final; Won against Marko Pavlovic (SRB) 10:1 in the quarter-final
2012 – Russian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Kristian Stepanov (RUS) WO in the semi-final; Won against Yurii Dorokhin (RUS) 11:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Ararat Parsamyan (RUS) 11:9 in the second preliminary round; Won against Bogdan Boldyrev (RUS) 14:9 in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 1st place – 52KG Won against Pawel Polski (POL) 17:7 in the final; Won against Nasraddin Mammadov (AZE) 11:6 in the semi-final; Won against Cengiz Onat (TUR) 10:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Callum French (ENG) 11:10 in the second preliminary round; Won against Andriy Tkachenko (UKR) 8:1 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Russian Junior National Championships 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Shamil Chechenov (RUS) 4:1 in the final; Won against Aleksey Lomonosov (RUS) 6:3 in the semi-final; Won against Arkadiy Plemenichenko (RUS) 6:0 in the semi-final
2011 – Uman Liberation Junior Tournament (Uman, UKR) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Shamil Chechenov (RUS) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Rustem Mustafayev (UKR) 5:3 in the quarter-final; Won against Andriy Tkachenko (UKR) 8:1 in the first preliminary round
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 3rd place – 46KG Lost to Henrik Mokoyan (ARM) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Roland Galos (HUN) 4:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Georgian Tudor (ROM) 1:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Russian Junior National Championships 1st place – 46KG Won against Yagub Nuriyev (RUS) 6:1 in the final; Won against Yusup Gazayev (RUS) 8:2 in the semi-final; Won against Gabil Mamedov (RUS) 2:0 in the quarter-final
2009 – European Schoolboys Championships (Anapa, RUS) 2nd place – 40KG Lost to Viktor Petrov (UKR) 5:4 in the final; Won against Rakhid Gabibzade (AZE) 7:3 in the semi-final; Won against Alexandru Arcus (MDA) 13:0 in the quarter-final
2009 – Russian Schoolboys National Championships 1st place – 40KG Won against Ruslan Zhdanovskikh (RUS) by points in the final; Won against Gadzhimurad Omarov (RUS) by points in the semi-final

60KG – MARK McKEOWN – SCOTLAND (SCO)
Date Of Birth : 14/03/1994
Club : Barn
2012 – IRL-SCO Youth Dual Match – 60KG Won against Rory Lavery (IRL) 19:12
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 6th place – 60KG Lost to Sofiane Oumiha (FRA) 17:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Sahan Aybay (GER) 13:10 in the first preliminary round
2012 – British Youth National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Liverpool, ENG) 1st place – 60KG Won against Razak Najib (ENG) 25:17 in the final
2012 – Scottish Youth National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Edinburgh, SCO) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Jordan Pirie (SCO) WO in the final; Won against Robbie McKechnie (SCO) 16:12 in the semi-final
2011 – Commonwealth Youth Games (Douglas, IOM) 5th place – 56KG Lost to Qais Ashfaq (ENG) 16:9 in the quarter-final
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Radzhab Butayev (RUS) 13:10 in the semi-final; Won against Sylwestar Kozlowski (POL) 15:14 in the quarter-final; Won against Kolya Grigoryan (ARM) 15:11 in the second preliminary round; Won against Aleko Chadashevili (GEO) 20:11 in the first preliminary round
2011 – ENG-SCO Youth Dual Match – 56KG Lost to Qais Ashfaq (ENG) 18:11
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60KG – 🇸🇰 MICHAL ZATORSKY – SLOVAKIA (SVK)
Date Of Birth : 03/05/1994
Place Of Birth : Kosice
Coach : Tibor Hlavacka; Pavol Hlavacka
Club : BC Nitra
Began boxing : 2007
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 7th place – 56KG Lost to Jakhongir Davydev (UZB) 12:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Nurettin Onat (TUR) 14:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Slovakian Grand Prix (Nitra, SVK) 2nd place – 56KG Lost to Dennis Ceylan (DEN) 19:10 in the final; Won against Roman Tatarka (SVK) 12:6 in the semi-final
2012 – Slovakian Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Mario Csonka (SVK) 27:9 in the final
2012 – AIBA European Olympic Qualification Tournament (Trabzon, TUR) participant – 56KG Lost to Denis Makarov (GER) 14:9 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 1st place – 56KG Won against Omar Abdul Majid (SWE) 11:9 in the final; Won against Omar El-Hag (GER) 15:6 in the semi-final; Won against Malik Farhany (FRA) 10:3 in the quarter-final; Won against Marek Pietruczuk (POL) 16:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Bocskai Memorial Tournament (Debrecen, HUN) 2nd place – 56KG Lost to Vislan Dalkhayeiv (RUS) 14:9 in the final; Won against Zhang Jiawei (CHN) 11:10 in the semi-final; Won against Erik Deak (HUN) 13:4 in the quarter-final
2011 – Slovakian National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Filip Barak (SVK) 21:12 in the final; Won against Ladislav Matus (SVK) AB 3rd round in the semi-final
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) participant – 56KG Lost to Ionut Baluta (ROM) DQ 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Slovakian Youth Grand Prix (Komarno, SVK) 1st place – 56KG Won against Laszlo Babos (HUN) 17:8 in the final; Won against Rafael Duchon (CZE) 15:5 in the semi-final
2011 – Slovakian Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Mario Csonka (SVK) 5:1 in the final
2011 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 2nd place – 56KG Lost to Eimantas Staniunas (LTU) 4:0 in the final; Won against Theo Krechlok (GER) 3:1 in the semi-final; Won against Ruslan Aliyev (BLR) 2:0 in the quarter-final
2010 – SVK-CZE Dual Match – 52KG Won against Pavel Mozga (CZE) 17:0

2011 – IRL-SCO Youth Dual Match – 56KG Won against Chris Nevin (IRL) 19:5
2011 – British Youth National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Motherwell, SCO) 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Thomas Ward (ENG) 9:5 in the semi-final
2011 – Celtic Youth Challenge Cup (Douglas, IOM) 1st place – 56KG Won against Sam Baker (WAL) 38:13 in the final
2011 – Mostar Youth Tournament (Mostar, BIH) 2nd place – 57KG Lost to Dylan Carlier (FRA) 7:4 in the final; Won against Pavel Crcnic (CRO) RSC 1st round in the semi-final
2011 – Scottish Youth National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Coatbridge, SCO) 1st place – 56KG Won against Robbie McKechnie (SCO) 12:9 in the final; Won against James Bruce (SCO) RSC 3rd round in the semi-final
2011 – SCO-IRL Dual Match – 57KG Won against Stephen Mulholland (IRL) RSC 2nd round
2011 – SCO-WAL Dual Match – 52KG Won against Ben Crocker (WAL) 10:1
2010 – SCO-ENG Junior Dual Match – 57KG Won against Alfie Price (ENG) 12:3
2010 – British Junior National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Sheffield, ENG) 1st place – 57KG Won against Sam Bezzina (ENG) 34:23 in the final; Won against Macaulay McGowan (ENG) by points in the semi-final
2009 – British Junior National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Edinburgh, SCO) 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Alfie Price (ENG) 7:2 in the final; Won against Owen Williams (WAL) 8:1 in the semi-final
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60KG – JAFAR SOBEH – SYRIA (SYR)
Date Of Birth : 24/03/1995
Began boxing : 2009
Number of bouts : 22
2011 – Syrian Junior National Championships 3rd place – 57KG Lost to Mohamed Oubed (SYR) by points in the semi-final

60KG – MUMINJON MUKHTOROV – TAJIKISTAN (TJK)
Date Of Birth : 14/06/1994
Residence : Khatlon Region
2012 – Tajik Youth National Spartakyad 1st place – 60KG Won against Tolbi Khaydarkhodja (TJK) by points in the final; Won against Alisher Negmatov (TJK) by points in the semi-final
2012 – Askar Kulibayev Tournament (Uralsk, KAZ) 7th place – 60KG Lost to Erkebali Nazaraliyev (KAZ) 16:9 in the quarter-final
2012 – Tajik National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Muslim Bakhtidjamolov (TJK) by points in the final; Won against Khabib Siyavushi (TJK) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Tajik Youth National Championships 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Umedjon Khusainov (TJK) by points in the semi-final

60KG – CHAIYA RUAMTHAM – THAILAND (THA)
Date Of Birth : 20/08/1995
2012 – Thai Youth National Open Championships 1st place – 60KG

60KG – YASIN YILMAZ – TURKEY (TUR)
Date Of Birth : 28/10/1994
Height : 175cm
Club : Fenerbahce
Coach : Cengiz Orseloglu
Number of bouts : 180
Began boxing : 2006
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 1st place – 60KG Won against Ashkhat Nametkerim (KAZ) WO in the final; Won against Alexandros Tsanikidis (GRE) 12:11
in the semi-final; Won against Elvin Ahmadli (AZE) 14:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Aliyor Noraliyev (UZB) DQ 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 7th place – 60KG Lost to Aliyor Noraliyev (UZB) 11:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Boris Kaplin (UKR) RSC 1st round in the second preliminary round; Won against Imam Feyziyev (AZE) 9:0 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Turkish Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Berat Simsek (TUR) 19:9 in the final; Won against Osman Emre Kuzu (TUR) 25:13 in the semi-final; Won against Savas Duman (TUR) 20:16 in the quarter-final
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) 9th place – 52KG Lost to Vasily Vetkin (RUS) 13:11 in the second preliminary round; Won against Oliver Lakatos (HUN) 15:5 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Tural Ahmadov (AZE) by points in the final; Won against Arsen Zholdybayev (KAZ) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Anton Gubskiy (UKR) 18:14 in the semi-final; Won against Maksim Gorb (UKR) 14:8 in the quarter-final
2011 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 5th place – 52KG Lost to Alibek Adilzhan (KAZ) 6:3 in the quarter-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 9th place – 48KG Lost to Bakhtovar Nazirov (RUS) 6:3 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 1st place – 48KG Won against Savet Baglaulet (KAZ) by points in the final; Won against Jeyhun Ibrahimli (AZE) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Turkish Junior National Championships 2nd place – 48KG Lost to Fehmi Menevse (TUR) 1:0 in the final; Won against Yusuf Burcu (TUR) 1+:1 in the semi-final; Won against Seyit Demirici (TUR) RSCI 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2009 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Yerevan, ARM) 7th place – 46KG Lost to Javlonbek Eshmatov (UZB) 8:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Lin Yu Che (TPE) 13:7 in the first preliminary round
2009 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) participant – 46KG Lost to Tural Ahmadov (AZE) 11:7 in the first preliminary round
2008 – European Schoolboys Championships (Novi Sad, SRB) 3rd place – 38.5KG Lost to Oleksiy Zhzychchenko (UKR) 15:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Viktor Agateljan (CZE) RSC 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2008 – Turkish Schoolboys National Championships 1st place – 38.5KG Won against Yahya Alacalar (TUR) by points in the final

60KG – BERAT SIMSEK – TURKEY (TUR)
Date Of Birth : 04/01/1994
Club : Istanbul
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) participant – 60KG Lost to Hicham Metidi (ALG) 11:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Turkish Youth National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Yasin Yilmaz (TUR) 19:9 in the final; Won against Abdul Haris Zaman (TUR) 26:23 in the semi-final; Won against Mustafa Coban (TUR) 23:7 in the quarter-final
2011 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 7th place – 56KG Lost to Shamil Ashkerov (RUS) 7:0 in the quarter-final
2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) participant – 52KG Lost to Alibek Shalomanov (KAZ) RSC 2nd round in the first preliminary round
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2010 – Turkish Junior National Championships 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Burak Tastan (TUR) 3:1 in the final; Won against Yavuzhan Cicek (TUR) 2:0 in the semi-final; Won against Oguzhan Yavuz (TUR) 4:3 in the quarter-final

60KG – 🇹🇲 SHAMURAT CHERKEZOV – TURKMENISTAN (TKM)
Date Of Birth : 15/11/1995
Residence : Lebap
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 60KG Lost to Aliyor Noraliyev (UZB) 8:5 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) participant – 64KG Lost to Yerbolat Dosbayev (KAZ) 10:6 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Turkmen Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Ahmetbay Sadyrov (TKM) by points in the final; Won against Batyr Gurbanov (TKM) by points in the semi-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 54KG Lost to Nurettin Onat (TUR) 6:4 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 6th place – 57KG Lost to Nurlan Naghiyev (AZE) 1+:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Tural Huseynov (AZE) 1+:1 first preliminary round
2011 – Turkmen Junior National Championships 1st place – 54KG
2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 3rd place – 50KG Lost to Surendra Kumar Singh (IND) 2+:2 in the semi-final; Won against Oubada Al-Halabi (SYR) 10:0 in the quarter-final

60KG – 🇺🇬 BOB MOSES ASIYA – UGANDA (UGA)
Date Of Birth : 26/02/1995
2012 – Ugandan Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG

60KG – 🇺🇦 SERHIY BOHACHUK – UKRAINE (UKR)
Date Of Birth : 24/04/1995
Coach : Mykola Mankovskiy
Residence : Vinnitsa
Number of bouts : 80 (60-0-20)
Began boxing : 2007
2012 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Ivan Romaniv (UKR) AB 1st round in the final; Won against Dmitro Kit (UKR) 25:15 in the semi-final; Won against Taras Kristofovich (UKR) 21:7 in the quarter-final
2012 – Petr Mitsik Youth Tournament (Ivano-Frankovsk, UKR) 1st place – 60KG Won against Selim Abduramanov (UKR) AB 2nd round in the final; Won against Andriy Ivanishin (UKR) 3:2 in the semi-final; Won against Aleksey Lagoda (POL) RSCI 2nd round in the quarter-final

60KG – 🇺🇸 MALIEK MONTGOMERY – UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (USA)
Date Of Birth : 17/09/1995
Residence : Macon
2012 – USA National PAL Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Kenneth Sims Jr. (USA) 34:20 in the final; Won against Lavisas Williams (USA) 36:33 in the semi-final; Won against Albert Bell (USA) DQ 3rd round in the quarter-final; Won against Salvador Perez (USA) 33:12 in the second preliminary round; Won against Carlos Bernier (USA) 57:24 in the first preliminary round
2009 – USA Silver Gloves Schoolboys Tournament 2nd place – 46KG Lost to Heriberto Ramirez (USA) 5:0 in the final; Won against Destyne Butler (USA) 4:1 in the semi-final
60KG – 🇺🇿 ELMUR ABDURAKHIMOV – UZBEKISTAN (UZB)
Date Of Birth : 10/06/1994
Residence : Tashkent Region
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Timur Pirnazarov (KAZ) 14:8 in the final; Won against Amirouche Ait Beka (ALG) 15:7 in the semi-final; Won against Ghanim Amir Khadim (IRQ) 11:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Shakhin Ismailov (AZE) 23:6 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Sydney Jackson Memorial Tournament (Tashkent, UZB) 15th place – 60KG Lost to Timur Pirnazarov (KAZ) 14:8 in the final; Won against Amirouche Ait Beka (ALG) 15:7 in the semi-final; Won against Ghanim Amir Khadim (IRQ) 11:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Shakhin Ismailov (AZE) 23:6 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Shamil Chechenov (RUS) 6:6 in the semi-final; Won against Artem Khotenov (RUS) 7:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Shakhmar Aliyev (AZE) 25:10 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Uzbek Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Aliyor Noraliyev (UZB) 17:10 in the final; Won against Rohit Tokas (IND) 11:4 in the semi-final; Won against Abylai Alikhanov (KAZ) 17:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Telman Gafarli (AZE) 12:1 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 5th place – 60KG Lost to Tigran Simonyan (UKR) 17:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Remzi Uyar (TUR) 18:6 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 11th place – 60KG Lost to David Roche (IRL) 8:5 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 7th place – 57KG Lost to Yasin Yilmaz (TUR) DQ 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 10th place – 60KG Lost to Yasin Yilmaz (TUR) 9:3 in the first preliminary round; Won against Akhmadiyar Issak (KAZ) 5:3 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Uzbek Junior National Championships 1st place – 57KG
2009 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Yerevan, ARM) participant – 54KG Lost to Giorgiy Manukyan (RUS) 11:1 in the second preliminary round; Won against Ferit Sit (TUR) 5:3 in the first preliminary round
2009 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 54KG Lost to Ferit Sit (TUR) 5:5 in the semi-final; Won against Anar Aliyev (AZE) 12:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Ruslan Struk (UKR) RSC 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2009 – Uzbek Junior National Championships 1st place – 54KG

60KG – 🇺🇿 ALIYOR NORALIYEV – UZBEKISTAN (UZB)
Date Of Birth : 11/02/1995
Residence : Ferghana Region
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 9th place – 60KG Lost to Yasin Yilmaz (TUR) DQ 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Timur Pirnazarov (KAZ) 14:10 in the semi-final; Won against Yasin Yilmaz (TUR) 11:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Elvin Ahmadli (AZE) 11:5 in the second preliminary round; Won against Shamurad Cherkezov (TKM) 8:5 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 10th place – 60KG Lost to Kristian Stepanov (RUS) 9:3 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 1st place – 60KG Won against Elmur Abdurakhimov (UZB) 17:10 in the final; Won against Ilya Polovynka (UKR) 12:11 in the semi-final; Won against Farid Ismailov (AZE) 8:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Kristian Stepanov (RUS) 7:6 in the first preliminary round
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 1st place – 57KG Won against Hong In Pyo (KOR) 9:7 in the final; Won against Sandeep Kumar (IND) 10:4 in the semi-final; Won against Hassan Mahmood (PAK) 6:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Caoimhin
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Agyarko (IRL) 12:9 in the second preliminary round; Won against Tekin Inak (TUR) 14:11 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 5th place – 57KG Lost to Tekin Inak (TUR) 1:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Levan Kacharava (GEO) 2+:2 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Uman Liberation Junior Tournament (Uman, UKR) 1st place – 57KG Won against Yerbolat Yermekov (KAZ) 1:0 in the final; Won against Mihail Demidov (RUS) 4:2 in the semi-final; Won against Volodimir Bogdan Boldyrev (RUS) 3:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Gor Saakyan (UKR) 2:0 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Uzbek Junior National Championships 1st place – 57KG
2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Dheeraj Singh (IND) 1:0 in the final; Won against Abdulkerim Kadioglu (TUR) 2+:2 in the semi-final; Won against Bashr Rouk (SYR) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2011 – Uzbek Schoolboys National Championships 1st place – 48KG

60KG – LUIS GERARDO TORRES – VENEZUELA (VEN)
Date Of Birth : 02/01/1994
2012 – VEN-COL Dual Match – 60KG Won against Arley Leal (COL) by points
2012 – Venezuelan Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG

64KG – JUGURTA KEDADOUCHE – ALGERIA (ALG)
Date Of Birth : 19/03/1994
Residence : Bejaia
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 11th place – 64KG Lost to Andrey Leikhener (KAZ) 13:12 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Algerian Youth National Cup 1st place – 60KG Won against Hicham Metidji (ALG) by points in the final; Won against Chemseddine Badri (ALG) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Algerian Junior National Cup 1st place – 57KG Won against Mohamed Bachir Abid (ALG) by points in the final

64KG – GOR YERITSYAN – ARMENIA (ARM)
Date Of Birth : 26/12/1994
Club : Dinamo Sport Company
Coach : Martun Melikyan
Number of bouts : 80
Began boxing : 2005
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 7th place – 64KG Lost to Eimantas Stanionis (LTU) 14:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Igor Nesterov (UKR) 11:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Armenian Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Grigor Kurghinyan (ARM) by points in the final; Won against Rafael Barsghyan (ARM) by points in the semi-final
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 9th place – 64KG Lost to Zaur Abdullayev (RUS) 14:6 in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Parviz Bagirov (AZE) 12:6 in the semi-final; Won against Henrik Enroth (FIN) 17:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Henrik Enroth (FIN) 10:2 in the second preliminary round; Won against Gabor Hinger (HUN) 16:10 in the first preliminary round
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 3rd place – 57KG Lost to Khuseyn Baysangurov (RUS) 4:0 in the semi-final; Won against Goga Gelashvili (GEO) 4:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Erik Herczeg (HUN) 4:2 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Armenian Junior National Championships 1st place – 57KG
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2008 – European Schoolboys Championships (Novi Sad, SRB) 7th place – 41.5KG Lost to Milan Zivkovic (SRB) 10:3 in the quarter-final

64KG – 🇦🇺 NATHAN HINCHCLIFFE – AUSTRALIA (AUS)
Date Of Birth : 07/07/1995
Place Of Birth : Rockhampton
Height : 175cm
Club : Gladstone Boxing Club
Coach : Mick Daly
Residence : Queensland
Began boxing : 2009
2012 – Oceanian Youth Championships (Papeete, TAH) 1st place – 64KG Won against Reuben Webster (NZL) 23:15 in the final; Won against Hendrick Ufa (PYF) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final
2012 – Australian Youth National Trials 1st place – 64KG Won against Jason Mallia (AUS) 11:10 in the final
2012 – Australian Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Jacob Santoro (AUS) 16:11 in the final; Won against Max March (AUS) 19:17 in the semi-final
2012 – Queensland Youth National State Championships 1st place – 64KG

64KG – 🇦🇿 PARVIZ BAGIROV – AZERBAIJAN (AZE)
Date Of Birth : 10/02/1994
Residence : Baku
2012 – Zhetysu Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Aitzhan Shleyev (KAZ) 8:2 in the semi-final; Won against Maksim Panarin (KAZ) 11:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Abay Tokesh (KAZ) 16:7 in the second preliminary round; Won against A. Nurkali (KAZ) 14:3 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 1st place – 64KG Won against Anvar Turapov (UZB) 15:8 in the final; Won against Andrey Leikhener (KAZ) 22:8 in the semi-final; Won against Mehmet Ates (TUR) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final; Won against Zaur Abdullayev (RUS) 17:9 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Konstantin Korotkov Memorial Tournament (Khabarovsk, RUS) 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Aleksandr Malinin (RUS) WO in the final; Won against Anton Zykov (RUS) 11:8 in the semi-final; Won against David Mueller (GER) 7+:7 in the quarter-final
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 11th place – 64KG Lost to Kevin Hayler Brown (CUB) 8:7 in the second preliminary round; Won against Adilet Alibek (KAZ) 10:3 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Great Silk Way Tournament (Baku, AZE) 1st place – 64KG Won against Haybatulla Hajialiyev (AZE) 9+:9 in the final; Won against Aleksandr Solyannikov (RUS) 10:9 in the semi-final; Won against Elchin Zeynalov (AZE) 22:7 in the quarter-final
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 1st place – 64KG Won against Sergey Sobylinskiy (RUS) 21:13 in the final; Won against Anvar Turapov (UZB) 10:7 in the semi-final; Won against Deepak Tanwar (IND) 19:5 in the quarter-final
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) 1st place – 60KG Lost to Edgaras Skurdelis (LTU) 11:8 in the final; Won against Gor Yeritsyan (ARM) 12:6 in the semi-final; Won against Michael McDonagh (IRL) 9:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Mger Oganisyan (UKR) RSCI 2nd round in the second preliminary round; Won against Matteo Angioni (ITA) 9:2 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 1st place – 60KG Won against Dursun Gedik (TUR) by points in the final; Won against Remzi Uyar (TUR) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Tigran Simonyan (UKR) 8:5 in the semi-final; Won against Aleksey Khokhlov (BLR) 17:3 in...
the quarter-final; Won against Zhakhongir Akhmadzhanov (KAZ) 10:5 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Konstantin Korotkov Memorial Tournament (Khbarovsk, RUS) 7th place – 60KG
Lost to Dorjnyambuu Otgondalai (MGL) 7+:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Radmir Abdurakhmanov (RUS) 7+:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Great Silk Way Tournament (Baku, AZE) 9th place – 60KG Lost to Gani Zhailauov (KAZ) 6:3 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 1st place – 60KG Won against Dzhakibek Adzhibayev (KAZ) 2:0 in the final; Won against Novruzali Aliyev (AZE) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 7th place – 60KG Lost to Abylay Alilkanov (KAZ) 1+:1 in the quarter-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) participant – 57KG Lost to Kazimierz Legowski (POL) 2:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Marko Zeljko (CRO) RSC 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2010 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 57KG Lost to Kristian Stepanov (RUS) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Azeri Junior National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Elvin Ahmadli (AZE) by points in the final

64KG – ARTEM LYPKO – BELARUS (BLR)
Date Of Birth : 14/06/1995
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 5th place – 64KG Lost to Eimantas Stanionis (LTU) 17:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Evaldas Necelis (LTU) 19:11 in the first preliminary round
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 60KG Lost to Ayan Kalibekov (KAZ) WO in the first preliminary round
2011 – Bolarussian Junior National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Anton Bernat (BLR) 7:0 in the final; Won against Vitaliy Volodko (BLR) by points in the semi-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 7th place – 54KG Lost to Konrad Dabrowski (POL) 2:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Alexei Puscas (MDA) 1:0 in the first preliminary round
2009 – European Schoolboys Championships (Anapa, RUS) 3rd place – 54KG Lost to Telman Gafari (AZE) 7:0 in the semi-final; Won against Kealan Hurley (IRL) 8:3 in the quarter-final

64KG – JONATHAN CONCEICAO SOARES – BRAZIL (BRA)
Date Of Birth : 24/03/1995
2012 – Brazilian Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Willian Santos (BRA) 25:11 in the final; Won against Walace Alfaia (BRA) RSC 3rd round in the semi-final
2012 – Panamericin Youth Championships (Portoviejo, ECU) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Carlos Adames (DOM) 22:21 in the semi-final; Won against Sebastian Chaves (ARG) 17:9 in the quarter-final
2012 – South American Championships (Rancagua, CHI) 5th place – 64KG Lost to Daniel Munoz (CHI) 17:12 in the quarter-final
2011 – Panamerican Junior Championships (Tena, ECU) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Jonathan Irrizary (PUR) 21:15 in the final; Won against Luis Mercado (ECU) 9:7 in the semi-final
2010 – Brazilian Junior National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Rafael Braganca (BRA) 12:10 in the final; Won against William Santos (BRA) 14:8 in the semi-final

64KG – ARTUR BIYARSLANOV – CANADA (CAN)
Date Of Birth : 22/04/1995
Athletes Biographies

Height : 174cm  
Club : Cabbagetown Boxing Gym  
Coach : John Kalbhenn  
Number of bouts : 29 (26-0-3)  
Stance : Southpaw

2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Eimantas Stanionis (LTU) 13:10 in the semi-final; Won against Marcel Orsinger (GER) 10:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Nikolay Strelayev (RUS) 13:6 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Canadian Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Lucas Bahdi (CAN) 16:13 in the final; Won against David Theroux (CAN) 18+:18 in the semi-final
2012 – Brampton Youth Cup (Brampton, CAN) 1st place – 64KG
2011 – Ontario Youth State Championships 1st place – 64KG
2011 – Canadian Junior National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Steven Butler (CAN) 7:3 in the final
2010 – Ontario Junior State Championships 1st place – 60KG
2010 – Canadian Junior National Championships 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Jessy Brown (CAN) 13:3 in the semi-final
2009 – Ontario Junior State Championships 2nd place – 57KG
2009 – Brampton Junior Cup (Brampton, CAN) 1st place – 57KG

64KG – WANG QINGQIU – CHINA (CHN)
Date Of Birth : 01/03/1994
Club : Armed Police
2012 – Chinese Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Nan Ding (CHN) by points in the final; Won against Ao Rigele (CHN) by points in the semi-final; Won against Wang Yongxian (CHN) by points in the quarter-final
2011 – Chinese Youth National Championships 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Sairike Tuolewutayi (CHN) by points in the final; Won against Li Changzheng (CHN) by points in the semi-final

64KG – LIU YU LIN – CHINESE TAIPEI (TPE)
Date Of Birth : 24/01/1994
2011 – Taiwan President's High School Cup (Taipei, TPE) 1st place – 66KG Won against Wang Fu Nung (TPE) by points in the final; Won against Wang Tzu Yi (TPE) by points in the semi-final

64KG – MARKO ZELJKO – CROATIA (CRO)
Date Of Birth : 25/01/1995
Club : Sesvete
2012 – Croatian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Matija Segaric (CRO) by points in the semi-final
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) participant – 60KG Lost to Marian Pita (ROM) 19:17 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Croatian Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Pavel Crncic (CRO) 16:5 in the final; Won against Mateo Komadina (CRO) 12:6 in the semi-final; Won against Bruno Drvodelic (CRO) 15:10 in the quarter-final
2011 – Croatian Junior National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Luka Lozo (CRO) KO 1st round in the final; Won against Matej Simcic (CRO) 5:2 in the semi-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) participant – 57KG Lost to Parviz Bagirov (AZE) RSC 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2010 – Croatian Junior National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Mario Videlko (CRO) 6:1 in the final; Won against Marin Sesic (CRO) AB 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Marin Kukic (CRO) AB 1st round in the quarter-final
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2009 – Croatian Schoolboys National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Josip Leko (CRO) 8:5 in the final

64KG – 🇪🇨 KEVIN HAYLER BROWN – CUBA (CUB)
Date Of Birth : 05/03/1994
Height : 170cm
Residence : Camaguey
Began boxing : 2009
2012 – Kadyrov Memorial Tournament (Groznii, RUS) 5th place – 64KG Lost to Adlan Abdurashidov (RUS) 20:14 in the quarter-final; Won against Petros Ananyan (RUS) 17:11 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Cuban Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Sergey Sobylinksiy (RUS) 15:3 in the semi-final; Won against Alexei Puscas (MDA) 8:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Parviz Bagirov (AZE) 8:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – RUS-CUB Youth Dual Match – 64KG Lost to Sergey Sobylinksiy (RUS) by points
2011 – Umakhanov Memorial Tournament (Makhachkala, RUS) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Avak Uzliyan (RUS) 19:3 in the semi-final; Won against Ibragim Gadzhimagomedov (RUS) 8:5 in the quarter-final
2011 – Cuban National Team Championships 1st place – 64KG
2011 – Cuban Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Orestes Velazquez (CUB) 22:10 in the final; W on against Yordanis Montenegro (CUB) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Andrey Guerra (CUB) 22:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Isaac Carbonell (CUB) 15:14 in the first preliminary round
2009 – Cuban Junior National Games 1st place – 57KG Won against Arlen Lopez (CUB) 8:7 in the final; Won against Yairobis Santa Cruz (CUB) by points in the semi-final

64KG – 🇪🇸 DAVID PAZDERA – CZECH REPUBLIC (CZE)
Date Of Birth : 06/09/1994
Club : SKMP Decin
2012 – Sokolov Youth Tournament (Sokolov, CZE) 4th place – 64KG Lost to Surab Achmetschanow (GER) by points in the semi-final; Lost to Daniel Minten (NED) by points in the bronze medal contest
2012 – POL-CZE Youth Dual Match – 64KG Lost to Kazimierz Legowski (POL) 3:0
2012 – Czech Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Bohuslav Kocka (CZE) 15:13 in the final; Won against Roman Bulavka (CZE) 12:+12 in the semi-final; Won against David Takacs (CZE) 14:5 in the quarter-final
2011 – Sokolov Youth Tournament (Sokolov, CZE) 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Patrik Kliment (CZE) 12:5 in the final; Won against Liridon Kliniku (GER) 5:4 in the semi-final
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) participant – 64KG Lost to Ricardas Kuncaitis (LTU) AB 1st round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 7th place – 64KG Lost to Aleko Shukvani (GEO) 10:5 in the quarter-final
2011 – Trebon Youth Tournament (Trebon, CZE) 2nd place – 64KG Won against Patrik Kliment (CZE) 8:7 in the final
2011 – Czech Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Denis Gamez (CZE) 8:3 in the final; Won against Josef Lanik (CZE) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Marek Navratil (CZE) 17:2 in the quarter-final
2011 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Artiom Volkov (LTU) 1:+1 in the semi-final
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2010 – Olympic Expectations Junior Tournament (Usti nad Labem, CZE) 3rd place – 66KG
Lost to Laszlo Szilvai (HUN) 5:0 in the semi-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 7th place – 63KG Lost to Karol Pawlina (POL) 2:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Franko Antic (CRO) 3:1 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Czech Junior National Championships 1st place – 63KG Won against Josef Lanik (CZE) RSC 3rd round in the final; Won against Vojtech Roll (CZE) 14:3 in the semi-final
2009 – Olympic Expectations Junior Tournament (Usti nad Labem, CZE) 3rd place – 66KG
Lost to Patrik Jiracek (CZE) 7:3 in the semi-final; Won against Max Wohler (GER) 10:1 in the quarter-final
2008 – European Schoolboys Championships (Novi Sad, SRB) 5th place – 59KG Lost to Stepan Nitkovskiy (RUS) RSCO 1st round in the quarter-final

64KG – 🇩🇴 CARLOS ADAMES ADAMES – DOMINICAN REPUBLIC (DOM)
Date Of Birth : 07/05/1994
Height : 176cm
Club : Elias Pina
Coach : Angel Martinez
Number of bouts : 55
Began boxing : 2007
2012 – Panamerican Youth Championships (Portoviejo, ECU) 1st place – 64KG
Won against Francisco Vargas (PUR) 15:12 in the final; Won against Jonathan Soares (BRA) 22:21 in the semi-final
2012 – Dominican Republic Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG
Won against Robert Ernesto Mendez (DOM) AB 3rd round in the final; Won against Hector Manuel Rosa (DOM) 32:6 in the semi-final
2011 – Dominican Republic Youth National Championships 5th place – 60KG
Lost to Hector Luis (DOM) 27:15 in the quarter-final

64KG – 🇨🇩 MULUMBA MBAYA – DR OF CONGO (DRC)
Date Of Birth : 12/11/1994
2012 – DR of Congolese Youth National Selection Tournament 1st place – 64KG
2012 – DR of Congolese National Championships 2nd place – 64KG
Lost to Benoit Makangila Vela (DRC) by points in the final; Won against Salakiaku Nsiona (DRC) by points in the semi-final; Won against Cedric Mbemba (DRC) by points in the quarter-final

64KG – 🇨🇩 KIRIKU YALE – DR OF CONGO (DRC)
Date Of Birth : 23/05/1994
2012 – DR of Congolese Youth National Selection Tournament 2nd place – 64KG
2012 – DR of Congolese National Championships 5th place – 60KG
Lost to Kayembe Tshibangu (DRC) by points in the semi-final; Won against Cedric Mbemba (DRC) by points in the quarter-final

64KG – 🇬🇧 JOSHUA KELLY – ENGLAND (ENG)
Date Of Birth : 07/03/1994
Club : Houghton District ABC
2012 – British Youth National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Liverpool, ENG) 1st place – 64KG
Won against Jordan Fisher (WAL) 27:12 in the final; Won against James Dickie (SCO) 27:5 in the semi-final
2012 – English Youth National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Batley, ENG) 1st place – 63.5KG
Won against Thomas Beaney (ENG) 32:26 in the final
2011 – English Youth National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Rochester, ENG) 2nd place – 57KG
Lost to Romario Wallace (ENG) 9:8 in the final
2010 – SCO-ENG Junior Dual Match – 57KG
Won against Robbie McKechnie (SCO) 6:4
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2010 – British Junior Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Sheffield, ENG) 1st place – 52KG
Won against Perry Lovejoy (ENG) 24:18 in the final; Won against Ryan Love (SCO) by
points in the semi-final

64KG – JOAKIM HEISKARI – FINLAND (FIN)
Date Of Birth : 10/11/1995
2012 – Ruska Tournament (Rovaniemi, FIN) 1st place – 64KG Won against Amin Nurin
(FIN) 17:9 in the final; Won against Jesse Jouhki (FIN) 31:8 in the semi-final
2012 – Pirkka Youth Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 1st place – 64KG Won against Amin Srour
(NOR) 5:0 in the final; Won against Juho Nuotila (FIN) RSCI 2nd round in the semi-final
2012 – Pyynikki Youth Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 1st place – 64KG Won against Aleksey
Kabonen (RUS) 5:0 in the final
2012 – Finnish National Championships 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Alex Vasilev (FIN) 17:7 in
the final; Won against Amin Nurin (FIN) 19:15 in the semi-final; Won against Niclas Liljeqvist
(FIN) 17:10 in the quarter-final
2011 – Finnish Junior National Championships 1st place – 66KG Won against Mergim Latifi
(FIN) 24:7 in the final; Won against Hamid Sarifi (FIN) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) participant – 60KG Lost to Alican
Caliskan (TUR) 15:13 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Pirkka Junior Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Oliver Flodin
(SWE) 3:2 in the semi-final
2011 – FIN-SWE Junior Dual Match – 60KG Won against Walid Aldalal (SWE) 3:0
2010 – Finnish Junior National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Henrik Enroth (FIN)
by points in the final; Won against Niila Mommo (FIN) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Pirkka Junior Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 1st place – 57KG Won against Henrik
Enroth (FIN) 4:1 in the final; Won against Tommi Alenius (FIN) RSCI 2nd round in the semi-
final
2010 – Pyynikki Junior Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 3rd place – 57KG Lost to Henrik
Enroth (FIN) 4:1 in the semi-final

64KG – YANNICK DEHEZ – FRANCE (FRA)
Date Of Birth : 20/03/1994
Club : Stade Montois
Number of Bouts : 97 (79-2-16)
Began boxing : 2005
2012 – POL-FRA Dual Match – 64KG Draw against Mateusz Polski (POL)
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 2nd place – 64KG Lost to
Eimantas Stanionis (LTU) 15:6 in the final; Won against Sergey Sobylinskiy (RUS) 17:16 in
the semi-final; Won against David Todorovic (GER) AB 3rd round in the quarter-final; Won
against Krisztián Sinkő (HUN) 13:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – FRA-ENG Youth Dual Match – 64KG Won against Isaac McLeod (ENG) 11:8
2012 – FRA-ITA Youth Dual Match – 64KG Won against Federico Scialla (ITA) 11:2
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 7th place – 64KG Lost
to Nikita Podkorytov (RUS) 17:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Kaiyrjekeldi Dauitbek (KAZ)
16:10 in the first preliminary round
2012 – French Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Ayoub El-
Ghallouchi (FRA) 29:15 in the final; Won against Bilhal Hamdoud (FRA) 16:9 in the semi-
final; Won against Yamin Ammari (FRA) 16:10 in the quarter-final
2012 – FRA-POL Youth Dual Match – 64KG Won against Kazimierz Legowski (POL) 14:12
2011 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) participant – 60KG Lost to
Edgaras Skurdelis (LTU) 8:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – French Youth National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Youssef Kherbach
(FRA) 9:6 in the final; Won against Mounir Tahar Daoud (FRA) 10:5 in the semi-final; Won
against Eddy Salmi (FRA) 9:7 in the quarter-final
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2010 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Subotica, SRB) 5th place – 60KG
Lost to Maksim Shmyglev (RUS) 4+:4 in the quarter-final
2010 – French Junior National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Meryl Vegas (FRA) by points in the final; Won against Mehdi Kasimi (FRA) AB 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Mario Tekekeotergo (FRA) by points in the quarter-final
2009 – French Junior National Championships 1st place – 54KG Won against Mayron Voiret (FRA) by points in the final; Won against Mohamed Attou (FRA) by points in the semi-final; Won against Florent Garcia (FRA) by points in the quarter-final

64KG – 🇬🇲 LAMIN JAMMEH – GAMBIA (GAM)
Date Of Birth : 31/10/1994
2012 – Gambian National Championships 1st place – 64KG

64KG – 🇬🇪 JEMAL SHALAMBERIDZE – GEORGIA (GEO)
Date Of Birth : 03/02/1995
2012 – Georgian Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 10th place – 64KG Lost to Khazar Aliyev (UKR) RSC 1st round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Artem Solovyov (UKR) 14:8 in the semi-final; Won against Genadijs Merkulovs (LAT) 16:7 in the quarter-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 7th place – 60KG Lost to Ayan Kalibekov (KAZ) 14:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Shakir Ahmed Al-Mahdawi (IRQ) RSC 2nd round in the second preliminary round; Won against Abid Elbachir (ALG) 26:4 in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Tamerlan Batdiyev (RUS) 19:12 in the final; Won against Yosif Panov (BUL) 15:9 in the semi-final; Won against Vladimir Popov (LTU) 12:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Roland Sumberg (EST) 16:0 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Mehmet Ates (TUR) AB 2nd round in the final; Won against Telman Gafarli (AZE) 4:3 in the semi-final; Won against Ayan Kalibekov (KAZ) 3:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Arslan Urunov (TKM) 8:6 in the first preliminary round
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 3rd place – 54KG Lost to Alim Abbasov (AZE) 2:0 in the semi-final; Won against Declan Carlin (IRL) 4:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Abdul Haris Zaman (TUR) 5:0 in the first preliminary round
2009 – European Schoolboys Championships (Anapa, RUS) 3rd place – 50KG Lost to Taron Soghomonyan (ARM) 7:2 in the semi-final; Won against Ilyas Odinayev (BLR) WO in the quarter-final

64KG – 🇩🇪 MARCEL ORSINGER – GERMANY (GER)
Date Of Birth : 07/10/1994
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 7th place – 64KG Lost to Artur Biyarslanov (CAN) 10:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Ricky Rowlands (WAL) 14:12 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Sergey Sobylinskiy (RUS) 7:1 in the final; Won against Christos Kafritsas (GRE) 4:1 in the semi-final; Won against Krisztian Sinko (HUN) 4:3 in the quarter-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 9th place – 64KG Lost to Elmantas Stanionis (LTU) 15:6 in the first preliminary round
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) participant – 60KG Lost to Kamran Mamedov (GEO) 3:1 in the first preliminary round
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2010 – German Junior National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Artem Fokin (GER) 4:2 in the final; Won against Toni Camin (GER) 9:1 in the semi-final; Won against Marvin Miah (GER) 14:4 in the quarter-final
2009 – ENG-GER Junior Dual Match – 57KG Lost to Henry Thomas (ENG) 9:1
2009 – IRL-GER Junior Dual Match2 – 57KG Won against Roy O’Carroll (IRL) 6:4
2009 – IRL-GER Junior Dual Match – 57KG Lost to Michael McDonagh (IRL) 12:0
2009 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Yerevan, ARM) participant – 52KG Lost to Carlos Chavez (USA) 3:2 in the second preliminary round; Won against Rudolph Leonard Kralj (CRO) RSC 2nd round in the first preliminary round

64KG – 🇬🇹 LESTER NORMANDY MARTINEZ – GUATEMALA (GUA)
Date Of Birth : 17/10/1995
Residence : Peten
2012 – Central American Championships (San Jose, CRC) 1st place – 69KG Won against Roberto Arriaza (NCA) 11:1 in the final; Won against David Lobo (CRC) 28:10 in the semi-final
2012 – Panamerician School Games (Guatemala City, GUA) 1st place – 63KG Won against Carlos Rosas (VEN) RSC 1st round in the final; Won against Alfredo De Jesus Martinez (ESA) 19:11 in the semi-final
2012 – AIBA American Olympic Qualification Tournament (Rio de Janeiro, BRA) participant – 64KG Lost to Jamel Herring (USA) 15:9 in the second preliminary round; Won against Kendall Ebanks (CAY) WO in the first preliminary round
2011 – Central American Championships (Managua, NCA) 1st place – 64KG Won against Alvaro Mercado (NCA) 23:15 in the final; Won against Alfredo De Jesus Martinez (ESA) 19:11 in the semi-final
2011 – Panamerician Junior Championships (Tena, ECU) 3rd place – 63KG Lost to Miguel Ferrin (ECU) 12:8 in the semi-final
2009 – Guatemalan Schoolboys National Championships 1st place – 54KG Won against Dani Lopez (GUA) by points in the final; Won against Cristian Estrada (GUA) by points in the semi-final

64KG – 🇮🇳 DEEPAK TANWAR – INDIA (IND)
Date Of Birth : 07/01/1994
Region : Haryana
Residence : Bhiwani
2012 – Tammer Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 7th place – 64KG Lost to Batyrkhan Dzhukhenbayev (KAZ) 17:9 in the quarter-final
2012 – Indian Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Akash Kumar (IND) 15:9 in the final; Won against Zora Singh (IND) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Malkhan Singh (IND) 16:12 in the quarter-final
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 5th place – 64KG Lost to Parviz Bagirov (AZE) 19:5 in the quarter-final
2011 – Indian Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Shubham Gulati (IND) RSC 3rd round in the final; Won against C. Singh (IND) 7:5 in the semi-final; Won against Bolu Gurang (IND) 4:2 in the quarter-final
2011 – Haryana State Youth Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Sanjay (IND) 15:12 in the final; Won against Pankaj Kumar (IND) 9:3 in the semi-final; Won against Deepak (IND) 13:11 in the quarter-final
2011 – Indian Inter-Zonal National Championships 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Siddharth Verma (IND) 5:4 in the final; Won against Vikram Singh (IND) 1+:1 in the semi-final; Won against Jitender Mann (IND) 5:2 in the quarter-final
2011 – North Indian Championships 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Angrej Singh (IND) 1:0 in the final; Won against Sandeep (IND) 5:0 in the semi-final
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2010 – 1st Inter Block Haryana State Championships 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Palvinder Singh (IND) 13:9 in the final
2009 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 9th place – 63KG Lost to Dmitriy Rubtsov (RUS) 15:4 in the first preliminary round

64KG – MUHAMMAD RIZQI AKBAR – INDONESIA (INA)
Date Of Birth : 17/07/1994
Club : DKI Jakarta
Residence : Jakarta
2012 – Indonesian Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Tahan Barumun Sinambela (INA) by points in the final; Won against Muhammad Ramadhan (INA) by points in the semi-final

64KG – TAHAN BARUMUN SINAMBELA – INDONESIA (INA)
Date Of Birth : 08/01/1994
Residence : Sumatera
2012 – Indonesian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Muhammad Rizqi Akbar (INA) by points in the final; Won against Julio Virsa (INA) by points in the semi-final

64KG – THOMAS WAITES – IRELAND (IRL)
Date Of Birth : 28/05/1994
Club : Holy Trinity
2012 – Irish Youth National Championships 2nd place – 64KG Lost to David Roche (IRL) 12:5 in the final; Won against Nicholas Gallagher (IRL) by points in the semi-final; Won against Jonathan Smith (IRL) 19:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Richard Hedderman (IRL) 20:6 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Irish Youth National Championships 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Kieran Forde (IRL) 11:5 in the final; Won against Jason Grace (IRL) 8:2 in the semi-final
2009 – Irish Junior National Championships 1st place – 33KG

64KG – ALBERTO HECTOR GERSHON – ISRAEL (ISR)
Date Of Birth : 18/03/1994
Coach : Valeriy Ilyaev
Club : Golden Gloves Karmiel
2012 – Makar Mazay Memorial Tournament (Mariupol, UKR) 10th place – 64KG Lost to Mger Oganisyan (UKR) AB 1st round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 5th place – 64KG Lost to Anvar Turapov (UZB) 12:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Hasan Ozan (TUR) 21:10 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Israeli Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Akiva Finkelstya (ISR) 18:9 in the final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Pavel Borisov (RUS) 10:1 in the semi-final; Won against Nikita Farions (LAT) 8:7 in the quarter-final
2011 – Israeli Youth National Championships 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Stanislav Makhlin (ISR) by points in the semi-final

64KG – HIKARU OKISHIMA – JAPAN (JPN)
Date Of Birth : 18/04/1995
Height : 172cm
2012 – Japanese Youth National Athletic Meeting 1st place – 64KG Won against Takuya Mitai (JPN) 10:3 in the final; Won against Ken Osato (JPN) 10:7 in the semi-final
64KG – 🇰🇿 ADILET ALIBEK – KAZAKHSTAN (KAZ)
Date Of Birth : 20/12/1994
Club : Yuko
2012 – Zhetysu Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) 7th place – 64KG Lost to Abylay Alikhanov (KAZ) 10:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Azamat Kozhabekov (KAZ) 9+:9 in the second preliminary round; Won against A. Sunov (KAZ) 5:4 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Anvar Turapov (UZB) 14:10 in the semi-final; Won against Ivan Dancha (UKR) 11:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Ahmet Meylisov (TKM) RSC 1st round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) participant – 64KG Lost to Parviz Bagirov (AZE) 10:3 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Kazakh Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Asylbay Ibraimov (KAZ) by points in the final; Won against Erbolat Dosbayev (KAZ) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 5th place – 60KG Lost to Maksim Shmyglev (RUS) 2:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Amarsanaa Badar-Uugan (MGL) 2:1 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 7th place – 63KG Lost to Akmyrat Atajanov (TKM) 1+:1 in the quarter-final
2010 – Kazakh Junior National Championships 1st place – 60KG

64KG – 🇺🇿 ABYLAY ALIKHANOV – KAZAKHSTAN (KAZ)
Date Of Birth : 04/03/1994
2012 – Zhetysu Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Amir Saltayev (KAZ) 7:6 in the semi-final; Won against Adilet Alibek (KAZ) 10:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Kaysar Nagyzbay (KAZ) 9:5 in the second preliminary round; Won against D. Eshenov (KAZ) 18:10 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 6th place – 60KG Lost to Elnur Abdurakhimov (UZB) 17:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Gadzhi Labazanov (RUS) 14:10 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Kazakh Youth National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Timur Pirnazarov (KAZ) by points in the final; Won against Akhmadiyar Issak (KAZ) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Stanislav Bozhko (UKR) 15:12 in the semi-final; Won against Alim Abbasov (AZE) 18:6 in the quarter-final
2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Kristian Stepanov (RUS) 2:0 in the semi-final; Won against Parviz Bagirov (AZE) 1+:1 in the quarter-final

64KG – 🇰🇪 JOHN NZIOKA KYALO – KENYA (KEN)
Date Of Birth : 08/05/1995
2012 – Kenyan Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG

64KG – 🇰🇬 IZZATULLA SHERMAKHAMADOV – KYRGYZSTAN (KGZ)
Date Of Birth : 1994
Coach : B. Sultanbayev
Residence : Osh Region
Other sport : Kick-boxing
2012 – Bishkek Kick-boxing Tournament (Bishkek, KGZ) 1st place – 63.5KG Won against Bakhadyr Sulaymanov (KAZ) 3:0 in the final
2012 – Kyrgyz Youth National Spartakyad 1st place – 64KG Won against Abdu-Said Masymov (KGZ) by points in the final; Won against Noruz Akhmedov (KGZ) by points in the semi-final
2012 – Duisenkul Shopokov Memorial Tournament (Bishkek, KGZ) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Ermek Sakenov (KGZ) RSC 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Adilet Abylashimov (KGZ) 13+:13 in the quarter-final; Won against Erzhan Koshayev (KAZ) 11:5 in the second preliminary round; Won against Kayrat Imashev (KAZ) 5:0 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Kyrgyz Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Daniyar Abdymanap Ulu (KGZ) WO in the final; Won against Shukhrat Nurdinov (KGZ) AB 3rd round in the semi-final; Won against Noruz Akhmedov (KGZ) AB 2nd round in the quarter-final; Won against Ayzhigit Malabayev (KGZ) AB 1st round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Kyrgyz National Spartakyad 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Adilet Bekeyev (KGZ) by points in the semi-final

64KG – Adilet Batyr Aliyev – Kyrgyzstan (KGZ)
Date Of Birth : 05/04/1995
2012 – Zhetysu Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) participant – 64KG Lost to N. Bolatzhanov (KAZ) RSC 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Issyk-Kul Games (Karakol, KGZ) 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Almaz Tleubergenov (KAZ) by points in the final; Won against Daniyar Damirdin Ulu (KGZ) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Kyrgyz Youth National Championships 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Esen Rakhmatov (KGZ) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Omurbek Zhusup Ulu (KGZ) 5:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Samat Zhusupov (KGZ) 3:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Sabyr Kazakbayev (KGZ) AB 1st round in the first preliminary round
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Shamil Malsagov (RUS) 27:12 in the semi-final; Won against Tomer Yadgarov (ISR) 17:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Akbar Safarov (TJK) 14:9 in the first preliminary round

64KG – Genadijs Merkulovs – Latvia (LAT)
Date Of Birth : 1994
Height : 172cm
Club : Sydney2000 Riga BJSS
Residence : Riga
Number of bouts : 66
Began boxing : 2007
Education : Riga State College
2012 – Latvian Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Arturs Bilerts (LAT) by points in the final
2012 – Kadyrov Memorial Tournament (Grozny, RUS) 10th place – 64KG Lost to Islam Medzhidov (RUS) RSC 1st round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Latvian National Olympiad 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Arturs Ahmetovs (LAT) 5:0 in the final; Won against Otto Rums (LAT) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final
2012 – Liventsev Memorial Tournament (Minsk, BLR) participant – 64KG Lost to Aleksey Khokhlov (BLR) 14:8 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 7th place – 64KG Lost to Jemal Shalamberidze (GEO) 16:7 in the quarter-final
2011 – Riga Open Tournament (Riga, LAT) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Kalle Kuusiniemi (FIN) by points in the semi-final; Won against Bar Zairi (ISR) by points in the quarter-final; Won against Marsjan Vagram (LAT) by points in the first preliminary round
2011 – Tammer Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 7th place – 64KG Lost to Santosh Kumar Virothu (IND) 10:7 in the quarter-final
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2011 – Amber Gloves Tournament (Kaliningrad, RUS) 1st place – 64KG Won against Kirill Ponikarov (RUS) by points in the final
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) 5th place – 64KG Lost to Ricardas Kuncaitis (LTU) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final; Won against Bogdan Galaev (BEL) 7+:7 in the second preliminary round; Won against Andre Sousa (POR) 12:9 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Latvian Youth National Olympiad 1st place – 64KG Won against Vladislavs Jasinskis (LAT) AB 2nd round in the final; Won against Daniels Raginsks (LAT) AB 2nd round in the semi-final
2011 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 5th place – 64KG Lost to Zaur Abdullayev (RUS) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Aleksandar Miracic (SRB) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 1st place – 64KG Won against Artiom Volkov (LTU) 2:0 in the final; Won against Salavat Khatujev (NOR) 6:2 in the semi-final
2011 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 1st place – 64KG
2010 – Latvian Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Leonards Neverovskis (LAT) by points in the final; Won against Maksims Drozdovs (LAT) by points in the semi-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) participant – 60KG Lost to Kamran Mamedov (GEO) 1:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Elvin Ahmadli (AZE) 3:1 in the first preliminary round
2009 – Latvian Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG
2009 – Amber Gloves Junior Tournament (Kaliningrad, RUS) 2nd place – 57KG Lost to Anatoliy Danilichev (RUS) by points in the final; Won against Oleg Lubinskiy (RUS) by points in the semi-final
2009 – Olympic Expectations Junior Tournament (Usti nad Labem, CZE) 2nd place – 57KG Lost to Pavol Polakovic (CZE) WO in the final; Won against Premysl Vele (SVK) 5:0 in the semi-final
2009 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Yerevan, ARM) participant – 52KG Lost to Ivan Baranchik (BLR) 15:1 in the first preliminary round
2009 – Latvian Junior National Championships 1st place – 51KG
64KG – EIMANTAS STANIONIS – LITHUANIA (LTU)
Date Of Birth : 17/08/1994
Height : 171cm
Club : Gaja Kaunas
Coach : Vidas Bruzas
Residence : Kaunas
Number of bouts : 100
Began boxing : 2007
Hobby : basketball
Boxing idol : Vasyl Lomachenko
2012 – Lithuanian National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Aurimas Naudzius (LTU) 20:7 in the final; Won against Sarunas Puplauskas (LTU) AB 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Gylys Apulskis (LTU) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final; Won against Mantas Gumbrevicius (LTU) by points in the first preliminary round
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 1st place – 64KG Won against Yannick Dehez (FRA) 15:6 in the final; Won against Artur Biyarslanov (CAN) 13:10 in the semi-final; Won against David Roche (IRL) 15:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Ilja Andrejev (EST) RSC 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Khazar Aliyev (UKR) 14:10 in the semi-final; Won against Gor Yeritsyan (ARM) 14:5 in the
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quarter-final; Won against Elman Nukhadiyev (RUS) AB 3rd round in the second preliminary round; Won against Yaroslav Samofalov (UKR) 7:4 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Algirdas Sockicas Tournament (Kaunas, LTU) 1st place – 64KG Won against Jeff Horne (AUS) 24:16 in the final; Won against Enock Mwandila (DEN) 16:7 in the semi-final; Won against Nikita Molodkin (EST) 20:6 in the quarter-final
2012 – Lithuanian Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Evaldas Necelis (LTU) WO in the final; Won against Linas Stulginskas (LTU) WO in the semi-final; Won against Rimas Rasciukas (LTU) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 1st place – 64KG Won against Artem Solovyov (UKR) by points in the final; Won against Nikita Podkorytov (RUS) 15:8 in the semi-final; Won against Artem Lypko (BLR) 17:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Marcel Orsinger (GER) 15:6 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Amber Gloves Tournament (Kaliningrad, RUS) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Tigran Uzhiyan (RUS) by points in the final
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) 6th place – 56KG Lost to Radzhab Butayev (RUS) 12:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Qais Ashfaq (ENG) 16:5 in the second preliminary round; Won against Patrik Velky (CZE) 15:4 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 2nd place – 56KG Lost to Radzhab Butayev (RUS) 14:8 in the final; Won against Omar El-Hag (GER) 15:5 in the semi-final; Won against Dawid Michelus (POL) 10:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Mateo Komadina (CRO) 13:1 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Slovakian Youth Grand Prix (Komarno, SVK) 1st place – 60KG Won against Erik Bocko (SVK) 16:4 in the final; Won against Patrik Velky (CZE) 13:9 in the semi-final
2011 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 1st place – 56KG Won against Michal Zatorsky (SVK) 4:0 in the final; Won against Ali Golzari (NOR) 6:0 in the semi-final; Won against Mikhail Kharchikov (UKR) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2011 – Lithuanian Youth National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Deividas Girulis (LTU) 6:0 in the final; Won against Justinas Cekauskas (LTU) 6:2 in the semi-final; Won against Aurimas Anuzis (LTU) 8:0 in the quarter-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Farid Ismailov (AZE) 3:2 in the semi-final; Won against Michal Zatorsky (SVK) 0+:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Oleg Dovgyn (UKR) 2:1 in the first preliminary round
2010 – POL-LTU Junior Dual Match – 52KG Draw against Lukasz Duszynski (POL)
2010 – Ricardas Tamulis Junior Tournament (Kaunas, LTU) 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Mindaugas Bankauskas (LTU) 3:0 in the final; Won against Egidijus Docka (LTU) AB 1st round in the semi-final
2010 – Lithuanian Junior National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Mindaugas Bankauskas (LTU) 7:0 in the final; Won against Kestutis Pukas (LTU) 4:0 in the semi-final; Won against Justinas Cekauskas (LTU) 5:1 in the quarter-final
2009 – Ricardas Tamulis Junior Tournament (Kaunas, LTU) 2nd place – 50KG Lost to Kestutis Pukas (LTU) 4:1 in the final; Won against Tomasz Poza (LTU) 4:1 in the semi-final
2008 – Lithuanian Schoolboys National Championships 3rd place – 44KG Lost to Evaldas Necelis (LTU) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Aurimas Sluckis (LTU) 2:1 in the quarter-final

64KG – CARLOS AURELIO SANCHEZ – MEXICO (MEX)
Date Of Birth : 14/04/1995
Height : 169cm
Club : Pacheco's Boxing
Region : Baja California
Number of bouts : 89 (81-0-8)
Began boxing : 2005
Nickname : Tiburon
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2012 – Mexican National Olympiad 1st place – 64KG Won against Luis Daniel Flores (MEX) by points in the final; Won against Rey Mena Nazario (MEX) by points in the semi-final; Won against Guadalupe Acosta (MEX) by points in the quarter-final
2011 – Mexican Junior National Olympiad 1st place – 63KG Won against Alexis Jesus Uribe (MEX) by points in the final; Won against Sergio Jair Hernandez (MEX) by points in the semi-final; Won against German Jardinez Gabino (MEX) by points in the quarter-final
2008 – Mexican Schoolboys National Olympiad 1st place – 46KG Won against Daniel David Robles (MEX) by points in the final; Won against Jose Angel Casillas (MEX) by points in the semi-final; Won against Carlos Adrian Virgen (MEX) by points in the quarter-final

64KG – PAVEL PLIUTA – MOLDOVA (MDA)
Date Of Birth : 30/11/1995
Coach : Leonid Tomsa
Residence : Chisinau
2012 – Moldovan Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Andrei Grigoras (MDA) by points in the final; Won against Ion Cernei (MDA) by points in the semi-final

64KG – BATZORIG OTGONJARGAL – MONGOLIA (MGL)
Date Of Birth : 02/09/1995
Coach : Ganzorig Dashzevge
Club : Suld
Number of bouts : 66 (53-0-13)
Began boxing : 2008
2012 – Ordos International Tournament (Ordos, CHN) 6th place – 64KG Lost to Wuttichai Masuk (THA) by points in the quarter-final
2012 – Erlian International Youth Tournament (Erlian, CHN) 1st place – 64KG
2012 – Mongolian Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Kh. Bilembek (MGL) 20:10 in the final; Won against B. Alembek (MGL) by points in the semi-final
2012 – Mongolian National Championships 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Ts. Otgon-Erdene (MGL) by points in the semi-final; Won against Luvsantseren Zorigtbaatar (MGL) by points in the quarter-final; Won against Kh. Bilembek (MGL) by points in the second preliminary round; Won against B. Byambadorj (MGL) by points in the first preliminary round
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 6th place – 63KG Lost to Isaac McLeod (ENG) 16:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Jabbar Aqeel Mamoon Al-Gburi (IRQ) 12:9 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Mongolian Children Games 3rd place – 60KG
2011 – Mongolian Junior National Championships 3rd place – 63KG Lost to Kh. Ertan (MGL) 3:2 in the semi-final; Won against N. Notjargal (MGL) AB 1st round in the quarter-final
2010 – Mongolian Junior National Championships 1st place – 60KG

64KG – REUBEN WEBSTER – NEW ZEALAND (NZE)
Date Of Birth : 31/10/1994
Club : Supercity
Coach : Caine Warren
Residence : Central Auckland
Number of bouts : 39
2012 – New Zealand Youth National Championships 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Sebastian Singh (NZL) 19:18 in the semi-final
2012 – Oceanian Youth Championships (Papeete, TAH) 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Nathan Hinchcliffe (AUS) 23:15 in the final; Won against Manava Akau (PYF) 17:7 in the semi-final
2012 – New Zealand Youth National Trials 1st place – 64KG Won against Sheldon Whalley (NZL) 23:8 in the final
2012 – New Zealand Oceanian Youth National Trials 1st place – 64KG Won against Tyler Jefferies (NZL) 16:11 in the final
2011 – New Zealand Youth National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Gage Brown (NZL) RSCH 2nd round in the final; Won against Dylan Farrelly (NZL) RSCH 2nd round in the semi-final
2009 – New Zealand Schoolboys National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Travis Herangi (NZL) by points in the final

64KG – SALAVAT KHATUEV – NORWAY (NOR)
Date Of Birth : 07/10/1994
Height : 174cm
Club : Larvik IL
Number of bouts : 35
Began boxing : 2010
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) participant – 64KG Lost to David Todorovic (GER) 8:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Nordic Youth Championships (Stockholm, SWE) 1st place – 64KG Won against Samuel Jarrar (SWE) 17:9 in the final; Won against Walid Aldalal (SWE) 20:9 in the semi-final
2012 – Norwegian Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Martin Larsen (NOR) 23:19 in the final; Won against Isak Dyhre (NOR) 23:6 in the semi-final
2012 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) participant – 64KG Lost to Bogdan Galaev (BEL) 13:10 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Nordic Youth Championships (Lahti, FIN) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Nurbo Bozan (SWE) 9:4 in the semi-final
2011 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Genadijs Merkulovs (LAT) 6:2 in the semi-final
2011 – Norwegian Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Jamsid Nazari (NOR) 8:4 by points in the final; Won against Mathias Knutsen (NOR) by points in the semi-final; Won against Niklas Noestdal (NOR) 11:6 in the quarter-final

64KG – KAZIMIERZ LEGOWSKI – POLAND (POL)
Date Of Birth : 13/01/1994
Height : 178cm
Club : Osemka Chojnice
Coach : Andrzej Plata
Number of bouts : 86 (79-1-6)
Began boxing : 2005
2012 – POL-CZE Youth Dual Match – 64KG Won against David Pazdera (CZE) 3:0
2012 – Polish Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Pawel Kaminski (POL) 12:4 in the final; Won against Maciej Majcherczyk (POL) by points in the semi-final; Won against Jakub Gitlin (POL) 14:8 in the quarter-final
2012 – FRA-POL Youth Dual Match – 64KG Lost to Yannick Dehez (FRA) 14:12
2011 – LTU-POL Youth Dual Match – 60KG Lost to Edgaras Skurdelis (LTU) 3:0
2011 – Copernicus Cities Youth Tournament (Grudziadz, POL) 1st place – 64KG Won against Kirill Ponikarov (RUS) 3:0 in the final; Won against Mateusz Widerkiewicz (POL) WO in the semi-final; Won against Ivan Polyakov (RUS) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) participant – 60KG Lost to Mger Oganisyan (UKR) 14:8 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Polish Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Konrad Dabrowski (POL) 4:1 in the final; Won against Tobiasz Pawlikowski (POL) 3:2 in the semi-final; Won against Marcin Latocha (POL) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 7th place – 57KG Lost to James Damian Chereji (ROM) 5:3 in the quarter-final; Won against Parviz Bagirov (AZE) 2:0 in the
second preliminary round; Won against Alexandros Tsanikidis (GRE) 3:1 in the first preliminary round
2010 – POL-LTU Junior Dual Match – 57KG Won against Rovsan Rustamov (LTU) 3:0
2010 – Polish Junior National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Maciej Kaluzny (POL) 5:0 in the final; Won against Krzysztof Wojciechowski (POL) 7:0 in the semi-final; Won against Bartlomiej Przybylski (POL) 6:0 in the quarter-final
2009 – POL-LTU Junior Dual Match2 – 52KG Won against Deividas Girulis (LTU) 3:2
2009 – POL-LTU Junior Dual Match1 – 54KG Lost to Tautvydas Statkevicius (LTU) 3:0
2009 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Yerevan, ARM) participant – 52KG Lost to Stanislav Makhlin (ISR) 12:11 in the second preliminary round; Won against Ioannis Makariou (GRE) 8:2 in the first preliminary round
2009 – Polish Junior National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against Marcin Latocha (POL) 12:3 in the final; Won against Konrad Dabrowski (POL) 2:1 in the semi-final; Won against Dawid Bialas (POL) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2009 – POL-ENG Junior Dual Match – 52KG Draw against Qais Ashfaq (ENG)
2009 – POL-GER Junior Dual Match – 52KG Won against Timur Tschabarow (GER) AB 2nd round

64KG – FRANCISCO VARGAS RAMIREZ – PUERTO RICO (PUR)
Date Of Birth : 04/05/1994
2012 – Panamerican Youth Championships (Portoviejo, ECU) 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Carlos Adames (DOM) 15:12 in the final; Won against Jose Benette (ECU) 15:11 in the semi-final
2012 – AIBA American Olympic Qualification Tournament (Rio de Janeiro, BRA) 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Roniel Iglesias (CUB) 12:7 in the final; Won against Jamel Herring (USA) 11:6 in the semi-final; Won against Cesar Diaz (PER) 17:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Juan Pablo Romero (MEX) 11:+11 in the first preliminary round
2012 – CAN-PUR Dual Match – 64KG Lost to Yves Ulysse (CAN) 13:9
2012 – MEX-PUR Dual Match – 64KG Won against Carlos Sanchez (MEX) 12:7

64KG – SERGEY SOBYLINSKIY – RUSSIA (RUS)
Date Of Birth : 10/01/1994
Residence : Belgorod
Awards : AIBA Junior Boxer of the Year in 2009
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Yannick Dehez (FRA) 17:16 in the semi-final; Won against Malek Ezzeldine (GER) AB 3rd round in the quarter-final; Won against William Mowatt (SCO) 20:12 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 1st place – 64KG Won against Marcel Orsinger (GER) 7:1 in the final; Won against William Mowatt (SCO) 10:0 in the semi-final; Won against Jovan Pavlovic (SRB) RSC 3rd round in the quarter-final
2012 – Russian Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Islam Medzhidov (RUS) 16:8 in the final; Won against Denis Oshchepkov (RUS) 17:7 in the semi-final; Won against Urfan Masimov (RUS) 17:11 in the quarter-final; Won against Artem Frolov (RUS) AB 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Zaur Abdullayev (RUS) 16:12 in the final; Won against Kevin Hayler Brown (CUB) 15:3 in the semi-final; Won against Igor Nesterov (UKR) 13:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Israil Madrimov (UZB) 18:9 in the first preliminary round
2012 – RUS-CUB Youth Dual Match – 64KG Won against Kevin Hayler Brown (CUB) by points
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
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64KG – SHAMIL MALSAGOV – RUSSIA (RUS)
Date Of Birth : 30/06/1995
Residence : Lesosibirsk

2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Parviz Bagirov (AZE) 21:13 in the final; Won against Khazar Aliyev (UKR) 16:11 in the semi-final; Won against Parviz Huseynov (AZE) 14:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Erbolat Dosbayev (KAZ) 15:10 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Russian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Zalibek Dzhumagulov (RUS) 9:3 in the final; Won against Taron Pogosyan (RUS) 6:2 in the semi-final; Won against Aleksandr Matveyev (RUS) 9:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Arseniy Dubrov (RUS) RSCI 1st round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Zaur Abdullayev (RUS) WO in the final; Won against Ruslan Urikh (RUS) 5:1 in the semi-final; Won against Sanjabek Sapayev (TKM) AB 3rd round in the quarter-final; Won against Nikita Shabelnik (BLR) 1+:1 in the first preliminary round
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 1st place – 60KG Won against Andrey Mikhaylov (BLR) 8:1 in the final; Won against Osman Tolip (TUR) AB 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Aleksandar Mirazic (SRB) RSCI 3rd round in the quarter-final; Won against Alexandr Morariu (BUL) 6:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 1st place – 60KG Won against Osman Tolip (TUR) by points in the final; Won against Elvin Ahmadli (AZE) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Russian Junior National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Tamerlan Batdiyev (RUS) by points in the final; Won against Sukias Kuyumchyan (RUS) by points in the semi-final
2009 – Nikiforov & Denisov U17 National Cup (Chelyabinsk, RUS) 6th place – 60KG Lost to Tigran Uzliyan (RUS) 2:0 in the final; Won against Garnik Saakyan (UKR) 2:1 in the semi-final
2011 – Russian Junior National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Tamerlan Batdiyev (RUS) 5:1 in the final; Won against Sukias Kuyumchyan (RUS) 6:1 in the semi-final; Won against Mansur Dudayev (RUS) 11:2 in the quarter-final
2011 – Uman Liberation Junior Tournament (Uman, UKR) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Oleksandr Pidmurnyak (UKR) 2:0 in the final; Won against Garnik Saakyan (UKR) 2:1 in the semi-final; Won against Yaroslav Samofalov (UKR) 4:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Aleksandr Medvedev (BLR) 6:0 in the first preliminary round

64KG – SHAMIL MALSAGOV – RUSSIA (RUS)
Date Of Birth : 30/06/1995
Residence : Lesosibirsk

2012 – Russian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Islam Medzhidov (RUS) 12:10 in the semi-final; Won against Vladimir Krasyukov (RUS) 19:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Kirill Ponikarov (RUS) 13:5 in the second preliminary round; Won against Boris Mikolyants (RUS) 14:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Nikiforov & Denisov U17 National Cup (Chelyabinsk, RUS) 6th place – 60KG Lost to Tigran Uzliyan (RUS) 19:14 in the quarter-final; Won against Buzzhigit Atmurzayev (RUS) 16:9 in the first preliminary round
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 1st place – 60KG Won against Israil Madrimov (UZB) 15:14 in the final; Won against Adilet Batyrtylyev (KGZ) 27:12 in the semi-final; Won against Amarsanaa Badar-Uugan (MGL) 14:6 in the quarter-final; Won against David Nyika (NZL) 19:10 in the second preliminary round; Won against Jack Connolly (IRL) 14:10 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Russian Junior National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Tamerlan Batdiyev (RUS) 5:1 in the final; Won against Sukias Kuyumchyan (RUS) 6:1 in the semi-final; Won against Mansur Dudayev (RUS) 11:2 in the quarter-final
2011 – Uman Liberation Junior Tournament (Uman, UKR) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Oleksandr Pidmurnyak (UKR) 2:0 in the final; Won against Garnik Saakyan (UKR) 2:1 in the semi-final; Won against Yaroslav Samofalov (UKR) 4:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Aleksandr Medvedev (BLR) 6:0 in the first preliminary round

64KG – SHAMIL MALSAGOV – RUSSIA (RUS)
Date Of Birth : 30/06/1995
Residence : Lesosibirsk

2012 – Russian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Islam Medzhidov (RUS) 12:10 in the semi-final; Won against Vladimir Krasyukov (RUS) 19:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Kirill Ponikarov (RUS) 13:5 in the second preliminary round; Won against Boris Mikolyants (RUS) 14:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Nikiforov & Denisov U17 National Cup (Chelyabinsk, RUS) 6th place – 60KG Lost to Tigran Uzliyan (RUS) 19:14 in the quarter-final; Won against Buzzhigit Atmurzayev (RUS) 16:9 in the first preliminary round
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 1st place – 60KG Won against Israil Madrimov (UZB) 15:14 in the final; Won against Adilet Batyrtylyev (KGZ) 27:12 in the semi-final; Won against Amarsanaa Badar-Uugan (MGL) 14:6 in the quarter-final; Won against David Nyika (NZL) 19:10 in the second preliminary round; Won against Jack Connolly (IRL) 14:10 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Russian Junior National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Tamerlan Batdiyev (RUS) 5:1 in the final; Won against Sukias Kuyumchyan (RUS) 6:1 in the semi-final; Won against Mansur Dudayev (RUS) 11:2 in the quarter-final
2011 – Uman Liberation Junior Tournament (Uman, UKR) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Oleksandr Pidmurnyak (UKR) 2:0 in the final; Won against Garnik Saakyan (UKR) 2:1 in the semi-final; Won against Yaroslav Samofalov (UKR) 4:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Aleksandr Medvedev (BLR) 6:0 in the first preliminary round

64KG – SHAMIL MALSAGOV – RUSSIA (RUS)
Date Of Birth : 30/06/1995
Residence : Lesosibirsk

2012 – Russian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Islam Medzhidov (RUS) 12:10 in the semi-final; Won against Vladimir Krasyukov (RUS) 19:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Kirill Ponikarov (RUS) 13:5 in the second preliminary round; Won against Boris Mikolyants (RUS) 14:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Nikiforov & Denisov U17 National Cup (Chelyabinsk, RUS) 6th place – 60KG Lost to Tigran Uzliyan (RUS) 19:14 in the quarter-final; Won against Buzzhigit Atmurzayev (RUS) 16:9 in the first preliminary round
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 1st place – 60KG Won against Israil Madrimov (UZB) 15:14 in the final; Won against Adilet Batyrtylyev (KGZ) 27:12 in the semi-final; Won against Amarsanaa Badar-Uugan (MGL) 14:6 in the quarter-final; Won against David Nyika (NZL) 19:10 in the second preliminary round; Won against Jack Connolly (IRL) 14:10 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Russian Junior National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Tamerlan Batdiyev (RUS) 5:1 in the final; Won against Sukias Kuyumchyan (RUS) 6:1 in the semi-final; Won against Mansur Dudayev (RUS) 11:2 in the quarter-final
2011 – Uman Liberation Junior Tournament (Uman, UKR) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Oleksandr Pidmurnyak (UKR) 2:0 in the final; Won against Garnik Saakyan (UKR) 2:1 in the semi-final; Won against Yaroslav Samofalov (UKR) 4:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Aleksandr Medvedev (BLR) 6:0 in the first preliminary round
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2010 – Russian Junior National Championships 3rd place – 54KG Lost to Bogdan Boldyrev (RUS) 4:3 in the semi-final; Won against Leonid Pakhtyshev (RUS) 7:4 in the quarter-final

64KG – 🇸🇰 MIKULAS FERDINAND – SLOVAKIA (SVK)
Date Of Birth : 20/11/1995
Club : OBKT
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 7th place – 64KG Lost to Andrey Leikhener (KAZ) 19:14 in the quarter-final; Won against Caner Onayaker (TUR) RSC 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Slovakian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Tomas Zold (SVK) 26+:26 in the final; Won against Juraj Casar (SVK) RSC 1st round in the semi-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 70KG Lost to Blagoy Naydenov (BUL) 17:10 in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) participant – 70KG Lost to Blagoy Naydenov (BUL) 19:13 in the second preliminary round; Won against Polyneikis Kalamaras (GRE) 19:8 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Slovakian Junior National Championships 1st place – 70KG Won against Boris Kimak (SVK) RSC 1st round in the final
2011 – Slovakian Youth National Championships 1st place – 67KG Won against Peter Kovacik (SVK) 5:0 in the final; Won against Pavol Franko (SVK) RSC 3rd round in the semi-final
2011 – Olympic Expectations Junior Tournament (Galanta, SVK) 1st place – 70KG Won against Daniel Csutak (HUN) AB 3rd round in the final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 9th place – 63KG Lost to Igor Kharitonov (RUS) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Slovakian Junior National Championships 2nd place – 70KG Lost to Tomas Zold (SVK) 8:3 in the final; Won against Jakub Belan (SVK) 15:1 in the semi-final

64KG – 🇸🇾 OBADA AL-HALABI – SYRIA (SYR)
Date Of Birth : 07/01/1995
Began boxing : 2009
2011 – Syrian Junior National Championships 2nd place – 57KG Lost to Mohamed Oubed (SYR) by points in the final; Won against Khalil Al-Ali (SYR) by points in the semi-final

64KG – 🇹🇯 NAIM AZIZOV – TAJIKISTAN (TJK)
Date Of Birth : 1994
2012 – Tajik Youth National Spartakyad 5th place – 60KG Lost to Muminjon Mukhtorov (TJK) by points in the quarter-final
2010 – Eurasian Junior Games (Kazan, RUS) 2nd place – 57KG Lost to Akhmadiyar Issak (KAZ) 7:2 in the final; Won against Gadzhi Khangishev (RUS) 5:2 in the semi-final

64KG – 🇹🇭 NATTHAPHON PHROMTAI – THAILAND (THA)
Date Of Birth : 06/06/1994
2012 – Thai Youth National Open Championships 1st place – 64KG

64KG – 🇭🇷 HASAN OZAN – TURKEY (TUR)
Date Of Birth : 12/07/1995
Club : Kocaeli
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 7th place – 64KG Lost to Osman Emre Kuzu (TUR) 15:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Ben Crocker (WAL) 19:10 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klitchko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 64KG Lost to Alberto Gershon (ISR) 21:10 in the first preliminary round
64KG – OSMAN EMRE KUZU – TURKEY (TUR)
Date Of Birth : 07/07/1995
Height : 177cm
Club : Fenerbahce
Coach : Mustafa Genc; Levent Yildirim
Number of bouts : 150
Began boxing : 2006
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Anvar Turapov (UZB) 11:7 in the semi-final; Won against Hasan Ozan (TUR) 15:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Stanimir Dikelov (BUL) 16:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Turkish Youth National Championships 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Yasin Yilmaz (TUR) 25:13 in the semi-final; Won against Ridvan Cimen (TUR) 20:11 in the quarter-final
2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 7th place – 48KG Lost to Yasser Favhel Rehaima (IRQ) 4:1 in the quarter-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) participant – 46KG Lost to Dean Walsh (IRL) 1:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Turkish Junior National Championships 2nd place – 46KG Lost to Muhammet Unlu (TUR) 1:0 in the final; Won against Kerem Kamsu (TUR) 2:0 in the semi-final; Won against Emin Talhadogan (TUR) RSC 3rd round in the quarter-final
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2010 – Turkmen Junior National Championships 1st place – 52KG Won against S. Hydyrov (TKM) by points in the final

64KG – DAVID OCHAN – UGANDA (UGA)
Date Of Birth : 03/04/1994
2012 – Ugandan Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG

64KG – KHAZAR ALIYEV – UKRAINE (UKR)
Date Of Birth : 21/08/1994
Coach : Oleksiy Solodovnikov
Residence : Kharkiv
Number of bouts : 180 (166-0-14)
Began boxing : 2007
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Anvar Turapov (UZB) 12:6 in the final; Won against Eimantas Stacionis (LTU) 14:10 in the semi-final; Won against Hicham Metidji (ALG) RSCI 3rd round in the quarter-final; Won against Jeram Shalamberidze (GEO) RSCI 1st round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships Group B 1st place – 64KG Won against Yaroslav Samofalov (UKR) 14:7 in the final; Won against Ivan Zozulya (UKR) RSC 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Timur Flyachinskiy (UKR) 16:7 in the quarter-final
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Sergey Sobylinskiy (RUS) 16:11 in the semi-final; Won against Teymur Damirli (AZE) 12:7 in the quarter-final
2011 – Black Diamonds Youth Tournament (Myszkow, POL) 5th place – 64KG Lost to Dariusz Kiwior (POL) 15:9 in the quarter-final
2011 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 5th place – 64KG Lost to Anvar Turapov (UZB) 12:6 in the quarter-final
2011 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Yevhen Parkhomenko (UKR) 8:3 in the semi-final; Won against Yaroslav Palychuk (UKR) 5:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Mikita Shevchenko (UKR) 10:2 in the second preliminary round; Won against Yevhen Kurdanov (UKR) AB 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2009 – Carpatian Junior Cup (Morshin, UKR) 3rd place – 54KG Lost to Oleksiy Kazim-Zade (UKR) 2:1 in the semi-final; Won against Stanislaw Makhlin (ISR) 4:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Ivan Ufmtsev (GER) 6:0 in the first preliminary round
2008 – European Schoolboys Championships (Novi Sad, SRB) 1st place – 50KG Won against Magomed Shabanov (RUS) 8:4 in the final; Won against Andrey Mikhaylov (BLR) 10:0 in the semi-final; Won against Elvis Nidzarevic (SRB) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final; Won against Burak Bozaslan (TUR) 14:2 in the first preliminary round
2008 – Ukrainian Schoolboys National Championships 1st place – 50KG

64KG – IVAN DANCHA – UKRAINE (UKR)
Date Of Birth : 16/04/1994
Coach : Ivan Khomyak
Residence : Chernovograd
Number of bouts : 85 (70-0-15)
Began boxing : 2008
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 7th place – 64KG Lost to Adilet Alibek (KAZ) 11:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Hussein Jabbar Sabeeh (IRQ) 13:6 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships Group A 1st place – 64KG Won against Igor Nesterov (UKR) 12:6 in the final; Won against Yaroslav Gurin (UKR) 11:9 in the semi-final; Won against Andriy Chayka (UKR) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2012 – Petr Mitsik Youth Tournament (Ivano-Frankovsk, UKR) 1st place – 64KG Won against Mukhammadrasul Sarimsakov (UKR) KO 1st round in the final; Won against Viktor
Ozgovich (UKR) AB 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Aleksander Smolka (POL) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2011 – Klitchko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Mihai Orlov (MDA) 11:6 in the semi-final
2011 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships 7th place – 56KG Lost to Valentin Pyankov (UKR) 7:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Nazar Naumchuk (UKR) 2:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Dmitro Stepanyuk (UKR) 7:2 in the first preliminary round
2009 – Carpathian Junior Cup (Morshin, UKR) 6th place – 46KG Lost to Mihail Orlov (MDA) 3:2 in the quarter-final

64KG – IGOR NESTEROV – UKRAINE (UKR)
Date Of Birth : 19/09/1994
Coach : Yevhen Babenko
Residence : Dnipropetrovsk
Number of bouts : 126 (88-0-38)
Began boxing : 2007
2012 – Klitchko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 64KG Lost to Gor Eritsyan (ARM) 11:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Ukrainian National Championships Group A 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Ivan Dancha (UKR) 12:6 in the final; Won against Nazar Sava (UKR) 17:8 in the semi-final; Won against Maksim Dolgunin (UKR) 20:7 in the quarter-final
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 6th place – 64KG Lost to Sergey Sobyliniasky (RUS) 13:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Stephen Mulholland (IRL) 16:6 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships 11th place – 60KG Lost to Ilya Polovynka (UKR) 2:1 in the second preliminary round; Won against Ruslan Mailov (UKR) 6:0 in the first preliminary round

64KG – JULIAN RODRIGUEZ – UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (USA)
Date Of Birth : 28/10/1994
Residence : Paterson, New Jersey
2012 – USA National PAL Championships 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Erickson Lubin (USA) 29:9 in the final; Won against Damon Allen (USA) 19:14 in the semi-final; Won against Blair Cobbs (USA) 24:12 in the quarter-final; Won against Evander Lamourt (USA) 20:11 in the second preliminary round; Won against David Craddock (USA) 23:12 in the first preliminary round
2012 – USA National Championships 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Jamel Herring (USA) 14:9 in the final; Won against Robert Easter Jr. (USA) 22:18 in the semi-final; Won against Wesley Ferrer (USA) 16:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Delorien Caraway (USA) 12:9 in the third preliminary round; Won against Michael Montgomery (USA) RSC 2nd round in the round; Won against Joseph Canale (USA) 26:11 in the first preliminary round
2011 – USA Junior National Olympiad 1st place – 63KG Won against Jose Alday (USA) 28:10 in the final
2009 – USA Silver Gloves Junior Tournament 3rd place – 50KG Lost to Joet Gonzalez (USA) 3:2 in the semi-final

64KG – ANVAR TURAPOV – UZBEKISTAN (UZB)
Date Of Birth : 07/03/1994
Residence : Tashkent Region
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Parviz Bagirov (AZE) 15:8 in the final; Won against Osman Emre Kuzu (TUR) 11:7 in the semi-final; Won against Daiyr Zhailauov (KAZ) 16:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Christos Kafritsas (GRE) 10:6 in the first preliminary round
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2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 1st place – 64KG Won against Khazar Aliyev (UKR) 12:6 in the final; Won against Adilet Alibek (KAZ) 14:10 in the semi-final; Won against Alberto Gershon (ISR) 12:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Sergey Sharabaya (BLR) 13:2 in the first preliminary round

2012 – Sydney Jackson Memorial Tournament (Tashkent, UZB) 7th place – 64KG Lost to Shakhror Giyasov (UZB) 18:11 in the quarter-final; Won against Ilyos Norov (UZB) 14:9 in the first preliminary round

2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Zaur Abdullayev (RUS) 15:7 in the semi-final; Won against Oleg Tolstosheiyev (RUS) 15:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Oleg Poshyakov (RUS) 11:5 in the first preliminary round

2012 – Uzbek Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG

2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Parviz Bagirov (AZE) 10:7 in the semi-final; Won against Elsever Azizov (AZE) 13:6 in the quarter-final

2011 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 1st place – 64KG Won against Maksim Gudeyev (UKR) 8:7 in the final; Won against Aleko Shukvani (GEO) 9:1 in the semi-final; Won against Khazar Aliyev (UKR) 12:6 in the quarter-final

2010 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 7th place – 60KG Lost to Michael McDonagh (IRL) 2:0 in the quarter-final

2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 6th place – 60KG Lost to Mehmet Inan (TUR) 1:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Lokesh Bhot (IND) 5:2 in the first preliminary round

2010 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Osman Tolip (TUR) by points in the semi-final

2010 – Uzbek Junior National Championships 1st place – 60KG

64KG – ISRAIL MADRIMOV – UZBEKISTAN (UZB)
Date Of Birth : 16/02/1995
Residence : Khorezm Region

2012 – Shokhr Bottekuly Tournament (Aktau, KAZ) 5th place – 64KG Lost to Zhanibek Azhibay (KAZ) WO in the quarter-final; Won against Aslanbek Shymbergenov (KAZ) 14:13 in the first preliminary round

2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 10th place – 64KG Lost to Sergey Sobylnskiy (RUS) 18:9 in the first preliminary round

2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Shamil Malsagov (RUS) 15:14 in the final; Won against Ayan Kalibekov (KAZ) 9:7 in the semi-final; Won against Fraser Gorn (SCO) 9:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Marian Pita (ROM) 23:11 in the second preliminary round; Won against Vladimir Popov (LTU) 16:5 in the first preliminary round

2011 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Mehmet Ates (TUR) 5:3 in the semi-final; Won against Chingiz Islamov (AZE) 11:2 in the quarter-final

2011 – Uzbek Junior National Championships 1st place – 60KG

2010 – Uzbek Junior National Championships 1st place – 52KG

64KG – YEIFER CRISTOBAL VALENCIA – VENEZUELA (VEN)
Date Of Birth : 15/12/1994

2012 – VEN-COL Dual Match – 64KG Won against Carlos Rosas (COL) by points

2012 – Venezuelan Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG

64KG – RICKY ROWLANDS – WALES (WAL)
Date Of Birth : 15/02/1995

2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) participant – 64KG Lost to Marcel Orsinger (GER) 14:12 in the first preliminary round
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2012 – British Youth National Championships 1995 Born Boxers (Liverpool, ENG) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Charlie Lee (ENG) 9:5 in the semi-final
2012 – British Junior National Championships 1995 Born Boxers (Cardiff, WAL) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to William Mowatt (SCO) 16:11 in the semi-final
2010 – British Junior National Championships 1995 Born Boxers (Sheffield, ENG) 2nd place – 50KG Lost to Sam Ball (SCO) 31:22 in the final; Won against Lee Murphy (ENG) by points in the semi-final

69KG – 🇦🇱 CHERIF HAGAR – ALGERIA (ALG)
Date Of Birth : 05/07/1994
Residence : Tizi-Ouzou
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 69KG Lost to Osman Aydin (TUR) RSC 1st round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Republic of Kazakhstan President's Cup (Almaty, KAZ) participant – 69KG Lost to Aleksandr Besputin (RUS) 19:6 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Algerian Youth National Cup 1st place – 69KG Won against Ahmed Achar (ALG) by points in the final; Won against Youba Benacer (ALG) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Algerian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 69KG Won against Souhaib Haouchet (ALG) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Algerian Youth National Cup 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Azzouz Boudia (ALG) by points in the final; Won against Amine Boudmarene (ALG) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Algerian Junior National Cup 1st place – 69KG Won against Nacer Rahmani (ALG) by points in the final

69KG – 🇦🇫 AHMED ACHAR – ALGERIA (ALG)
Date Of Birth : 13/12/1994
Residence : Tizi-Ouzou
2012 – Tammer Tournament (Tampere, FIN) participant – 69KG Lost to Roman Szymanski (POL) 19:16 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 7th place – 69KG Lost to Rustam Zhumagulov (KAZ) 20:15 in the quarter-final
2012 – Algerian Youth National Cup 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Cherif Hagar (ALG) by points in the final; Won against Smail Abbasi (ALG) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Algerian Youth National Cup 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Cherif Hagar (ALG) by points in the semi-final

69KG – 🇦🇲 YURIK MIKAELYAN – ARMENIA (ARM)
Date Of Birth : 06/06/1994
Club : Armenia Sport Children School
Coach : Garik Baghdasaryan
Number of bouts : 63
Began boxing : 2004
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 69KG Lost to Sagi Salehli (AZE) 22:11 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Armenian Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Gor Jevelikyan (ARM) by points in the final; Won against Artur Sargsyan (ARM) by points in the semi-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) participant – 66KG Lost to Magomed Shabanov (RUS) 6:3 in the second preliminary round; Won against Arkadiusz Szwedowicz (POL) 7:5 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Armenian Junior National Championships 1st place – 66KG

69KG – 🇦🇲 GOR JEVELIKYAN – ARMENIA (ARM)
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
Athletes Biographies

Date Of Birth : 18/06/1995
Club : Sport State College
Coach : Harutyun Tamiryan
Residence : Yerevan
Number of bouts : 60
Began boxing : 2008
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 69KG Lost to Abdul-Kerim Tapayev (RUS) 12:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Armenian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Yurik Mikaelyan (ARM) by points in the final; Won against Leo Papiyan (ARM) by points in the semi-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 3rd place – 66KG Lost to Osman Aydin (TUR) 9+:9 in the semi-final; Won against Aleksandar Kostov (BUL) AB 3rd round in the quarter-final; Won against Yaman Najjar (SYR) 18:10 in the second preliminary round; Won against Shane McIntyre (IRL) 12:10 in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 3rd place – 66KG Lost to Abdul-Kerim Tapayev (RUS) 18:10 in the semi-final; Won against Vincenzo Scannapieco (ITA) 14:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Levente Nagy (HUN) RSCI 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Armenian Junior National Championships 1st place – 66KG
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) participant – 57KG Lost to Aleksandar Mirazic (SRB) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2009 – European Schoolboys Championships (Anapa, RUS) 6th place – 54KG Lost to Telman Gafarli (AZE) 8:2 in the quarter-final

69KG – PETER PROUM – AUSTRALIA (AUS)
Date Of Birth : 20/03/1995
Place Of Birth : Melbourne
Height : 186cm
Club : Beaudesert Boxing Club
Coach : Justin O’Leary
Residence : Queensland
Number of bouts : 30
Began boxing : 2009
2012 – Oceanian Youth Championships (Papeete, TAH) 1st place – 69KG Won against David Nyika (NZL) 21:19 in the final; Won against Nuiata Ebb (PYF) 18:5 in the semi-final
2012 – Australian Youth National Trials 1st place – 69KG Won against Michael Robinson (AUS) 23:9 in the final
2012 – Australian Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Michael Robinson (AUS) 14:11 in the final; Won against Luke Hart (AUS) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final
2012 – Queensland Youth National State Championships 1st place – 69KG
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 66KG Lost to Aleksandar Kostov (BUL) 10:6 in the second preliminary round; Won against Mekhribon Sanginov (TJK) 16:9 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Australian Junior National Championships 1st place – 66KG Won against Koen Mazoudier (AUS) 5:1 in the final
2011 – Queensland State Junior Championships 1st place – 66KG Won against Chris Cornwall (AUS) by points in the final

69KG – SAGI SALEHLI – AZERBAIJAN (AZE)
Date Of Birth : 03/09/1994
2012 – Zhetysu Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) participant – 69KG Lost to Akylbek Adigaliyev (KAZ) 13:9 in the second preliminary round; Won against N. Eyvazov (KAZ) 19:13 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 5th place – 69KG Lost to Osman Aydin (TUR) 15:12 in the quarter-final; Won against Aleksandar Georgiev (BUL) 26:14 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Osman Aydin (TUR) 17:11 in the semi-final; Won against Abdul-Kerim Tapayev (RUS) 19:18 in the quarter-final; Won against Yurik Mikaelyan (ARM) 22:11 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 6th place – 69KG Lost to Igor Kharitonov (RUS) 14:6 in the quarter-final
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Igor Kharitonov (RUS) 14:6 in the final; Won against Igor Ivanchenko (UKR) 11:8 in the semi-final; Won against Abubakar Gadzhimagomedov (RUS) 10:6 in the quarter-final
2011 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 6th place – 69KG Lost to Mikhaylo Aritkin (UKR) 18:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Igor Romashchenko (UKR) 17:7 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Abdulghabar Gasanov (RUS) 5:1 in the final; Won against Magomed Abdumagomedov (RUS) by points in the semi-final; Won against Christy Joyce (IRL) 11:4 in the quarter-final
2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 2nd place – 66KG Lost to Ihsan Erdogan (TUR) 3:1 in the final; Won against Artem Golovastiy (BLR) 17:1 in the semi-final; Won against Richard Horvath (HUN) 6:1 in the first preliminary round
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Sergey Sobylinskiy (RUS) 8:1 in the final; Won against Przemyslaw Runowski (POL) 7:4 in the semi-final; Won against Dylan Carr (IRL) 3:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Richard Horvath (HUN) 6:1 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Belarusian Junior National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Nikita Lemekh (BLR) 2:0 in the final; Won against Artem Golovastiy (BLR) 17:1 in the semi-final
2009 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Yerevan, ARM) participant – 57KG Lost to Kuldeep (IND) 9:8 in the first preliminary round
2008 – European Schoolboys Championships (Novi Sad, SRB) 3rd place – 50KG Lost to Khazar Aliyev (UKR) 10:0 in the semi-final; Won against Franky Smith (ENG) 14:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Richard Tonte (HUN) 20:1 in the first preliminary round

69KG – ANDREY MIKHAYLOV – BELARUS (BLR)
Date Of Birth : 14/07/1994
Residence : Mogilev
2012 – Belarussian Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) participant – 69KG Lost to Islam Medzhidov (RUS) 10:3 in the first preliminary round
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Sergey Sobylinskiy (RUS) 8:1 in the final; Won against Przemyslaw Runowski (POL) 7:4 in the semi-final; Won against Dylan Carr (IRL) 3:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Richard Horvath (HUN) 6:1 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Belarusian Junior National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Nikita Lemekh (BLR) 2:0 in the final; Won against Artem Golovastiy (BLR) 17:1 in the semi-final
2009 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Yerevan, ARM) participant – 57KG Lost to Kuldeep (IND) 9:8 in the first preliminary round
2008 – European Schoolboys Championships (Novi Sad, SRB) 3rd place – 50KG Lost to Khazar Aliyev (UKR) 10:0 in the semi-final; Won against Franky Smith (ENG) 14:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Richard Tonte (HUN) 20:1 in the first preliminary round

69KG – JULIO CESAR SALES CARDOSO – BRAZIL (BRA)
Date Of Birth : 10/04/1995
2012 – Brazilian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Arisson Tavares (BRA) 24:10 in the semi-final
2012 – Panamerican Youth Championships (Portoviejo, ECU) 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Luis Sanchez (PUR) 19:11 in the semi-final
2011 – Panamerican Junior Championships (Tena, ECU) 2nd place – 70KG Lost to Paul Anangono (ECU) by points in the final; Won against Victor Barrios (PER) 10:4 in the semi-final
69KG – ZHANG ZHIDI – CHINA (CHN)
Date Of Birth : 16/03/1994
Residence : Jiangsu Province
2012 – Chinese Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Fang Zhenyu (CHN) by points in the final; Won against Chen Wang (CHN) by points in the semi-final; Won against Wang Guodong (CHN) by points in the quarter-final
2011 – Chinese Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Tian Jinbao (CHN) by points in the final; Won against Zhang Wenhao (CHN) by points in the semi-final

69KG – HUNG CHING YAO – CHINESE TAIPEI (TPE)
Date Of Birth : 06/09/1994
2012 – Taiwan President's High School Cup (Hualien, TPE) 1st place – 69KG Won against Lai Cheng Yang (TPE) by points in the final; Won against Huang Chia Feng (TPE) by points in the semi-final; Won against Kuo Yu Chen (TPE) by points in the quarter-final
2011 – Taiwan President's High School Cup (Taipei, TPE) 1st place – 70KG Won against Wu Chung Chih (TPE) by points in the final; Won against Chen Tzu Hsin (TPE) by points in the semi-final

69KG – FRANKO ANTIC – CROATIA (CRO)
Date Of Birth : 19/07/1994
Club : Leonardo BK
2012 – Croatian Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Tomislav Babic (CRO) RSC 2nd round in the final; Won against Leonardo Ravnjak (CRO) by points in the semi-final
2012 – Croatian National Championships 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Borna Katalinic (CRO) by points in the final; Won against Silvio Solni (CRO) by points in the semi-final
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) 9th place – 69KG Lost to Igor Kharitonov (RUS) 22:6 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 7th place – 69KG Lost to Vincenzo Gualtieri (GER) 13:4 in the quarter-final
2011 – Croatian Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Vito Jelcic (CRO) AB 2nd round in the final; Won against Filip Kovacic (CRO) 13:4 in the semi-final; Won against Bozidar Mitrovic (CRO) DQ 2nd round in the quarter-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) participant – 63KG Lost to David Pazdera (CZE) 3:1 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Croatian Junior National Championships 1st place – 63KG Won against Tibor Iles (CRO) 3:2 in the final; Won against Filip Gardos (CRO) AB 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Ivan Ivic (CRO) 13:0 in the quarter-final
2010 – Croatian Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against David Salamunovic (CRO) 11:0 in the final; Won against Damjan Daic (CRO) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Filip Kovacic (CRO) RSC 3rd round in the quarter-final
2009 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Yerevan, ARM) participant – 60KG Lost to Antonio Ortiz (PUR) 14:3 in the first preliminary round
2009 – Croatian Junior National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Marin Boskovic (CRO) AB 2nd round in the final; Won against Jure Grubisic (CRO) DQ 2nd round in the semi-final
2008 – European Schoolboys Championships (Novi Sad, SRB) 3rd place – 56KG Lost to Patrik Balog (CZE) 17:1 in the semi-final; Won against Mark Kovacs (HUN) 12:2 in the quarter-final
2008 – Croatian Schoolboys National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Mateo Tomic (CRO) AB 2nd round in the final

69KG – OSMAY BENCOMO TORRES – CUBA (CUB)
Date Of Birth : 20/12/1994
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
Athletes Biographies

69KG – MAREK ANDRYSEK – CZECH REPUBLIC (CZE)
Date Of Birth : 24/03/1995
Club : BCS Kromeriz
2012 – Sokolov Youth Tournament (Sokolov, CZE) 1st place – 69KG Won against Wouter Djokic (NED) 14:7 in the final; Won against Ibrahima Diallo (GER) RSC 3rd round in the semi-final
2012 – POL-CZE Youth Dual Match – 75KG Lost to Arkadiusz Szwedowicz (POL) 3:0
2012 – Czech Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Josef Cavajda (CZE) RSC 3rd round in the final; Won against Denis Gamez (CZE) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Miroslav Lebeda (CZE) 19:11 in the quarter-final
2011 – Olympic Expectations Junior Tournament (Usti nad Labem, CZE) 1st place – 70KG Won against Christopher Graefer (GER) by points in the final
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) participant – 70KG Lost to Narek Manasyan (ARM) 13:9 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Czech Junior National Championships 2nd place – 66KG Lost to Patrik Balog (CZE) RSC 1st round in the final
2009 – European Schoolboys Championships (Anapa, RUS) 7th place – 65KG Lost to Mihail Malovichko (ISR) 6:2 in the quarter-final

69KG – RITTI DAYSON AMBAGO – DENMARK (DEN)
Date Of Birth : 28/06/1994
Club : Valby IK
Number of bouts : 25
2012 – Angered City Youth Boxing Cup (Gothenburg, SWE) 1st place – 69KG Won against Richard Hedderman (IRL) 3:0 in the final; Won against Casper Baagild (DEN) 3:0 in the semi-final
2012 – HSK Youth Box Cup (Hillerod, DEN) 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Wouter Djokic (NED) 19:16 in the final
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 7th place – 69KG Lost to Patrik Balog (CZE) 11:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Laszlo Szilvai (HUN) 14:13 in the first preliminary round
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
Athletes Biographies

2012 – Danish Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Anders Andersen (DEN) 18:9 in the final
2011 – Danish Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Thomas Andersen (DEN) 9:8 in the final; Won against Ilyas Hassan (DEN) 20:7 in the semi-final

69KG – JOAN DANIEL SANTOS – DOMINICAN REPUBLIC (DOM)
Date Of Birth : 27/06/1994
Club : Ruben Espino
Coach : Miguel Perez
Number of bouts : 50
Began boxing : 2008
2012 – La Romana Cup (La Romana, DOM) 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Raul Sanchez (DOM) 15:9 in the final
2012 – Panamerican Youth Championships (Portoviejo, ECU) 1st place – 69KG Won against Luis Sanchez (PUR) 22:12 in the final; Won against Raul Anangono (ECU) 24:7 in the semi-final
2012 – Dominican Republic Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Jeison Bastardo (DOM) 20:3 in the final; Won against Rafael Arias Reynoso (DOM) AB 1st round in the semi-final
2012 – Batalla de Carabobo Tournament (Valencia, VEN) 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Gabriel Maestre (VEN) 5:0 in the semi-final
2011 – Dominican Republic Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Michael Lena (DOM) RSC 2nd round in the final; Won against Rafael Arias Reynoso (DOM) RSC 1st round in the semi-final
2009 – Dominican Republic Junior National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Jeremias Moreta (DOM) by points in the final; Won against David Peguero (DOM) by points in the semi-final
2009 – Panamerican Junior Championships (Quito, ECU) 5th place – 57KG Lost to Arlen Lopez (CUB) 21:1 in the quarter-final

69KG – DELUNDU ISOKUMU – DR OF CONGO (DRC)
Date Of Birth : 04/05/1995
2012 – DR of Congolese Youth National Selection Tournament 1st place – 69KG

69KG – MISTA KAZADI – DR OF CONGO (DRC)
Date Of Birth : 11/05/1995
2012 – DR of Congolese Youth National Selection Tournament 2nd place – 69KG

69KG – ANTTI HIETALA – FINLAND (FIN)
Date Of Birth : 24/08/1994
2012 – Tammer Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 2nd place – 69KG Lost to John Joe Joyce (IRL) 12:10 in the final; Won against Stewart Burt (SCO) 21:10 in the semi-final; Won against Bekzod Khalmetov (KAZ) 14:10 in the quarter-final
2012 – Ruska Tournament (Rovaniemi, FIN) 1st place – 69KG Won against Abdisamad Hussein (FIN) 17:8 in the final
2012 – Pyyunikki Youth Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 1st place – 69KG Won against Niko Kujala (FIN) 5:0 in the final; Won against Tomi Silvennoinen (FIN) AB 2nd round in the semi-final
2012 – Nordic Youth Championships (Stockholm, SWE) 1st place – 69KG Won against Oliver Flodin (SWE) 18:12 in the final
2012 – Gee Bee Tournament (Helsinki, FIN) 1st place – 69KG Won against Won against Andre Silva (POR) 11:5 in the final
2012 – Finnish National Championships 7th place – 69KG Lost to Mikael Sikstus (FIN) 20:19 in the quarter-final
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
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2011 – Riga Open Tournament (Riga, LAT) 1st place – 64KG Won against Daniels Raginskis (LAT) by points in the final; Won against Vitalis Usos (LAT) by points in the semi-final; Won against Maksims Romce (LAT) by points in the quarter-final
2011 – Finnish Youth National Championships 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Jarkko Ojapalo (FIN) 19:13 in the semi-final; Won against Jere Jokinen (FIN) 20:10 in the quarter-final
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) participant – 64KG Lost to Joshgun Aliyev (AZE) 15:6 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Pirika Youth Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 1st place – 64KG Won against Emil Absharipov (FIN) 5:0 in the final; Won against Juho Elsinen (FIN) AB 3rd round in the semi-final; Won against Tero Lahtinen (FIN) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2011 – Pyynikki Youth Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 1st place – 64KG Won against Juho Elsinen (FIN) 20:10 in the quarter-final
2011 – Nordic Youth Championships (Lahti, FIN) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Muhammed Adel (DEN) 3:2 in the semi-final
2011 – Pirkka Junior Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 1st place – 63KG Won against Juho Elsinen (FIN) 5:0 in the final; Won against Matvey Titov (RUS) 5:0 in the semi-final
2010 – Finnish Junior National Championships 1st place – 63KG Won against Ville Koivula (FIN) by points in the final; Won against Juho Elsinen (FIN) by points in the semi-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) participant – 63KG Lost to Sandro Dgadganidze (GEO) 1:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Pirkka Junior Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 1st place – 63KG Won against Juho Elsinen (FIN) 5:0 in the final
2010 – Pyynikki Junior Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 1st place – 63KG Won against Eitu Safarov (RUS) 5:0 in the final; Won against Matvey Titov (RUS) 5:0 in the semi-final
2009 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Yerevan, ARM) participant – 57KG Lost to Dmitriy Kulakov (RUS) RSC 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2009 – Pyynikki Junior Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 1st place – 57KG Won against Ruslan Viktor (FIN) 5:0 in the final; Won against Youssef Byjouane (SWE) 5:0 in the semi-final

69KG –  MUHAMMED CAMARA – GAMBIA (GAM)
Date Of Birth : 25/10/1994
2012 – Gambian National Championships 1st place – 69KG
2012 – AIBA African Olympic Qualification Tournament (Casablanca, MAR) participant – 69KG Lost to Mustapha Abdoulaye Hima (NIG) DQ 1st round in the first preliminary round
2011 – AIBA World Championships (Baku, AZE) participant – 69KG Lost to Yasuhiro Suzuki (JPN) RSC 1st round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Gambian National Championships 1st place – 64KG

69KG –  KONSTANTIN KHVISTANI – GEORGIA (GEO)
Date Of Birth : 23/11/1995
2012 – Georgian Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 7th place – 69KG Lost to Daniel Daskalo (ISR) 7:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Muslimbek Olimov (UZB) 12:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 9th place – 69KG Lost to Igor Kharitonov (RUS) 18:6 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 7th place – 66KG Lost to Orkhan Farzaliyev (AZE) 2+:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Anar Shukurov (AZE) 3:0 in the first preliminary round

69KG –  ABBAS BARAOU – GERMANY (GER)
Date Of Birth : 28/10/1994
Club : RF Oberhausen
Number of bouts : 49 (43-0-6)
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Igor Kharitonov (RUS) 15:9 in the final; Won against Michal Ostrowski (POL) 18:8 in the semi-final; Won against Adam Sakhnini (SWE) 14:8 in the quarter-final

2012 – German Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Johannes Simsch (GER) 21:10 in the final; Won against Hasan Ozer (GER) AB 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Jan Ualikhanov (GER) 15:14 in the quarter-final

2011 – Black Diamonds Youth Tournament (Myszkow, POL) 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Damian Kaszuba (POL) 5:1 in the semi-final; Won against Wojciech Plwowarczyk (POL) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final

69KG – MALEK EZZELDINE – GERMANY (GER)
Date Of Birth : 24/10/1994
Club : BSV Gronau
Number of bouts : 57 (30-3-24)
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 7th place – 64KG Lost to Sergey Sobyliniski (RUS) RSC 3rd round in the quarter-final; Won against Nicolai Hede Jensen (DEN) 9:8 in the first preliminary round
2012 – German Youth National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against David Todorovic (GER) 18:9 in the final; Won against Chris Foerster (GER) 12:11 in the semi-final; Won against Roman Groth (GER) 23:10 in the quarter-final
2011 – German Youth National Championships 6th place – 60KG Lost to Mohammed Maher (GER) 5:2 in the quarter-final
2010 – German Junior National Championships 3rd place – 57KG Lost to Daniel Gross (GER) AB 3rd round in the semi-final; Won against Ali Guencardi (GER) 19:6 in the quarter-final

69KG – MANJEET SINGH PANGHAL – INDIA (IND)
Date Of Birth : 26/07/1994
Region : Haryana
2012 – Tammer Tournament (Tampere, FIN) participant – 69KG Lost to Levani Dolenjashvili (AUT) 16:12 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Indian Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Gurleen Singh (IND) 7:6 in the final; Won against Vishnu (IND) 13:2 in the semi-final; Won against Isak Rothangpua (IND) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final
2012 – Haryana State Youth Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Naveen Kumar (IND) 8:7 in the final; Won against Rahul (IND) RSC 1st round in the semi-final
2011 – Haryana State Youth Championships 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Jitender Singh (IND) 18:9 in the semi-final

69KG – GURLEEN SINGH – INDIA (IND)
Date Of Birth : 26/08/1994
Region : Punjab
2012 – Indian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Manjeet Singh Panghal (IND) 7:6 in the final; Won against Manish Solanki (IND) 11:8 in the semi-final; Won against Monu Kumawat (IND) RSC 3rd round in the quarter-final
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) participant – 69KG Lost to Roman Zhailauov (KAZ) 18:8 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Indian Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Naveen Kumar (IND) 11:1 in the final; Won against Amzad Khan (IND) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Kailash Gill (IND) 10:5 in the quarter-final
2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 3rd place – 63KG Lost to Akmalbek Kosimov (UZB) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Hasan Ozan (TUR) 1:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Osman Aydin (TUR) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
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2009 – Indian Sub-Junior National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Nandlal Rajbar (IND) 12:5 in the final
2008 – Indian Schoolboys National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Ankur Singh (IND) KO 1st round in the final; Won against V. Raj Bharath (IND) 11:7 in the semi-final

69KG – Hasmor Lubis – Indonesia (INA)
Date Of Birth : 19/04/1994
Residence : Sumatera
2012 – Indonesian Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Renfry Arcos Beruatwarin (INA) by points in the final; Won against Ali Akbar (INA) by points in the semi-final

69KG – Salar Tahmasbi Moghaddam – Iran (IRN)
Date Of Birth : 06/01/1995
2012 – Iranian Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG

69KG – Jabbar Aqeel Mamoon Al-GBuri – Iraq (IRQ)
Date Of Birth : 01/06/1995
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) participant – 69KG Lost to Bilel Yezidi (TUN) 8:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 5th place – 69KG Lost to Aitzhan Shleyev (KAZ) 14:3 in the quarter-final; Won against Akmalbek Kosimov (UZB) WO in the first preliminary round
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 63KG Lost to Batzorig Otgonjargal (MGL) 12:9 in the first preliminary round

69KG – Stephen Mulholland – Ireland (IRL)
Date Of Birth : 21/10/1994
Club : St. Malachys
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 7th place – 69KG Lost to Michal Ostrowski (POL) 16:14 in the quarter-final
2012 – Irish Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Johnny Harty (IRL) 23:21 in the final; Won against Robert McGreavy (IRL) 24:15 in the semi-final; Won against Jason McDonagh (IRL) 17:13 in the quarter-final
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) participant – 64KG Lost to Igor Nesterov (UKR) 16:6 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Irish Intermediate National Championships 5th place – 64KG Lost to David Roche (IRL) 10:9 in the quarter-final
2011 – Irish Youth National Championships 2nd place – 56KG Lost to George Bates (IRL) 12:8 in the final; Won against Ryan Peake (IRL) 9:8 in the semi-final; Won against Patrick Joyce (IRL) 12:11 in the quarter-final
2011 – Irish Open Youth National Tournament 2nd place – 56KG Lost to George Bates (IRL) 20:1 by points in the final; Won against Glen Brogan (IRL) 7:0 in the semi-final; Won against Ian Byrne (IRL) 17:2 in the quarter-final
2011 – SCO-IRL Dual Match – 57KG Lost to Mark McKeown (SCO) RSC 2nd round
2009 – IRL-ENG Junior Dual Match – 48KG Lost to Charlie Driscoll (ENG) 12:0
2009 – Irish Junior National Championships 1st place – 46KG Won against Christopher Nevin (IRL) by points in the final; Won against Derek Potter (IRL) 12:8 in the semi-final

69KG – Daniel Daskalo – Israel (ISR)
Date Of Birth : 17/05/1995
Coach : Jakob Daskalo; Boris Svyatocha
Club: Golden Gloves Nahariya
Began boxing: 2002

2012 – Makar Mazay Memorial Tournament (Mariupol, UKR) 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Nodirbek Kosimov (UZB) 13:1 in the semi-final; Won against Maksim Gudeyev (UKR) 12:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Yevgeniy Dauhaliavets (BLR) 11:6 in the first preliminary round

2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Aitzhan Shleyev (KAZ) 7:3 in the semi-final; Won against Konstantin Khvistani (GEO) 7:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Nver Kargamanyan (UKR) 15:6 in the first preliminary round

2012 – Israeli Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Vladimir Danieldin (ISR) RSC 2nd round in the final

2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 9th place – 69KG Lost to Oleksiy Kazim-Zade (UKR) 12:2 in the first preliminary round

2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) participant – 66KG Lost to Luka Prtenjaca (CRO) 7:3 in the first preliminary round

2011 – Israeli Junior National Championships 1st place – 66KG Won against Daniel Hamlevski (ISR) by points in the final; Won against Roi Susan (ISR) by points in the semi-final

2008 – European Schoolboys Championships (Novi Sad, SRB) 2nd place – 43KG Lost to Sergey Sobylinskiy (RUS) RSC 2nd round in the final; Won against Laszlo Kovacs (HUN) 6:3 in the semi-final; Won against Busra Atmaca (TUR) 11:5 in the quarter-final

2012 – Japanese Youth National Athletic Meeting 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Tsubasa Okijima (JPN) 12:8 in the semi-final

2012 – Japanese High School Selection Tournament 1st place – 69KG Won against Tsubasa Okijima (JPN) 19:10 in the final; Won against Kohei Sugiyama (JPN) 24:6 in the semi-final

2012 – Zhetysu Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Nikolay Streletskiy (KAZ) WO in the final; Won against Parviz Bagirov (AZE) 8:2 in the semi-final; Won against Akybek Adigaliyev (KAZ) WO in the quarter-final; Won against D. Rahmankulov (KAZ) AB 2nd round in the second preliminary round; Won against A. Kurmanali (KAZ) 20:1 in the first preliminary round

2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 1st place – 69KG Won against Osman Aydin (TUR) 14:5 in the final; Won against Daniel Daskalo (ISR) 7:3 in the semi-final; Won against Jabbar Aqeel Mamoon Al-Gburi (IRQ) 14:3 in the quarter-final; Won against Alexei Puscas (MDA) 14:5 in the first preliminary round

2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 7th place – 69KG Lost to Islam Medzhidov (RUS) 10:4 in the quarter-final; Won against Abdulla Abdullayev (AZE) 9:5 in the first preliminary round

2011 – Kazakh Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Maksim Panarin (KAZ) by points in the final; Won against Beriket Akhmat (KAZ) by points in the semi-final

2011 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 5th place – 64KG Lost to Patryk Szymanski (POL) 12:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Mohamed Ouali (FRA) 10:6 in the first preliminary round

2011 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 9th place – 64KG Lost to Zaur Abdullayev (RUS) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
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2010 – Kazakh Junior National Championships 1st place – 63KG

69KG – MAKSIM PANARIN – KAZAKHSTAN (KAZ)
Date Of Birth : 25/03/1994
Residence : Almaty
2012 – Zhetyus Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) 7th place – 69KG Lost to Parviz Bagirov (AZE) 11:5 in the quarter-final; Won against M. Tulibek (KAZ) 15:11 in the second preliminary round; Won against Nurzhan Zhakanov (KAZ) 11:6 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Igor Kharitonov (RUS) 11:8 in the semi-final; Won against Chaka Suleymanov (RUS) 18:3 in the quarter-final; Won against Andrei Grigoras (MDA) AB 1st round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Kazakh Youth National Championships 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Aitzhan Shlyev (KAZ) by points in the final; Won against Arman Zhumashev (KAZ) by points in the semi-final
2008 – Merk International Schoolboys Tournament (Merk, KAZ) 3rd place – 57KG

69KG – SULEIMAN JUMA – KENYA (KEN)
Date Of Birth : 10/06/1995
2012 – Kenyan Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG

69KG – ABDU-SAID MASUIMOV – KYRGYZSTAN (KGZ)
Date Of Birth : 06/12/1994
Coach : Vadim Roslov
Residence : Bishkek
2012 – Kyrgyz Youth National Spartakad 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Izzatulla Shermakhamadov (KGZ) by points in the final; Won against Shukrat Usminov (KGZ) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Kyrgyz Youth National Championships 9th place – 64KG Lost to Izzatulla Shermakhamadov (KGZ) 3:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Islambek Abdylbasa (KGZ) RSCI 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2008 – Merk International Schoolboys Tournament (Merk, KAZ) 3rd place – 57KG

69KG – YERGAN KHUAT – MONGOLIA (MGL)
Date Of Birth : 21/03/1995
Coach : Khainar Khaisanai
Club : Bayan-Ulgii
Began boxing : 2008
2012 – Erlian Youth International Tournament (Erlian, CHN) 1st place – 69KG
2012 – Mongolian Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Davaanyam Davaasuren (MGL) 10:9 in the final; Won against G. Ganzorig (MGL) by points in the semi-final
2012 – Mongolian National Championships 7th place – 69KG Lost to Lhagvasuren Shinetulga (MGL) by points in the quarter-final; Won against E. Erdenekhuu (MGL) by points in the first preliminary round
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 66KG Lost too Aleksandar Kostov (BUL) 11:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – International Junior Tournament (Almaty, KAZ) 3rd place – 63KG
2011 – Mongolian Children Games 1st place – 63KG
2010 – Mongolian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 60KG
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69KG – NETHERLANDS (NED)
Date Of Birth : 27/12/1995
Height : 184cm
Club : ABCC Apeldoorn
Number of bouts : 56 (42-3-11)
Began boxing : 2008
2012 – HSK Youth Box Cup (Hillerod, DEN) 1st place – 69KG Won against Ritti Dayson (DEN) 19:16 in the final; Won against Khalid Khattab (DEN) 18:8 in the semi-final
2012 – Sokolov Youth Tournament (Sokolov, CZE) 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Marek Andrysek (CZE) 14:7 in the final; Won against Patrik Balog (CZE) by points in the semi-final
2012 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 1st place – 69KG Won against Denis Memetovic (SRB) 10:2 in the final; Won against Laszlo Szilvai (HUN) 8:0 in the semi-final; Won against Nenad Zemfirovic (SRB) 5:1 in the quarter-final
2012 – Chemnitz International Youth Tournament (Chemnitz, GER) 1st place – 64KG Won against Nikita Kolopov (RUS) RSC 2nd round in the final; Won against Chris Foerster (GER) 12:9 in the semi-final
2011 – TSC Junior International Cup (Berlin, GER) 1st place – 63KG Won against Rene Kuschel (GER) 15:8 in the final; Won against R. Grot (GER) by points in the semi-final
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 5th place – 63KG Lost to Isaac McLeod (ENG) 14:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Enid Numanovic (BIH) 14:2 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Netherlands Junior National Cup 1st place – 63KG Won against Zaki El-Fahri (NED) RSC 2nd round in the final
2010 – Netherlands Junior National Championships 1st place – 60KG
2009 – Netherlands Schoolboys National Championships 1st place – 56KG

69KG – NEW ZEALAND (NZE)
Date Of Birth : 07/08/1995
Coach : Rick Ellis
Residence : Hamilton
Number of bouts : 19
2012 – New Zealand Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Caleb Lloyd (NZL) 29:21 in the final; Won against Scott Briggs (NZL) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final
2012 – Oceanian Youth Championships (Papeete, TAH) 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Peter Proum (AUS) 21:19 in the final
2012 – New Zealand Youth National Trials 1st place – 69KG Won against Scott Briggs (NZL) RSC 3rd round in the final; Won against Caleb Lloyd (NZL) 29:17 in the semi-final
2012 – New Zealand Oceanian Youth National Trials 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Tyler Jefferies (NZL) 15:11 in the semi-final
2011 – New Zealand Junior National Championships 1st place – 66KG Won against Joshua Neilson (NZL) RSCI 3rd round in the final; Won against Harrison Rowe (NZL) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 9th place – 60KG Lost to Shamil Malsagov (RUS) 19:10 in the second preliminary round; Won against Vladislav Yeromenko (UKR) 14:8 in the first preliminary round
2011 – North Island Junior Novice Golden Gloves Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Chris Wallis (NZL) RSCO 2nd round in the final

69KG – POLAND (POL)
Date Of Birth : 01/10/1994
Height : 183cm
Club : Cios Adamek Gilowice
Coach: Dariusz Kudzia
Number of bouts: 86 (76-0-10)
Began boxing: 2005
Awards: Best boxer in the 2012 Polish Youth National Championships
2012 – POL-CZE Youth Dual Match – 69KG Won against Patrik Balog (CZE) 3:0
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Abbas Baraou (GER) 18:8 in the semi-final; Won against Stephen Mulholland (IRL) 16:14 in the quarter-final
2012 – POL-LTU Youth Dual Match – 69KG Won against Artiom Volkov (LTU) 3:0
2012 – Polish Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Dawid Bialas (POL) 10:7 in the final; Won against Kacper Kuligowski (POL) by points in the semi-final; Won against Pawel Kazimierczak (POL) 15:7 in the quarter-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) participant – 69KG Lost to Artiom Volkov (LTU) 16:14 in the first preliminary round
2012 – FRA-POL Youth Dual Match – 69KG Won against Nour Bachagha (FRA) 19:8
2011 – LTU-POL Youth Dual Match – 69KG Won against Artiom Volkov (LTU) 2:1
2011 – Michal Szczepan Youth Tournament (Raszyn, POL) 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Patryk Godlewski (POL) 3:2 in the final; Won against Marcin Golebiewski (POL) 5:0 in the semi-final
2011 – Copernicus Cities Youth Tournament (Grudziadz, POL) 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Rishard Vojtynish (RUS) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Radoslaw Gockowiak (POL) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2010 – Polish Junior National Championships 2nd place – 54KG Lost to Konrad Dabrowski (POL) 3:0 in the final; Won against Michal Krol (POL) 2:0 in the semi-final; Won against Patryk Runowski (POL) 3:1 in the quarter-final
2009 – Polish Junior National Championships 7th place – 50KG Lost to Grzegorz Brynda (POL) 3:2 in the quarter-final

69KG – IGOR KHARITONOV – RUSSIA (RUS)
Date Of Birth: 26/04/1994
Residence: Kemerovo
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 1st place – 69KG Won against Abbas Baraou (GER) 15:9 in the final; Won against Patrik Balog (CZE) 5:1 in the semi-final; Won against Paulo Bernardes (POR) 12:4 in the quarter-final; Won against Johannes Simsch (GER) 11:5 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Russian Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Aleksandr Agafovov (RUS) RSC 3rd round in the final; Won against Sarmat Tadtayev (RUS) 16:8 in the semi-final; Won against Omar Shabanov (RUS) 19:3 in the quarter-final; Won against Ali Guseynov (RUS) WO in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Akmalbek Kosimov (UZB) 12:10 in the final; Won against Maksim Panarin (KAZ) 11:8 in the semi-final; Won against Sagi Salehli (AZE) 14:6 in the quarter-final
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 1st place – 69KG Won against Sagi Salehli (AZE) 14:6 in the final; Won against Akmalbek Kosimov (UZB) 12:10 in the semi-final; Won against Roman Zhailauov (KAZ) 14:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Konstantin Khvistaniu (GEO) 18:6 in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) 1st place – 69KG Won against Michael O'Reilly (IRL) 16:15 in the final; Won against Ihsan Erdogan (TUR) 13:8 in the semi-final; Won against Vincenzo Gualtieri (GER) 9:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Franko Antic (CRO) 22:6 in the second preliminary round; Won against Kyriakos Spanos (CYP) 12:6 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Russian Youth National Championships 6th place – 69KG Lost to Murad Ramzanov (RUS) 6:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Ravil Kabanov (RUS) 8:2 in the second preliminary round; Won against Magomed Bulguchev (RUS) 4:1 in the first preliminary round
69KG – ISLAM MEDZHIDOV – RUSSIA (RUS)
Date Of Birth : 20/03/1994
Residence : Makhachkala, Dagestan
2012 – Russian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Sergey Sobylinskiy (RUS) 16:8 in the final; Won against Shamil Malsagov (RUS) 12:10 in the semi-final; Won against Zaur Abdullayev (RUS) 13:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Azamat Kappushev (RUS) 11:5 in the second preliminary round; Won against Nikita Podkorytov (RUS) 19:10 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Akmalbek Kosimov (UZB) 13:7 in the semi-final; Won against Aitzhan Shleyev (KAZ) 10:4 in the quarter-final; Won against Andrey Mikhaylov (BLR) 10:3 in the first preliminary round
2012 – RUS-CUB Youth Dual Match – 69KG Won against Osmay Bencosme (CUB) by points
2011 – Nikiforov & Denisov U17 National Cup (Chelyabinsk, RUS) 1st place – 69KG Won against Aleksandr Agafonov (RUS) WO in the final; Won against Muzarin Mizaushev (RUS) 17:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Russian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Zalibek Dzhumagulov (RUS) WO in the semi-final; Won against Igor Mirzoyev (RUS) 8:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Kirill Ponikarov (RUS) 7:3 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Russian Junior National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Zalibek Dzhumagulov (RUS) 9:4 in the quarter-final; Won against Artem Artemenko (RUS) 8:3 in the semi-final; Won against Artem Sizilov (HUN) 2:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Mikulas Ferdinand (SVK) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Russian Junior National Championships 1st place – 63KG Won against Zaur Abdullayev (RUS) 6:1 in the final; Won against Karol Pawlina (POL) DQ 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Laszlo Szilvai (HUN) 2:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Mikulas Ferdinand (SVK) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2009 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 1st place – 54KG Won against Ferit Sit (TUR) 9:7 in the final; Won against Fuad Huseynov (AZE) 9:4 in the semi-final; Won against Elvin Ahmadli (AZE) 17:5 in the quarter-final
2009 – Russian Junior National Championships 3rd place – 54KG Lost to Ilya Bakishev (RUS) by points in the semi-final
2008 – European Schoolboys Championships (Novi Sad, SRB) 1st place – 48KG Won against Taras Khrystofovich (UKR) 15:3 in the final; Won against Gokmen Orak (TUR) RSCO 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Romario Wallace (ENG) 12:7 in the quarter-final

69KG – JAMES DICKIE – SCOTLAND (SCO)
Date Of Birth : 10/07/1994
Club : Kingdom
2012 – British Youth National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Liverpool, ENG) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Joshua Kelly (ENG) 27:5 in the semi-final
2012 – ENG-SCO Dual Match – 64KG Lost to Mick O’Rourke (ENG) 18:6
2012 – Scottish Youth Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Edinburgh, SCO) 1st place – 64KG Won against Gary McGuire (SCO) 12:5 in the final; Won against Mark Parvin (SCO) 12:7 in the semi-final
2011 – Scottish Youth National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Coatbridge, SCO) 5th place – 64KG Lost to Mark Parvin (SCO) 3+:3 in the quarter-final
2010 – British Junior Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Sheffield, ENG) 3rd place – 60KG
Lost to Steve Patterson (ENG) by points in the semi-final

69KG – DENIS MEMETOVIC – SERBIA (SRB)
Date Of Birth : 08/02/1995
Club : Spartak Subotica
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) participant – 69KG Lost to Aled Cooke (WAL) 22:9 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 2nd place – 69KG
Lost to Wouter Djokic (NED) 10:2 in the final; Won against Kresimir Majcen (CRO) 18:1 in the semi-final; Won against Hajdin Ferati (MKD) 9:8 in the quarter-final
2012 – Serbian Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Ivan Timotijevic (SRB) 13:4 in the final; Won against Lazar Stanojevic (SRB) AB 2nd round in the semi-final
2011 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 3rd place – 69KG
Lost to Taron Pogosyan (RUS) 7:5 in the semi-final; Won against Djordje Tomic (BIH) 13:3 in the quarter-final
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 6th place – 70KG
Lost to Oleksandr Khyznyak (UKR) 11:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Antonio Jelavic (CRO) 19:6 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Serbian Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG
Won against Igor Milanovic (SRB) AB 1st round in the final; Won against Bojan Milenovic (SRB) RSC 1st round in the semi-final
2011 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 9th place – 69KG
Lost to Osmay Bencosme (CUB) 7:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Subotica, SRB) 1st place – 69KG
Won against Stephen Broadhurst (IRL) 1+:1 in the final; Won against Marko Bozovic (MNE) 6:3 in the semi-final; Won against Jaser Malagic (BIH) 12:1 in the quarter-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 7th place – 70KG
Lost to Vyacheslav Surmin (RUS) 6:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Hampus Henriksson (SWE) 0+:0 in the first preliminary round
2008 – European Schoolboys Championships (Novi Sad, SRB) participant – 56KG
Lost to Elmurad Mambetov (RUS) 9:0 in the first preliminary round

69KG – TOMAS ZOLD – SLOVAKIA (SVK)
Date Of Birth : 18/01/1994
2012 – Krnov Youth Grand Prix (Krnov, CZE) 1st place – 69KG
Won against Marek Szele (CZE) AB 2nd round in the final; Won against Artur Dauty (CZE) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 6th place – 69KG
Lost to Ihsan Erdogan (TUR) 14:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Laszlo Szilvai (HUN) 14:10 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Slovakian Grand Prix (Nitra, SVK) 3rd place – 69KG
Lost to Levani Dolenjashvili (AUT) 17:12 in the semi-final; Won against Richard Danyi (HUN) 24:23 in the bronze medal contest
2012 – Slovakian Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG
Won against Mikulas Ferdinand (SVK) 26+:26 in the final; Won against Lukas Sevcik (SVK) 40:13 in the semi-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 6th place – 69KG
Lost to Arturas Filipovic (LTU) 14:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Abdulla Abdullayev (AZE) 21:8 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Slovakian National Championships 5th place – 69KG
Lost to Miroslav Cepko (SVK) 14:13 in the quarter-final
2011 – Slovakian Youth Grand Prix (Komarno, SVK) 2nd place – 69KG
Lost to Barnabas Hegyi (HUN) 20:16 in the final
2011 – Slovakian Youth National Championships 1st place – 71KG Won against Tomas Psotka (SVK) 10:1 in the final; Won against Andrej Pravda (SVK) 7:2 in the semi-final
2010 – Olympic Expectations Junior Tournament (Usti nad Labem, CZE) 6th place – 66KG Lost to Denis Gamez (CZE) 5+:5 in the quarter-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 9th place – 66KG Lost to Igor Ivanchenko (UKR) 5:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Slovakian Junior National Championships 1st place – 66KG Won against Mikulas Ferdinand (SVK) 8:3 in the final; Won against Patrik Pancza (SVK) AB 1st round in the semi-final
2009 – POL-SVK Junior Dual Match – 63KG Lost to Mateusz Batz (POL) 3:0
2009 – Olympic Expectations Junior Tournament (Usti nad Labem, CZE) 3rd place – 63KG Lost to Patrik Balog (CZE) 3:1 in the semi-final; Won against Karel Hajek (CZE) 14:5 in the quarter-final
2009 – Olympic Hopes Junior Tournament (Slovenske Nove Mesto, SVK) 1st place – 63KG Won against Miklos Udvardi (HUN) 30:8 in the final

69KG – SHADI AL-BAGHDADI – SYRIA (SYR)
Date Of Birth : 16/07/1994
Number of bouts : 15
Began boxing : 2009
2011 – Syrian Youth National Championships 5th place – 69KG

69KG – AVZALBEK KURANBOYEV – TAJIKISTAN (TJK)
Date Of Birth : 1994
Residence : Sugd Region
2012 – Tajik Youth National Spartakyad 1st place – 69KG Won against Mekhrob Ibrokhimov (TJK) by points in the final; Won against Vakhobjon Erkulov (TJK) by points in the semi-final

69KG – OSMAN AYDIN – TURKEY (TUR)
Date Of Birth : 01/02/1995
Height : 178cm
Club : Tunckilic SK
Club : Ayhan Tunckilic
Number of bouts : 40
Began boxing : 2005
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 1st place – 69KG Won against Ihsan Erdogan (TUR) 11:9 in the final; Won against Rustam Zhumagulov (KAZ) 18:9 in the semi-final; Won against Sagi Salehli (AZE) 15:12 in the quarter-final; Won against Hajdi Ferati (MKD) RSC 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Aitzhan Shleyev (KAZ) 14:5 in the final; Won against Sagi Salehli (AZE) 17:11 in the semi-final; Won against Igor Ivanchenko (UKR) 12:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Cherif Hagar (ALG) RSC 1st round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Turkish Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Ihsan Erdogan (TUR) 34:25 in the final; Won against Cerkez Osman Senturk (TUR) RSC 3rd round in the semi-final; Won against Ramazan Demir (TUR) RSC 3rd round in the quarter-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 2nd place – 66KG Lost to Aleksandr Agafonov (RUS) KO 1st round in the final; Won against Gor Jevelikyan (ARM) 9+:9 in the semi-final; Won against Ahmed Semmo (GER) 17:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Artyom Krasikov (BLR) 11:10 in the second preliminary round; Won against Jack Connolly (IRL) 14:10 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 11th place – 63KG Lost to Gurleen Singh (IND) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
### Artem Solovyov – Ukraine (UKR)

**Date of Birth:** 27/12/1994  
**Coach:** Vadim Adriyanov  
**Residence:** Kherson  
**Number of bouts:** 128 (102-0-26)  
**Began boxing:** 2007  

- **2012 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG** Won against Oleksiy Kazim-Zade (UKR) 12:3 in the final; Won against Igor Ivanchenko (UKR) 13:9 in the semi-final; Won against Ali Seitmemetov (UKR) 20:11 in the quarter-final  
- **2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 2nd place – 64KG** Lost to Eimantas Stanionis (LTU) by points in the final; Won against Jemal Shalamberidze (GEO) 14:8 in the semi-final; Won against Vladimir Popov (LTU) 13:8 in the quarter-final  
- **2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 2nd place – 63KG** Lost to Igor Kharitonov (RUS) 4:0 in the final; Won against Nabi Bagirov (AZE) 8:0 in the semi-final; Won against Radik Grigoryan (ARM) 2:0 in the quarter-final  

### Igor Ivanchenko – Ukraine (UKR)

**Date of Birth:** 10/03/1994  
**Coach:** Yuriy Ivanchenko  
**Residence:** Donetsk  
**Number of bouts:** 90 (70-0-20)  
**Began boxing:** 2006  

- **2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 6th place – 69KG** Lost to Osman Aydin (TUR) 12:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Murad Daminbayev (KGZ) 15:3 in the first preliminary round  
- **2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 5th place – 69KG** Lost to Akmalbek Kosimov (UZB) 15:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Murad Ramazanov (RUS) 10:8 in the first preliminary round  
- **2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 69KG** Lost to Sagi Salehli (AZE) 11:8 in the semi-final; Won against Ali Hasanov (AZE) 15:4 in the quarter-final  
- **2011 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships 6th place – 69KG** Lost to Mikita Radionov (UKR) 6:3 in the quarter-final; Won against Serhiy Alimov (UKR) 6:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Oleksandr Sugak (UKR) AB 2nd round in the first preliminary round  
- **2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 1st place – 66KG** Won against Maksim Schuslionak (BLR) 3:0 in the final; Won against Andreas Hermann (GER) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Andrej Sviridov (LTU) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Tomas Zold (SVK) 5:0 in the first preliminary round  

### Akmalbek Kosimov – Uzbekistan (UZB)

**Date of Birth:** 03/01/1994  
**Residence:** Ferghana Region  

- **2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 6th place – 75KG** Lost to Orkhan Mayili (AZE) 36:32 in the quarter-final  
- **2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 69KG** Lost to Jabbar Aqeeq Mamoon Al-Gburi (IRQ) WO in the second preliminary round; Won against Niyaz Khalayev (AZE) 16:6 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 1st place – 69KG Won against Igor Kharitonov (RUS) 12:10 in the final; Won against Islam Medzhidov (RUS) 13:7 in the semi-final; Won against Igor Ivanchenko (UKR) 15:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Osmay Bencosme (CUB) 14:8 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Uzbek Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Igor Kharitonov (RUS) 12:10 in the semi-final; Won against Abdulla Abdullayev (AZE) 13:3 in the quarter-final
2011 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 7th place – 64KG Lost to Kieran Forde (IRL) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Korkut Batuhan (TUR) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 1st place – 64KG Won against Zalibek Dzhmailov (RUS) 3:1 in the final; Won against Joshgun Aliyev (AZE) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 1st place – 63KG Won against Zaur Abdullayev (RUS) 2:1 in the final; Won against Gurleen Singh (IND) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Hussein Al-Nahhas (SYR) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final
2010 – Armenian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 75KG
69KG – CESAR JOSE ROMERO – VENEZUELA (VEN)
Date Of Birth : 16/03/1995
2012 – Panamerican School Games (Guatemala City, GUA) 2nd place – 66KG Lost to Luis Barillas (GUA) 14:13 in the final
2012 – Venezuelan Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG
2011 – Panamerican Junior Championships (Tena, ECU) 2nd place – 63KG Lost to Miguel Ferrin (ECU) by points in the final; Won against Yeison Almonte (DOM) 9:5 in the semi-final

75KG – ARKADI HARUTYUNYAN – ARMENIA (ARM)
Date Of Birth : 06/06/1994
Club : Children School of Olympic
Coach : Ashot Barseghyan
Number of bouts : 65
Began boxing : 2004
2011 – Armenian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 75KG
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) participant – 70KG Lost to Gajo Wagner (GER) 6:1 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Armenian Junior National Championships 1st place – 70KG

75KG – ARTAVAZD AROYAN – ARMENIA (ARM)
Date Of Birth : 02/11/1994
Club : Yerevan's Sport State College
Coach : Garik Baghdasaryan
Residence : Yerevan
Number of bouts : 70
Began boxing : 2004
2012 – Armenian Youth National Selection Tournament 1st place – 75KG

75KG – LUKE TRAVERS – AUSTRALIA (AUS)
Date Of Birth : 12/07/1995
Place Of Birth : Cessnock
Club : Team Travers Boxing
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
Athletes Biographies

Coach: John Travers
Region: New South Wales
Began boxing: 2010

2012 – Oceanian Youth Championships (Papeete, TAH) 1st place – 75KG Won against Tinihau Tauratua (PYF) by points in the final; Won against David Ufa (PYF) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final

2012 – Australian Youth National Trials 1st place – 75KG Won against Cameron Jasper (AUS) 13:7 in the final; Won against Chris Mustica (AUS) 17:8 in the semi-final

2012 – Australian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Chris Mustica (AUS) 19:16 in the semi-final

75KG – ORKHAN MAYILLI – AZERBAIJAN (AZE)
Date Of Birth: 25/06/1995
Club: Neftchi Baku

2012 – Zhetysu Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) 7th place – 75KG Lost to Daulet Baygabatov (KAZ) 10:2 in the quarter-final; Won against T. Gabbasov (KAZ) 5:3 in the first preliminary round

2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Jozef Sirotek (SVK) 18:10 in the final; Won against Omer Dincer (TUR) 15:11 in the semi-final; Won against Akmalbek Kosimov (UZB) 36:32 in the quarter-final

2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Oleksandr Khiznyak (UKR) 16:10 in the semi-final; Won against Nabi Bagirov (AZE) KO 1st round in the quarter-final; Won against Shagabutdin Alburtiye (RUS) 12:4 in the first preliminary round

2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Daulet Baygabatov (KAZ) 6:5 in the final; Won against Magomed Madiyev (RUS) 9:7 in the semi-final; Won against Evgeni Sevcenco (MDA) 17:2 in the quarter-final

2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 2nd place – 70KG Lost to Lendruzh Akopyan (RUS) 6:5 in the final; Won against Salvatore Cavallaro (ITA) 7+:7 in the semi-final; Won against Ceyhan Baris (TUR) 11:4 in the quarter-final; Won against Gleb Sinkevich (BLR) 13:8 in the first preliminary round

2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 9th place – 70KG Lost to Magomed Magomedov (RUS) 11:7 in the second preliminary round; Won against Dmitri Keronen (FIN) 15:6 in the first preliminary round

2011 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 70KG Lost to Raml Akhmedov (UKR) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Arslan Yatzuradov (TKM) 8:1 in the quarter-final

2010 – Azeri Junior National Championships 1st place – 70KG

75KG – ILYA DEMIDOV – BELARUS (BLR)
Date Of Birth: 22/05/1994
Residence: Vitebsk

2012 – Belarussian Youth National Championships 1st place – 70KG

2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Arkadiusz Szwedowicz (POL) 14:7 in the semi-final; Won against Andrej Sviridov (LTU) 12:11 in the quarter-final

2010 – Belarussian Junior National Championships 3rd place – 66KG Lost to Rostislav Pigul (BLR) 8:1 in the semi-final; Won against Ilya Cherepanov (BLR) 4+:4 in the quarter-final

75KG – HLEB SINKEVICH – BELARUS (BLR)
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
Athletes Biographies

Date Of Birth : 03/07/1995
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) participant – 70KG Lost to Ceyhan Baris (TUR) 16:7 in the first preliminary round

75KG – ჩ Maksim Tsvetkov – Bulgaria (BUL)
Date Of Birth : 27/02/1994
Club : IVVT
2012 – Bulgarian Youth National Cup 1st place – 75KG Won against Petar Paunov (BUL) 24:10 in the final; Won against Veselin Nedev (BUL) WO in the semi-final; Won against Bozhidar Zhek (BUL) 22:4 in the quarter-final; Won against Mumun Selim (BUL) AB 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) participant – 75KG Lost to Lendruzh Akopyan (RUS) 34:32 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 5th place – 75KG Lost to Grant Quigley (SCO) 12:5 in the quarter-final
2012 – Bulgarian U22 National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Petar Paunov (BUL) 14:5 in the final; Won against Vladimir Georgiev (BUL) 12:8 in the semi-final; Won against Veselin Nedev (BUL) 13:12 in the quarter-final
2012 – 2nd Bulgarian National Team Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Anton Stefanov (BUL) 17:13 in the final; Won against Vladimir Georgiev (BUL) 8:7 in the semi-final; Won against Petar Pandeliev (BUL) WO in the quarter-final
2012 – Bulgarian Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Petar Paunov (BUL) 10:4 in the final; Won against Veselin Nedev (BUL) 12:8 in the semi-final; Won against Gyukan Fahr (BUL) AB 1st round in the quarter-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) participant – 66KG Lost to Yevgeniy Martineko (ISR) RSC 2nd round in the first preliminary round

75KG – 中国 Zhang Yawei – China (CHN)
Date Of Birth : 08/08/1994
2012 – Chinese Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Wang Hebin (CHN) by points in the final; Won against Ren Yi (CHN) by points in the semi-final; Won against Ayiben Hanati (CHN) by points in the quarter-final

75KG – Josip Zizic – Croatia (CRO)
Date Of Birth : 30/11/1994
2012 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Polyneikis Kalamaras (GRE) 4:1 in the semi-final; Won against Alexandru Ogasanu (ROM) 7:6 in the quarter-final
2011 – Croatian Youth National Championships 6th place – 69KG Lost to Vito Jelcic (CRO) 7:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Sime Rizvan (CRO) 9:6 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Croatian Junior National Championships 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Mario Mrzovic (CRO) 4:2 in the semi-final; Won against Matej Vidacek (CRO) 5:2 in the quarter-final

75KG – Kristijan Gogic – Croatia (CRO)
Date Of Birth : 14/10/1994
2012 – Croatian Youth National Championships 7th place – 75KG Lost to Matej Amidzic (CRO) 2:0 in the quarter-final
2012 – Mostar Youth Tournament (Mostar, BIH) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Bence Nagy (HUN) 16:14 in the final
2011 – Croatian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 81KG Lost to Matko Pripic (CRO) 13:11 in the semi-final; Won against David Semion Dabo (CRO) 13:10 in the quarter-final

75KG – _FLAG_CODE_ Eduardo Dinza Goulet – Cuba (CUB)
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
Athletes Biographies

Date Of Birth : 27/01/1995
Height : 169cm
Residence : Santiago de Cuba
Began boxing : 2007
2012 – Cuban Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 6th place – 81KG Lost to Dinislam Abdesov (KAZ) 19:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Dadazhon Tursunkulov (UZB) 7+:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – RUS-CUB Youth Dual Match – 81KG Won against Igor Titov (RUS) by points
2011 – Cuban National Championships 7th place – 81KG Lost to Irosvany Duvergel (CUB) 10:4 in the quarter-final; Won against Yuriandel Balban (CUB) 22:13 in the second preliminary round; Won against Justo Valle (CUB) 22:14 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Roberto Balado Cup (Havana, CUB) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Esquiva Falcao Florentino (BRA) 28:9 in the semi-final; Won against Robert Jankovski (AUS) 20:11 in the quarter-final

75KG – JOSE IKINGA – DR OF CONGO (DRC)
Date Of Birth : 10/04/1994
2012 – DR of Congolese Youth National Selection Tournament 1st place – 75KG
2012 – DR of Congolese National Championships 1st place – 81KG Won against A. Dibeleyi (DRC) by points in the final; Won against T. Kazima (DRC) by points in the semi-final

75KG – ARTJOM KOLTSOV – ESTONIA (EST)
Date Of Birth : 23/03/1994
Club : Energia
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 10th place – 75KG Lost to Arkadiusz Szwedowicz (POL) 13:5 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Estonian Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Nikita Homenok (EST) by points in the final; Won against Sergej Bannov (EST) by points in the semi-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 5th place – 75KG Lost to Arkadiusz Szwedowicz (POL) 12:6 in the quarter-final
2011 – Riga Open Tournament (Riga, LAT) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Pyotr Ayrapetyan (RUS) by points in the semi-final; Won against Tadas Pivorun (LTU) by points in the quarter-final; Won against Zans Arapetovs (LAT) by points in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) participant – 75KG Lost to Burhan Acckay (TUR) 10:5 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 7th place – 75KG Lost to Gajo Wagner (GER) RSCI 1st round in the quarter-final

75KG – BERIKA MHECHADZE – GEORGIA (GEO)
Date Of Birth : 02/02/1994
2012 – Georgian Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Leonid Sinani (UKR) 8:4 in the semi-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 3rd place – 70KG Lost to Leonid Sinani (UKR) 4:0 in the semi-final; Won against Yevgeniy Voronov (BLR) 2:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Ion Mihalcea (MDA) 5:0 in the first preliminary round

75KG – ABU-LUBDEH ABDULRAHMAN – GERMANY (GER)
Date Of Birth : 28/10/1994
Club : Boxing Eintracht Berlin
Number of bouts : 26 (21-0-5)
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 1st place – 75KG Won against Arkadiusz Szwedowicz (POL) 14:11 in the final; Won against Sultan Musajew (AUT) 7:3 in the semi-final; Won against Jordan Kulinski (POL) 15:9 in the quarter-final
2012 – German Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Dimitar Tilev (GER) 12:4 in the final; Won against Yunus Seyirt (GER) 17:10 in the semi-final; Won against Wadim Bıtjkuk (GER) 21:7 in the quarter-final
2010 – Ricardas Tamulis Junior Tournament (Kaunas, LTU) 1st place – 70KG Won against Lukas Lekunas (LTU) RSC 3rd round in the final; Won against Nerijus Venskus (LTU) 3:0 in the semi-final

75KG – ANDREAS HERMANN – GERMANY (GER)
Date Of Birth : 03/04/1994
Club : SC Colonia Koln
Number of bouts : 52 (35-3-14)
2012 – German U21 National Championships 6th place – 75KG Lost to Anzor Magomedov (GER) 14:7 in the quarter-final
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) participant – 75KG Lost to Magomed Madiyev (RUS) 12:3 in the first preliminary round
2012 – German Youth National Championships 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Dimitar Tilev (GER) 15:9 in the semi-final; Won against Dady Zelimhah (GER) 20:9 in the quarter-final
2010 – Sokolov Youth Tournament (Sokolov, CZE) 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Piotr Kazimierczak (POL) 10:9 in the final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 3rd place – 66KG Lost to Igor Ivanchenko (UKR) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Evghenii Sevcenco (MDA) 2:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Patrik Balog (CZE) 1:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – German Junior National Championships 1st place – 66KG Won against Dennis Dirks (GER) 3:0 in the final; Won against Wadim Bıtjkuk (GER) 10:3 in the semi-final; Won against Johannes Simsch (GER) 4:1 in the quarter-final

75KG – POLYNEIKIS KALAMARAS – GREECE (GRE)
Date Of Birth : 20/10/1995
Height : 184cm
Club : Athletic Club Ethnikos Kozanis
Number of bouts : 32
Began boxing : 2009
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 7th place – 75KG Lost to Omer Dincer (TUR) 14:13 in the quarter-final
2012 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Grant Quigley (SCO) 11:1 in the final; Won against Josip Zizic (CRO) 4:1 in the semi-final; Won against Ljuban Vidovic (SRB) 11+:11 in the quarter-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Arkadiusz Szwedowicz (POL) by points in the final; Won against Adilet Orynbasarov (KAZ) 15:12 in the semi-final; Won against Aleksandr Kavaliov (BLR) 9:4 in the quarter-final; Won against Arturas Povlovskis (LTU) 14:11 in the first preliminary round
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 66KG Lost to Ulugbek Abdukaimov (UZB) 16:6 in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) participant – 70KG Lost to Mikulas Ferdinand (SVK) 19:8 in the first preliminary round

75KG – VICENTE ANTONIO TELLO – GUATEMALA (GUA)
Date Of Birth : 21/11/1995
2012 – Central American Championships (San Jose, CRC) 3rd place – 81KG Lost to Osman Bravo (NCA) 11:0 in the semi-final
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
Athletes Biographies

2012 – Panamerican School Games (Guatemala City, GUA) 1st place – 80KG Won against Jose Echezuria (VEN) 25:21 in the final

75KG – IND SANDEEP SHARMA – INDIA (IND)
Date Of Birth : 05/01/1995
Height : 175cm
Region : Haryana
2012 – Indian Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Kailash Gill (IND) 18:9 in the final; Won against Sanjeev Tokas (IND) AB 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against L. Rakesh Singh (IND) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2011 – Indian Junior National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Deepak Sheron (IND) 9:2 in the final; Won against Lalramtana (IND) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Gaurav Chauhan (IND) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2010 – Indian Junior National Championships 2nd place – 66KG Lost to V. Raj Bharath (IND) 4:0 in the final; Won against Sukhjeet Singh (IND) 10:1 in the semi-final; Won against Bibeka Sanda Nahu (IND) 15:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Sandeev Tokas (IND) RSC 2nd round in the first preliminary round

75KG – IND MANDEEP KUMAR – INDIA (IND)
Date Of Birth : 06/08/1995
Region : Haryana
2012 – Indian Youth National Championships 10th place – 75KG Lost to Kailash Gill (IND) WO in the first preliminary round
2012 – Haryana State Youth Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Sanjeet (IND) 27:13 in the final; Won against Ashish (IND) 23:5 in the semi-final; Won against Naveen Kumar (IND) 17:15 in the quarter-final
2011 – Haryana State Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Vijay (IND) 29:11 in the final; Won against Devender Kumar (IND) 15:5 in the semi-final; Won against Balwinder Singh (IND) 17:12 in the quarter-final
2011 – Haryana State Youth Championships 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Deepak Sheron (IND) 6:3 in the semi-final; Won against Ashish (IND) 17:10 in the quarter-final

75KG – IND RENFRY ARCOS BERUATWARIN – INDONESIA (INA)
Date Of Birth : 15/03/1995
Residence : Jawa
2012 – Indonesian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Hasmar Lubis (INA) by points in the final; Won against Muhammad Alfarabi (INA) by points in the semi-final

75KG – ISR YEVEGENY MARTINENKO – ISRAEL (ISR)
Date Of Birth : 10/05/1995
Coach : Valeriy Ilyaev
Club : Golden Gloves Akko North
2012 – Makar Mazay Memorial Tournament (Mariupol, UKR) participant – 75KG Lost to Maksim Zadvornyi (UKR) 20:8 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 75KG Lost to Tomas Pivorun (LTU) 18:10 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Israeli Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Tarik Salah (ISR) 17:14 in the final
2012 – Dansas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) participant – 75KG Lost to Aleksandr Kavaliou (BLR) 11:6 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Vienna Youth Box Cup (Vienna, AUT) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Sultan Musajew (AUT) RSC 2nd round in the final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 70KG Lost to Narek Manasyan (ARM) 15:9 in the first preliminary round
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
Athletes Biographies

2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 7th place – 70KG Lost to Ceyhan Baris (TUR) 13:8 in the quarter-final; Won against David Kennedy (IRL) 11:9 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Israeli Junior National Championships 1st place – 70KG Won against Muhamad Bukri (ISR) by points in the final; Won against Riad Majdub (ISR) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Uman Liberation Junior Tournament (Uman, UKR) 3rd place – 70KG Lost to Oleksandr Khyznyak (UKR) 4:0 in the semi-final; Won against Edem Smailov (UKR) 5:4 in the quarter-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) participant – 66KG Lost to Ihsan Erdogan (TUR) 3:1 in the second preliminary round; Won against Maksim Tsvetkov (BUL) RSC 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2009 – European Schoolboys Championships (Anapa, RUS) 3rd place – 62KG Lost to Savas Duman (TUR) 11:1 in the semi-final; Won against Bedir Bedirov (AZE) 16:6 in the quarter-final
2008 – European Schoolboys Championships (Novi Sad, SRB) participant – 50KG Lost to Frankie Smith (ENG) 15:14 in the first preliminary round

75KG – GIUSEPPE RANNO – ITALY (ITA)
Date Of Birth : 25/01/1994
Place Of Birth : Augusta
Club : ASD Pol. Aquile Verdi
Coach : Carlo Millimaci
Number of bouts : 48 (43-2-3)
2012 – Italian Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Riccardo Valentino (ITA) WO in the final; Won against Leonardo Sarti (ITA) RSCI 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Diego Vergoni (ITA) 14:4 in the quarter-final
2012 – ITA-HUN Youth Dual Match2 – 75KG Won against Pal Kovacs (HUN) by points
2012 – ITA-HUN Youth Dual Match1 – 75KG Won against Daniel Csutak (HUN) by points
2012 – Petr Mitsik Youth Tournament (Ivano-Frankovsk, UKR) 1st place – 75KG Won against Stepan Yermokin (RUS) RSCI 2nd round in the final; Won against Nazariy Povarchuk (UKR) 3:2 in the semi-final; Won against Denis Evreynov (UKR) RSC 3rd round in the quarter-final
2011 – Italian Youth National Championships 6th place – 75KG Lost to Nicolo Scaringella (ITA) 14+:14 in the quarter-final
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) 5th place – 75KG Lost to Rauf Rahimov (AZE) 15:11 in the quarter-final; Won against Ivan Nesterenko (UKR) 12:10 in the second preliminary round; Won against Vazgen Shakhverdyan (ARM) 12:4 in the first preliminary round
2011 – IRL-ITA Youth Dual Match – 75KG Won against Eddie Byrne (IRL) 12:11
2011 – SCO-ITA Youth Dual Match – 75KG Lost to Grant Quigley (SCO) 11:9
2011 – Mostar Youth Tournament (Mostar, BIH) 1st place – 75KG Won against Aljaz Venko (SLO) 9:2 in the final; Won against Szilard Szabo (HUN) 11:1 in the semi-final; Won against Nenad Novovic (MNE) 10:0 in the quarter-final
2011 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 1st place – 75KG Won against Nikoloz Sekhniashvili (GEO) 4:2 in the final; Won against Temirkhan Saparkhanov (KAZ) AB 1st round in the semi-final
2009 – Italian Junior National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Michael Mingrone (ITA) RSCI 2nd round in the final; Won against Domenico Del Prete (ITA) 8:2 in the semi-final

75KG – BADER AMJED IBRAHIM AL-ADAWI – JORDAN (JOR)
Date Of Birth : 25/01/1994
2012 – Jordanian Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG
2011 – Jordanian Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
Athletes Biographies

75KG – 🇰🇿 TURSYNBAY KULAKHMET – KAZAKHSTAN (KAZ)
Date Of Birth : 27/01/1994
Residence : Kyzyl-Orda Region
2012 – Zhetsysu Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Arsen Akhmetov (KAZ) WO in the final; Won against Daulet Baygabatov (KAZ) 11:5 in the semi-final; Won against Orkhan Mayilli (AZE) 10:2 in the quarter-final; Won against N. Danayev (KAZ) AB 1st round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 1st place – 75KG Won against Oleksandr Khiznyak (UKR) 18:10 in the final; Won against Niko Arutyunov (ARM) 11:8 in the semi-final; Won against Leonid Sinani (UKR) 10:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Imam Khatayev (RUS) RSC 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 5th place – 75KG Lost to Daulet Baygabatov (KAZ) 8:4 in the quarter-final; Won against Angelo Morejon (CUB) 19:9 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 1st place – 75KG Won against Leonid Sinani (UKR) 12:7 in the final; Won against Orkhan Mayili (AZE) 11:9 in the semi-final; Won against Surender Singh (IND) AB 2nd round in the quarter-final
2011 – Kazakh Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Daulet Baygabatov (KAZ) by points in the final; Won against Kuandyk Tolegenov (KAZ) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Idris Shakhamanov (RUS) 2:0 in the semi-final; Won against Javier Cruz (CUB) AB 3rd round in the quarter-final
2010 – Eurasian Junior Games (Kazan, RUS) 1st place – 70KG Won against Rustem Balyayev (RUS) 3:0 in the final
2010 – Kazakh Junior National Championships 1st place – 70KG

75KG – 🇷🇺 DAULET BAYGABATOV – KAZAKHSTAN (KAZ)
Date Of Birth : 28/08/1995
Residence : Almaty
2012 – Zhetsysu Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Tursynbay Kulakhmet (KAZ) 11:5 in the semi-final; Won against Nabi Bagirov (AZE) AB 2nd round in the quarter-final; Won against N. Bapenov (KAZ) AB 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 75KG Lost to Nabi Bagirov (AZE) 12:5 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 1st place – 75KG Won against Orkhan Mayili (AZE) 6:5 in the final; Won against Anis Minniyarov (RUS) 10:7 in the semi-final; Won against Tursynbay Kulakhmet (KAZ) 8:4 in the quarter-final; Won against Spandar Paloyan (RUS) 9:0 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Kazakh Youth National Championships 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Tursynbay Kulakhmet (KAZ) by points in the final; Won against Erkin Mukumedzhan (KAZ) by points in the semi-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 7th place – 70KG Lost to Salvatore Cavallaro (ITA) 5+:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Bodo Schoelhammer (GER) 10:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Uman Liberation Junior Tournament (Uman, UKR) 2nd place – 70KG Oleksandr Khiznyak (UKR) 2:1 in the final; Won against Ramil Akhmedov (UKR) 3:2 in the semi-final; Won against Nazariy Povarchuk (RUS) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2011 – Kazakh Junior National Championships 1st place – 70KG Won against Bekzhan Bakirov (KAZ) by points in the final; Won against Abay Tolesh (KAZ) by points in the semi-final

75KG – 🇰🇪 SHARRIF JUMA – KENYA (KEN)
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
Athletes Biographies

Date Of Birth : 28/02/1995
2012 – Kenyan Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG

75KG – 🇰🇷 KIM JOONG WON – KOREAN REPUBLIC (KOR)
Date Of Birth : 13/04/1994
Height : 184cm
Club : Gyeongnam Physical Education High School
2012 – Korean National Sports Festival 1st place – 52KG

75KG – 🇰🇿 ERMEK MUKASHEV – KYRGYZSTAN (KGZ)
Date Of Birth : 06/01/1994
2011 – Kyrgyz Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG
Won against Murad Daminbayev (KGZ) 5:0 in the final; Won against Bayaman Ilyasov (KGZ) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Marat Kadyrov (KGZ) AB 3rd round in the quarter-final; Won against Akim Tynaliyev (KGZ) AB 1st round in the first preliminary round

75KG – 🇱🇹 TOMAS PIVORUN – LITHUANIA (LTU)
Date Of Birth : 16/01/1994
Coach : V. Gaibel
Club : VDSSM
Residence : Vilnius
Number of bouts : 50
2012 – Lithuanian National Championships 14th place – 75KG
Lost to Donatas Mataciunas (LTU) by points in the first preliminary round
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 6th place – 75KG
Lost to Arkadiusz Szwedowicz (POL) 21:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Mike Adelholm (DEN) 15:10 in the first preliminary round
2012 – POL-LTU Youth Dual Match – 75KG
Won against Arkadiusz Szwedowicz (POL) 2:1
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 11th place – 75KG
Lost to Niko Arutyunov (ARM) 15:3 in the second preliminary round; Won against Yevgeniy Martinenko (ISR) 18:10 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Lithuanian Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG
Won against Kestutis Pukas (LTU) AB 3rd round in the final; Won against Andrej Sviridov (LTU) 23:11 in the semi-final; Won against Ignas Cesna (LTU) 12:3 in the quarter-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 3rd place – 69KG
Lost to Oleksiy Kazim-Zade (UKR) 14:6 in the semi-final; Won against Leonardo Mosquera Jimenez (FRA) 13:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Vyacheslav Surnin (RUS) 7:6 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 2nd place – 69KG
Lost to Andrej Sviridov (LTU) 5:3 in the final; Won against Viktor Afanasjev (EST) 5:1 in the semi-final
2011 – Lithuanian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 75KG
Lost to Justas Leveika (LTU) 6:4 in the final; Won against Naglis Kaukenas (LTU) 4:0 in the semi-final; Won against Lukas Lekunas (LTU) 4:1 in the quarter-final
2010 – Lithuanian Junior National Championships 7th place – 70KG
Lost to Ernestas Korsakas (LTU) 3:0 in the quarter-final

75KG – 🇲🇳 BEKNUR KHALI – MONGOLIA (MGL)
Date Of Birth : 07/12/1994
2012 – Mongolian Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG
Won against D. Enkhtsoog (MGL) 18:15 in the final; Won against B. Batzaya (MGL) by points in the semi-final
2012 – Mongolian National Championships 11th place – 75KG
Lost to B. Darkhanbayar (MGL) by points in the first preliminary round
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2011 – Mongolian National Championships 17th place – 69KG Lost to B. Agarzandan (MGL) 11:2 in the first preliminary round

75KG – ETHAN MISA KULATEA – NEW ZEALAND (NZE)
Date Of Birth : 24/05/1994
Coach : Mark Robinson
Club : Revills
Residence : Auckland
Number of bouts : 24
2012 – New Zealand Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Tyrone Warren (NZL) 35:22 in the final; Won against Levi Roy Chadfield (NZL) 23:8 in the semi-final; Won against Manu Funaki (NZL) 14:5 in the quarter-final
2012 – Oceanian Youth Championships (Papeete, TAH) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Tinihau Tauraatua (PYF) 11:8 in the semi-final
2012 – New Zealand Youth National Trials 1st place – 75KG Won against Kaho Pani (NZL) RSC 2nd round in the final; Won against Sam Beck (NZL) 13:5 in the semi-final
2011 – New Zealand Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Cory Miles (NZL) 21:17 in the final; Won against William Marroitt (NZL) 25:19 in the semi-final

75KG – ARKADIUSZ SZWEDOWICZ – POLAND (POL)
Date Of Birth : 22/04/1994
Height : 183cm
Club : Skorpion Szczecin
Coach : Marcin Stankiewicz
Number of bouts : 96 (85-1-10)
2012 – HSK Youth Box Cup (Hillerod, DEN) 1st place – 75KG Won against Mike Adelholm (DEN) 4:1 in the final
2012 – POL-CZE Youth Dual Match – 75KG Won against Marek Andrysek (CZE) 3:0
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Abu-Lubdeh Abdulrahman (GER) 14:11 in the final; Won against Aaron Bird (WAL) 13:11 in the semi-final; Won against Tomas Pivorun (LTU) 21:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Artjom Koltsov (EST) 13:5 in the first preliminary round
2012 – POL-LTU Youth Dual Match – 75KG Lost to Tomas Pivorun (LTU) 2:1
2012 – Polish Youth National Championships 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Michal Ludwiczak (POL) by points in the semi-final; Won against Rafal Rzeznik (POL) by points in the quarter-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 1st place – 75KG Won against Polyneikis Kalamaras (GRE) by points in the final; Won against Ilya Demidov (BLR) 14:7 in the semi-final; Won against Artjom Koltsov (EST) 12:6 in the quarter-final
2012 – POL-ITA Youth Dual Match – 81KG Draw against Ivan Zucco (ITA)
2011 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 9th place – 75KG Lost to Zhanibek Alymkhanuly (KAZ) RSC 1st round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Trebon Youth Tournament (Trebon, CZE) 2nd place – 81KG Lost to Daniel Taborsky (CZE) DQ 3rd round in the final; Won against David Hosek (CZE) 20:11 in the semi-final
2011 – Polish Youth National Championships 7th place – 81KG Lost to Sebastian Rachut (POL) 3:2 in the quarter-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) participant – 66KG Lost to Yurik Mikhaelyan (ARM) 7:5 in the first preliminary round
2010 – POL-LTU Junior Dual Match – 66KG Won against Imants Cistovas (LTU) 3:0
2010 – Polish Junior National Championships 2nd place – 66KG Lost to Karol Pawlina (POL) 0:0 in the final; Won against Kacper Kuligowski (POL) 5:2 in the semi-final; Won against Kamil Bednarek (POL) 10:0 in the quarter-final
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2009 – Polish Junior National Championships 2nd place – 63KG Lost to Adam Pawlowski (POL) 5:2 in the final; Won against Robert Markowski (POL) 10:4 in the semi-final; Won against Michal Pietrzyk (POL) DQ 3rd round in the quarter-final

75KG – MAGOMED MADIYEV – RUSSIA (RUS)
Date Of Birth : 13/09/1994
Residence : Kaspiysk, Dagestan
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 7th place – 75KG Lost to Aaron Bird (WAL) 17:12 in the quarter-final; Won against Andreas Hermann (GER) 12:3 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Russian Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Lendrush Akopyan (RUS) 11:9 in the final; Won against Ravil Kabanov (RUS) 10:7 in the semi-final; Won against Ruben Bakunts (RUS) 18:12 in the quarter-final; Won against Serezha Saakyan (RUS) 17:8 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Orkhan Mayili (AZE) 9:7 in the semi-final; Won against Leonid Sinani (UKR) 13:7 in the quarter-final
2012 – RUS-CUB Youth Dual Match – 75KG Draw against Angelo Morejon (CUB) by points
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Rauf Rahimov (AZE) 17:11 in the final; Won against Muhammad Bangaew (GER) 13:5 in the semi-final; Won against Szilard Szabo (HUN) 10:3 in the quarter-final; Won against Nikoloz Sekhniashvili (GEO) 14:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 11th place – 75KG Lost to Muhammad Bangaew (GER) 5:2 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Russian Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Andrey Yegorov (RUS) 9:3 in the final; Won against Idris Shakhamanov (RUS) 10:8 in the semi-final; Won against Vadim Parfenov (RUS) 10:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Ivan Yakovenko (RUS) 7:2 in the first preliminary round

75KG – LENDRUSH AKOPYAN – RUSSIA (RUS)
Date Of Birth : 01/06/1995
Residence : Moscow
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 5th place – 75KG Lost to Jozef Sirotek (SVK) 12:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Maksim Tsvetkov (BUL) 34:32 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Russian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Magomed Madiyev (RUS) 11:9 in the final; Won against Bair Tsymbilov (RUS) 17:9 in the semi-final; Won against Aleksey Kolesnikov (RUS) WO in the quarter-final; Won against Vladimir Pokrovskiy (RUS) 13:7 in the second preliminary round; Won against Azamat Akhmetov (RUS) 23:8 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Nikiforov & Denisov U17 National Cup (Chelyabinsk, RUS) 6th place – 75KG Lost to Igor Nikolaev (RUS) 9:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Aleksey Kolesnikov (RUS) 12:5 in the first preliminary round
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 1st place – 70KG Won against Orkhan Mayili (AZE) 6:5 in the final; Won against Hong In Gi (KOR) 17:6 in the semi-final; Won against Blagoy Naydenov (BUL) 17:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Daniel Csutak (HUN) 23:12 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Russian Junior National Championships 1st place – 70KG Won against Magomed Magomedov (RUS) 1:0 in the final; Won against Murat Pliyev (RUS) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Shaban Tesayev (RUS) RSC 3rd round in the quarter-final
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75KG – Ljuban Vidovic – Serbia (SRB)
Date Of Birth : 05/06/1995
Club : Rokica
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) participant – 75KG Lost to Hasan Ali Sengul (TUR) 19:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 6th place – 75KG Lost to Polyneikis Kalamaras (GRE) 11+:11 in the quarter-final
2012 – Serbian Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Velimir Ugrenovic (SRB) 21:18 in the final; Won against Aleksandar Prodanovic (SRB) DQ 1st round in the semi-final
2012 – Bosnian & Herzegovian Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG
2011 – Serbian Junior National Championships 1st place – 66KG Won against Milan Marinkovic (SRB) WO in the final; Won against Milos Jelenkovic (SRB) AB 2nd round in the semi-final

75KG – Sayyid Qabeer Shah – Singapore (SIN)
Date Of Birth : 29/09/1995
Club : Moreland ABC
Residence : Melbourne, Australia
Began boxing : 2006
2012 – Bentleigh Cup (Melbourne, AUS) 1st place – 75KG Won against Donald Jones (AUS) 10:6 in the final
2012 – Penang Pesta Tournament (Penang, MAS) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Abd Awadullah Adnan (MAS) by points in the semi-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 63KG Lost to Song Ju Hyun (KOR) 8:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Singapore National Championships 2nd place – 64KG
2011 – North Singapore Junior Championships 1st place – 63KG
2010 – Singapore Junior National Championships 1st place – 63KG

75KG – Jozef Sirotek – Slovakia (SVK)
Date Of Birth : 16/02/1994
2012 – Krnov Youth Grand Prix (Krnov, CZE) 1st place – 75KG Won against Mateusz Niebesny (POL) 28:19 in the final
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 1st place – 75KG Won against Orkhan Mayili (AZE) 18:10 in the final; Won against Hasan Ali Sengul (TUR) 18:13 in the semi-final; Won against Lendrzh Akopyan (RUS) 12:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Bence Nagy (HUN) 14:8 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Slovakian Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Jan Dzanaj (SVK) 21:18 in the final; Won against Denis Lamanec (SVK) 23:10 in the semi-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 7th place – 75KG Lost to Adilet Orynbasarov (KAZ) 12:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Ernestas Korsakas (LTU) 19:7 in the first preliminary round
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75KG – LORAN BATTI – SWEDEN (SWE)
Date Of Birth : 18/04/1995
Club : Upsala IF
2012 – SWE-FRA Dual Match – 75KG Won against Kamel Chenni (FRA) 2:1
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 7th place – 75KG Lost to Sultan Musajew (AUT) 12:8 in the quarter-final
2012 – Swedish National Championships 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Ibragim Israilov (SWE) 11:9 in the final; Won against Rocco Wadell (SWE) 17:9 in the semi-final; Won against Filip Deiaco (SWE) 20:8 in the quarter-final
2012 – Nordic Youth Championships (Stockholm, SWE) 1st place – 75KG Won against Sahand Tavakoli (SWE) 17:10 in the final
2011 – Swedish Youth National Championships 5th place – 75KG Lost to Hampus Henriksson (SWE) 13:7 in the quarter-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 75KG Lost to Nabi Bagirov (AZE) 8:6 in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Adam Hamori (HUN) 15:8 in the semi-final; Won against Roberto Lucian Stanga (ROM) 15:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Andrei Zatusevschii (MDA) 5:4 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Pyynikki Junior Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 1st place – 75KG Won against Igor Khomic (RUS) 5:0 in the final; Won against Justus Kosonen (FIN) 5:0 in the semi-final
2011 – Pirkka Junior Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 1st place – 75KG Won against Justus Kosonen (FIN) 5:0 in the final
2011 – FIN-SWE Junior Dual Match – 75KG Won against Justus Kosonen (FIN) 3:0
2010 – SCO-SWE Junior Dual Match – 70KG Lost to David Winiarski (SCO) by points
2010 – IRL-SWE Junior Dual Match – 70KG Lost to Anthony Coyle (IRL) 4:0
2010 – SWE-POR Junior Dual Match – 70KG Won against Paulo Bernardes (POR) 3:2
2010 – Pirkka Junior Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 3rd place – 70KG Lost to Marat Shaibov (RUS) 4:1 in the semi-final

75KG – AMIR ORFIA – SWITZERLAND (SUI)
Date Of Birth : 14/04/1994
Height : 189cm
Club : Lausanne BC
Number of bouts : 22
Began boxing : 2009
2012 – BW Boxing Cup (Blumberg, GER) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Isah Bajrami (GER) by points in the final
2012 – Romandie Championships (Lausanne, SUI) 1st place – 75KG
2012 – Ascona-Lausanne BC Dual Match – 75KG Won against Arnes Lukac (GER) by points

75KG – AHMED AL-MAWALDI – SYRIA (SYR)
Date Of Birth : 01/05/1994
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75KG – KHALIMBOY ZOKIRBOYEV – TAJIKISTAN (TJK)
Date Of Birth : 1994
Residence : Sugd Region
2012 – Tajik Youth National Spartakyad 1st place – 75KG Won against Abubakr Muzafarov (TJK) by points in the final; Won against Ramazan Mirov (TJK) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Tajik Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Temur Azizboyev (TJK) by points in the final; Won against Nurali Nuralizoda (TJK) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Eurasian Junior Games (Kazan, RUS) 3rd place – 70KG Lost to Rustem Balyayev (RUS) 3:0 in the semi-final
2009 – Khudjand Junior Tournament (Khudjand, TJK) 1st place – 66KG

75KG – IHSAN ERDOGAN – TURKEY (TUR)
Date Of Birth : 26/03/1994
Height : 175cm
Club : Buyuk Sehir Belediyesi Ankaraspor
Coach : Esat Celik
Number of bouts : 140
Began boxing : 2003
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Osman Aydin (TUR) 11:9 in the final; Won against Aled Cooke (WAL) 7:4 in the semi-final; Won against Tomas Zold (SVK) 14:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Akin Tunckilic (TUR) 14:10 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Turkish Youth National Championships 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Osman Aydin (TUR) 34:25 in the final; Won against Ceyhan Baris (TUR) 19:13 in the semi-final; Won against Birol Aygun (TUR) 14:12 in the quarter-final
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Igor Kharitonov (RUS) 13:8 in the semi-final; Won against Fagan Huseynov (AZE) 11:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Alberto Gheorghe (ROM) 16:11 in the second preliminary round; Won against Adam Pawlowski (POL) 13:6 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Meirim Nursultanov (KAZ) by points in the final; Won against Pavlos Tsagarakos (GRE) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 7th place – 69KG Lost to Maksim Panarin (KAZ) 17:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Islam Abenbayev (KAZ) DQ 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 6th place – 69KG Lost to Christy Joyce (IRL) 7:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Rovshen Bayarov (TKM) 5:0 in the first preliminary round
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2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 1st place – 66KG Won against Sagi Salehli (AZE) 3:1 in the final; Won against Roman Jalilzayov (KAZ) 4:0 in the semi-final; Won against Rovshen Bayarov (TKM) 4:2 in the quarter-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 7th place – 66KG Lost to Magomed Shabanov (RUS) 4:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Yevgeniy Martinenko (ISR) 3:1 in the second preliminary round; Won against Nikoloz Chachanidze (GEO) 1:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 2nd place – 66KG Lost to Sagi Salehli (AZE) by points in the final; Won against Akhmetkhan Saidkhonov (UZB) by points in the semi-final 2010 – Turkish Junior National Championships 1st place – 66KG Won against Hasan Ali Sengun (TUR) 3:2 in the final; Won against Burak Gunultas (TUR) 4:0 in the semi-final; Won against Burak Bozaslan (TUR) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2009 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Yerevan, ARM) participant – 63KG Lost to Chris Mullaly (IRL) 7:2 in the first preliminary round
2009 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) participant – 63KG Lost to Elvin Safarov (AZE) 4:3 in the first preliminary round
2009 – Turkish Junior National Championships 1st place – 63KG Won against Ahmet Cakan (TUR) by points in the final; Won against Omer Kutum (TUR) by points in the semi-final 2008 – European Schoolboys Championships (Novi Sad, SRB) 1st place – 62KG Won against Umar Salamov (RUS) 15:7 in the final; Won against Goran Ali (SRB) 12:9 in the semi-final
2008 – Turkish Schoolboys National Championships 1st place – 62KG Won against Ferit Ozdil (TUR) by points in the final

75KG – OMER DINCER – TURKEY (TUR)
Date Of Birth : 22/09/1995
Club : Kocaeli
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Orkhan Mayili (AZE) 15:11 in the semi-final; Won against Polyneikis Kalamaras (GRE) 14:13 in the quarter-final
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 6th place – 75KG Lost to Oleksandr Khiznyak (UKR) 12:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Vadim Mokritski (UKR) 14:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Turkish Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Hasan Ali Sengul (TUR) 24:14 in the final; Won against Serdar Karacay (TUR) 20:4 in the semi-final; Won against Kerem Balbay (TUR) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Vladislav Mikhaylov (UKR) 14:9 in the final; Won against Dimitar Tilev (GER) 7:6 in the semi-final; Won against Roberto Lucian Stanga (ROM) 14:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Chyngyzbek Zhomart Ulu (KGZ) RSCH 1st round in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 10th place – 75KG Lost to Vasilii Tsitsilashvili 8:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 1st place – 75KG Won against Vladislav Mikhailov (UKR) 2:1 in the final; Won against Vasilii Tsitsilashvili (GEO) 8:0 in the semi-final; Won against Orhan Nasibi (AZE) 7:0 in the quarter-final
2011 – Turkish Junior National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Emre Mercan (TUR) by points in the final; Won against Aykut Tonkal (TUR) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 7th place – 70KG Lost to Omer Kutum (TUR) 6:0 in the final; Won against Muhammad Uluman (TUR) 2:0 in the semi-final; Won against Yalcin Atabey (TUR) RSC 3rd round in the quarter-final

75KG – HASAN ALI SENGUN – TURKEY (TUR)
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75KG – OLEKSANDR KHIZHNYAK – UKRAINE (UKR)
Date Of Birth : 03/08/1995
Coach : Oleksandr Serednyatskiy
Residence : Poltava
Number of bouts : 186 (181-0-5)
Began boxing : 2006
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Tursynbay Kulakhet (KAZ) 18:10 in the semi-final; Won against Orkhan Mayili (AZE) 16:10 in the semi-final; Won against Omer Dincer (TUR) 12:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Oybek Abduramanov (UZB) AB 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Ramil Akhmedov (UKR) 9:6 in the final; Won against Vladislav Ladiński (UKR) 7:4 in the semi-final; Won against Serhiy Alimov (UKR) 16:5 in the quarter-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astan, KAZ) 11th place – 70KG Lost to Salvatore Cavallaro (ITA) 9+:9 in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 2nd place – 70KG Lost to Magomed Magomedov (RUS) 9:6 in the final; Won against Narek Manasyan (ARM) 14:9 in the semi-final; Won against Denis Memetovic (SRB) 11:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Leonard Nicolae (ROM) RSCH 1st round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Uman Liberation Junior Tournament (Uman, UKR) 1st place – 70KG Won against Daulet Baygabatov (KAZ) 2:1 in the final; Won against Yevgeniy Martinenko (ISR) 4:0 in the semi-final
2009 – Ukrainian Schoolboys National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Anton Grechanik (UKR) 5:0 in the final; Won against Vitaly Skuryi (UKR) 5:0 in the semi-final
2008 – Ukrainian Schoolboys National Championships 1st place – 44.5KG

75KG – OLEKSIY KAZIM-ZADE – UKRAINE (UKR)
Date Of Birth : 01/08/1994
Coach : Oleksandr Serednitskiy; Oleksandr Polishchuk
Residence : Poltava
Number of bouts : 90 (72-0-18)
Began boxing : 2008

75KG – OLEKSANDR KHIZHNYAK – UKRAINE (UKR)
Date Of Birth : 03/08/1995
Coach : Oleksandr Serednyatskiy
Residence : Poltava
Number of bouts : 186 (181-0-5)
Began boxing : 2006
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Tursynbay Kulakhet (KAZ) 18:10 in the semi-final; Won against Orkhan Mayili (AZE) 16:10 in the semi-final; Won against Omer Dincer (TUR) 12:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Oybek Abduramanov (UZB) AB 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Ramil Akhmedov (UKR) 9:6 in the final; Won against Vladislav Ladiński (UKR) 7:4 in the semi-final; Won against Serhiy Alimov (UKR) 16:5 in the quarter-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astan, KAZ) 11th place – 70KG Lost to Salvatore Cavallaro (ITA) 9+:9 in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 2nd place – 70KG Lost to Magomed Magomedov (RUS) 9:6 in the final; Won against Narek Manasyan (ARM) 14:9 in the semi-final; Won against Denis Memetovic (SRB) 11:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Leonard Nicolae (ROM) RSCH 1st round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Uman Liberation Junior Tournament (Uman, UKR) 1st place – 70KG Won against Daulet Baygabatov (KAZ) 2:1 in the final; Won against Yevgeniy Martinenko (ISR) 4:0 in the semi-final
2009 – Ukrainian Schoolboys National Championships 1st place – 56KG Won against Anton Grechanik (UKR) 5:0 in the final; Won against Vitaly Skuryi (UKR) 5:0 in the semi-final
2008 – Ukrainian Schoolboys National Championships 1st place – 44.5KG

75KG – OLEKSIY KAZIM-ZADE – UKRAINE (UKR)
Date Of Birth : 01/08/1994
Coach : Oleksandr Serednitskiy; Oleksandr Polishchuk
Residence : Poltava
Number of bouts : 90 (72-0-18)
Began boxing : 2008
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2012 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Artem Solovyov (UKR) 12:3 in the final; Won against Taras Negribinchuk (UKR) 14:12 in the semi-final; Won against David Bagmanyan (UKR) 28:4 in the quarter-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnus, LTU) 1st place – 69KG Won against Arturas Filipovic (LTU) by points in the final; Won against Tomas Pivorun (LTU) 14:6 in the semi-final; Won against Artiom Volkov (LTU) 10:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Daniel Daskalo (ISR) 12:2 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships 17th place – 69KG Lost to Mikita Ribenok (UKR) 6:5 in the first preliminary round
2008 – European Schoolboys Championships (Novi Sad, SRB) 3rd place – 46KG Lost to Tigran Uzliyan (RUS) 13:2 in the semi-final; Won against Sandor Makula (HUN) RSCO 2nd round in the quarter-final; Won against Aleksandar Mirazic (SRB) 13:6 in the first preliminary round

75KG – AZIZJON MAMATOV – UZBEKISTAN (UZB)
Date Of Birth : 01/01/1994
2012 – Uzbek Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG

75KG – NALEK RACHID KORBAJ – VENEZUELA (VEN)
Date Of Birth : 08/10/1995
2012 – VEN-COL Dual Match – 69KG Lost to Leonard Carrillo (COL) by points
2012 – Panamerican School Games (Guatemala City, GUA) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Carlos Tovar (GUA) 28:16 in the final
2012 – Venezuelan Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG

75KG – AARON BIRD – WALES (WAL)
Date Of Birth : 11/07/1994
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 7th place – 75KG Lost to Hasan Ali Sengul (TUR) 14:12 in the quarter-final; Won against Hassen Kaaidi (TUN) 23:13 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Arkadiusz Szwedowicz (POL) 13:11 in the semi-final; Won against Magomed Madiyev (RUS) 17:12 in the quarter-final; Won against Bence Nagy (HUN) 10:9 in the first preliminary round
2012 – British Youth National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Liverpool, ENG) 1st place – 75KG Won against Grant Quigley (SCO) 15:14 in the final; Won against Zachary Parker (ENG) 11:7 in the semi-final
2010 – British Junior Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Sheffield, ENG) 3rd place – 70KG Lost to Ryan Martin (ENG) by points in the semi-final

81KG – HICHEM KALAOUAR – ALGERIA (ALG)
Date Of Birth : 31/01/1994
Residence : Setif
2012 – Tammer Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 11th place – 81KG Lost to Niklas Rasanen (FIN) 14:10 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 3rd place – 81KG Lost to Cem Kilic (TUR) 19:14 in the semi-final; Won against Vadim Parfenov (RUS) 18:14 in the quarter-final
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 10th place – 81KG Lost to Ali Shabanov (RUS) 19:6 in the first preliminary round
2012 – African Cup of Nations (Gaborone, BOT) 1st place – 81KG Won against Tsenang Mohohutso (BOT) 18:10; Won against Mamadou Samba Barry (GUI) 18:7
2012 – Republic of Kazakhstan President's Cup (Almaty, KAZ) participant – 81KG Lost to Marat Kiyasov (KAZ) RSCI 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Algerian Youth National Cup 1st place – 81KG Won against Walid Saibi (ALG) by points in the final; Won against Hanibal Ghabrioua (ALG) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Algerian Youth National Championships 1st place – 81KG Won against Ghiles Mahtal (ALG) by points in the final; Won against Aghiles Khalif (ALG) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Algerian Youth National Cup 2nd place – 81KG Lost to Ghiles Mahtal (ALG) by points in the final
2010 – Algerian Junior National Cup 1st place – +80KG Won against Djamel Kellal (ALG) by points in the final

81KG – Nikol Arutyunov – Armenia (ARM)
Date of Birth: 02/06/1994
Club: Yerevan’s Sport State College
Coach: Kim Danielyan
Residence: Yerevan
Number of bouts: 96
Began boxing: 2006
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Tursynbay Kulakakhmadov (KAZ) 11:8 in the semi-final; Won against Irakli Katamadze (GEO) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final; Won against Tomas Pivorun (LTU) 15:3 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Armenian Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Artyom Galstyan (ARM) by points in the final; Won against Levon Babayan (ARM) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Nikiforov & Denisov U17 National Cup (Chelyabinsk, RUS) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Igor Nikolayev (RUS) 8:7 in the semi-final; Won against Zelim Imadayev (RUS) 21:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Anton Grigorov (RUS) 9:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Russian Youth National Championships 7th place – 75KG Lost to Idris Shakhmanov (RUS) 5:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Gennadiy Zatolokin (RUS) 9:5 in the first preliminary round

81KG – Adrian Paoletti – Australia (AUS)
Date of Birth: 21/06/1995
Place of Birth: Carlton
Height: 185cm
Club: East End Boxing
Coach: Brian Butler
Region: Victoria
Began boxing: 2011
2012 – Oceanian Youth Championships (Papeete, TAH) 2nd place – 81KG Lost to Eric Finau (NZL) by points in the final; Won against Hans Akeou Tsiou Fouc (PYF) 26:1 in the semi-final
2012 – Australian Youth National Trials 1st place – 81KG Won against Adam Copland (AUS) 13:12 in the final
2012 – Australian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 81KG Lost to Luke Petit (AUS) 9:7 in the final; Won against Zac Bacigalupo (AUS) 7:5 in the semi-final

81KG – Rauf Rahimov – Azerbaijan (AZE)
Date of Birth: 28/01/1994
Club: Neftchi
2012 – Zhetyus Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) 2nd place – 81KG Lost to Askar Duisaly (KAZ) 12:8 in the final; Won against Dinislam Abdeshev (KAZ) 8:2 in the semi-final; Won
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81KG – SERGEY PAPELYUKH – BELARUS (BLR)
Date Of Birth : 26/07/1994
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 81KG Lost to Dmitro Nikolayenko (UKR) 16:8 in the first preliminary round

81KG – CYRUS TAYLOR – CANADA (CAN)
Date Of Birth : 03/01/1994

against M. Demey (KAZ) 9:5 in the quarter-final; Won against M. Saduakosov (KAZ) 15:9 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 1st place – 81KG Won against Cem Kilic (TUR) 15:8 in the final; Won against Adam Hamori (HUN) AB 3rd round in the semi-final; Won against Oguzhan Soysal (TUR) AB 1st round in the quarter-final
2012 – Gamzayev Memorial Tournament (Izberbash, RUS) 3rd place – 81KG Lost to Ramazan Musayev (RUS) 5:3 in the semi-final; Won against Islam Grimsultanov (RUS) 9:8 in the quarter-final
2012 – Konstantin Korotkov Memorial Tournament (Khabarovsk, RUS) 3rd place – 81KG Lost to Vladimir Fedotkin (RUS) 24:20 in the semi-final; Won against Mihai Cationov (MDA) 12:6 in the quarter-final
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 1st place – 81KG Won against Dinislam Abdeshev (KAZ) 10:8 in the final; Won against John Joe McDonagh (IRL) 12:4 in the semi-final; Won against Dilmurad Satiboldiyev (UKR) 13:5 in the quarter-final
2012 – Great Silk Way Tournament (Baku, AZE) 7th place – 81KG Lost to Iago Kiziria (GEO) RSCI 2nd round in the quarter-final
2011 – European Students Championships (Moscow, RUS) 3rd place – 81KG Lost to Tagir Pirdamov (RUS) 9+:9 in the semi-final; Won against Mihai Cationov (MDA) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) 1st place – 75KG Won against Magomed Madiyev (RUS) 17:11 in the final; Won against Stephen Broadhurst (IRL) 13:11 in the semi-final; Won against Giuseppe Ranno (ITA) 15:11 in the quarter-final; Won against Burhan Akcay (TUR) 13:9 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 75KG Lost to Petru Ciobanu (MDA) 13:4 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Great Silk Way Tournament (Baku, AZE) 7th place – 75KG Lost to Gamzat Gazaliyev (RUS) 8:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Jahad Zohrehvand (IRN) WO in the first preliminary round
2010 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Kazim Eneyev (RUS) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Azeri Youth National Championships 1st place – 75KG
2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 1st place – 75KG Won against Dinislam Abdeshev (KAZ) 4:1 in the final; Won against Shatlyk Shariyev (TKM) RSC 1st round in the semi-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Idris Shakhmanov (RUS) 2:0 in the final; Won against Philipp Freund (GER) 2:0 in the semi-final; Won against Anton Malik (LAT) 6:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Igor Gladchenko (ISR) AB 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2010 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 1st place – 75KG Won against Umar Salamov (RUS) by points in the final; Won against Dinislam Abdeshev (KAZ) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Azeri Junior National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Fuad Alisov (AZE) by points in the final
2009 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Pavel Makarov (RUS) 11:10 in the final; Won against Fagan Huseynov (AZE) 5+:5 in the semi-final; Won against Makhach Umarov (RUS) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final

81KG – SERGEY PAPELYUKH – BELARUS (BLR)
Date Of Birth : 26/07/1994
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 81KG Lost to Dmitro Nikolayenko (UKR) 16:8 in the first preliminary round

81KG – CYRUS TAYLOR – CANADA (CAN)
Date Of Birth : 03/01/1994
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Height : 175cm
Club : Pegasus Amateur Boxing Gym
Coach : Bruce Harkness; Brad Ross
Number of bouts : 70 (40-0-30)
Residence : Middleton

2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 6th place – 81KG Lost to Joakim Sliwa (NOR) 8:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Vojtech Hatas (CZE) 14:6 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Canadian Youth National Championships 1st place – 81KG Won against Max Rizzi (CAN) 12:7 in the final; Won against Kevin Ercolano (CAN) 16:7 in the semi-final
2011 – Canadian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Luis Valdivia (CAN) 8:5 in the final; Won against Luke Holland (CAN) 7+:7 in the semi-final; Won against Daniel Lambert (CAN) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final
2010 – Canadian Junior National Championships 2nd place – 66KG Lost to Josue St. Cyr (CAN) 8:5 in the final; Won against Terrelle Morriseau (CAN) 11:1 in the semi-final
2009 – Canadian Junior National Championships 3rd place – 63KG Lost to Cody Crowley (CAN) 3:1 in the semi-final

81KG – LI BITAO – CHINA (CHN)
Date Of Birth : 22/04/1994
2012 – Chinese Youth National Championships 2nd place – 81KG Lost to Abudureyimu Yibulayin (CHN) by points in the final; Won against Aisakari Tuersun (CHN) by points in the semi-final; Won against Shen Jiahao (CHN) by points in the quarter-final

81KG – ANYELO MOREJON RAYMOND – CUBA (CUB)
Date Of Birth : 08/11/1995
Height : 180cm
Residence : Havana
Began boxing : 2009
2012 – Cuban Youth National Championships – 81KG
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) participant – 75KG Lost to Tursynbay Kulakakhmadov (KAZ) 19:9 in the first preliminary round
2012 – RUS-CUB Youth Dual Match – 75KG Draw against Magomed Madiyev (RUS) by points
2011 – Cuban National Championships 17th place – 75KG Lost to William Scull (CUB) 15:10 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Cuban Junior National Championships 1st place – 70KG

81KG – ALEXANDER JANKOVIC – DENMARK (DEN)
Date Of Birth : 08/08/1994
Club : Hillerod SK
Number of bouts : 20
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 1st place – 81KG Won against Joakim Sliwa (NOR) 14:11 in the final; Won against Roman Fress (GER) 12+:12 in the semi-final; Won against Aleksey Yaskov (RUS) 13:12 in the quarter-final
2012 – Danish Youth National Championships 1st place – 81KG Won against Besnik Alili (DEN) 27:13 in the final

81KG – JOAQUIN BERROA LUGO – DOMINICAN REPUBLIC (DOM)
Date Of Birth : 04/06/1995
Height : 185cm
Club : Guerrero de Quitas Sueno
Coach : Carlos Wilson Almonte
Number of bouts : 60
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Began boxing : 2009
2012 – La Romana Cup (La Romana, DOM) 2nd place – 81KG Lost to Luis Alfredo Ramirez (DOM) 23:6 in the final; Won against Joseph Laboy (PUR) RSC 1st round in the semi-final
2012 – Panamerican Youth Championships (Portoviejo, ECU) 1st place – 81KG Won against Fabian Lopez (PUR) 21:20 in the final
2012 – Dominican Republic Youth National Championships 1st place – 81KG Won against Joel Tejada Perez (DOM) WO in the final; Won against Alexander Lara (DOM) RSC 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Luis Alberto Pichardo (DOM) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final
2012 – TRI-DOM Dual Match – 81KG Lost to Shem Cloud (TRI) by points
2012 – Independence Cup (Santiago de los Caballeros, DOM) 5th place – 81KG Lost to Carlos Gongora (ECU) AB 1st round in the quarter-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 7th place – 80KG Lost to Akbarjon Meliziyayev (UZB) 11:4 in the quarter-final
2011 – Panamerican Junior Championships (Tena, ECU) 1st place – 80KG Won against Angelo Colorado (ECU) by points in the final
2010 – Golden Belt Junior Tournament (Portoviejo, ECU) 2nd place – 80KG Lost to Raul Anangono (ECU) 9:4 in the final
2010 – Dominican Republic Junior National Championships 1st place – 80KG

81KG – 🇨🇩 BENGAZI LIMBLILA – DR OF CONGO (DRC)
Date Of Birth : 02/03/1995
2012 – DR of Congolese Youth National Selection Tournament 1st place – 81KG

81KG – 🇬🇧 STEED WOODALL – ENGLAND (ENG)
Date Of Birth : 22/04/1994
Club : Eastside
2012 – British Youth National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Liverpool, ENG) 1st place – 81KG Won against Scott Forrest (SCO) 17:12 in the final
2012 – English Youth National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Batley, ENG) 1st place – 81KG Won against Jack Taylor (ENG) RSC 1st round in the final
2010 – British Junior National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Sheffield, ENG) 1st place – 70KG Won against Ryan Martin (ENG) 10:3 in the final; Won against Grant Quigley (SCO) by points in the semi-final
2009 – British Junior National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Edinburgh, SCO) 2nd place – 70KG Lost to Scott Forrest (SCO) 5:4 in the final; Won against David Winiarski (SCO) 8:5 in the semi-final

81KG – 🇪🇪 KEIJO TOOMSALU – ESTONIA (EST)
Date Of Birth : 18/02/1994
Club : Sirge
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 10th place – 81KG Lost to Joakim Sliwa (NOR) 18:5 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Estonian Youth National Championships 1st place – 81KG Won against Gennadij Stserbin (EST) by points in the final; Won against German Timakov (EST) by points in the semi-final
2012 – Pyyinklli Youth Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 1st place – 81KG Won against Georgi Agiashvili (FIN) 5:0 in the final; Won against Aki Juntunen (FIN) 4:1 in the semi-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 9th place – 81KG Lost to Aleksandr Dokvadze (GEO) 12:3 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Estonian National Championships 3rd place – 81KG Lost to Ainar Karlson (EST) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final
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2010 – Estonian Junior National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Andrej Tolmatsov (EST) by points in the final; Won against Gennadij Stserbin (EST) by points in the semi-final

81KG – ALEKSANDR DOKVADZE – GEORGIA (GEO)
Date Of Birth : 26/12/1994
2012 – Georgian Youth National Championships 1st place – 81KG
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 1st place – 81KG Won against Ali Shabanov (RUS) 9:2 in the final; Won against Idris Shakhmanov (RUS) 8:5 in the semi-final; Won against Dmitro Nikolayenko (UKR) 18:16 in the quarter-final; Won against Dmitro Soltis (UKR) 10:4 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 1st place – 81KG Won against Joakim Sliwa (NOR) 17:8 in the final; Won against Roman Fress (GER) 12:7 in the semi-final; Won against Askar Duisaly (KAZ) 12:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Keijo Toomsalu (EST) 12:3 in the quarter-final;
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 5th place – 81KG Lost to Idris Shakhmanov (RUS) 11:8 in the quarter-final
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) 7th place – 81KG Lost to Gary Sweeney (IRL) 10:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Andrius Mazlekas (LTU) 8+:8 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 6th place – 81KG Lost to Yerassyl Seyfoldanov (KAZ) 13:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Ravan Aliyev (AZE) 12+:12 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 3rd place – 81KG Lost to Andrius Mazlekas (LTU) 2:1 in the semi-final; Won against Dinislam Abdeshov (KAZ) 5:1 in the quarter-final
2010 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 5th place – 81KG Lost to Joseph Ward (IRL) 4:1 in the quarter-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 1st place – +80KG Won against Bogdan Blazhko (UKR) 1+:1 in the final; Won against Ivan Kabatov (RUS) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Marian Preda (ROM) 0+:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Josip Granic (CRO) 1:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 1st place – +80KG Won against Bogdan Blazhko (UKR) by points in the final; Won against Ulugbek Mubinov (UZB) by points in the semi-final

81KG – ROMAN FRESS – GERMANY (GER)
Date Of Birth : 20/03/1994
Club : SC Colonia Koln
Number of bouts : 71 (41-3-27)
2012 – Sokolov Youth Tournament (Sokolov, CZE) 1st place – 81KG Won against Jamal El Bouhali (NED) 19:1 in the final; Won against Vojtech Hatas (CZE) AB 2nd round in the semi-final
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 3rd place – 81KG Lost to Alexander Jankovic (DEN) 12+:12 in the semi-final; Won against Hampus Henriksson (SWE) 9:6 in the quarter-final
2012 – German Youth National Championships 1st place – 81KG Won against Melvin Perry (GER) 22:13 in the final; Won against Daniel Lokstein (GER) 19:8 in the semi-final; Won against Johnny Bergert (GER) 29:4 in the quarter-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 3rd place – 81KG Lost to Aleksandr Dokvadze (GEO) 12:7 in the semi-final; Won against Nikita Lifanov (LAT) 11:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Hampus Henriksson (SWE) 8+:8 in the first preliminary round
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2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) 6th place – 91KG Lost to Gevorg Manukyan (UKR) 14:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Yevgeniy Shashko (BLR) 13:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 5th place – 91KG Lost to Ivan Veryasov (RUS) 11:4 in the quarter-final
2011 – German Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG Won against Max Pilz (GER) KO 1st round in the final; Won against Tom Schwarz (GER) 9+:9 in the semi-final; Won against Steven Vincent (GER) 4:1 in the quarter-final
2011 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 7th place – 91KG Lost to Paulius Zujevas (LTU) 2:1 in the quarter-final
2010 – IRL-GER Junior Dual Match2 – 80KG Won against Gary Sweeney (IRL) 3:2
2010 – IRL-GER Junior Dual Match – 80KG Won against Gary Sweeney (IRL) 6:2
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 3rd place – 80KG Lost to Dilmurad Satiboldiyev (UKR) 7:4 in the semi-final; Won against Volodymyr Karvan (AZE) 5:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Stoyan Enchev (BUL) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – German Junior National Championships 1st place – 80KG Won against Philipp Poetschke (GER) RSC 2nd round in the final; Won against Max Gruenbeck (GER) 7:0 in the semi-final
2009 – IRL-GER Junior Dual Match – 75KG Lost to Joseph Ward (IRL) 15:3
2009 – Olympic Expectations Junior Tournament (Usti nad Labem, CZE) 1st place – 75KG Won against Daniel Taborsky (CZE) 7:1 in the final; Won against Alexandr Lungu (CZE) RSC 3rd round in the semi-final
2009 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Yerevan, ARM) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Idris Shakhmanov (RUS) 5:4 in the semi-final; Won against D’Mitrius Ballard (USA) 5:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Patrik Szigeti (HUN) 6:0 in the first preliminary round
2009 – Carpatian Junior Cup (Morshin, UKR) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Gevorg Manukyan (UKR) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Andriy Lazor (UKR) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2008 – European Schoolboys Championships (Novi Sad, SRB) 1st place – 72KG Lost to Sabeeh Zayad (ISR) 13:5 in the quarter-final

81KG – 🇮🇳NAVEEN KUMAR SAIPAWAR – INDIA (IND)
Date Of Birth : 24/05/1994
Region : Bihar
2012 – Indian Youth National Championships 1st place – 81KG Won against Abhishek Beniwal (IND) 20:15 in the final; Won against Gaurav Pawar (IND) 20:13 in the semi-final; Won against Kyle Hampal (IND) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2012 – Haryana State Youth Championships 5th place – 75KG Lost to Mandeep Singh (IND) 17:15 in the quarter-final
2011 – Haryana State Youth Championships 9th place – 75KG Lost to Surender Singh (IND) 11+:11 in the first preliminary round

81KG – 🇮🇳ABHISHEK BENIWAL – INDIA (IND)
Date Of Birth : 26/05/1994
Region : Haryana
2012 – Indian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 81KG Lost to Naveen Kumar Saipawar (IND) 20:15 in the final; Won against Karmbir (IND) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Abhay (IND) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2011 – Indian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 81KG Lost to Surender Singh (IND) 6:2 in the final; Won against V. Raj Bharath (IND) 6:5 in the semi-final; Won against Denesh Tokas (IND) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2010 – Indian Junior National Championships 9th place – 80KG Lost to J. Dhanasekar (IND) RSC 2nd round in the first preliminary round; Won against Narender Berwal (IND) 2+:2 in the first preliminary round
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81KG – 🇮🇷 SIAVASH OMIDI – IRAN (IRN)
Date Of Birth : 04/07/1995
2012 – Iranian Youth National Championships 1st place – 81KG

81KG – 🇮🇪 GEORGE BOYLAN – IRELAND (IRL)
Date Of Birth : 26/04/1994
2012 – IRL-SCO Youth Dual Match – 81KG Lost to Scott Forrest (SCO) 19:10
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 7th place – 81KG Lost to Melvin Perry (GER) 16:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Scott Forrest (SCO) 18:15 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Irish Youth National Championships 1st place – 81KG Won against Patrick McDonagh (IRL) RSC 2nd round in the final; Won against Patrick Gaffey (IRL) 14+:14 in the semi-final; Won against Micky Harty (IRL) 18:13 in the quarter-final
2010 – IRL-GER Junior Dual Match – 75KG Lost to Philipp Freund (GER) 7:3
2010 – IRL-SWE Junior Dual Match – 75KG Lost to Hampus Henriksson (SWE) WO
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 5th place – 75KG Lost to Idris Shakhmanov (RUS) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final; Won against Sahand Tavakoli (SWE) 5:0 in the first preliminary round

81KG – 🇮🇪 JOHN JOE McDONAGH – IRELAND (IRL)
Date Of Birth : 23/09/1994
Club : Crumlin
2012 – Irish Youth National Championships 3rd place – 81KG Lost to Patrick McDonagh (IRL) RSCI 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Karol Dlugosz (IRL) WO in the quarter-final
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 3rd place – 81KG Lost to Rauf Rahimov (AZE) 12:4 in the semi-final; Won against Roman Mamayev (RUS) 13:5 in the quarter-final
2011 – Irish Open Youth National Tournament 2nd place – 81KG Lost to Joseph Ward (IRL) AB 2nd round by points in the final

81KG – 🇮🇱 MICHAEL MALOVICHKO – ISRAEL (ISR)
Date Of Birth : 13/02/1995
Club : Golden Gloves Akko North
2012 – Israeli Youth National Championships 2nd place – 81KG Lost to Amjad Shihada (ISR) 15:11 in the final
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) participant – 75KG Lost to Veselin Todorov (BUL) RSCI 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Israeli Junior National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Adham Hazam (ISR) by points in the final; Won against Muhamad Amara (ISR) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Uman Liberation Junior Tournament (Uman, UKR) 6th place – 75KG Lost to Georgiy Popov (RUS) WO in the quarter-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) participant – 70KG Lost to Jordan Kulinski (POL) AB 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2009 – European Schoolboys Championships (Anapa, RUS) 3rd place – 65KG Lost to Oleg Kuzmenkov (RUS) 8:4 in the semi-final; Won against Marek Andrysek (CZE) 6:2 in the quarter-final

81KG – 🇮🇹 SALVATORE CAVALLARO – ITALY (ITA)
Date Of Birth : 01/08/1995
Place Of Birth : Catania
Club : A.S.D. Raging Bull
Coach : Giovanni Cavallaro
Number of bouts: 37 (32-1-4)
2012 – Italian Youth National Championships 1st place – 81KG Won against Ivan Zucco (ITA) 15:10 in the final; Won against Roberto Sassi (ITA) 12:1 in the semi-final; Won against Domenico Norvetta (ITA) RSCH 2nd round in the quarter-final
2012 – ITA-HUN Youth Dual Match1 – 81KG Won against Pal Kovacs (HUN) by points
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 3rd place – 70KG Lost to Orkhan Mayili (AZE) 7+:7 in the semi-final; Won against Daulet Baygabatov (KAZ) 5+:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Oleksandr Khiznyak (UKR) 9+:9 in the first preliminary round
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) participant – 70KG Lost to Ceyhan Baris (TUR) 7:5 in the second preliminary round; Won against Artur Filipovic (LTU) 12:2 in the first preliminary round
2011 – POL-ITA Junior Dual Match2 – 70KG Won against Kamil Bednarek (POL) 3:0
2011 – POL-ITA Junior Dual Match1 – 70KG Won against Kamil Bednarek (POL) 3:0

81KG – DINISLAM ABDESHEV – KAZAKHSTAN (KAZ)
Date Of Birth : 14/09/1994
Club : Yuko
2012 – Zhetyusu Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) 3rd place – 81KG Lost to Rauf Rahimov (AZE) 8:2 in the semi-final; Won against Adilet Orynbasarov (KAZ) 16:10 in the quarter-final; Won against A. Tastemirov (KAZ) DQ 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 7th place – 81KG Lost to Idris Shakhmanov (RUS) 14:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Edgaras Limanas (LTU) WO in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 2nd place – 81KG Lost to Rauf Rahimov (AZE) 10:8 in the final; Won against Vitaliy Horyn (BLR) 10:3 in the semi-final; Won against Eduardo Dinza (CUB) 19:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Patrick Gaffey (IRL) AB 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 81KG Lost to Idris Shakhmanov (RUS) 17:8 in the semi-final; Won against Huseyn Gasimov (AZE) 14:8 in the quarter-final
2011 – Kazakh Youth National Championships 1st place – 81KG Won against Dauren Zakerbay (KAZ) by points in the final; Won against Ilyas Zhortulov (KAZ) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 3rd place – 81KG Lost to Vladimir Korsunov (RUS) 13:6 in the semi-final; Won against Andrius Mazlekas (LTU) 12:4 in the quarter-final; Won against Nikola Milacic (MNE) 8:3 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 5th place – 81KG Lost to Murat Gassiyev (RUS) 9:0 in the quarter-final
2011 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 7th place – 81KG Lost to Aleksandr Dokvadze (GEO) 5:1 in the quarter-final
2010 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 2nd place – 81KG Lost to Joseph Ward (IRL) 6:1 in the final; Won against Nurlan Aitkazy (KAZ) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Eurasian Junior Games (Kazan, RUS) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Aleksey Taganyuk (RUS) 5:3 in the final
2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Rauf Rahimov (AZE) 4:1 in the final; Won against Ali Haydar Yanardag (TUR) 7:5 in the semi-final; Won against Aleksey Taganyuk (RUS) 3:2 in the quarter-final
2010 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Rauf Rahimov (AZE) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Kazakh Junior National Championships 1st place – 75KG

81KG – ADILET ORYNBASAROV – KAZAKHSTAN (KAZ)
Date Of Birth : 12/07/1995
2012 – Zhetsysu Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) 7th place – 81KG Lost to Dinislam Abdeshev (KAZ) 16:10 in the quarter-final; Won against S. Talipbay (KAZ) AB 1st round in the first preliminary round.

2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Polyneikis Kalamaras (GRE) 15:12 in the semi-final; Won against Jozef Sirotek (SVK) 12:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Nabi Bagirov (AZE) 16:9 in the first preliminary round.

2011 – Kazakh Junior National Championships 3rd place – 66KG Lost to Akylbek Adilgali (KAZ) by points in the semi-final.

81KG – NIKITA LIFANOVS – LATVIA (LAT)
Date Of Birth : 17/07/1995
Height : 183cm
Club : Sydney 2000 Riga BJSS
Residence : Riga
Number of bouts : 34 (26-0-8)
Began boxing : 2009
Education : Templum Private School
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 7th place – 81KG Lost to Roman Fress (GER) 11:5 in the quarter-final.
2011 – Riga Open Tournament (Riga, LAT) 2nd place – 81KG Lost to Joakim Sliwa (NOR) by points in the final; Won against Vadims Bezperstovs (LAT) by points in the semi-final.
2011 – Latvian Youth National Olympiad 3rd place – 81KG Lost to Andris Laucis (LAT) 5:2 in the semi-final; Won against Arturs Trofimovs (LAT) 6:3 in the quarter-final.

81KG – EDGAR LIMAN – LITHUANIA (LTU)
Date Of Birth : 18/12/1995
Residence : Vilnius
Other sport : kickboxing
2012 – Kickboxing Youth World Championships (Bratislava, SVK) 1st place – 81KG Won against Vladislav Revutski (UKR) by points in the final.
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 81KG Lost to Dinislam Abdesov (KAZ) WO in the first preliminary round.
2012 – Lithuanian Youth National Championships 1st place – 81KG Won against Modestas Petraska (LTU) WO in the final; Won against Aurelijus Surgautas (LTU) 13:3 in the semi-final; Won against A. Poluektonas (LTU) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final.
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 3rd place – 81KG Lost to Joakim Sliwa (NOR) WO in the semi-final; Won against Rahul Mammadli (AZE) 11:4 in the quarter-final.
2010 – Lithuanian Junior National Championships 2nd place – 66KG Lost to Andrej Sviridov (LTU) WO in the final; Won against Dares Junevic (LTU) 6:0 in the semi-final; Won against Arturas Filipovic (LTU) 4:1 in the quarter-final.
2008 – Lithuanian Schoolboys National Championships 2nd place – 63KG Lost to Robertas Rybka (LTU) RSCH 2nd round in the final; Won against Erlandas Trumpickas (LTU) 2:1 points in the semi-final; Won against Imantants Linioras (LTU) 3:0 in the quarter-final.

81KG – ANDREI ZATUSEVICH – MOLDOVA (MDA)
Date Of Birth : 12/03/1995
Coach : Petru Caduc
Club : Dinamo
Residence : Grimancautsi
2012 – Moldovan Prime Ministry Tournament (Briceni, MDA) 1st place – 81KG Won against Vladan Kharlamov (UKR) by points in the final; Won against Roberto Lucian Stanga (ROM) by points in the semi-final.
2012 – Moldovan Youth National Championships 1st place – 81KG Won against Aurel Ignat (MDA) by points in the final; Won against Anatolie Ursan (MDA) by points in the semi-final
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) participant – 81KG Lost to Vladislav Mihaylov (UKR) 11:3 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Petr Mitsik Youth Tournament (Ivano-Frankivsk, UKR) 2nd place – 81KG Lost to Georgiy Agamalov (UKR) 5:0 in the final; Won against Artur Polyanskiy (UKR) 4:1 in the semi-final; Won against Andriy Korzhik (UKR) AB 3rd round in the quarter-final
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) participant – 75KG Lost to Loran Battl (SWE) 5:4 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Uman Liberation Junior Tournament (Uman, UKR) 7th place – 75KG Lost to Ainar Sanguliya (RUS) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) participant – 75KG Lost to Sergio Pestana (POR) 4:2 in the first preliminary round
2009 – European Schoolboys Championships (Anapa, RUS) 6th place – 72KG Lost to Aykut Tonkal (TUR) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final

81KG – ERIC FUNAKI FINAU – NEW ZEALAND (NZE)
Date Of Birth : 16/08/1994
Coach : Lolo Heimuli
Club : Rising Stars
Residence : Auckland
2012 – New Zealand Youth National Championships 2nd place – 81KG Lost to John Parker (NZL) 13:10 in the final; Won against Phillip Jenions (NZL) 15:13 in the semi-final
2012 – Oceanian Youth Championships (Papeete, TAH) 1st place – 81KG Won against Adrian Paioletti (AUS) by points in the final; Won against Donald Taerea (PYF) 17:5 in the semi-final
2012 – New Zealand Youth National Trials 2nd place – 81KG Lost to John Parker (NZL) 6:2 in the final
2012 – New Zealand Oceanian Youth National Trials 1st place – 81KG Won against Kaho Pani (NZL) 11:10 in the final

81KG – JOAKIM SLIWA – NORWAY (NOR)
Date Of Birth : 29/03/1995
Height : 180cm
Club : Trym IL
Number of bouts : 52
Began boxing : 2005
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 2nd place – 81KG Lost to Alexander Jankovic (DEN) 14:11 in the final; Won against Melvin Perry (GER) WO in the semi-final; Won against Cyrus Taylor (CAN) 8:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Keijo Toomsalu (EST) 18:5 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Nordic Youth Championships (Stockholm, SWE) 2nd place – 81KG Lost to Hampus Henriksson (SWE) 16:15 in the final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 2nd place – 81KG Lost to Aleksandar Dokvadze (GEO) 17:8 in the final; Won against Edgaras Limanas (LTU) WO in the semi-final; Won against Tomasz Kiernozek (POL) 11:5 in the quarter-final
2011 – Riga Open Tournament (Riga, LAT) 1st place – 81KG Won against Nikita Lifanovs (LAT) by points in the final; Won against Janis Keizans (LAT) by points in the semi-final
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 6th place – 75KG Lost to Vasilii Tsigitslavshvili (GEO) 10:3 in the quarter-final; Won against Muhamed Husic (BIH) 14:3 in the first preliminary round
2011 – NOR-POL Dual Match – 75KG Won against Tomasz Kiernozek (POL) 3:0
2011 – Norwegian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 81KG Lost to Tommy Karlsen (NOR) by points in the semi-final; Won against Tim Lihaug (NOR) 14:10 in the quarter-final
81KG – ALEKSEY YASKOV – RUSSIA (RUS)
Date Of Birth : 16/05/1994
Residence : Moscow
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 5th place – 81KG Lost to Alexander Jankovic (DEN) 13:12 in the quarter-final
2012 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 1st place – 81KG Won against Scott Forrest (SCO) 11:0 in the final; Won against Veselin Todorov (BUL) 8:1 in the semi-final; Won against Andrej Pesic (SRB) RSC 3rd round in the quarter-final
2012 – Russian Youth National Championships 1st place – 81KG Won against Vadim Parfenov (RUS) 24:16 in the final; Won against Magomed Shabanov (RUS) 13:4 in the semi-final; Won against Igor Titov (RUS) 15:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Vadim Rubayev (RUS) 13:8 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Nikiforov & Denisov U17 National Cup (Chelyabinsk, RUS) 3rd place – 81KG Lost to Igor Titov (RUS) 16:9 in the semi-final; Won against Vadim Parfenov (RUS) 19:10 in the quarter-final
2011 – Russian Youth National Championships 13th place – 75KG Lost to Andrey Kovalchuk (RUS) 5:2 in the second preliminary round; Won against Artem Garashchuk (RUS) 5:3 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Lagutin Junior Tournament (Moscow, RUS) 2nd place – 80KG Lost to Igor Titov (RUS) 2:1 in the final; Won against Aynar Sangulya (RUS) WO in the semi-final; Won against Ismail Khachatlov (RUS) 11:0 in the quarter-final
2010 – Russian Junior National Championships 3rd place – 80KG Lost to Ali Shabanov (RUS) 5:1 in the semi-final; Won against Khamzat Shavkhalov (RUS) 2:1 in the quarter-final

81KG – IDRIS SHAKHMANOV – RUSSIA (RUS)
Date Of Birth : 05/03/1994
Residence : Grozniy, Chechnya
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 3rd place – 81KG Lost to Aleksandr Dokvadze (GEO) 8:5 in the semi-final; Won against Dinislam Abdesov (KAZ) 14:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Dilmurad Satiboldiyev (UKR) 9:8 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Russian Youth National Championships 7th place – 81KG Lost to Ali Shabanov (RUS) 14:12 in the quarter-final; Won against Aleksandr Gusev (RUS) 20:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 1st place – 81KG Won against Dilmurad Satiboldiyev (UKR) 11:8 in the final; Won against Dinislam Abdesov (KAZ) 17:8 in the semi-final; Won against Aleksandr Dokvadze (GEO) 11:8 in the quarter-final
2011 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 1st place – 81KG Won against Davud Kelbikhanov (RUS) 8:3 in the final; Won against Nebojsa Poletan (BIH) AB 1st round in the semi-final
2011 – Russian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Magomed Madiyev (RUS) 10:8 in the semi-final; Won against Niko Arutyunov (ARM) 5:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Emin Mitayev (RUS) RSCI 1st round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 1st place – 75KG Won against Magomed Shabanov (RUS) 0+:0 in the final; Won against Tursynbay Kulakakhmadov (KAZ) 2:0 in the semi-final; Won against Petru Ciobanu (MDA) 0+:0 in the quarter-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 1st place – 75KG Won against Rauf Rahimov (AZE) 2:0 in the final; Won against Tsemur Fattakhau (BLR) 1:0 in the semi-final; Won against George Boylan (IRL) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final; Won against Gyorgy Richard Panka (HUN) AB 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2010 – Russian Junior National Championships 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Igor Titov (RUS) 1:0 in the final; Won against Nurkhuda Gaydarov (RUS) WO in the semi-final; Won against Umar Salamov (RUS) 6:4 in the quarter-final
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2009 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Yerevan, ARM) 1st place – 75KG Won against Oleg Korobka (UKR) 8:1 in the final; Won against Roman Fress (GER) 5:4 in the semi-final; Won against Samvel Voskanyan (ARM) 6:3 in the quarter-final; Won against Hasan Demir (TUR) 7:3 in the first preliminary round
2009 – Russian Junior National Championships 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Lovari Mihaylenko (RUS) by points in the semi-final
2008 – European Schoolboys Championships (Novi Sad, SRB) 1st place – 72KG Won against Sabeeh Zayad (ISR) 25:11 in the final; Won against Nadir Colpa (BIH) RSC 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Slavoljub Manasijevic (SRB) RSCO 2nd round in the quarter-final

81KG – SCOTT FORREST – SCOTLAND (SCO)
Date Of Birth : 23/08/1994
Club : Springhill
2012 – IRL-SCO Youth Dual Match – 81KG Won against George Boylan (IRL) 19:10
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) participant – 81KG Lost to George Boylan (IRL) 18:15 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 2nd place – 81KG Lost to Aleksey Yaskov (RUS) 11:0 in the final; Won against Mladen Habus (SRB) RSC 1st round in the semi-final
2012 – British Youth National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Liverpool, ENG) 2nd place – 81KG Lost to Steed Woodhall (ENG) 17:12 in the final
2012 – Scottish Youth National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Edinburgh, SCO) 1st place – 75KG Won against Billy Dougan (SCO) 12:8 in the final
2011 – ENG-SCO Youth Dual Match – 81KG Won against Joshua Buatsi (ENG) 21:16
2011 – IRL-SCO Youth Dual Match – 81KG Lost to Stephen Broadhurst (IRL) 11:8
2011 – IRL-SCO Youth Dual Match – 81KG Lost to Gary Sweeney (IRL) 16:9
2011 – British Youth National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Motherwell, SCO) 3rd place – 81KG Lost to Luke Crowcroft (ENG) 7:2 in the semi-final
2011 – Scottish Youth National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Coatbridge, SCO) 1st place – 81KG Won against Jack Knorz (SCO) 14:1 in the final
2010 – British Junior Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Sheffield, ENG) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Simon O'Driscoll (ENG) by points in the semi-final
2009 – British Junior National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Edinburgh, SCO) 1st place – 70KG Won against Steed Woodhall (ENG) 5:4 in the final; Won against Kody Davies (WAL) 2+:2 in the semi-final

81KG – HAMPUS ERIK HENRIKSSON – SWEDEN (SWE)
Date Of Birth : 02/11/1994
Club : IF Goteborg Team Box
2012 – Tammer Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 7th place – 81KG Lost to Jukka-Pekka Brostroem (FIN) 16:15 in the quarter-final
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 7th place – 81KG Lost to Roman Fress (GER) 9:6 in the quarter-final
2012 – Swedish National Championships 1st place – 81KG Won against Sven Fornling (SWE) 19:10 in the final; Won against Carl Joerneklint (SWE) 17:6 in the semi-final; Won against Ruben Canas Castro (SWE) 16:12 in the quarter-final
2012 – Nordic Youth Championships (Stockholm, SWE) 1st place – 81KG Won against Joakim Sliwa (NOR) 16:15 in the final; Won against Besnik Alili (DEN) 13:12 in the semi-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 11th place – 81KG Lost to Roman Fress (GER) 8+:8 in the first preliminary round
2012 – International Robin Round Tournament (Oslo, NOR) 1st place – 75KG Won against Tadas Ziskas (LTU) 14:12 in the final
81KG – **UNUS RIZOYEV** – **TAJIKISTAN (TJK)**
Date Of Birth : 1995
2012 – Tajik Youth National Spartakyad 5th place – 81KG

81KG – **CEM KILIC** – **TURKEY (TUR)**
Date Of Birth : 06/06/1994
Height : 184cm
Club : T.G. Worms
Coach : Omer Patir
Number of bouts : 42
Began boxing : 2008
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 2nd place – 81KG Lost to Rauf Rahimov (AZE) 15:8 in the final; Won against Hicham Kalaouar (ALG) 19:14 in the semi-final; Won against Nadir Colpa (BIH) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final
2012 – Turkish Youth National Championships 1st place – 81KG Won against Ali Haydar Yanardag (TUR) 35:3 in the final; Won against Halis Eren (TUR) 23:18 in the semi-final; Won against Serdar Sevincer (TUR) 18:10 in the quarter-final
2011 – Turkish National Championships 6th place – 75KG Lost to Sefa Karadeniz (TUR) by points in the quarter-final

81KG – **RAMAZAN MUSLIMOV** – **UKRAINE (UKR)**
Date Of Birth : 18/04/1995
Coach : Viktor Roditelev
Residence : Kharkiv
Number of bouts : 98 (74-0-24)
Began boxing : 2008
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81KG – DILMUROD SATIBALDIYEV – UKRAINE (UKR)
Date Of Birth : 02/06/1994
Coach : Andrey Zakaryakin
Residence : Sevastopol, Krim Region
Number of bouts : 60 (50-0-10)
Began boxing : 2009

2012 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships 1st place – 81KG Won against Dilmurad Satiboldiyev (UKR) 8+:8 in the final; Won against Vladislav Mikhailov (UKR) 11:5 in the semi-final; Won against Andriy Lavrishin (UKR) RSC 3rd round in the quarter-final
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 3rd place – 80KG Lost to Ali Shabanov (RUS) 17:8 in the semi-final; Won against Zinnar Kizilay (TUR) 9:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Sergiu Boaghe (MDA) RSC 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2009 – Ukrainian Schoolboys National Championships 3rd place – 68KG Lost to Vladislav Mikhailov (UKR) 5:0 in the semi-final

81KG – ANTHONY SIMS JR. – UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (USA)
Date Of Birth : 23/02/1995
Residence : Yipsilanti, Michigan

2012 – USA National PAL Championships 3rd place – 81KG Lost to D'Mitrius Ballard (USA) AB 3rd round in the semi-final; Won against Leo Hall (USA) 20:16 in the quarter-final; Won against Vince Baccus (USA) RSC 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2012 – USA National Championships 3rd place – 81KG Lost to Marcus Browne (USA) 18:6 in the semi-final; Won against Malcolm McAllister (USA) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final; Won against Tony Mack (USA) 23:18 in the third preliminary round; Won against Cethorio Davidson (USA) AB 2nd round in the second preliminary round; Won against James Brannon (USA) 10:7 in the first preliminary round
2011 – USA Junior National Olympiad 1st place – 75KG Won against Alex Rincon (USA) 11:6 in the final

81KG – DADAJON TURSUNKULOV – UZBEKISTAN (UZB)
Date Of Birth : 24/01/1994

2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 7th place – 81KG Lost to Adam Hamori (HUN) 13:9 in the quarter-final
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2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 3rd place – 81KG Lost to Ali Shabanov (RUS) 7:6 in the semi-final; Won against Rahil Mammadli (AZE) 14:7 in the quarter-final
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) participant – 81KG Lost to Eduardo Dinza (CUB) 7:7 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Uzbek Youth National Championships 1st place – 81KG Won against Akbarjon Meliziyayev (UZB) by points in the final

81KG – AKBARJON MELIZIYAYEV – UZBEKISTAN (UZB)
Date Of Birth : 08/07/1995
Residence : Ferghana Region
2012 – Uzbek Youth National Championships 2nd place – 81KG Lost to Dadajon Tursunkulov (UZB) by points in the final
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 6th place – 81KG Lost to Dilmurad Satiboldiyev (UKR) 15:5 in the first preliminary round
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 3rd place – 80KG Lost to Melvin Perry (GER) 15:11 in the semi-final; Won against Joaquin Berroa (DOM) 11:4 in the quarter-final
2011 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 2nd place – 80KG Lost to Zaur Mutalimov (UKR) 6:4 in the final; Won against Shalva Gvaladze (GEO) 8:1 in the semi-final; Won against Merdan Arslanov (TKM) 2:0 in the quarter-final
2011 – Uzbek Junior National Championships 1st place – 80KG
2009 – Uzbek Schoolboys National Championships 1st place – 68KG

91KG – RAFAYEL SIMONYAN – ARMENIA (ARM)
Date Of Birth : 28/06/1994
Club : Armenian Sport Association of Lori Region
Coach : Gevorg Misakyan
Residence : Lori Region
Number of bouts : 65
Began boxing : 2006
2012 – Armenian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG Won against Andranik Arosyan (ARM) by points in the final; Won against Jon Nazaryan (ARM) by points in the semi-final
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 5th place – 91KG Lost to Ivan Kabatov (RUS) 14:6 in the quarter-final
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) participant – 91KG Lost to Mirel Jitaru (ROM) 17:14 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Armenian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 3rd place – +80KG Lost to Bogdan Blazhko (UKR) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Armin Prasovic (MNE) DQ 3rd round in the quarter-final; Won against Ignac Tallosi (HUN) 4:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Armenian Junior National Championships 1st place – +80KG

91KG – TATUL TAMAMYAN – ARMENIA (ARM)
Date Of Birth : 11/10/1994
Club : Yerevan's Sport State College
Coach : Samvel Soghomonyan
Residence : Yerevan
Number of bouts : 68
Began boxing : 2006
2012 – Armenian Youth National Selection Tournament 1st place – 91KG
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91KG – JAI TAPU OPETAIA – AUSTRALIA (AUS)
Date Of Birth : 30/06/1995
Place Of Birth : Westmead
Height : 185cm
Club : Wyongah Gym
Coach : Tapu Opetaia
Residence : Sydney, New South Wales
Number of bouts : 42 (38-0-4)
Stance : Left-handed
Family background : Opetaia's parents came from Samoa.
2012 – Oceanian Youth Championships (Papeete, TAH) 1st place – 91KG Won against
Heimata Neuffer (PYF) 26:7 in the final
2012 – 30th Summer Olympic Games (London, GBR) 11th place – 91KG Lost to Teymur
Mammadov (AZE) 12:11 in the first preliminary round
2012 – AIBA Oceanian Olympic Qualification Tournament (Canberra, AUS) 1st place – 91KG
Won against David Light (NZL) 15:10 in the final; Won against Mokopuna Nooroa (COK)
RSC 1st round in the semi-final
2012 – Australian National Championships 1st place – 91KG Won against Jason Whateley
(AUS) 17:12 in the final; Won against Gavin Reid (AUS) 14:9 in the semi-final; Won against
Jackson Kruse (AUS) 22:3 in the quarter-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 1st place – 80KG Won against
Melvin Perry (GER) 5:3 in the final; Won against Ruslan Yurchenko (RUS) 17:7 in the semi-
final; Won against Tilek Kozbakov (KAZ) 12:3 in the quarter-final; Won against Zinnar Kizilay
(TUR) 6:1 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Australian Junior National Championships 1st place – 80KG Won against Bryce Kaye
(AUS) 7:0 in the final
2011 – New South Welsh Junior Championships 1st place – 80KG
2011 – PCYC Championships 1st place – 80KG
2010 – Australian Junior Golden Gloves Tournament 1st place – 80KG Won against Brandon
Reis (AUS) by points in the final
2010 – New South Welsh Junior Championships 1st place – 75KG
2009 – Australian School Boys National Championships 1st place – 70KG
2009 – New South Welsh Schoolboys Championships 1st place – 70KG

91KG – RAHIL MAMMADLI – AZERBAIJAN (AZE)
Date Of Birth : 07/02/1995
Club : Neftchi Baku
2012 – Zhetsus Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) 3rd place – 91KG Lost to Aybek Ermetov
(KAZ) 7:6 in the semi-final; Won against A. Gadaborshev (KAZ) 16:5 in the quarter-final;
Won against A. Bazarbay (KAZ) 15:7 in the first preliminary round
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**91KG – **
MATVEY VLASENKO – BELARUS (BLR)
Date Of Birth : 19/11/1994
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 9th place – 91KG Lost to Oybek Sharipov (UZB) AB 1st round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Belarussian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 6th place – 80KG Lost to Dilmurad Satiboldiyev (UKR) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final

**91KG – **
NIKOLAY MUTAVSKI – BULGARIA (BUL)
Date Of Birth : 28/08/1994
Height : 182cm
Club : United Sports
Residence : Plovdiv
Number of bouts : 26
Began boxing : 2009
2012 – Bulgarian Youth National Cup 1st place – 91KG Won against Teodor Georgiev (BUL) WO in the final; Won against Ivan Sapundzhiev (BUL) RSC 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Georgi Pavlov (BUL) WO in the quarter-final
2012 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 2nd place – 91KG Lost to Andrey Stotskiy (RUS) 17:2 in the final; Won against Ignac Tallosi (HUN) 2:0 in the semi-final
2012 – Bulgarian U22 National Championships 1st place – 91KG Won against Dimitar Spaiski (BUL) RSC 1st round in the final; Won against Kristian Totev (BUL) WO in the semi-final; Won against Tsvetan Dimitrov (BUL) 18:15 in the quarter-final
2012 – Bulgarian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG Won against Antonio Zlatinov (BUL) WO in the final; Won against Ivan Mihaylov (BUL) RSCI 1st round in the semi-final
2011 – Bulgarian Youth National Championships 7th place – 91KG Lost to Pavel Nakev (BUL) 8:5 in the quarter-final

**91KG – **
YU FENGGKAI – CHINA (CHN)
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
Athletes Biographies

Date Of Birth : 13/03/1995
2012 – Chinese Youth National Championships 5th place – 91KG Lost to Bai Rongbi (CHN) by points in the quarter-final

91KG – 🇨Ｒ MARIN MINDOLJEVIC – CROATIA (CRO)
Date Of Birth : 09/08/1994
Club : Marjan
2012 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 5th place – 91KG Lost to Andrey Stotskiy (RUS) RSCI 3rd round in the quarter-final
2012 – Croatian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG Won against Leon Jurilj (CRO) by points in the final; Won against Matija Hrgovic (CRO) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Croatian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG Won against Matija Hrgovic (CRO) 14:12 in the final

91KG – 🇨Ｒ MATIJA HRGOVIC – CROATIA (CRO)
Date Of Birth : 07/07/1995
Club : Leonardo BK
2012 – Croatian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 91KG Lost to Marin Mindoljevic (CRO) by points in the semi-final
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 3rd place – +80KG Lost to Muhammedali Tairov (AZE) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Michal Urban (SVK) 15:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Artiom Iacubenco (MDA) RSCI 1st round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Croatian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG Lost to Marin Mindoljevic (CRO) 14:12 in the final; Won against Marko Frankovic (CRO) 11:6 in the semi-final
2011 – Croatian Junior National Championships 1st place – +80KG Won against Roko Kapic (CRO) AB 1st round in the final; Won against Jan Stankovic (CRO) AB 1st round in the semi-final

91KG – 🇨Ｒ HERICH RUIZ CORDOVA – CUBA (CUB)
Date Of Birth : 11/05/1995
Height : 179cm
Residence : Isla de la Juventud
Began boxing : 2007
2012 – Cuban Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG

91KG – 🇺Ｃ JOSE WETSHI BEKOMBE – DR OF CONGO (DRC)
Date Of Birth : 09/05/1994
2012 – DR of Congolese Youth National Selection Tournament 1st place – 91KG

91KG – 🇬Ｅ DANNY WILLIAMS – ENGLAND (ENG)
Date Of Birth : 28/03/1995
Club : Woking ABC
2012 – FRA-ENG Youth Dual Match – 91KG Won against Mohamed Lamine Seraiche (FRA) KO 1st round
2012 – English Youth National Championships 1995 Born Boxers (Batley, ENG) 1st place – 91KG Won against Idries Hussain (ENG) RSC 2nd round in the final
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 6th place – +80KG Lost to Muhammedali Tairov (AZE) 13:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Artem Verkhogliad (UKR) 16:9 in the first preliminary round
2011 – English Junior National Championships 1995 Born Boxers (Rochester, ENG) 1st place – +80KG Won against Lewis Steinborn (ENG) RSC 1st round in the final
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
Athletes Biographies

91KG – DATA KVIRKVELIA – GEORGIA (GEO)
Date Of Birth : 03/06/1994
2012 – Georgian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 91KG Lost to Hajibaba Hajibabayev (AZE) 9:7 in the semi-final; Won against Teyfur Mammadli (AZE) 8:6 in the quarter-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) participant – 80KG Lost to Sabih Zayad (ISR) 4:0 in the first preliminary round

91KG – ALBON PERVIZAJ – GERMANY (GER)
Date Of Birth : 27/09/1995
Club : BC Traktor Schwerin
Number of bouts : 36 (27-0-9)
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 3rd place – 91KG Lost to Andrey Stotskiy (RUS) 13:7 in the semi-final; Won against Stefan Nikolic (AUT) 13:6 in the quarter-final
2012 – German Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG Won against Tom Schwarz (GER) 23:13 in the final; Won against Mike Fanselow (GER) 13+:13 in the semi-final; Won against Walerij Wins (GER) 12:10 in the quarter-final
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – +80KG Lost to Daniel Taiari Tarona (PYF) 12:9 in the first preliminary round
2011 – German Junior National Championships 2nd place – 80KG Lost to Melvin Perry (GER) 16:13 in the final; Won against Tahiri Darhab (GER) 17:6 in the semi-final

91KG – MIKE FANSELOW – GERMANY (GER)
Date Of Birth : 01/01/1994
Club : TSC Berliner
Number of bouts : 36 (19-1-16)
2012 – German U21 National Championships 1st place – 91KG Won against Umit Can Patir (TUR) AB 2nd round in the final; Won against Andreas Wahl (GER) 23:10 in the semi-final; Won against Maximilian Zuechner (GER) 20:5 in the quarter-final
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 3rd place – 91KG Lost to Tom Schwarz (GER) 13:10 in the semi-final; Won against Mohamed Lamine Seraiche (FRA) 17:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Kody Davies (WAL) 15+:15 in the first preliminary round
2012 – German Youth National Championships 3rd place – 91KG Lost to Albon Pervizaj (GER) 16:5 in the quarter-final
2012 – Vienna Youth Box Cup (Vienna, AUT) 1st place – 91KG Won against Stefan Nikolic (AUT) by points in the final
2011 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 6th place – 81KG Lost to Jim Andreasen (DEN) 11:8 in the quarter-final
2011 – German Youth National Championships 7th place – 81KG Lost to Vadim Djatschenko (GER) 2:1 in the quarter-final
2010 – German Junior National Championships 1st place – 86KG Won against Paul Tischer (GER) 3:1 in the final; Won against Tom Schwarz (GER) 10:0 in the semi-final

91KG – FOTIOS ARAPOGLOU – GREECE (GRE)
Date Of Birth : 04/10/1994
Height : 183cm
Club : Athletic Club Vladimir
Number of bouts : 24
Began boxing : 2009
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
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2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 3rd place – 91KG
Lost to Furkan Yilmaz (TUR) 18:12 in the semi-final; Won against Oussama Askri (TUN) 15:7 in the quarter-final
2012 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 3rd place – 91KG
Lost to Andrey Stotskiy (RUS) 6:1 in the semi-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 7th place – 91KG
Lost to Aleksandr Dovger (BLR) 8:5 in the quarter-final
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) participant – 91KG
Lost to Ivan Veryasov (RUS) RSCI 1st round in the first preliminary round

91KG – AMRITPREET SINGH – INDIA (IND)
Date Of Birth : 09/05/1994
Region : Punjab
Awards : Best boxer trophy at the 2012 Indian Youth National Championships
2012 – Indian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG
Won against Deepak Prakash (IND) RSC 1st round in the final; Won against Sardar Baginder Singh (IND) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Vaibhav Nagori (IND) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final
2011 – Indian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 81KG
Lost to Kuldeep (IND) 5:3 in the final; Won against S. Puneeth Kumar (IND) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Gaurav Pawar (IND) 7:5 in the quarter-final

91KG – MIK HEN – ISRAEL (ISR)
Date Of Birth : 07/09/1995
Club : Golden Gloves Or Iguda
2012 – Israeli Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG
Won against Daniel Muzinat (ISR) AB 1st round in the final

91KG – ZAID AHMAD ABED NIMER – JORDAN (JOR)
Date Of Birth : 22/03/1994
2012 – Jordanian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG

91KG – AYBEK ERMETOV – KAZAKHSTAN (KAZ)
Date Of Birth : 12/07/1994
2012 – Zhetsysu Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) 1st place – 91KG
Won against Tilek Kozbakov (KAZ) 8:4 in the final; Won against Rahil Mammadli (AZE) 7:6 in the semi-final; Won against Alisher Aman (KAZ) 9:7 in the quarter-final; Won against Zhasulan Bokesov (KAZ) RSC 2nd round in the first preliminary round

91KG – ALISHER AMAN – KAZAKHSTAN (KAZ)
Date Of Birth : 28/06/1994
Residence : Dzhambul Region
2012 – Zhetsysu Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) 5th place – 91KG
Lost to Aybek Ermetov (KAZ) 9:7 in the quarter-final; Won against T. Bakhyt (KAZ) RSC 1st round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 3rd place – 91KG
Lost to Ivan Kabatov (RUS) 13:8 in the semi-final
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 2nd place – 91KG
Lost to Hajibaba Hajibabayev (AZE) 11:8 in the final; Won against Sabir Mammadov (AZE) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final
2011 – Kazakh Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG
Won against Medet Adilov (KAZ) by points in the final; Won against Temirzhan Basakayev (KAZ) by points in the semi-final
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
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91KG – AMAN NAZARALIYEV – KYRGYZSTAN (KGZ)
Date Of Birth : 10/10/1994
2011 – Kyrgyz Youth National Championships 1st place – 91+KG Won against Nursultan Aybek Ulu (KGZ) 3:2 in the final; Won against Tashtemir Ryskulov (KGZ) WO in the semi-final

91KG – RALFS VILCANS – LATVIA (LAT)
Date Of Birth : 27/01/1994
Height : 186cm
Club : Sydney 2000 Riga BJSS
Residence : Riga
Number of bouts : 46
Began boxing : 2007
Education : Riga State College
2012 – Latvian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG Won against Gerhards Jesse (LAT) by points in the final; Won against Arturs Fedotovs (LAT) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Janis Ozolins (LAT) AB 1st round in the quarter-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) participant – 81KG Lost to Askar Duisaly (KAZ) WO in the first preliminary round
2011 – Riga Open Tournament (Riga, LAT) 6th place – 91KG Lost to Daniel Czekajlo (NOR) by points in the quarter-final; Won against Rolands Lujans (LAT) by points in the first preliminary round
2011 – Black Diamonds Youth Tournament (Myszkow, POL) 1st place – 91KG Won against Tomasz Czarkowski (POL) 7:0 in the final
2011 – Latvian Youth National Olympiad 1st place – 91KG Won against Niklavs Keiss (LAT) AB 2nd round in the final; Won against Agris Didzus (LAT) AB 2nd round in the semi-final
2010 – Latvian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG Won against Dmitrijs Hromakovs (LAT) by points in the final; Won against Gerhards Jesse (LAT) by points in the semi-final
2009 – Latvian Junior National Championships 1st place – 80KG

91KG – ARMIN PRASOVIC – MONTENEGRO (MNE)
Date Of Birth : 25/12/1994
Club : BK Herceg Novi
2012 – Mostar Tournament (Mostar, BIH) 1st place – 91KG Won against Mirza Sendro (BIH) by points in the final
2012 – Podgorica Trophy Tournament (Podgorica, MNE) 2nd place – 91KG Lost to Nikola Milicic (MNE) 2:0 in the final
2011 – Nikola Drobac Tournament (Zabalj, SRB) 1st place – 91KG Won against Bojan Zavisic (SRB) DQ 3rd round in the final
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) 9th place – 91KG Lost to Ivan Veryasov (RUS) RSC 1st round in the second preliminary round; Won against Jaroslav Rigo (SVK) 9:8 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Mostar Youth Tournament (Mostar, BIH) 1st place – 91+KG Won against Gabor Orban (HUN) AB 2nd round in the final
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
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91KG –  PAWEL WIERZBICKI – POLAND (POL)
Date Of Birth : 19/08/1994
Height : 198cm
Club : Boxing Sokolka
Coach : Tomasz Potapczuk
Number of bouts : 74 (63-0-11)
Began boxing : 2008
2012 – POL-CZE Youth Dual Match – 91KG Won against Martin Novak (CZE) RSC 2nd round
2012 – POL-LTU Youth Dual Match – 91KG Won against Rytis Sutkus (LTU) 3:0
2012 – POL-FRA Youth Dual Match – 91KG Won against Paul Omba Biongolo (FRA) 3:0
2012 – Ricardas Tamulis Youth Tournament (Kaunas, LTU) 1st place – +81KG Won against Gennadij Stserbin (EST) WO in the final; Won against Arminas Klimavicius (LTU) AB 2nd round in the semi-final
2012 – Polish Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG Won against Patryk Tolkaczewski (POL) 17:4 in the final; Won against Sebastian Hladun (POL) by points in the semi-final; Won against Maciej Szczesniak (POL) by points in the quarter-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 3rd place – 91KG Lost to Nikita Gavrilyuk (RUS) 12:9 in the semi-final; Won against Arminas Klimavicius (LTU) 15:3 in the quarter-final
2012 – POL-ITA Youth Dual Match – 91+KG Won against Guido Vianello (ITA) 3:0
2011 – Polish Youth National Championships 5th place – 81KG Lost to Patryk Tolkaczewski (POL) KO 3rd round in the quarter-final
2010 – Silver Boat Junior Tournament (Lodz, POL) 1st place – 75KG Won against Rafal Leszczynski (POL) AB 2nd round in the final
2010 – POL-LTU Junior Dual Match – 75KG Won against Lukas Lekunas (LTU) 3:0
2010 – Polish Junior National Championships 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Patryk Tolkaczewski (POL) DQ 2nd round in the final; Won against Sebastian Bogusz (POL) 3:2 in the semi-final; Won against Michal Zaborowski (POL) AB 2nd round in the quarter-final
2009 – Ricardas Tamulis Junior Tournament (Kaunas, LTU) 1st place – 70KG Won against Karolis Macezinskas (LTU) 4:1 in the final; Won against Arvaidas Burba (LTU) RSC 3rd round in the semi-final; Won against Albertas Valionis (LTU) 3:2 in the quarter-final
2009 – Polish Junior National Championships 3rd place – 66KG Lost to Adrian Plichta (POL) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Bartlomiej Klok (POL) 13:5 in the quarter-final

91KG –  SAHRET DELGADO – PUERTO RICO (PUR)
Date Of Birth : 25/05/1994
Club : Humacao BC
2012 – Panamerican Youth Championships (Portoviejo, ECU) 1st place – 91KG Won against Victor Araujo (BRA) 19:11 in the final
2012 – Puerto Rican Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG

91KG –  ANDREY STOTSKIY – RUSSIA (RUS)
Date Of Birth : 16/03/1995
Residence : Chelyabinsk
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 1st place – 91KG Won against Tom Schwarz (GER) 15:5 in the final; Won against Albon Pervizaj (GER) 13:7 in the semi-final; Won against Erik Horvath (HUN) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2012 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 1st place – 91KG Won against Nikolay Mutavski (BUL) 15:10 in the final; Won against Dmitriy Fomin (RUS) 18:8 in the semi-final; Won against Umar Salamov (RUS) 19:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Sergey Maltsev (RUS) RSC 2nd round in the second preliminary round; Won against Vasilii Pasynkov (RUS) AB 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Russian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG Won against Mansur Sardalov (RUS) 15:10 in the final; Won against Dmitriy Fomin (RUS) 18:8 in the semi-final; Won against Umar Salamov (RUS) 19:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Sergey Maltsev (RUS) RSC 2nd round in the second preliminary round; Won against Vasilii Pasynkov (RUS) AB 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2012 – RUS-CUB Youth Dual Match – 91KG Won against Yunier Perez (CUB) by points
2011 – Nikiforov & Denisov U17 National Cup (Chelyabinsk, RUS) 1st place – 91KG Won against Mark Martyshkin (RUS) 17:7 in the final; Won against Shamil Dibirov (RUS) AB 3rd round in the semi-final; Won against Dmitriy Fomin (RUS) 15:5 in the quarter-final
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 1st place – +80KG Won against Muhamedali Tairov (AZE) RSC 3rd round in the final; Won against Laszlo Komor (HUN) WO in the semi-final; Won against Aaron Kelly (IRL) 23:4 in the quarter-final
2011 – Russian Junior National Championships 2nd place – +80KG Lost to Khadzhiakbar Mamakov (RUS) 6:4 in the final; Won against Yefim Izmestev (RUS) 3:2 in the semi-final; Won against Kirill Gnusin (RUS) 7:0 in the quarter-final
2011 – Olympic Expectations Junior Tournament (Usti nad Labem, CZE) 1st place – +80KG Won against Martin Novak (CZE) by points in the final; Won against Martin Novak (CZE) by points in the semi-final
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 7th place – +80KG Lost to Matija Hrgovic (CRO) 15:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Kiril Kharlamov (BLR) RSCI 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Slovakian Junior National Championships 1st place – +80KG Won against Rado Svoren (SVK) RSC 2nd round in the final
2011 – Slovakian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91+KG Won against Simon Adamcso (SVK) 11:5 in the final; Won against Denis Gabco (SVK) 4:0 in the semi-final
2011 – Olympic Expectations Junior Tournament (Galanta, SVK) 1st place – +80KG Won against Mihaly Mate (HUN) AB 2nd round in the final

91KG – Michal Urban – Slovakia (SVK)
Date of Birth: 31/08/1995
Club: SKP Bratislava
2012 – Krnov Youth Grand Prix (Krnov, CZE) 1st place – +81KG Won against Martin Novak (CZE) 17:6 in the final; Won against David Ohradka (CZE) 21:14 in the semi-final
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 7th place – 91KG Lost to Sadig Samadov (AZE) 21:17 in the quarter-final
2012 – Slovakian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG Won against Lubomir Buso (SVK) 15:6 in the final; Won against Vladimir Stanic (SVK) 24:8 in the semi-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 2nd place – 91KG Lost to Nikita Gavrylyuk (RUS) by points in the final; Won against Aleksandr Dovger (BLR) 18:14 in the semi-final
2011 – Olympic Expectations Junior Tournament (Usti nad Labem, CZE) 1st place – +80KG Won against Vladimir Drtina (CZE) by points in the final; Won against Martin Novak (CZE) by points in the semi-final
2011 – European Junior Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 7th place – +80KG Lost to Matija Hrgovic (CRO) 15:10 in the quarter-final; Won against Kiril Kharlamov (BLR) RSCI 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Slovakian Junior National Championships 1st place – +80KG Won against Rado Svoren (SVK) RSC 2nd round in the final
2011 – Slovakian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91+KG Won against Simon Adamecko (SVK) 11:5 in the final; Won against Denis Gabco (SVK) 4:0 in the semi-final
2011 – Olympic Expectations Junior Tournament (Galanta, SVK) 1st place – +80KG Won against Mihaly Mate (HUN) AB 2nd round in the final

91KG – Khaydarkhon Samadov – Tajikistan (TJK)
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
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Date Of Birth : 06/02/1994
Residence : Sugd Region
2012 – Tajik Youth National Spartakyad 1st place – 91KG Won against Farrukh Malakhbekov (TJK) by points in the final; Won against Nematullo Zaripov (TJK) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Tajik Youth National Championships 3rd place – 91KG Lost to Siyovush Zukhurov (TJK) by points in the semi-final

91KG – SERCAN GOKTAS – TURKEY (TUR)
Date Of Birth : 15/01/1994
Club : Bursaspor
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 5th place – 91KG Lost to Furkan Yilmaz (TUR) 16:9 in the quarter-final
2012 – Turkish Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG Won against Furkan Yilmaz (TUR) 23:21 in the final; Won against Seyfi Bozot (TUR) RSC 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Gursel Sezer (TUR) 39:15 in the quarter-final

91KG – FURKAN YILMAZ – TURKEY (TUR)
Date Of Birth : 28/10/1994
Height : 177cm
Club : Turk Telekom SK
Coach : Ihsak Tiryaki
Number of bouts : 30
Began boxing : 2008
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 1st place – 91KG Won against Ali Haydar Yanardag (TUR) 18:12 in the final; Won against Fotios Arapoglou (GRE) 18:12 in the semi-final; Won against Serkan Goktas (TUR) 16:9 in the quarter-final
2012 – Turkish Youth National Championships 2nd place – 91KG Lost to Serkan Goktas (TUR) 23:21 in the final; Won against Onur Taflan (TUR) RSC 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Baris Tetik (TUR) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final

91KG – PAVLO DOROSHILOV – UKRAINE (UKR)
Date Of Birth : 18/07/1994
Coach : Pavlo Firsov
Residence : Simferopol, Krim Region
Number of bouts : 61 (52-0-9)
Began boxing : 2008
2012 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG Won against Roman Antonov (UKR) 13:3 in the final; Won against Andriy Gorodetskiy (UKR) RSC 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Pavlo Kozlov (UKR) 18:5 in the quarter-final
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 3rd place – 91KG Lost to Mansur Sardalov (RUS) 15:11 in the semi-final; Won against Yunier Perez (CUB) 13:9 in the quarter-final
2011 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships 5th place – 91KG Lost to Gevorg Manukyan (UKR) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final

91KG – OLEKSANDR BABICH – UKRAINE (UKR)
Date Of Birth : 12/03/1994
Coach : V. Zolotaryov
Residence : Kiev
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 3rd place – 91+KG Lost to Ulugbek Mubinov (UZB) 11:10 in the semi-final; Won against Sultan Yesbolayev (KAZ) AB 3rd round in the quarter-final
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91KG – ALBERTO FUNDORA – UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (USA)
Date Of Birth : 10/10/1995
Residence : Tampa, Florida
2012 – USA National PAL Championships 3rd place – 91KG Lost to Joshua Temple (USA)
18:8 in the semi-final; Won against Sardius Simmons (USA) 30:6 in the quarter-final
2011 – USA Junior National Olympiad 1st place – 91KG Won against Damien Rico (USA)
27:18 in the final

91KG – OYBEK SHARIPOV – UZBEKISTAN (UZB)
Date Of Birth : 04/05/1995
Residence : Ferghana Region
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 1st place – 91KG Won against
Ilya Pelovin (UKR) 15:5 in the final; Won against Mansur Sardalov (RUS) 15:8 in the semi-
final; Won against Roman Antonov (UKR) 18:5 in the quarter-final; Won against Matvey
Vlasenko (BLR) AB 1st round in the first preliminary round
2012 – Uzbek Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG
2011 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Astana, KAZ) 1st place – +80KG Won against
Didar Tolegen (KAZ) 14:10 in the final; Won against Daniel Taiarii Tarona (PYF) RSCH 1st
round in the semi-final; Won against Khadzhiaakbar Mamakov (RUS) 18:11 in the quarter-
final; Won against Artem Verkhogliad (UKR) RSC 1st round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Uman Liberation Junior Tournament (Uman, UKR) 1st place – +80KG Won against
Khodzhiaakbar Mamakov (RUS) 4:0 in the final; Won against Vladislav Yurchak (UKR) AB 1st
round in the semi-final; Won against Volodimir Dmitro Drobilko (UKR) RSC 1st round in the
quarter-final
2011 – Uzbek Junior National Championships 1st place – 91KG
2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 3rd place – 80KG Lost to Khamzat
Shavkhalov (RUS) 5:3 in the semi-final
2010 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 1st place – 80KG Won against Khamzat
Shavkhalov (RUS) by points in the final; Won against Umid Kazimov (AZE) by points in the
semi-final
2010 – Uzbek Junior National Championships 1st place – 80KG
2009 – Uzbek Schoolboys National Championships 1st place – 72KG

91KG – ALFONSO JOSE FLORES – VENEZUELA (VEN)
Date Of Birth : 21/10/1994
2012 – Venezuelan Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG

91KG – KODY DAVIES – WALES (WAL)
Date Of Birth : 07/07/1994
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 11th place – 91KG Lost to
Mike Fanselow (GER) 15+:15 in the first preliminary round
2012 – British Youth National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Liverpool, ENG) 1st place
– 91KG Won against Hugh Fury (ENG) 12:10 in the final; Won against Tommy Buckley
(ENG) 24:4 in the final
AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Yerevan 2012
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2011 – British Youth National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Motherwell, SCO) 2nd place – 91KG Lost to Charlie Eastwood (ENG) 8:5 in the final
2010 – British Junior National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Sheffield, ENG) 1st place – 75KG Won against Simon O'Driscoll (ENG) 18:6 in the final
2009 – British Junior National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Edinburgh, SCO) 3rd place – 70KG Lost to Scott Forrest (SCO) 2+:2 in the semi-final

91+KG–  TIGRAN ABRAHAMYAN – ARMENIA (ARM)
Date Of Birth : 11/10/1994
Club : Yerevan's Sport State College
Coach : Armen Hakobyan
Residence : Yerevan
Number of bouts : 63
Began boxing : 2005
2012 – Armenian Youth National Selection Tournament 1st place – +91KG

91+KG–  NAREK MELKONYAN – ARMENIA (ARM)
Date Of Birth : 02/11/1994
2012 – Armenian Youth National Championships 1st place – 49KG Won against Sasun Hambartsumyan (ARM) by points in the final; Won against Arman Hovhanesyan (ARM) by points in the semi-final

91+KG–  ZACHARY FAULKNER – AUSTRALIA (AUS)
Date Of Birth : 06/11/1995
Place Of Birth : Brisbane
Height : 187cm
Club : Clarence Cobras
Coach : Ralph Belbin
Region : Tasmania
Began boxing : 2009
2012 – Oceanian Youth Championships (Papeete, TAH) 2nd place – 91+KGLost to Patrick Mailata (NZL) 16:12 in the final
2012 – Australian Youth National Trials 1st place – 91+KGWon against David Sam (AUS) RSC 2nd round in the final
2012 – Australian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 91+KGLost to David Sam (AUS) RSC 2nd round in the final
2011 – Australian Junior National Championships 2nd place – 91+KGLost to Ryan Faulds (AUS) 4:3 in the final; Won against Corey Lowman (AUS) 1:0 in the semi-final

91+KG–  DZMITRY RUTKEVICH – BELARUS (BLR)
Date Of Birth : 05/02/1995
2012 – Belarussian Youth National Championships 1st place – +91KG

91+KG–  ALIAKSEI YAKUBOVICH – BELARUS (BLR)
Date Of Birth : 10/03/1995
2012 – Belarussian Youth National Championships 2nd place – +91KG

91+KG–  JHONNY KLEVER MACIEL PEREIRA – BRAZIL (BRA)
Date Of Birth : 03/11/1994
Residence : Sao Paulo
2012 – Brazilian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91+KGWon against Axel Soares (BRA) WO in the final; Won against Leandro Santos (BRA) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final
2012 – Panamerican Youth Championships (Portoviejo, ECU) 2nd place – 91+KGLost to Kelvin Nunez (PUR) RSC 3rd round in the final
2012 – Brazilian National Championships 3rd place – 91+KGLost to Gleison Abreu (BRA) 21:18 in the semi-final; Won against Ricardo Silva (BRA) WO in the quarter-final
2012 – Batalla de San Juan Tournament (Lima, PER) 3rd place – 91+KGLost to Jorge Quinones (ECU) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Golden Belt Youth Tournament (Portoviejo, ECU) 2nd place – 91+KGLost to Domingo Mina (ECU) 26:6 in the final
2011 – Stars Tournament (Sao Vicente, BRA) 2nd place – 91+KGLost to Gleison Abreu (BRA) 21:12 in the final
2011 – Brazilian National Championships 5th place – 91+KGLost to Gleison Abreu (BRA) 21:17 in the quarter-final
2011 – Revolution Youth Cup (Sao Paulo, BRA) 1st place – 91+KGWon against Cosme Henrique (BRA) 2:1 in the final
2010 – Brazilian Junior National Championships 1st place – +80KG Wón against Rud Soares (BRA) 1st round in the final
2009 – Brazilian Junior National Championships 1st place – +80KG Won against Marlon Lima (BRA) RSC 2nd round in the final; Won against Bruno Barea (BRA) 19:12 in the semi-final

91+KG– ⚽️ CHU FUDING – CHINA (CHN)
Date Of Birth : 18/01/1995
2012 – Chinese Youth National Championships 2nd place – 91+KGLost to Mu Haiping (CHN) by points in the final; Won against Zhuang Yuan (CHN) by points in the semi-final; Won against Chen Yongxiang (CHN) by points in the quarter-final

91+KG– 🇭🇷 JOSIP GRANIC – CROATIA (CRO)
Date Of Birth : 30/03/1994
Club : Joker
2012 – Croatian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91+KGWon against Karlo Vrdoljak (CRO) by points in the final
2012 – Croatian National Championships 7th place – 91+KGLost to Sime Filipi (CRO) by points in the quarter-final
2011 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 6th place – 91+KGLost to Bogdan Blazhko (UKR) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2011 – Croatian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91+KGWon against Branimir Lovren (CRO) AB 2nd round in the final; Won against Dino Sepic (CRO) RSC 1st round in the semi-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 9th place – +80KG Lost to Aleksandar Dokvadze (GEO) 1:0 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Croatian Junior National Championships 1st place – +80KG Won against Ivan Rukavina (CRO) AB 1st round in the final; Won against Stjepan Vidojc (CRO) AB 3rd round in the semi-final; Won against Ivan Omrcen (CRO) AB 1st round in the quarter-final
2009 – AIBA Junior World Championships (Yerevan, ARM) 10th place – +80KG Lost to Victor Ialimov (MDA) 13:1 in the first preliminary round
2009 – Croatian Junior National Championships 1st place – +80KG Won against Karlo Pick (CRO) 3:2 in the final; Won against Marin Marincic (CRO) 9:5 in the semi-final
2008 – Croatian Schoolboys National Championships 1st place – 72KG Won against Andelo Zupan (CRO) WO in the final

91+KG– 🇨🇺 YOANDY TOIRAC ORTEGA – CUBA (CUB)
Date Of Birth : 25/12/1994
Height : 188cm
Residence : Havana
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Began boxing: 2009
2012 – Kadyrov Memorial Tournament (Grozniy, RUS) 3rd place – 91+KGLost to Zelimkhan Matashev (RUS) 14:8 in the semi-final; Won against Mansur Chamayev (RUS) 14:6 in the quarter-final
2012 – Cuban Youth National Championships 1st place – +91KG
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 2nd place – 91+KGLost to Khadzhiakbar Mamakov (RUS) 15:11 in the final; Won against Ulugbek Mubinov (UZB) 13:5 in the semi-final; Won against Agageldi Allanazarov (TKM) 7:0 in the quarter-final 2012 – RUS-CUB Youth Dual Match – 91+KGWon against Oleg Zhmura (RUS) by points 2011 – Umakhanov Memorial Tournament (Makhachkala, RUS) 3rd place – 91+KGLost to Rashid Kodzoyev (RUS) 6:1 in the semi-final; Won against Nikita Maculevics (LAT) 3:2 in the quarter-final 2011 – Roberto Balado Cup (Havana, CUB) 5th place – 91+KGLost to Isaias Mena (COL) WO in the quarter-final
2011 – Cuban Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG Won against Felipe Ponce (CUB) 10:6 in the final; Won against Ivan Pardo (CUB) by points in the semi-final

91+KG–  PATRICK MULAMBA WA MULAMBA – DR OF CONGO (DRC)
Date Of Birth: 24/06/1994
2012 – DR of Congolese Youth National Selection Tournament 1st place – +91KG

91+KG–  HUGH FURY – ENGLAND (ENG)
Date Of Birth: 18/09/1994
Club: Gloves ABC
2012 – British Youth National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Liverpool, ENG) 2nd place – 91KG Lost to Kody Davies (WAL) 12:10 in the final; Won against Adam Murdoch (SCO) 13:8 in the semi-final
2012 – English Youth National Championships 1994 Born Boxers (Batley, ENG) 1st place – 91KG Won against Charlie Eastwood (ENG) 20:11 in the final

91+KG–  MURMANI GOGISVANIDZE – GEORGIA (GEO)
Date Of Birth: 14/10/1994
2012 – Georgian Youth National Championships 1st place – +91KG
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 91+KGLost to Sadig Samadov (AZE) 19:11 in the semi-final

91+KG–  FLORIAN SCHULZ – GERMANY (GER)
Date Of Birth: 21/01/1994
Club: BC Greifswald
Number of bouts: 46 (36-1-9)
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 3rd place – 91+KGLost to Ivan Kabatov (RUS) 12:9 in the semi-final
2012 – German Youth National Championships 1st place – 91+KGWon against Dennis Lewandowski (GER) 12:5 in the final; Won against Filip Droste (GER) RSCI 1st round in the semi-final
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) 5th place – 91+KG Lost to Gasan Gimbatov (RUS) RSCI 1st round in the quarter-final; Won against Thomas Conroy (IRL) KO 1st round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 3rd place – 91+KG Lost to Bogdan Blazhko (UKR) 10:8 in the semi-final
2011 – German Youth National Championships 1st place – 91+KG Won against Orkan Tuncer (GER) 15:3 in the final; Won against Kevin Kadiru (GER) 4:1 in the semi-final
2011 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 1st place – 91+KG Won against Tomas Basinskas (LTU) AB 3rd round in the final; Won against Rytis Cepas (LTU) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final
2010 – IRL-GER Junior Dual Match – +80KG Won against David Timlin (IRL) RSC 2nd round
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 7th place – +80KG Lost to Ivan Kabatov (RUS) 8:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Denis Paskin (BLR) 4:1 in the first preliminary round
2010 – German Junior National Championships 1st place – +86KG Won against Robin Marche (GER) AB 1st round in the final; Won against Muslim Benkacimi (GER) RSC 3rd round in the semi-final; Won against Daniel Schmeier (GER) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final
2009 – German Junior National Championships 1st place – +86KG Won against Maximilian Soehre (GER) RSC 1st round in the final; Won against Christian Taube (GER) WO in the semi-final
2009 – Carpathian Junior Cup (Morshin, UKR) 2nd place – +80KG Lost to Victor Ialimov (MDA) 7:0 in the final; Won against Igor Chernysh (UKR) 8:1 in the semi-final; Won against Rakhymmuhamet Kasimov (TKM) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final

91+KG – ❝DENNIS LEWANDOWSKI – GERMANY (GER) ❞
Date Of Birth : 01/03/1994
Club : BC Greifswald
Number of bouts : 27 (17-0-10)
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 1st place – 91+KG Won against Ivan Kabatov (RUS) 12:10 in the final; Won against Samuel Goyet (CAN) 10:4 in the semi-final; Won against Bela Szajko (HUN) 12:6 in the quarter-final
2012 – Binzer Box Cup (Binz, GER) 3rd place – 91+KG Lost to Eric Brechlin (GER) by points in the semi-final
2012 – German Youth National Championships 2nd place – 91+KG Lost to Florian Schulz (GER) 12:5 in the final; Won against Sven Huebner (GER) AB 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Richard Heil (GER) 22:15 in the quarter-final

91+KG – ❝NARENDER BERWAL – INDIA (IND) ❞
Date Of Birth : 14/11/1994
Height : 192cm
Coach : Davraj
Region : Haryana
Residence : Bhiwani
2012 – Indian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91+KG Won against Hitesh (IND) 10:5 in the final; Won against Nitesh (IND) 10:3 in the semi-final; Won against Nachhatar Singh (IND) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final
2012 – Haryana State Youth Championships 1st place – 91+KG Won against Sanjeet (IND) 9:2 in the final; Won against Hitesh (IND) 15:3 in the semi-final; Won against Vikash (IND) 15:8 in the quarter-final
2011 – Haryana State Championships 5th place – 91+KG Lost to Naveen Kumar (IND) 12:11 in the quarter-final
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91+KG – DEEPAK PRAKASH – INDIA (IND)
Date Of Birth : 08/10/1995
Height : 186cm
Club : SAI Hissar
Coach : Jaswant Singh
Region : Haryana
Began boxing : 2010
2011 – Indian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91KG Won against Harwinder Singh (IND) 5:1 in the final; Won against Brijesh Yadav (IND) 12:1 in the semi-final; Won against Anuj Kumar (IND) RSC 3rd round in the quarter-final
2011 – Haryana State Youth Championships 1st place – 91KG Won against Sanjeet (IND) 15:2 in the final; Won against Naveen Kumar (IND) 10:8 in the semi-final; Won against Ajit Kumar (IND) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final
2010 – Indian Junior National Championships 9th place – 80KG Lost to Abhishek Beniwal (IND) 2+:2 in the second preliminary round; Won against Ashish Malik (IND) 10:0 in the first preliminary round

91+KG – MILAD ROSHANZADEH – IRAN (IRN)
Date Of Birth : 08/09/1994
2012 – Iranian Youth National Championships 1st place – +91KG

91+KG – GUIDO VIANELLO – ITALY (ITA)
Date Of Birth : 09/05/1994
Place Of Birth : Rome
Club : ASD Team Boxe Rome XI
Coach : Italo Mattioli
Residence : Rome
Number of bouts : 23 (17-0-6)
2012 – Italian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91+KGWon against Marco Casoraro (ITA) RSCI 2nd round in the final; Won against Adan Roldan (ITA) WO in the semi-final; Won against Seneca Bertocchi (ITA) RSCI 1st round in the quarter-final
2012 – ITA-HUN Youth Dual Match2 – 91+KGWon against Bela Szajko (HUN) by points
2012 – ITA-HUN Youth Dual Match1 – 91+KGWon against Bela Szajko (HUN) by points
2012 – Petr Mitsik Youth Tournament (Ivano-Frankovsk, UKR) 2nd place – 91+KGLost to Oleksandr Babich (UKR) 5:0 in the final; Won against Yuriy Tsap (UKR) by points
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 7th place – 91+KGLost to Rytis Cepas (LTU) 19:10 in the quarter-final
2012 – POL-ITA Youth Dual Match – 91+KGLost to Pawel Wierzbicki (POL) 3:0
2011 – Italian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 91+KGLost to Tommaso Rossano (ITA) 24:15 in the final; Won against Marco Casoraro (ITA) RSCI 3rd round in the semi-final
2011 – IRL-ITA Youth Dual Match – 91+KGLost to Thomas Conroy (IRL) 16:12
2011 – POL-ITA Youth Dual Match2 – 91+KGLost to Lukasz Sipowicz (POL) 2:1
2011 – POL-ITA Youth Dual Match1 – 91+KGWon against Lukasz Sipowicz (POL) 3:0
2011 – Petr Mitsik Youth Tournament (Ivano-Frankovsk, UKR) 1st place – 91+KGWon against Yuriy Tsap (UKR) by points in the final; Won against Irakli Tkebuchava (UKR) by points in the semi-final
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91+KG– 🇯🇴 HUSSEIN ESHAISH – JORDAN (JOR)
Date Of Birth : 06/08/1995
2012 – Jordanian Youth National Championships 1st place – +91KG

91+KG– 🇰🇿 KANAGAT AKHMEDOV – KAZAKHSTAN (KAZ)
Date Of Birth : 24/12/1995
Residence : Almaty
2012 – Zhetysu Youth Cup (Taldykorgan, KAZ) 1st place – 91+KG
Won against Didar Tolegen (KAZ) 16:9 in the final; Won against David Pirkhiyev (KAZ) 13:7 in the semi-final;
Won against T. Baymukhambetov (KAZ) 13:7 in the quarter-final
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 3rd place – 91+KG
Lost to Vladislav Sirenko (UKR) AB 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Vadim Zakharchenko (UKR) 20:6 in the quarter-final
2011 – Kazakh Youth National Championships 3rd place – 91+KG
Lost to Dastan Kurmanbekov (KAZ) by points in the semi-final

91+KG– 🇰🇬 AKRAMZHON ABDISAMATOV – KYRGYZSTAN (KGZ)
Date Of Birth : 30/03/1994
Coach : A. Sulaymanov
Residence : Batken Region
2012 – Issyk-Kul Games (Karakol, KGZ) 2nd place – 91+KG
Lost to Daniyar Akunov (KGZ) by points in the final; Won against Choro Almambetov (KGZ) by points in the semi-final
2012 – Kyrgyz Youth National Spartakyad 1st place – 91+KG
Won against Adilet Karybekov (KGZ) by points in the final; Won against Mikhail Kodzhayev (KGZ) by points in the semi-final

91+KG– 🇳🇿 PATRICK MAILATA – NEW ZEALAND (NZE)
Date Of Birth : 1994
Weight : 110kg
Coach : Grant Arkell
Residence : Auckland
Other sport : Rugby
Number of bouts : 11
2012 – New Zealand National Championships 1st place – 91+KG
Won against Terrance Batchelor (NZL) RSC 2nd round in the final; Won against Sunny Teki-Clarke (NZL) RSC 3rd round in the semi-final
2012 – Oceanian Youth Championships (Papeete, TAH) 1st place – 91+KG
Won against Zac Faulkner (AUS) 16:12 in the final; Won against Heimata Diop (PYF) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final
2012 – New Zealand National Olympic Trials 2nd place – 91+KG
Lost to Joseph Parker (NZL) 13:8 in the final
2011 – New Zealand Youth National Championships 2nd place – +81KG
Lost to Toa Leutele (NZL) 17:14 in the final

91+KG– 🇷🇺 IVAN KABATOV – RUSSIA (RUS)
Date Of Birth : 05/01/1994
Residence : Belgorod
2012 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 2nd place – 91+KG
Lost to Dennis Lewandowski (GER) 12:10 in the final; Won against Florian Schulz (GER) 12:9 in the semi-final
2012 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 1st place – 91+KG
Won against Daso Simeunovic (BIH) RSC 1st round in the final; Won against Bela Szajko (HUN) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final
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91+KG–  OLEG ZHMURA – RUSSIA (RUS)
Date Of Birth : 24/02/1994
Residence : Chekhov
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 3rd place – 91+KG Lost to Ulugbek Mubinov (UZB) 10:9 in the semi-final; Won against Gergo Savoly (HUN) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final
2012 – Russian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 91+KG Lost to Ivan Kabatov (RUS) 16:7 in the final; Won against Khadzhiakbar Mamakov (RUS) 12:11 in the semi-final; Won against Vladimir Grigoryev (RUS) 9:8 in the quarter-final; Won against Nikolay Ivanov (RUS) 11:3 in the second preliminary round; Won against Andrey Mandrykin (RUS) 14:1 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 7th place – 91+KG Lost to Ulugbek Mubinov (UZB) 13:6 in the quarter-final
2012 – RUS-CUB Youth Dual Match – 91+KG Lost to Yoandris Toirac (CUB) by points
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 91+KG Lost to Bohdan Blazhko (UKR) 16:11 in the semi-final; Won against Gaybullo Kuchkarov (UZB) 5:4 in the quarter-final
2011 – Golden Gloves of Vojvodina Youth Tournament (Novi Sad, SRB) 3rd place – 91+KG Lost to Branimir Lovren (CRO) WO in the semi-final; Won against Labinot Xhoxhaj (SLO) AB 1st round in the quarter-final
2011 – Russian Youth National Championships 2nd place – 91+KG Lost to Gasan Gimbatov (RUS) AB 2nd round in the final; Won against Samir Namazov (RUS) 11:8 in the semi-final; Won against Magomedkamil Ganapiyev (RUS) RSCI 3rd round in the quarter-final; Won against Vladimir Shikhov (RUS) 5:1 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Russian Junior National Championships 7th place – 80KG Lost to Shamil Dibirov (RUS) 5:1 in the quarter-final

91+KG–  YASIN YILDIRIM – TURKEY (TUR)
Date Of Birth : 31/03/1994
Height : 192cm
Club : Buyuk Sehir Belediyesi Ankaraspor
Coach : Esat Celik; Mustafa Karagollu
Number of bouts : 30
Began boxing : 2009
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 3rd place – 91+KG Lost to Khadzhiakbar Mamakov (RUS) 19:14 in the semi-final
2012 – Turkish Youth National Championships 1st place – 91+KG Won against Burak Cemal Turunc (TUR) RSC 1st round in the final; Won against Ali Kaya (TUR) RSC 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Savas Karapinar (TUR) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2010 – Ahmet Comert Junior Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 3rd place – +80KG Lost to Khadzhiakbar Mamakov (RUS) 7:0 in the semi-final
2010 – Turkish Junior National Championships 1st place – +80KG Won against Fatih Yilmaz (TUR) RSCI 2nd round in the final; Won against Fuat Yilmaz (TUR) RSC 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Cakir Bayrak (TUR) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final

91+KG – BOGDAN BLAZHKO – UKRAINE (UKR)
Date Of Birth : 06/01/1994
Coach : Viktor Sichkaruk
Residence : Vinnitsa
Number of bouts : 70 (50-0-20)
Began boxing : 2008
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 6th place – 91+KG Lost to Ulugbek Mubinov (UZB) 16:15 in the quarter-final
2012 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships 3rd place – 91+KG Lost to Oleksandr Babich (UKR) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final
2012 – Danas Pozniakas Youth Memorial Tournament (Vilnius, LTU) 1st place – 91+KG Won against Danielis Makarevicius (LTU) by points in the final; Won against Rytis Cepas (LTU) WO in the semi-final
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 1st place – 91+KG Won against Sadig Samadov (AZE) WO in the final; Won against Oleg Zhmura (RUS) 16:11 in the semi-final; Won against Heydar Heydarov (AZE) 15:13 in the quarter-final
2011 – European Youth Championships (Dublin, IRL) 3rd place – 91+KG Lost to Gasan Gimbatov (RUS) 17:8 in the semi-final; Won against Muhammet Erkan Avci (TUR) 11:4 in the quarter-final; Won against Rokas Misauskas (LTU) RSC 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2011 – Brandenburg Youth Cup (Frankfurt an der Oder, GER) 2nd place – 91+KG Won against Gasan Gimbatov (RUS) AB 1st round in the final; Won against Florian Schulz (GER) 10:8 in the semi-final; Won against Josip Granic (CRO) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2011 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91+KG Won against Roman Miroshnichenko (UKR) RSC 3rd round in the final; Won against Konstantin Chernish (UKR) AB 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Serhiy Satumir (UKR) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2010 – European Junior Championships (Lvov, UKR) 2nd place – +80KG Lost to Aleksandr Dokvadze (GEO) 1:1 in the final; Won against Rafael Simonyan (ARM) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Lukasz Sipowicz (POL) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2010 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 2nd place – +80KG Lost to Aleksandr Dokvadze (GEO) by points in the final; Won against Sabir Mammadov (AZE) by points in the semi-final

91+KG – VLADYSLAV SIRENKO – UKRAINE (UKR)
Date Of Birth : 07/02/1995
Coach : Volodymyr Bogatyrenko
Residence : Kiev
Number of bouts : 35 (25-0-10)
Began boxing : 2009
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 1st place – 91+KG Won against Ulugbek Mubinov (UZB) 14:9 in the final; Won against Kanagat Akhmedov (KAZ) AB
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2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Shamil Mirzalov (RUS) AB 3rd round in the quarter-final
2012 – Ukrainian Youth National Championships 1st place – 91+KG Won against Oleksandr Babich (UKR) 11+:11 in the final; Won against Petro Petrovets (UKR) WO in the semi-final; Won against Robert Zhmurko (UKR) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final

91+KG – ULUGBEK MUBINOV – UZBEKISTAN (UZB)
Date Of Birth : 19/03/1994
Residence : Bukhara
2012 – Ahmet Comert Youth Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 1st place – 91+KG Won against Khadzhiakbar Mamakov (RUS) 16:6 in the final; Won against Oleg Zhmura (RUS) 10:9 in the semi-final
2012 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 2nd place – 91+KG Lost to Vladislav Sirenko (UKR) 14:9 in the final; Won against Oleksandr Babich (UKR) 11:10 in the semi-final; Won against Bohdan Blazhko (UKR) 16:15 in the quarter-final
2012 – Sydney Jackson Memorial Tournament (Tashkent, UZB) 1st place – 91+KG Won against Ilya Rudenko (RUS) 8:6 in the final; Won against Farrukh Karimov (UZB) 13:7 in the semi-final
2012 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 1st place – 91+KG Won against Gaybullo Kuchkarov (UZB) by points in the final
2011 – Klichko Brothers Youth Tournament (Berdichev, UKR) 2nd place – 91+KG Lost to Muhammet Erkan Avci (TUR) 17:7 in the final; Won against Heydar Heydarov (AZE) 17:7 in the semi-final; Won against Vakhtang Mkrtchyan (ARM) 13:6 in the quarter-final
2011 – Sydney Jackson Memorial Tournament (Tashkent, UZB) 3rd place – 91+KG Lost to Ahmad Sarimsakov (UZB) by points in the semi-final
2011 – Pavlyukov Youth Memorial Tournament (Anapa, RUS) 5th place – 91+KG Lost to Gasan Gimbatov (RUS) AB 2nd round in the quarter-final
2010 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 91+KG Lost to Gasan Gimbatov (RUS) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Heydar Aliyev Junior Cup (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – +80KG Lost to Aleksandr Dokvadze (GEO) by points in the semi-final
2010 – Uzbek Junior National Championships 1st place – +80KG

91+KG – GAYBULLO KUCHKAROV – UZBEKISTAN (UZB)
Date Of Birth : 04/04/1995
2012 – Uzbek Youth National Championships 2nd place – 91+KG Lost to Ulugbek Mubinov (UZB) by points in the final
2011 – Agalarov Youth Memorial Tournament (Baku, AZE) 7th place – 91+KG Lost to Oleg Zhmura (RUS) 5:4 in the quarter-final